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The London Skyline
Viewed from Blackhall

Outside No. 10
Drowning Street

Waiting to see "M"

All the Thrills and Intrigue of the World of Espionage
Spycat isa skilfully-writtenarcade adventure game which takes place
amongst the corridors of power in Blackhall, Drowning Street and the
M.I.4V2 underground surveillance complex.
You play the role ofSpycat: a cat witha purpose. You are devoted to
spending your lifeembroiled within the fascinating but dangerous
arena of professional secrets. It'sa good career —fullof security; and
when you retire you can always supplement your pension by
emigrating to Greenland and publishing your memoirs.

BBC MicroCassette £9.95 AcornElectronCassette
BBC Micro 5'A" Disc £11.95 BBC Master CompactW Disc.

...£9.95

.£14.95

(Compatible with the BBCB,B+ and Master Series computers)

^r/supcmon^\SOFTUjnn€ ACORNSftFT

Dept. C6, Regent House. Skinner lane. Leeds LS71AX. Telephone: 0532 459453

Thegame features nearly 100differentscreens, with30 differentobjects
—including computers and passports —to locate and employ in
appropriate ways.Anicon-driven control system is used to orchestrate
your manoeuvres and actions. There are secret passages to discover,
and hatches and liftsto assist your progress. Guest appearances are
made by:the Prime Ministerand the spy-chiefs "Q"and "M".
Spycat isa thoroughly captivating game. Tocomplete the adventure,
you will need to use clear logical thought as wellas fast reactions and
arcade skills. Your life as an undercover cat may not be easy but itwill
always be exciting!

PRIZE COMPETITION
Thefirst prizeinourcompetition Isa specially-produced ESPIONAGE KIT (worth over
£100) comprising:quality prismbinoculars, a minicamera, a minicassette-recorder,
Invisible Inkpens,and a book on codes and ciphers.Thereare 20congratulatory
certificates for runners-up.
Toenter the competition, you must complete the game and writeto us describing the
final messages that you receive
Closing Date: 31st July, 1988.

Please make

all cheques
payable to
'Superior

Software Ltd".
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
All mail orders are despatched
within 24 hours by tirst-class post.
Postage and packing isfree
Faulty cassettes and discs willbe
replaced immediately.
(Thisdoes not affect your statutory rights)



BROTHER

CANON

CBM

AP80
API 00

DMP1
DMP2000/3000
PCW8256/8512

HR5
HR15Corr
HR15FAB
HR15MS
HR15alsoforHR25/HR35
EP44 £2.90
Ml 009 £3.20

PW1080A Black £2.90
PW1080ARedorBlue £4.30
PJ1080 Ink Jet Colour. One Off
PJ1080 Ink Jet Black. One Off

1515 £2.50
1525 £2.50
MPS801 £3.40
802/1526 £3.50
803 £3.20
MPS1000 £2.50
4022 £2.50
MCS801 Colour. One Off

CENTRONICS

CITIZEN

DAISYSTEP

EPSON

DPS1101 SS
DPS1101MS
DPSU01 Corr

GLP1/2

120D

2000 MS
2000 FAB

MX/FX/RX80 Black

£2.20
£2.70
£1.60

£3.20

£4.80

£2.90
£4.70

£2,50

5+
£2.00
£2.00

£3.10
£3.90
£3.80

£2.80
£2.30
£2.70
£2.60

£2.50
£2.70

£2.40
£3.90

12+
£1.80
£1

£2.90
£3.80
£3.60

£2.60
£2.10
£2.40
£2.30

£2.30
£2.50

£2.20
£3.60

£10.70
£8.70

£2.00 £1.80
£2.00 £1.80
£2.80 £2.60
£2.70 £2.50
£2.70 £2.50
£2.10 £1.90
Z2A0 £1.90

£18.50
£1.70 £1.55
£2.30 £2.10
£1.30 £1.20

£2.70 £2.50

£4.40 £4.10

£2.40 £2.20
£4.00 £3.80

MX/FX/RX80 Red or Blue £3.70
£3.50
£2.50

£3.50
£4.30

£2.90
£2.70
£2.20
£1.60

£2.90
£4.30

£3.50

£1.20
£7.00
£6.60

£4,80

£2.90
£4.70
£2.60
£3.80

£2.10
£3.00
£3.10
£2.10

£1.90
£2.80
£2.80
£1.90

£18.30
£3.10 £2.90

JUKI

KAGA

M/TALLY

OKI

PANASONIC

QUENDATA

QUME

100 Series
LX80/LX86
JX80 Colour, One Off
LQ800
LQ1000

6000/2200 Corr
6100 MS
6100 SS
6100Corr

KP810 Black
KP810RedorBlue

MT80

80/82
Mate 20 Colour
Mate 20 Block

Dot Matrix

DWP1120MS
DWP1120FAB
Sprint 7/9 MS
Sprint 7/9 FAB

PRINTERS

£3.70

£2.50
£2.30
£1.70
£1.30

£3.40

£2.30
£2.10
£1.55
£1.20

£2.40 £2.20
£3.90 £3.60

£2.70

£0.90
£6.50
£6.20

£4.40

£2.40
£4.00
£2.10
£3.50

£2.50

£0.80
£6.20
£6.00

£4.10

£2,20
£3.80
£1.90
£3.20

Oki ML 192
Oki ML292
Okimate 20
Panasonic KXP1081
Panasonic KXP1082
Panasonic KXP1083
Panasonic KXP1540
Star LOO inc l/F
Star LCI 0 Colour
SlarNDIO
StarNRlO
StarNX15
StarND15
StarNR15
StarNB24-10

For Hardware orders over
£300 claim your FREE

Centronics Printer Cable.
SEIKOSHA GP50 £5.80 £5.30

GP80 £2.50 £2.00
GP100/250 £2.40 £2.00
GP500/550 £3.70 £3.10
GP700 Colour. One Off
SP1000 £5.80 £5.30

SHINWA CP80 £3.50 £2.70
SMITH Fastext 80 (Twinpack) £11.70 £11.20
CORONA TPIM/S £12.50 £10.70

TPI Fabric £5.70 £5.25
TPI Corr
Dl 00/200
D300

STAR DP/GEMINI/SG
SRI 5
NL10

NX/NB/NR15

NB24-10

NB24-15/NB15

DISK STORAGE
LOCKABLE DISK BOXES

MODEL SIZE
DD40L 373.5"
DD80 3.5"
DD50 51"
DD70 51"
DD100 51"

COMPUTER STATIONERY
PLAIN WHITE WITH MICRO-PERF EDGES

SIZE

11 x9J
11 x9}
EXACT A4
EXACT A4
11 xl4i
11 xl4i

GSM
60

70

70
90

60
70

QUANTITY
2000

2000
2000
1000
2000

2000

TONER CARTRIDGES
Epson GQ3500 £16.50
Oki Laserline 6 £16.50
HP Laserjets £68.95
HPLaserjetMkll £68.95
QUME 2 pack £89.00

Canon A1/A2
Canon A8 Mk
QMSK8
Citizen Overture
KYOCERA 2 pack

£5.00
£1.80
£1.80
£2.90

£18.50
£5.00
£2.50

£10.90
£9.95
£4.95
£4.50
£3.70
£5.10
£0.80

£4.10

£3.70

£7.20
£6.00
£7.20

£19.00

MAIL ORDER LEADERS
SINCE 1982

5.25" BOXES OF 10 DISKS
JVC inc Plastic Case 1-2 3-9 10+
MD-2D D/side D/dens 40TR £11.99 £11.50 £11.25
MD-2DD D/side Q/dens 80TR £15.99 £15.50 £15.25
MD-2HD D/side H/dens 1.6MB £26.99 £25.99 £25.49

DYSAN

MD-2D D/side D/dens 40TR £11.99 £11.50 £11.25
MD-2DD D/side Q/dens 80TR £13.50 £13.00 £12.75
MD-2HD D/side H/dens 1.6MB £19.50 £19.00 £17.95

IBM
MD-2D D/side D/dens 40TR £17.95 £16.95 £15.95

VERBATIM-DATALIFE
MD550 D/side D/dens 40TR

D/side Q/dens 80TR
D/side H/dens 1.6MB

£11.50 £11.00 £10.50
£14.50 £13.70 £13.00
£20.00 £19.50 £19.00

£12.99 £12.50 £12.25
£16.50 £16.00 £15.50
£22.00 £21.50 £19.50

£16.49 £15.50 £14.50

£16.79 £16.00 £15.00
£42.90 £38.90 £35.00

£2.59 each £12.95 pack
£2.29 each £22.90 pack

MD557

M2HD

3M

MD2D

MD2DD

MD2HD

3.5
SONY

D/side D/dens 40TR
D/side Q/dens 80TR
D/side H/dens 1,6MB

BOXES OF 10 DISKS
S/side D/dens

SONY/VERBATIM/DYSAN
D/side D/dens

SONY HIGH DENSITY 1.44MB

3"
CF2 5 Disks
CF2 10 Disks

SPECIAL OFFERS ON DISKS

TDK5'/4"SS/DD
MAXELL 5 VV'SS/DD
BASF 5'/.)" SS/DD 40TR
3M 5'/4" DS/DD
Bulk Disks
5'/4"SS/DD40TR
5WDS/DD 40TR
5W'DS/DD 80TR

PRICES PER 10 DISKS
20 disks 50 disks 100 disks

£8.50
£8.75
£8.75

£11.90

£8.00
£8.25
£8.25

£11.50

£7.50
£7.75
£7.75

£11.25

£6.40 £5.90 £4.80
£7.40 £6.90 £5.80
£8.40 £7.90 £6.80

Life timeguarantee. Disks include envelopes,labels,hub-rings
and write protect.
3'/2"DS/DD £18.80 £17.80 £16.80
Life timeguarantee.

£278.00
£449.00
£158.00

£137.00
£1 89.00
£289.00
£479.00
£157.00
£199.00
£244.00
£314.00
£264.00
£329.00
£409.00
£409.00

StarNB24-15
SlarNB15

LASER

£509.00
£579.00

EPSON PRINTERS ACORN ARCIMEDES
UK'S LOWEST PRICES UK'S LOWEST PRICES

ASTTurbo Postscript
Brother HL-8
Canon LBP8 Mk II Laser
Citizen Overture 110+
Epson GQ3500 Laser
HPLaserjetMkIILaser
Oki Laserline 6 Loser
Qume Script Ten
SlarLP-8

£2489.00
£1589.00
£1469.00
£1229.00
£1159.00
£1569.00
£1299.00
£3499.00
£1509.00

Epson LX800
Epson FX800
Epson FX1000
Epson EX800
Epson EX1000
Epson LQ500
Epson LQ850
Epson LQ1050
Epson LQ2500+
Epson SQ2500

Details'

Amstrod DMP4000
Amslrad LQ3500
Brother 1109
Brother 1509
Brother 1709
Brother 1724
Citizen I20D
Citizen LSP10
Citizen LSP100
Citizen MSP10
Citizen MSP15
Citizen MSP50
Citizen MSP55
Citizen HQP45
Citizen HQP40
Juki 6100
NECP2200
NECP6
NECP7
NEC P5XL
OkiML182

£260.00
£260.00
£169.00
£358.00

£429.00
£574.00
£130.00
£159.00
£194.00

£198.00
£229.00
£386.00
£489.00
£445.00
£349.00
£253.00
£279.00
£365.00
£429.00
£699.00
£183.00

DELIVERY
Consumables Freedeliveryon orders over
£10.Ordersunder£10pleoseadd£1.00p fp.
Hardware and Software Immediate

despatchon receiptofclearedpaymentnormally five working daysforcheque
clearance. Securicor FService, 4 worting days £5 per parcel. Socuricor BService, next
workingday £10 per parcel. Lasers and Fax Datopostnextday including Saturdays
£15 per parcel. Please ringto checkavailabilityand deliverycharges.

£175.00

£278.00

£372.00

£419.00

£549.00

£264.00

£413.00

£564.00

£687.00
£939.00

EpsonGQ3500 Laser £1159.00

FAX MACHINES
Highly discounted
prices on NEC, Sharp,
Panasonic and Canon.

COMPUTERS BY POST GUARANTEE If after buying any of
thehardware or software inthisadvertisement,you findthe same itemi
at a lowerprice locallywithin one week, we will refundthe difference.

T

All prices exclude VM
CREDIT CARD HOT-LINE

S" 101-760 0014
Computersby Post (ACU), 14EmmabrookCourt,
Sea Road, Rustington, West Sussex BN16 2NG.

ACORN USERJUNE 1988

E&OE. All prices subject tochange without notice.
Please call before ordering.

Export Enquiries Welcome
To: Computers byPost, 14Emmabrook Court, SeaRoad, Rustington, West Sussex BN16 2NG.
I wish to order

Mycomputeris.
Ienclose cheque/PO for £
or charge myAccess/Visa No:

Signature.
Address

Postcode.

Exp. date-
.inc VAT

.Tel No:.
Ac. U. 6/88



PIPEDREAM
New facilities include:

• user-definable colour displays
• a comprehensive range of financial functions
• full usage of foreign characters includingdirect

editing and printing
• loadingand savingin severalformatsgiving

compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3
• linking files enabling you to pass the results of

calculations between spreadsheets.

This in addition to all the facilitiesmany
thousands of Z88 PipeDream users have come to
expect:

• fullyWysiwyg display
(what you see is what you get)

• many columns of formatted text on screen
• fullspreadsheet power includes dates
• live calculations within formatted text

• flexible printing of special highlights suchas
underlining and bold text

• documents consisting of many separate files.

POWER

AT YOUR

FINGERTIPS
With Archimedes, you have a breakthrough in
personal computing power. Enough power for
the next breakthrough in integrated software-
PipeDream.

With existing integrated packages, you have to
divide your work into artificial sections, such as
text, numbers and calculation, and database.

With PipeDream, you compose your work inthe
order you want to print it, with text and numbers
all together in one document. Incorporate
calculations directly into paragraphs of text and
formatted paragraphs directly into spreadsheets.

With this new approach you get a whole new
dimension of power...

PipeDream is a word processor offering many
columns offormatted text. That film script you
were going to write next holiday? Ideal.

PipeDreamisa spreadsheet program with a
workarea of 500,000,000 columnsbyover
500,000,000 rows, so you'll grow out of your
computer before you grow out of PipeDream.

And beingable to mixnumbers and text together
means you can calculate invoices and mail-shot
them without resorting to expensive accounting
software.

In fact, PipeDream's uniaue integration means
that mail-shots couldn't be easier.

Simply typeinyourletteror invoice, leaving gaps
for names, addresses and payment dates, then
PipeDream will print the letter to each addressee,
automatically inserting all the details, and
keeping the text neatly formatted and aligned.

And database and spreadsheet functions can
work together.

You can use PipeDream as a database program to
maintain your address book or sales ledger.
Perform selections and sorts to invoice all of those
customers livingin London who have bought
more than 100 products from you since
February but haven't paid within 30 days.

The priceof all this power? Just £99 +VAT.

Butdon't just take our word for it. This iswhat
Michael Bywaterof Punch had to say:

"PipeDreamitself is a remarkable achievement.
Itoffersa spreadsheet, a wordprocessoranda
database, and ifyou think Iam talking about a
conventionalintegratedprogram, you are wrong.
PipeDream does all those things within one
program. Noswitching between modules or
cutting andpasting; PipeDream simply offersyou
a matrix of 'slots'into which you caneithertype
continuous textorfigures orformulae or
database 'fields'."

That was PipeDream on the Z88.

Now we've completely rewritten itfor
Archimedes. The result is even friendlier, faster
and more powerful. There are fullmenus and
dialogue boxes, making the most complex
operations easy to carryout. You'llprobably
never even need to look at the comprehensive
PipeDream tutorial and reference book. And
keyboard wizards willlove the optimised
keystroke alternatives to the menus. Some will
even devise their own key layouts, using
PipeDream's unique keyboard programmability.

We've maintained 100% fileand keystroke
compatibility with Z88 PipeDream, so you can
transfer files between the Z88 and your
Archimedes.

PipeDream is also 100% file compatible with
PipeDream on the IBMPC,and Acomsoft's VIEW
PROFESSIONAL for the BBC Microcomputer,
so you could work at home on your BBL
Microcomputerand take your files to the office
onyourZ88, to use on your Archimedes or IBM
PC. No other software enables you to share your
fileswith all these computers.

POWER

AT YOUR

FINGERTIPS

x
For more information or to order PipeDream cut
out the coupon or phone us on 0954 211472

In most cases orders will be despatched the same
day, but pleaseallow28 days fordelivery.

Please sendmemoreinformation on PipeDream fj

Pleasesend me PipeDream packs

Retail price

VAT

Postage UK

Postage overseas £10.00

TOTAL

£99.00 £.

£14.85 £.

Free

£.

£.

Please tickbox. Acorn Archimedes 3VTdisk• MS-DOS 5W disk• MS-DOS 31/5" disk•

Payment XVisaQ D Access• Cheque•

Credit cardnumber i I I I I I i I 1 I

Credit card expiry date

Name (as on credit card).

Address

. Postcode.

Send to Colton Sottwarc, BroadwayHouse, 149-151 St. Neots Road. Hardwick,Cambridge CB37QJ

PipeDreamisa trademark of CollonSoftwareLimited. Archimedesisa trademark of AcornComputers Limited.
IBMand PCare trademarksof InternationalBusinessMachinesCorporation. MS-DOSisa trademark of Microsoft.
Lotus1-2-3isa trademark ot LotusDevelopment Corporation Z88isa lradcm.ukof Cambridge ComputerLimited.

AU/6/88
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ACORNUSR
ISSUE No 71 JUNE 1988

COVER FEATURE
Music from drums, MIDI,
Music 5000, and hit band
Erasure all in this issue - pages
49-69

Photography by Dave King.
Roland D50 and PG1000 from
Music Lab, London; Ultimate
Support from the Synthesiser
Centre, London.

Acorn is a very small
company. To put them
in perspective, Apple's

profit last year was more than
Acorn's total turnover.

Acorn made a loss of more
than £3m last year. This has
depressed the share price and
provoked heavy criticism. But
its significance shouldn't be
overstated. Most of the losses
occurred in one department,
now axed. In addition, there
were heavy costs involved in
launching the Archimedes,
and Arc sales late in the year
contributed almost no
income. The management
expects better results in 1988.

But Acorn is shying away
from direct contact with its
customers, encouraging them
to go to dealers for help: even
software developers are feeling
cut off. This very small
company can't afford to hide
from its customers, and refuse
to provide support, in the
workstation and niche
markets it wants to enter.

Graham Bell, Editor

NEWS
NEW ARC OS 7
Computer Concepts to launch
Arc operating system; Acorn
results; Bill Oddie at Micronet

COMMS COLUMN 13

EDUCATION NEWS 15

READER SERVICE 17

N0TICEB0ARD 19

ERASURE COMPETITION 19

BLUNDERBOX 19

FEATURES
JOES JOTTINGS 49
The drums are a-thumping in
Joe Telford's household as he
turns his BBC into a beat box

<0> Return To Micron.1 BOO

HYBRID MUSIC 55
Even TV theme tunes are being
written with the Hybrid sys
tem, which offers musicians
more than just a Music 5000,
says Ian Waugh

ERASURES BIG HIT 64

Vince Clarke of hit band Era
sure and producer Eric Ratclif-
fe tell Carol Atack what a BBC
and UMI system do for them
and their music

THE MIDI STAR 67

Martin Russ explains what
MIDI is all about and why the
UMI system is so popular with
the professionals

INTERWORD PLUS 71
Alan Archer uses Basic prog
rams to format his word-

processor files for a weekly
parish newsletter

ITS THE BUSINESS 77

Simulations for use in the class

room abound, from mail order
to concrete companies, can
teach about computers and
businesses

REVIEWS
GAMES PAGE 109
Arc adventures, more Repton
and the Barbarian cover-up

GAMES 111
Tankcd-up Arc, Egyptian re
venge and a jousting Skirmish
are put through their paces

THE FIRST WORD 112

At last, a" real wordprocessor
for the Archimedes, says Gra
ham Bell, which has facilities
beyond those on offer on a
model B

DATABASES 119

Roger Carus finds seven pro
ducts for use at secondary level
and into the business world, on
BBC Master and Arc

LEARN A LANGUAGE 125
Spanish, German and French
learners will find three packs in
the best BBC tradition, says
Dave Futcher

EDUCATION _
NEWS 15
Baker plugs business links at
CBI conference

FEATURE 77

Simulations provide a link be
tween computing and business
studies. Nick Evans and Chris
Drage play the field

REGULARS
HINTS & TIPS 31
Lotus-style menu, mode 7
screen compression, and print
ing music from David Atherton
and readers

ARC AGORA 34
Dave Acton presents sprites for
animation, in-betweening, and
a relocatable module to print
the screen

STEP BY STEP 37
InterChart can handle View-
Sheet as well as Computer
Concepts' files. Bruce Smith
explains

BUSINESS BRAINS 127
Weather watching, controlling
a kiln, setting type by hand -
Roger Carus finds BBC micros
everywhere

YELLOW PAGES 81

OFFERS 97

ORDER FORMS 101

LETTERS 135

ADVERTISERS' INDEX 142

FREE ADS 143

ABUSERS DIARY 144

MONTHLY DISC

Lissajous curves, fractals and a
graphics bonus on this month's
discs. For 5.25in discs see page
97; 3.5in users, write to Red
wood at the address below.

Editor Graham Bell. Reporter Carol Atack. Technical AssistantRobert Miller. EditorialSecretary Pauline McLernon. Sub-EditorStuart Anderton. Production Assistant Teri
North. Art Editor Liz Thompson. Assistant Art Editor Paul Holmes. Ad Sales Controller Sc.imus Gcoghegan. Sales Executives Gregg Lorenz-Andrcc, Gautam Paul. Ad

: Production Jonathan Marsh. Publishing Services Manager Sarah Billiard. Merchandising Manager Scran Anderson Haddick. Group Editor Tony Quinn. Art Director Mike
; Lackcrsteen. Editorial Manager Ellen Brush. Group Ad Manager David C.isile. Publishing Director Michael Potter. Editorial Director Christopher Ward.
•'Published byRedwood Publishing, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ. Tel: 01-490 1444. Telecom Gold 81: RED001. Micronet 919992492. Printed byRiverside Press, Gillingham. Typeset by
Tabloid Fotosct, London.Colour byTrumps Studio,Ware,Herts. Print production by AquariusPrint and Design,London.Distributed by Comag, WestDrayton.©Redwood Publishing1988. All
rights reserved. Acorn is a registered trademark of Acorn Computers Ltd. Redwood Publishing is a registered data user. ISSN 0263 7456
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To make sure the Atari 520 STFAA
only plays games that are worthy of it,

Only the Atari Summer Pack gives you the world's best home computer plus the world's best games.

Twenty-two software titles that most people would give their right arms for, are yours absolutely free.



WINTER OLYMPIAD '88 £1935"

MOUSETRAP £1435

SLAPFIGHT £1935'

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN £2935'

INTERNATIONAL KARATE £1935"

TRAILBLAZER £24.93'

ENDURO RACER £1435"

......

ARKANOID £1435'

WARLOCK £1435'

MARBLE MADNESS .£2*95

RAMPAGE £1435

EAGLE'S NEST £1935"

PLUTOS £1435

LEVIATHAN £1435

c SUPERSPRINT £1435

RANARAMA £1935' j

STRIKE FORCE HARRIER £2435'

TETRIS £1935

Q-BALL £3935

we're giving you
£400 worth free.

-*
•_*{••

Wm

There's no catch. You really do get a 520 STFM and £414 worth of great ill ATA PI
games for just £399.99! But only until September 1st. What are you waiting for?

©

SUMMER PACK



For usersof the BBC Micro,
Master and Compact

RISC USER
For Archimedes
users

Subscribeto BEEBUG or RISC User and not only will you receivean informative
magazine mailed directly to your own address for 1 year,

But you willalso benefit from:

• Unlimited access toour technical support team toassist with any computing
problems that you may have, and to provide impartial advice.

• Aswift mail order service for all your hardware and software needs at competitive
prices, and with 5% members' discount.

• Ashowroom with knowledgeable staff on hand, whereyou can try out the latest
hardware, peripherals and software.

> Free members' adverts in BEEBUG tosell your unwanted kit.
»Atrade-in service to upgrade yourBBC/Master to a new Master/Archimedes.
25% members'discount on the entire Beebugsoft range of software.
An Acorn appointed specialist support and'service centre.

The magazine is now in its sixth
year of publication with 20,000
subscribers throughout the world.
Its proven format has been
invaluable to serious BBC Micro
and Master computer users in the
home, education and business.

Each issue of BEEBUG provides
72 pages of articles, programs
(utilities, applications etc), tutorials,
workshops, reviews, hints &tips,
news and information for beginners
and experts alike. All our programs
are tested on all versions of the BBC
Micro, and are also available monthly
on disc or tape.

RISC USER
This is the magazine for everyone
interested in Acorn's RISC computer,
the Archimedes. Launched at the
same time as Archimedes, RISC User
provides lively and informed coverage
ofwhat's happening in the world of Y
Archimedes.

Reviews, hints, programs and articles
are all specifically written for
Archimedes, showing howto exploit
the many features of this sophisticated
computer. RISC User is all about the
Archimedes; it does not contain
modified programs originally intended
for the Model B or Master.

BEEBUG and RISC Userare both published 10 times ayear and are only available on subscription, not through the shops.
Subscription Special

rates for rates (or
either magazine both magazines

1YearUK.BFPO&Channel Islands £14.50 £23 00
Europe&Eire £20.00 £33 00
Middle East £25.00 £40.00
America&Africa £27.00 £44 00
Elsewhere £29.00 £48^00

Iwould like tosubscribetoBEEBUG/RISC User/Both Magazines

and enclose a cheque for £
Official Orders Welcome

Please debit my AccessA/isa/Connect account with£

SSL I I I I I I I I I IJJ I I I I I
Expiry /

Name

Address

AccessA/isa/Connect card holdersmayalternatively callour 24
hour hotline on 0727 40303.
All cheques mustbe inpounds sterlingdrawnon a UK bank.

Post To:

BEEBUG, Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,St. Albans,
Herts. AL11 EX

For a Free BEEBUG Information Pack Phone 0727 40303

AU6



Big bang
The latest disc for the BBC's

Domesday AIV player is Vol
canoes. It was produced jointly
with the Oxford University
Press and combines text, still
and moving images with new
AIV features like Hypertext.

To produce the explanations
graphics, the BBC's engineers
didn't use the Quantel Paint
box, but one of their own
Archimedes computers, with
Artisan software and the Wat

ford digitiser. Maps show
where the volcanoes are found.

Six example eruptions are
shown on the disc.

Other sections explain geolo
gical concepts and, give Oxford
English Dictionary definitions
of terms. A complete geology
textbook is included. The disc
costs £194.35 including manuals.

C source
Mijas has released a new ver
sion of its C compiler for £50.
The company claims that it is
better and faster, now including
full graphics capability with
VDU commands and the abil
ity to change mode at any time
during the program. The source
code is available to users and is
itself written in C.

Over the top
Alpine Software has announced
a range of new products, and
changed its name from Summit
Software due to legal problems.

The company's ALP adven
ture programming language is
now available as an Electron

ROM with added features

compatible with the Plus 3 and
most DFS systems.

A 3.5in Compact disc con
taining a ROM image is also
ready at £28.95 and an Archi
medes version is promised.
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News
Arthur at risk from
Concepts' new OS
By Graham Bell and Carol
Atack

Arthur's place as the Archi
medes' operating system is
being challenged. Computer
Concepts has developed an
alternative and future Archi

medes releases, including their
desktop publishing program,
will run under it.

The software, known as Im
pulse, is being used in-house at
Computer Concepts but could
be made available later in the
year. It may be sold separately
or as a package with applica
tions using it.

The company took the deci
sion to write a new operating
system when it found that
Arthur was incapable of sup
porting the demands of the
DTP program. Both Arthur
and Impulse versions of the
DTP package will be shown at
September's PCW exhibition.

Charles Moir of Computer
Concepts said 'We have specific
applications in mind diat
Arthurcannot support. We had
no real choice for the DTP
program and our other long

ARM chips not used to best advantageby Arthur, says Moir

term developments.
'We have hundreds of re

quirements which are not met
by Arthur,' said Moir, 'one in
particular is true multi-tasking.'

An operating system that is
much more powerful than
Arthur is needed to take on

machines like Apple's Macin
tosh II and Atari's Abaq,
claims Moir. 'Perhaps that's
why Acorn are turning to
Unix.' he suggests. Continuity
with the BBC and Master series

has been achieved at the ex

pense of exploiting the full
capability of the RISC chips.

A fax and modem podule
will be available as soon as

BABT approval has been
granted. It is being shown at
May's Micro User ' show.
Another idea is for an Impulse-
based RISC board for IBM

compatibles. This would com
pete with Acorn's Springboard
card, which can be plugged into
most PCs.

Second source for ARM chips
Acorn's RISC chip set, used in
the Archimedes, now has a
second source. Sanyo, the
Japanese company best known
for TVs and videos, will be
supplementing the supplies
from US manufacturer VLSI.

Last year 30,000 sets of the
four chips were sold, capturing
a third of the world market in

RISC technology. 'A very large

majority went to Acorn' said
VLSI's marketing director,
Charlie Parr.

He anticipates that Sanyo
will use the chip as the basis for
controllers for other equip
ment. Whether this will result

in actual products like a laser
printer remains to be seen.

'We hope that other com
panies will produce machines

based on these chips and estab
lish a standard,' said Parr.
'Sample quantities have been
sold to other companies for
development purposes.'

A second manufacturer

means greater continuity in
supplies to hardware com
panies, maing the chips more
commercial and attractive to

other manufacturers.



REALTIME SOLIDS MODELLER

Reviews of the original REALTIME GRAPHICSSYSTEM:
"there Isn t anythingyetavailable for the Beeb capable ofproducing

such Impressive andpowerfulgraphlcs"-A&B Computing.
"there Is noother software torival lt"-Beebug.

"there Is no better package" -AcornUser.

*The complete 3D Solids/Wireframe package for architectural
design, interior design, engineering design, teaching CDT and
3Dgeometry, molecular modelling, mathematical plots, scientific
processing and high speed flicker-free 3D animation.

* HiddenSurface Removal can be performed for full colour
realistic solid displays at high speed. The 3Dsolid imagescan
then be incorporated intoother art designs.

* Supports all plotters including HP-GL, Plotmate, Penman II,
Hewlett Packard, Epson HI-80, Hitachi 672, Watanabe,
Graphtec, Calcomp, Seckonic, Houston DMP, Roland and paper
sizes from AO to A4for professional results.

*The package consists of a 32k Realtime Graphics Language
rom, Solids Design disc, Wireframe Design disc, Multi-plotter
and printer driver disc, Demonstration disc, Applications disc,
Database library discand a fully comprehensive 150page
manualdesigned forcomplete beginners and experts alike.

* Design facilities include 3DSolid/Wireframe Editors to design
objects with lines and surfaces, create symmetrical objects by
Sweeping or Extruding simple sections, use objects as building
blocks to create more complex objects which in turn may be
usedas building blocks, specify individual surface and line
colours for multi-coloured objects, dynamic 3D viewing in any
graphics screen mode anda Data convertor for interfacing to
other CAD systems and applications.

*The Solids Realtime Graphics Language (RGL) rom provides 52
star commands to write your own 3D applications. The facilities
include 3DRotation, Scaling, Translation, Perspective and
Isometric displays, Orbiting, 3DTurtlegraphics, Geometric
processing, unique35,000 pixels/sec line generator (fasterthan
Acorn's 9000/sec) for high speed 3D animation and many more
options.

*The Solids RGL is compatible with all the BBC graphics screen,
plotting and colour modes including Shadow screen and is upto
5 times faster than theoriginal RGL. The 32k RGL rom board
can be plugged into any 16k rom socket.

* Minimum requirements: BBC B/keyboard/single drive. Also
compatible with BBC B+, Master series, all versions of DFS &
DDFS. The system will alsotakeadvantage ofa 6502 2nd
Processor/Turbo or AMX/QUEST Mouse. REALTIME SOLIDS
MODELLER: £89.95.

Please send me further details.
I wish to order:
Realtime Solids Modeller (BBC).
3D CADIAnimation (Archimedes).
3D CADIAnimation (BBC).
Super Dump (BBC).
Total: £

I wish to pay by cheque/P.O./Access.
All prices are fully inclusive.

Card No: ,

Name: .

Address:

Signature:

•

•
•
•
•

jj \j?dj:ad/animation system~
ARCHIMEDES & BBC VERSIONS

* Once again Silicon Vision steals the lead with this incredible offer.
It's true we'reoffering our international, best-selling wireframe 3D
Graphics Development System (3D GDS) at an incredibly low
price. No we haven't gone mad, it's simply our way ofintroducing
you to our unbeatable 3D Solids Design &Animation Systems.

*3DGDS is a full blown 3DCAD &Animation system thatcan
handle wireframe models ofanycomplexity. Thepackage consists
of a Design &Animation disc, a database disc to getyou started,
and a comprehensive 95 page manual. The standalone animation
facilities for theBBC include a unique 30,000 pixels/sec line
generatorfor high speed flicker-free 3D animation -ideal for games
& simulations.

* In the future, you may find that you need a 3D Solid Modelling
systemfor moreprofessional resultsor more powerful animation
facilities for better effects.

* Well, thenyou'll find no better company to do businesswith than
Silicon Vision. As Europe's fastest growing CAD software house,
there's no-one more capable of satisfying your future needs. Inthe
meantime we offer you3D GDS with our compliments. Worth over
£25 itcan now be yoursfor only £12.95 (BBC version) or £19.95
(Archimedes version).

* Minimum requirements: BBC B/single drive. Also compatible with
BBC B+, Masterseries, Archimedes305 to 440, all versionsof
DFS, DDFS &ADFS(Archimedes 3.5" disc). Order onetoday and
enter thedynamic world ofhigh speed3Dcomputer graphics.

SUPER-DUMP i
1920x1024 Resolution Breakthrough!

Near Plotter Quality hardcopy at a fraction
of the cost.

* At lasta printer driver which takes advantage ofthe highest
resolution capability ofordinary Epson compatible printers to
provide 1920x1024 resolution as opposed to the 640x256
resolution limitation ofmost printer dumps.

* Fully compatible with the Realtime Solids Modeller, 3D GDS and
all other CAD packages and applications that can produce a
VDU textfile of a screen image. An example program is included
in the package.

* Unlike other printerdrivers, Super-Dumpdoes not use screen
images directly but instead operates on text files of VDUcodes
that represent the image to be printed. These files can also be
created by your own graphics programs with the addition of two
simple 'SPOOL statements. N

* The package consists of a Super-Dump disc complete with
documentation and provides fully proportional dumps at
resolutionsof 1920x1024, 640x512 &640x256. Images can also
be scaled, positioned and previewed before printing.

* Minimum requirements: BBC B/single drive. Also compatible
with BBC B+, Master series, all versions of DFS & DDFS.
SUPER-DUMP: £15.95.

Contact your local dealeror orderdirectly by cheque/P.07Access/Mastercard/Eurocard from: •.•..••.
SILICON VISION LTD, SIGNAL HOUSE, LYON RD, HARROW, MIDDX, HA1 2AG. Tel: 01-4222274 Ww

(credit card orders/enquiries) /01-861 2173 (showroom). Fax: 01-427 5169. Telex: 918266 SIGNAL G. ^^
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Fast boot
Acorn has reacted swiftly to
grumbles that the Archimedes'
PC Emulator did not leave
much space for applications on
1Mb machines. It has released a
new boot program which is
quicker and leaves almost dou
ble the space - 540k - for
applications. Send the original
disc plus a cheque for £15 to
Acorn Customer Services at

Fulbourne Road, Cherry Hin-
ton, Cambridge CB1 4JN.

Lift-off
Market researchers and consul
tants can turn to a new service
from Launchpad Commercial
Researchers. This company
maintains a huge database of
business information with de
tailed entries on all major com
panies. For a minimum of£200
they will provide at least 500
entries relevant to your request.
These will be sent to you in
Viewstore format on any stan
dard BBC filing system, or
ASCII files if you prefer.

Spray away
The latest release from Nidd
Valley Micro Products is low-
cost colouring software Paint
box. It is designed to work
with the Nidd Valley Digi-
mouse and the Illustrator

graphics package. It includes 22
shades and a random spray fea
ture to keep young Jackson
Pollocks happy. The disc-based
software is £14.95 for BBC B,
B4-, Master and Compact, and
£29.90 with the complementary
Illustrator.

Utwo
Archimedes users have a wider
choice of comms software with
the release of U-Connect from
Magenta Research Ltd. Written
in C and Assembler it offers
several terminal emulations, file
transfer protocols (including X-
modem and Kermit) and mod
em configurations. Its specifica
tion will be bettered by U-
Direct, available this summer.
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NEWS

Optimism reigns
despite '87 losses
Acorn's announcement of a

£3.3 million loss in 1987 caused
ripples of concern. Acorn's
managers, although dismayed
and disappointed, are neverthe
less confident that next year's
financial results will tell a diffe

rent story.

'We are running according to
budget for the first quarter this
year and this is a reflection of
increased sales' said corporate
communications manager
Michael Page.

'Our customers are confident
in our products.'

The now-closed custom sys
tems division was responsible
for more than two-thirds of the
shortfall. Development and
launch costs of the Archimedes

also played a part.
Sales of the Archimedes are

beginning to have their effect
on Acorn's balance sheet. The
440, first available in Decem
ber, has sold in larger numbers
than predicted. This has re-

Communicator: abandoned

suited in delivery delays and
the further postponement of
the lower-specified 410 model.
The 410 will not appear until
October at the earliest.

'Demand for the 440 has just
taken off explained Page.
Acorn's lack of experience in
selling such expensive equip
ment lead to demand being
underestimated. Production
lines which were supposed to
be making the 410s have had to
be turned over to the 440.

Page admits that Acorn

Archimedes has
own Pipedream
Pipedream marches on with a
special Archimedes version fol
lowing the MS-DOS version
announced last month. The
program originated on the Z88
but is descended from BBC
stalwart View Professional.

This ancestry makes it an
ideal program for use with the
Archimedes. All versions are

completely file-compatible with
each other and with View Pro
fessional. Arc users with a BBC
and with MS-DOS files can
transfer files at will from
machine to machine - useful if

you've got one in the office,
another at home and a Z88 to
use on the train. The program
will cost £114.

Rival wordprocessor First
Word Plus is now available and
cheaper than originally
announced at £91. And Auto-
sketch will also cost £91. It

should be available now, but
Autocad is considering extra
documentation for the Arc ver

sion. This will cover extra fea
tures such as the software's
ability to transfer sprites to
First Word Plus.

would really prefer to sell 440s;
a higher price, after all, means a
higher eventual profit.

Acorn expected the cheaper
models to be the best sellers at
first but experience with the
300 series has proved other
wise.

More than 75% of all cus

tomers have chosen the more
expensive but better equipped
310 model rather than the
entry-level 305, and Page be
lieves the same would happen
with the 400 series if both

models were available.
The 410 is not the only pro

duct to be delayed. Following
the departure of the head of its
development team to Perihe
lion, a floating point co
processor is unlikely to be re
leased as planned this year.

The Master is also selling
better than expected, with an
extra 40,000 being built to
satisfy demand from education
al users.

Much
more

music
Musicians with BBC micros

can double the complexity of
their work with a new ROM

from Electro Music Research.
The Pro-performer allows 16
tracks of sound to be created
compared with the eight pro
vided by its predecessor the
Performer. The price is £69.95
or £52.46 for existing Perfor
mer users.

Musicians eager to get their
tunes down on paper should
add the Scorewriter to their

EMR systems, at probably
£100 on release.



News in brief
• Acorn users in Australia will

have their first ever show soon.
Hosted by Sydney user group
Ozbeeb, it is on July 23 and 24
at the Museum of Fire, Castel-
reagh Road, Penrith, Sydney,
New South Wales. Organiser
Phil Gothard welcomes ideas
and assistance at 483 Pacific-
Highway, Asquith, New South
Wales 2077, Australia.
• A new book aims to interest
'recreational mathematics' en

thusiasts with a selection of
puzzles previously published in
the trade magazine Computer
Weekly. The book costs £6.95
and is called The Computer
Weekly Book of Puzzlers.
• A Warwickshire company is
offering five of its own prog
rams about pneumatics free to
teachers. They should send a
formatted 40 or 80-track 5.25-
inch disc to the Training Cen
tre, Norgren Martonair Ltd,
Campden Road, Shipston-on-
Stour, Warwickshire CV36
4PX. Tel: (0608) 61676.
• Callers to the Dudley Col
lege of Technology Database
can download free educational
software for the BBC micro.
Colouring Puzzle is a maths-
based primary program, Lid-off
looks inside the computer and
Mugger is a French language
program. The college needs
volunteers to test a planned
second line who should contact

David King on (0394) 455433.

NEW

Sound sampler and
synthesiser for sale
By Carol Atack
The Archimedes should follow

the BBC micro's success in
making music with two com
panies' new products.

First on to the bandwagon is
Electro Music Research with its

Arpeggio Soundsynth. This is
the first in a range of products
which will eventually build up
into a complete MIDI-
compatible system. It is even
compatible with the music edi
tor on the Archimedes' Wel
come disc.

The Soundsynth program
allows users to load, edit, com
bine and save sounds. They are
stored in the form of waves and

can be seen as well as heard.

EMR plans to sell disc-based
sound libraries as well as a
MIDI interface for people with
their own keyboards and drum
machines.

Another sound source is

Armadillo's A448 sound sam

pler podule. It will take sound
from any source which can
output to the quarter-inch jack
plug it accepts; adding a mic
rophone sets up the system for
voice sampling. If you tire of
distorting voices, use the sam
pler and Soundsynth together

Too old torock 'n' roll? Mike Beecher and friends lay down a groove

to become the next Stock Ait-
ken Waterman; it's surprisingly
easy.

Future additions will include

devices to help the disabled use
the system, developed with
Newcastle University, and to
record acoustic instruments
with Cardiff University.

Mike Beecher, whose com
pany EMR is developing the
Arpeggio system and selling the
podule, believes Archimedes is

a natural choice for musicians.
'So many people say the Atari
ST is the "music computer"
because of its MIDI output,
but it's the software and what's
inside that's really important.'

He will be demonstrating the
Archimedes and Arpeggio to
musicians at the British Music
Fair at the Wembley Confer
ence Centre (July 19-24). The
sampler podule costs £126.50
and the Soundsynth £49.50.

Arc operating system problems persist
Acorn continues to have trou

ble with Arthur, the Archi
medes' operating system. Ver
sion 1.2, intended as the
finished version and distributed
to users on that basis, has some
100 documented bugs. Occur
ring in almost every section,
from DOS to WIMPs, they are
mostly quite obscure.

At the same time the com
pany is minimising difficulties
for users by laying down stan

10

dards to be followed by soft
ware developers in their new
products. These anticipate
changes being made to both
Arthur and the associated im

plementation of C, the lan
guage Acorn is recommending
to developers.

A new version of Arthur is

being developed by Acorn and
sho'uld deal with all known
problems. 'Development work
on the operating system con

tinues' said Acorn's micro

systems manager David Bell.
'There will be a new, enhanced
version but it's quite a long
way off. It will probably be
next year.'

However Acorn is doing its
best to keep software develop
ers, the people most affected by
the problems, up to date with
the bugs and corrective work.
A three page list of problems is
attached to the current issue of

the newsletter that is sent to

software companies.
Software developer Dave

Clare said 'The bugs are to be
expected. They're mostly quite
obscure and just something we
have to work around. It's good
of Acorn to have let us know.
A lot of people pretend bugs
don't exist.' He points to other
operating systems which have
taken several years to develop
and improve..
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Have fun at Hotel California. Explore Rendezvous, then perhaps try your
hand at winning some prizes in the Casino. Visit the Shopping Mall where Kays

are giving away a free personalstereo to newcustomers. Read classified ads in the
Newsagent, or evenwrite your own! Join Cafe Societyconversation or hold a private

party in the Conference Suite. Personal problems?Visit the Night Porter for a shoulder
to cry on. Is a mysterious blondeabout to enter your life?Check with our resident

astrologer - the Night Porter will put you in touch! Itchy feet? Browsethrough our travel
section and dream.

Hotel California. For 18sand over. Operate your modem at 1200/75 baud as for Micronet, Prestel and
other viewdata systems.

TELEMAP GROUP LTD., DURRANTHOUSE, 8 HERBAL HILL, LONDON EC1R 5EJ
At time of going to press all calls arc charged at 5.06p per 12 sees, off-peak and 5.06p per 8 sees, peak inclusive of VAT.

\
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Now TWO
can play - and
experience ...

Starship Icarus is plummeting towards the sun, and the only
hope of averting the impending cataclysm is for you to
teleport on board, disable the master computer and regain
control...

This spectacular fast-action game has a unique split-
screen which means that one player can complete the game
on his own - or playsimultaneously with a friend - to fight
the trigger-happy droids which infest the ship. With 20
levels of nerve-racking excitement, forcefields, mines,

SOFTWARE^
Europa House, Adlington Park,

Adlington, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

TELEPHONE ORDERS: 0625 879920 ENQUIRIES: 0625 879940

thr°»9h the port! n Tef,e«. P«s

electronic doors, emergency lifts, movable walls, and oppor
tunities to build up your armour, blaster and health ratings,
this is one game you won't complete in a few weeks!

There can be no doubt that Icarus, with its incredible
one- or two-player action, is one of the most exciting games
ever created for the BBC Micro and Electron.

:£ Check it out for yourself -
:•: and take up the challenge!

Available from all good stockists or
order direct by sending a cheque or
postal order made payable to Man
darin, together with your name and
address. Access or Visa owners: Phone
our hotline or send your card number
with your order. Price include P&P.

Icarus is the result of six months'

intensive work by Powerhouse
Software, the programming team
which developed the top-selling
Dunjunz. A full three
months has been

spent play-testing
and fine-tuning to
produce an
addictive challenge
with a gameplay
that's really out of / ^rr
this world!



NEWS

BillOddie, formerGoodie, interviewed online by Micronet

Bird man backs the
Great Worm Hunt
Acorn User's Great Worm

Hunt activities spread to
Micronet one Wednesday
evening when birdwatcher Bill
Oddie was interviewed on-line

by the Prcstel-based magazine.
Speaking both as the vice-
president of the British Trust
for Conservation Volunteers

and as a former Goodie and
comedian he answered ques
tions sent in byreaders.

His answers were typed into
the BBC B that Micronet uses

for its chatlines by writer Paul
Needs. However, Bill typed in

Frenching
The famed French Tcletel sys
tem is a largely untapped re
source for language teachers
and learners but has always
been difficult to access from

the classroom.

Harrogate College of Arts
and Technology's previous
Teletcl emulation package
proved a success with schools
with comms facilities.

Now the college's computer
unit has released a disc of real

Teletcl pages. No more expen
sive phone calls but it still
provides authentic French in
formation based on tourist

facilities in the Limousin. The

£24.95 pack includes docu
mentation.
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his name in response to re
quests for autographs.

A competition on Micronet
was part of Acorn User's con
tribution to the BTCV's Great

Worm Hunt. By calling up the
competition page entrants
automatically donated 25p to
the BTCV. One hundred and

fifty entries were received and
the winners will be announced

in Acorn User.

More information is avail

able from Tim Boote at the

BTCV, 80 York Way, London
N19AG.

Ink free
The journalistic exodus from
Fleet Street has reached com

puter programs with the release
of Watford Electronics' Wap-
ping Editor. The price has not
yet been set for the
PALPROM-based program
but it is likely to be around
£50. It is compatible with all
BBC models from B to Com

pact and also with the Quest
range of programs.

The freehand drawing mod
ule is like Quest Paint but in
screen mode 0. Other features

are a wordprocessor, font de
signer and page make-up facili
ties. Several fonts are provided
and text can be imported from
View and Wordwise.

THE COMMS COLUMN

• Over the past year or so,
there has been a phenomenal
growth in value-added services,
the special telephone numbers
on exchange 0898 or with the
double zero prefix which re
cover their costs by high call
charges, a percentage of which
is paid to the operator by BT.
Although obviously most of
these services have been

voiced-based, the first two data
systems have been launched.

Desire, which runs on (0898)
555555 on Prestel and scrolling
standards, contains a bulletin
board, email, classifiedads and
a problem page. Hotel Califor
nia is a similar system run by
Telemap, operators of Mic
ronet 800, on (0898) 100890.
This contains a casino, where
games can beplayed formoney
prizes, teleshopping, telecon
ferencing, as well as offering
the same features as Desire.

Both systems are non
technical, aimed at a general
audience. If calling these ser
vices, remember that they are
very expensive - 25p a minute
at cheap rate times, 38p a mi
nute at peak times. That's over
£20 an hour! Nevertheless, get
ting a simple system of pay
ment for use of online services

has long been a problem, and
the BT charging structure,
which avoids the need for pre-
registration, may be very useful
in this respect.

How long before we see
serious business databases us

ing this system? For further
information telephone 01-583
4303 (Desire) and 01-278 3143
(Hotel California).
• Micronet 800 has undergone
a re-launch with a new manag
ing director, John Tomany; a
managing editor, Francis Jago:
and a new advertising cam
paign. The main alterations are
a general tidying up of the
news and machine-specific
areas, which over the past few
years have grown in a rather
uneven fashion. The BBC sec

tion is now updated every

Monday, rather than at irregu
lar times as before. All non-

micro related material is now

split off into a separate area
called Xtra, and the micro news
section, a very popular area,
has been reorganised to make
stories easier to find.

• Telecom Gold celebrated its

sixth birthday and announced
that the service now has

105,000 active users. Phil Mad
den, head of sales, said, T am
delighted that on its sixth
birthday, Telecom Gold can
announce that its users now

run into six figures.' The inter
national Dialcom network has

250,000 users, all of whom can
be contacted on Gold in the
same way as UKsubscribers.
• Bulletin board spotlight this
month falls on Phantom View

data, a Viewdata standard
board in Barnsley run by Keith
Burton. The board exists to

broaden public awareness and
knowledge about all micro-
based subjects. About a quarter
of the system is free to anyone,
but to see it all you need to
subscribe (£6 a year). Phantom
Viewdata can be called 24

hours a day on (0226) 732140 at
1200/75 baud. Keith Burton
can also be contacted on Prestel

mailbox 919998422.

• Microlink is running an ex
perimental colour system for
users of ANSI/VT102 termin

als. To use thesystem youneed
an ANSI terminal which sup
ports colour in 80-column
mode. This is impossible on a
BBC, but may be possible on
one of the up-and-coming
Archimedes terminal prog
rams. If you think you have a
suitable terminal try typingTY
MAG043>PCGOLD1 while

online, and if it works, send
MAG043 a mailbox to sayso.

If you have anycomms news
for David Atherton, you can
write to him here at Acorn

User, or through his mailboxes
on Prestel 942876210 and Tele

com Gold 72: MAGI 1596.

David Atherton
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The RM Nimbus
is on everybody's side.

Most 'educational' computers force you into a trade-off. You can
have high speed-and very little software. Or slick DTP-on a screen
like a letterbox. Or business roots-with little interest in education's
special needs. (You canguess which machines we're talking about.)

Ten years of direct commitment to education have taught RM to
do better. We know that computers aren't just for the elite. Skills must
be spread around. The ideal machine must be an all-rounder: fast,
networkable, with powerful graphics-and above all carrying a vast
stack of software. And that describes the RM Nimbus.

Our Transitional Support Programme means that you can keep
your bank of programs in BBC Basic* PC compatibility gives you
MS-DOS * High-powered Nimbuses can runOS/2* or UNIX * In short,
we combine the riches of the main software traditions of the past, the
present and the future. No wonder 90% of 16-bit computers in
education are Nimbuses.

If your school installs a Nimbus network, much of this software is
supplied free.t In fact, RM's list of free software is almost as long as
some machines' list of available software.

Rather than one virtue-the Nimbus has many. Too many to list
here. For moreaboutthegreat all-rounder, contact uson 0865791234,
or write to Research Machines,Mill Street, Oxford OX2 OBW.

RESEARCH MACHINES

DEDICATION TO EDUCATION
t Free with networks: Microsoft Windows* plus Microsoft Write* Paint* Notepad,* Cardfile,* Terminal,* Calendar,* Reversi* Word 3* Multiplan* DataEase*
PC Paintbrush,* Contact,* Quest,* Oxfordshire Write,* RM CAD, Touch 'n'Go,* BBC Basic,* RM Basic, RM Pascal, RM Logo, Steed* *Registered Trademarks.



Mary Rose
sails again

The raising of the Tudor
warship Mary Rose is the sub
ject of a simulation from Cam
bridge Software House. It has
been prepared in co-operation
with the Mary Rose Trust.

With the 400th anniversary
of the Armada, the software's
release coincides with a number

of television programmes on
the Tudor navy, the sinking of
the Mary Rose and its later
re-discovery.

The pack includes a range of
support materials including a
colour booklet, slides and post
cards. The software is entirely
new, and not a re-write of the
existing Ginn software of the
same name.

Shell sell
A graphing package for the
Archimedes called Mouse Plot

ter comes from the Shell Centre

for Mathematical Education.

The software can use Quest,
Inform and Grass files, among
others, and can recognise the
type of data file automatically.
The program is easy to use and
takes care of scaling on its own.

The Shell Centre has also

released a disc containing many
of the popular ITMA packages.
Details are available from the

Shell Centre.

Econetworking
The next Econet Conference -

Econet '88 - Econet Plus - Edu
cational networking for the
nineties will take place at New
man College, Bartley Green,
Birmingham on Monday and
Tuesday, September 12 and 13.

The conference will be joint
ly organised by Acorn, Net
work User and Resource. A

comprehensive exhibition will
accompany the numerous lec
tures and seminars which, last
year, attracted nearly 200.

ACORN USER JUNE 1%'S
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Baker joins CBI
to forge IT links
Integrating computers across
the curriculum is a vital step
that all schools must take, Ken
neth Baker told industrialists at

a CBI conference in London. It

was vital for Britain's future

success that all school-leavers

were computer literate; the
'skills shortage' was one of the
greatest problems facing British
industry at the moment and the
difficulty would increase as the
number of school-leavers began
to decline.

The NCET, or rather the
part of it which used to be
MESU, had invited several
schools to share its stand in the

small exhibition which was part
of the conference. The minister

referred in his speech to the
children demonstrating their
work on these stands. Their

ability and confidence with the
computers should be matched
by all children and all adults as
well, he said.

The conference, New Tech
nology for Better Schools,

Baker: integration is vital

sprang from the CBI's inves
tigation of links between
schools and industry. Delegates
from companies including Brit
ish Gas, BP and Unilever met
to discuss government policy
on IT and ways in which
businesses could help schools.
Dr Donald Grattan, chair of
the NCET, explained the orga
nisation's role in evaluation

technology for schools and
providing ideas for its use.

Staffordshire's chief educa

jTrrMnJEEMDE
The quality of the Archimedes
wordprocessor, ArcWriter, is
inadequate for educational
purposes. We have monitored
its poor performance and con
demn both its lack of speed
and unreliability.

Our criticisms are levelled at

shortcomings such as the ex
tended loading time for even
comparatively short docu
ments and at its lack of robust

ness - in tests the software

'crashed' twice.

Another drawback is the

fact that there was no apparent
means of preventing the print

out from being double-spaced,
and most of all there is a

general impression of rather
hasty preparation.

It seems strange that, on the
'fastest micro in the world',
Acorn's chosen wordprocessor
package should in practice be
such a poor performer.

At present the only com
petition to ArcWriter is the
Clares Graphic Writer which
enables the inclusion of

graphics in printed texts, and
Acornsoft's own First Word
Plus package.
Nick Evans and Chris Drage

tion officer Dr Philip Hunter
explained how computers are
used in the classroom, and John
Wilson outlined some of the

resources available. Other

speakers detailed particular case
studies to the delegates.

The schools' stands showed

the Domesday machine in ac
tion, various Lego vehicles, and
Morecambe High School de
monstrated a program and
gadgetry to control the feeding
of a tropical fish collection
while its owners were on holi

day. One school brought its
DTP system, produced a news
letter and presented a copy to
the minister after his speech.
Baker also used the platform to
ask industrialists to increase in

volvement with their local

schools both by giving teachers
industrial experience and by
acting as school governors. But
somedelegates thought that too
little support was given to
teachers already working in
cooperation with industry.

PC progress
A researcher who is trying to
discover which MS-DOS pack
ages won't run under the
Archimedes' IBM PC emulator

has been having quite a hard
time - she has yet to find one
package which fails!

Lesley Chetland of Simnetts
has been testing commercially
available programs for Acorn,
and the few she originally
found to be incompatible have
been made to work by mod
ifying the emulator.

The latest version of the

emulator is available from

Acorn and existing owners can
return their original discs and
upgrade for a fee of £15.
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Computers and Upgrades

Archimedes 305

Archimedes 305 mono

Archimedes 305 col

Archimedes 310

Archimedes 310 mono

Archimedes 310 col

Archimedes 310m

Archimedes 310m mono

Archimedes 310m col

Archimedes 410

Archimedes410 mono system
Archimedes410 coloursystem
Archimedes 440

Archimedes440 mono sytsem
Archimedes440 coloursystem
Archimedes podule backplane
Archimedes ROM podule
Archimedes I/O podule
ArchimedesMIDI add-on to I/O podule
Master 128

Master Compact
MasterTurboUpgrade
Master512 Upgrade
Master 128 EpromCartridge
Master 128 Dust Cover

Compact RS 232 Interface
Compact TV Modulater

1770 Disc Interface

ADFS ROM (B+or Bwith 1770)
B+64 64KUpgrade
Cambridge Computers Z88

Z88 PSU £8.65 (d) 128K RAM £43.00 (e)

Printers (Dot Matrix)

£699.00 (a;
£749.00 (a;
£899.00 (a;
£775.00 (a
£825.00 (a

£975.000 (a
£835.00 (a

£885.00 (a
£1035.00 (a!
£1399.00 (a
£1449.00

£1599.00

£2299.00 (a

£2349.00 (a
£2499.00 (a

£39.00 (d
£59.00 (d
£79.00 |d
£29.00 (e

£369,00 (a
from £310.00 (a;

£99.00 (c
£189.00 (c
£11.00 (c

£4.50 (e;
£26.00 (c;
£26.00 (e;
£41.00 (d

£25.00 (e;
£30.00 (d

£244.00 (a;

128K EPROM £43.00 (e

Epson LX80080col/150cps + 22cps NLQ
Citizen 120 D 80col, 20cps + 25cps NLQ
CitizenMSP10E 80col, 160cps + 40 cps NLQ
Citizen MSP50E 136c/160cps + 40cps NLQ
CitizenMSP4080c/200cps + 50cps NLQ
CitizenMSP45136c/200cps + 50cps NLQ

"Citizen MSP50 80/250cps + 60cps NLQ
MP165 80col/165cps + 38cps NLQ
CitizenMSP55 136c/250cps + 60cps NLQ
CitizenHQP4524pin 136col 200 cps + 60cps LQ
CITIZEN HQ P40 24pin 80col 200cps + 60cps Q
MP200 80col/200cps + 40cps NLQ
MP201 136col/200cps + 40cps NLQ

STAR LC10 120cps + 30cps NLQ

£229.00 (a)
£150.00 (a)
£225.00 (a)
£259.00 (a)
£300.00 (a)
£400.00 (a)
£379.00 (a)
£179.00 (a)
£520.00 (a)
£454.00 (a)
£379.00 (a)
£264.00 (a)
£289.00 (a)
£174.00 (a)

Printers (Daisy Wheel)

Juki 6100 1lOcol 20cps £290.00 (a)
Citizen Premier 35 132col 35cps £554.00 (a)
MP26-26cps Diablo 630compatable £234.00 (a)
MP40-40cps Diablo 630compatable £319.00 (a)

2yr warranty on Citizen, Juki and mp printer

Printers (Laser)

New Citizen Laser Overture 110
10 pages/min 250 Sheet cassette
dual interface. £1450.00 I

with one year on site maintenance.

AMX Mouse and Software

AMX Mouse+ Super Art £60.00 (d)
AMX Pagemaker £37.00 (d)
ExtraExtra £21.00 (e)
Mouse Mat £4.34 (e)

Disc Drives

SingleDS 40/80T £96.00 (a)
Single DS 40/80T in psu £ 111.00 (a)
Dual DS 40/80T £189.00 (a)
DualDS40/80T in psu £209.00 (a)
DualDS40/80T in psu and plynth £214.00 (a)
20mB Winchester £449.00 (a)

Combination 3.5 5.28 Winchester available. Phone for details.
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COMPUTING
BUSINESS SYSTEMS • HARDWARE

SOFTWARE • VIDEO SYSTEMS

MEDIA SUPPLIES

OFFICIAL DOMESDAY DEALER

Acorn
'nwilmiiriiliAixTiriicc.

ACORN APPROVED DEALER

Phone 0602 787923

Discs 5.25" (Boxed in 10'sLifetime guarantee)
3M 744 SS/DD 48TPI

3M 745 DS/DD 48TPI

3M 747 DS/DD 96TPI

Add £1 for plastic library case

£8.00 (d)

£9.00 (d)

£13.00 (d)

B&S Label 96TPI in see through LIB.
DiscCleaningKit (slate 5V«" or 3V2")
3.5"

3M 35SS S&DD IBoxol 10)
3M 35DS DS;DD IBox ol 10)

B & S Label DS/DD

Case DS/DD £10.00 (d)
£9.00 (d)

£13.00 (d)
£16.00 (d)
£13.00 (d)

Lockable Anti-Static 5.25" Storage Cases
50 Disc Capacity £8.00 (d)

100 Disc Capacity £10.00 (d)

All Monitors include BBC Lead
Phillips Range of high resolution Mono Monitors
with Audio Input Green Amber or Paper White.
BM 7502 (Green)
BM 7522 (Amber)
BM 7542 (Paper White)

Phillips new tv monitor 15" flat screen
RGB/comp video + 20 CHTV £222.00 (a)
Phillips Colour Monitor RGB, Composite Video,
Audio in Linear RGB Green Screen Switchable

BBC/IBM Compatible CM8833

Philips Multisync
CM8873CGA/EGA/PGA Compatible
Ideal for use with the Acorn Archimedescomputers

Microvrtec

1431 (Metal orPiasnc Case please specilyl Std Res
1451 (Metal orPlastic Case please specify) Med Res
1441 (Metal orPlast'C Case please specify) High lies
1431 APMetal CaseRGB andCV.'Audio Std Res
1451 AP Metal Case only RGB andCV Aud 0 Med Res
TILT and SWIVEL Stands lor Plastic Case Only
Plinths

BBC BSmgle CI 1001c)
BBC Master Single Ci200lcl
BBC Master withShell [2? 00(bl

£69.00 (a)
£74.00 (a)
£74.00(a)

£220.00

£520.00 (a)

£184.00(a)
£229.00 (a)
£379.00(a)
£214.00(a)

£260.00(a)
C1900 tdi

UK Customers: please add 15% VAT to all rices
(including carriage).
Government and educational establishments official orders welcomed.
When ordering please enclose a cheque or postal order for the
appropriate amount, UK Carrisge Rates (a) £8.00 - courier insured
delivery(b)£3.50 (c)£2.50 (d)£1.50 (e)£1.00. All prices are correct at
time of going to press. All offers are subject to availability, all prices
are subject to change without prior notification and are available on
request. Current price list is available on request.

Good normally desptached on receipt ol order.

B & S COMPUTING (NOTT'M) LTD
THE LENTON BUSINESS CENTRE

LENTON BOULEVARD

NOTTINGHAM NG7 2BY
PHONE: 0602 787923

ROM Boards

ATPL Sideways (state B or B+)

Viglen ROM System(BSeries)
Viglen ROM System (Master 128)
Viqlen ROM SystemCompact
Viglen Spare Cartridges

Printer Ribbons and Accessories

Epson LX 86 (Corneal)

Epson MX 80'RX80FX 80FX85'ICompat)
Juki5510-Ciii/en MSP20(Compatl
Citizen 120D.LSP10

Taxan 810'Canrjn iCornpatl
Juki 6100 Mullistnke

Tally MT85 Fabric
Tally MT86 Carbon
Printer lead 1 5m BB+ M128ELK + 1

Printerlead 1 5m Compact
Printerlead 2m IBM or Compatible
80col Prmter Stand

UniversalPrinter Sland
Printer Switch Box 2 Way"T"Switch

£34.00(d)

CI125 Id)

C1200 (d)

C1200(dl
£2.50 (e)

C289 (e)

£2 50 (e)

f 2 50 (el

C3 75 lei
£3.75 (e)

C2 30 (el

C5 00(e)

C700 lei

C600le)

C800(e)

C1000(d)
CI100 (el

C1500(a)

C3900(c)

All Modems inc BBCLead
MiracleWS2000

Miracle WS4000 Hayes Compat
PaceNightingale + Commstar II
Nightingale Auto Dial Auto Answer Board + SW
Pace Commsiar IIROM
Pace Linnet

NBBABT APPROVAL ONMODEMS ONLY

[9500\ct
r 144 00 (al

C9400 Id

C52O0(di

C2300(e)

£124.00(c)

Acorn Soft

McroProlog
Logo
ForthDisc

Lisp

View professional

Viewsheet

View Spell I80T oniyi
View Index

VewPrnterDr.verGen

Computer Concepts
Interword

Interchart

Mega 3

Wordwise

Mirrorsoft

Fleet Street Editor

Clares

Fontwise+ £1600 (el Replica III £1100(e)
VINE MICRO RE PLAY (State M.'C and Disc Interlace) £30 00le)

NB It is essential to state machine and 40/80T
when ordering software

E50 00 (dl

C4400(dl

£14.00 (e)
C3300(e!

£75.00 (c).

C3700(d)

C29O0ldl

Ci0.00(e)
Tape C70D(e)

ISO Pis:*-

BCPL
Comal

Hi View

View3.0

View Store

View Plot

Overview

D.sc

£39 00 Id) Inter Sheet

C2600 Idl Interbase

£75.00 (c) Spellmaster
£30 00 Id) Wordw.se+

C4200(dl

C3900(c)

C3200ldl
C37 00 Id)

£39.00 (d)
C3700 Id!

C2100(e)
£69.00 (c)

C800(e)

C3900 (dl
£49.00 (d)

£42.00 jd)
£37 00 id)

C31 00 (dl Fonts andGraphics El1.75 (el

Books (No VAT on books)

Master Rel Manuals Ptl £14 00(dl Pt2 £14 00(d)
Advanced Master refManual (Bray &Dickens) £19.95 (d)
Lisp £8.00 (e) Forth £8.00 (e) ISO Pascal £8.00 (e)
BCPL £14 00(dl Vew Guide £600le! Into View £600(el
View 3 £900le) View Sheet £900le) View Store £900lei
,Archimedes Ref manual £29.95 (d) I
Arm assembly language manual £12.95 (e)
Mastering View ViewSheet and ViewStore £12.95 (e)
Understanding Inter Word £6.50 (e)
View-ADabhand Guide £12.95 (e) Z88Computing £9.95(e)

2000 x 1 Part 60gm 11x95" Micro Perl
1000 x 1 Pari 85gm 11x9 5" Mcro Perl
1000 x 1 Part 90gm •Perfect" A4 Micro Perf

1000 89mm x 36mm Labels

11JOO 89mm x 49mm Labels

1000 102mm x 36mm Labels

Please stole Single or Twin Row when ordering labels

Fanfold Paper and Labels

a

£12.00 (c)

£9.00 (c)
£12.00 (b)

£4 00 (dl

£6 00 Id)

£5 00 (dl
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EDUCATION

Arc packs on
show to LEAs
Acorn has offered all computer
advisers a package of software
to show off the capabilities of
the Archimedes.

The programs include Arti
san, Clares' graphics package,
the System Delta Plus database
from Minerva, and First Word
Plus and Logistix, both of
which were originally IBM PC
business software.

The offer comes as the battle
for the hardware element of the
Government's Education Sup
port Grant between Acorn, Re

search Machines and Apple
reaches new heights.

Acorn believes the Arc tech
nically out-classes RML's Nim
bus machine.

In response, Research
Machines points to the lack of
software for the Arc compared
with its own machine.

RML also cites the sophis
tication of new developments
on the Nimbus, such as the
controversial Windows 2 oper
ating system, over which Mic
rosoft is being sued by Apple.

Meanwhile, Apple insists
that despite the guidelines
issued by the DES, its easy-to-
use Macintosh micro has a

place in the classroom.
Apple is expected to be

promoting itself very heavily in
the education market in the

months to come.

On reflection
BBC Soft has the entered soft

ware for drama market with a

new release, Hall of Mirrors. It
is an adventure in four parts
which cover a whole realm of

dramatic activities. The prog
ram may be used as an adven
ture game in its own right and,
although it is based on a suc
cessful radio series for schools

entitled First Steps in Drama,
the software is not dependent
upon that input.

NCET chair finalised
The governing body of the
National Council for Educa
tional Technology (NCET), the
new organisation formed from
the merger of the CET and
MESU, has been finalised by
Kenneth Baker.

The Education Secretary
announced that the governing
council will include regional
representatives from Scotland
and Northern Ireland, not pre
viously covered by MESU.

Other council members in

clude Dr Ian Birnbaum, former
chair of the advisers' associa

tion and Mike Nichol of
MESU. Donald Gratton,
formerly of the CET, will chair
the council. Also represented
are all levels of education, plus
industry and commerce.

The NCET's brief is to 'offer

an integrated service covering
the range of educational tech
nology', but it is intended to be
more efficient than its prede
cessors. Staff cuts are likely.

POST A PROBLEM
Acorn User has a guaranteed fast reply service for enquiries. Your
answer will be returned within 10 working days for just £3
(includes VAT), or your money back.

Just write out your problem, fill in the coupon (right), and send
both off to Acorn User with a stamped addressed envelope and
cheque or postal orderfor £3 made out to Redwood Publishing. If
you want recorded delivery add the cost of this on. Include, as
much detail as possible, and a disc or cassette if a program is
involved, with enough space to record any corrected listing.

Please note: debugging readers' programs or those from other
magazines is a complex task and we cannot guarantee to give a full
solution. Unless the problem can be spotted quickly, the service
will only be able to make general comments or suggest a strategy
for the reader.

We will answer the problem and return all material
received - within a guaranteed 10 working days from receipt. If
we fail to match this promise then your cheque or postal order
will be returned with the answered question - you can't lose!

ACORN USER JUNE 1988

NAME

ACORN USER READER SERVICE

20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER.

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £3 made out to
Redwood Publishing and an sae with my problem.
OFFICE USE ONLY Date in:

Date out:

Answered by: J
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MALICE
ComputerRepairs (WK)
2 Austins Place, High Street,
Hemel Hempstead, Hens. HP2 5HN.
Telephone: 217624

© SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

REPAIRS
Archimedes

BBC Model B

Electron

P.O.R.

£34.50

£26.50

• VECTORu
TAPE TO DISK UTILITY

+ Once only purchase FEATURES
+ Can save lo any disk
+ Very user friendly, help pages on disk
+ 40/80 Format
+ Noawkward ROMs, can be used on any machine
+ Can load to all available RAM &400-&7FFF
= Simply the best tape to disk utility available

Vector 1 versions compatible with Acorn.
Opus, UDM, Cumana. BBC + &

FLIP-OVER FUNCTION STRIP HOLDERS

Watford (Not 1-42. 143 DFS s) \^VECTOR 1$ VECTOR
«vector2> <> tttsRsa?

ty > series, Opus 177aFEATURES /_ 810 SlS0
+ 40/80 Format / finlirf IM i
+ User friendly, menu driven L^\ i u"u"UiSK
+ Contains powerful features such as adisk *"^ I ISSUg 2

v V
NEW IMPROVED VERSION (1.40)
Send £3.66 with old disk for upgrade. PLEASE SPECIFY DFS
Prices: £12.00 each for Vector 1 or Vector 2 £23 for both.

Scythe Toolkit £21.95 (Send for full details)

All prices shown include VAT and p&p. Pleaseadd £3.00 per disk if you
require 3" disks and specify whenordering.

Orders to:

CHALICE SOFTWARE, Dept AU
3 Merlin Way, Covingham,
Swindon SN3 5AN.

Telephone 0793 615026

DISK TO DISK UTILITY

sector editor, Disk Compare, lormat,
verily and track repair

= The most powerfuldisk utility available

inc.

Hfc
Each holder comes with 10clear plastic sleeves. Easily fitted
to the BBC or BBC - Master series.

Flip over function strip holder £5.50
Extra sleeves for above £0.40 each
Blank function strip cards 10 for £1.25
Function strip design software £4.50

<CR> VOLUME CONTROL SWITCH

Hardware volume cpntrol switch easily fitted to BBC £7.50

We specialise in 2nd user equipment
Telephone for price.

All prices include post, packing etc. in (G.B.)

BRAINSOFT LTD FOR THE BBC SERIES AND ARC

ARC DESKTOP + TRANSFER SOFTWARE.
This software la an enhanced desktop for the Archiinedej ((C) Acorn computer Ltd) , and ha
SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR, A 30 function scientific calculator with a facility for number conversions.
CLOCK, A clock with a difference ! . Big ben digitised and incorporated In the archlmedes desktop.
DIARY, Sane design and function as Acorns standard diary.
NOTEPAD, An in-proved version of Acorns notepad, with direct pointer driven input.
PALETTE, A Palette of the sane design as the Acorn Palette.
BBC CONVERTOR, This program blends into the desktop, when a RS232 lead has been connected between the BBC and the
Archimedes select the 5.25' disk icon and a window showing the files on the SBC B disk drive appears on the archimedes.
To load files Just select them with a mouse (as manyas you want) , and from the desktop menu select load to make the
fllc3 transfer automatically from the BBC to the archlmedes. Thebaud rate is set at 19200 baudalthough any speed can
be used, the Convcrtor is intelligent and recognises automatically the flic types contained on the BBC's disk drive.

EDITOR, This is an optional facility for editing source text files for compilers (FORTRAN, C, PASCAL etc), to work It must be
as none of the compilers aro able to work on a 305). This advanced program blends fully into the desktop envircment, and is
text sire is 2000 lines. The files produced arc compatible with twin, it is entirely WIMP driven and needs no control/function keys.

The basic editor functions included are string search, search and replace, load, save, merge, print, clear.

"Thla kit from Br.ln.ott can b« thoroughly r.ccaameded" from r.vl

tflng fun

SIDEWAYS RAM

BRAIHSOriS 32* STILL TBI BIST VALOI

3IDIWAYS RAM rOR TBI BBC RANGI.

•QMS latl

•32K of ra

larger thin a EPKM

*Ko soldering roqulr

two Irudn clip en.

•KM nly
......

1»

a sideways

port but

uses IFFJ0 register.

'Low powor consumption.

boards except Peartrec KUOOO.

BRAIHSOFTS I6K COMTATIBLI KITH MOST

ROM BOARDS.

This Hiodule has been tested with the following boards :-
A7PL. Hatford. and Poartrce KR3C0O.

This nodule has the sane construction of We 32k nodule

but is ninus tne bank select line.

Write, protect switch

K. little extra cost a write protect switch can be added to
a rrodule which allows "protected" software to be loaded.
HXX: it is Illegal to copy or pirate software.

All tbe above are cua.-Jr.lt.-] for 1 vr. ploj'j state ca-nr.r

J

1

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

Archive* Eugaxlo Daeaabac 1987.

SOFTWARE
SIDEWAYS RAM UTILITIES BBC B.B+.MASTER

Now Varsion 3 with ARF3 and APB ! !

-MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE this selects RAH LOAD. RAMSAVE, RAMLI5T, PRINTER
BUFFER, or PROGRAMMERS UTILITIES.

-ADVANCED PRINTERBUFFER provides the user with up to an extra «3K or buffer space.
which allows tho user to continue using WORCMI5E-PLUS. VIEW or BASIC whilst the
printer Is print In;.

-PROGRAMMERS UTILITIES are a collection of 25 utilities including a full-scrocn-
rcnory editor, all variables clear, program relocation, progran compaction,
program repairer, rcc list, rora enable, rcr. disable, ron status, speed control.
ctrputer status, string search, variable Hat, vector list, close all riles, list of

the currently active variables, koyload, keysavo. program comparison with a file
hold on disk, rem 3ave, and screen ccnpactlon/uncorrpactlcn which can pack
a rode 0 scretn In less than IK of disk space.

-ADVANCED ROMFILING SYSTEM provides the user with fast access to prograas and

data, so fast that It can load a 2CK program, gulckor than the BBC's CIS ccmand takes
to clear tho memory. The ARFS is capable of storing files longer than 32K in length, the

amount of file space is limited to the number of sideways ram the user has, the number c

files, lpngth of names being United by only tho ram size. Tho ARFS when enabled by
•RFS acts like a disk interface allowing saves and deletions, as well as loading, many
programs which uso 'legal' disk calls are compatible.

Also provided on the disk aro three basic programs which can bo easily adapted to run
on NETWORK systems, raaload, ra.rsave and rani 1st.

Provided with tho sideways ram utilities is a 12 page instruction book, the software is

supplied on a 40T disk with BOT conversion software.

PRICK LIST 1ST QTR 88

16K MODULE JUST £14

32K MXULE £14.5

MRITI PROTECT SWITCH £2

SIDEWAYS SOFTWARE £6

SIDEWAYS SOFTWARE

ORDERED WITH A MODULE£3

62256LP-12 RAM CHIP til

2+0»r (225SLR-12 £10

ARCaiMIDIS SOfTWARI

LEAD ONLY £8

SOfTHARI ONLY £8

SOTTOARI + IDIIOR £13

LIAB + SOrTWARK £14

LEAD + SOFTWAJtltlDIT £19

PRICIS CIVIN 1TJLLY

INCLUSIVE NO IXTRA COSTS.

EDUCATIONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED

DISCOUNTS GIVEN FOR QUANTITY)

BRAINSOFT LTD

22 BAKER ST.

LONDON WIM IDF.

TELEPHONE 01-48603211

ACORN USER JUNE 1988



Contacts
Acorn Computers, Fulbourne
Road, Cherry Hinton, Cam
bridge CBI 4JN.
Tel: (0223) 245200.
Alpine Software, PO Box 25,
Portadown, Craigavon, Northern
Ireland BT63 5UT.
Tel: (0762) 42510.
Armadillo Systems Ltd, 17
Glaston Road, Uppingham, Leics
LE15 9PX.

Autodesk Ltd, 90 London Road,
London SEl 6LN.

Tel: 01-928 7868.
BBCSoft, BBC Enterprises, 80
Wood Lane, London W12 0TT.
Tel: 01-576 0202.

Cambridgeshire Software
House, Town Hall, St Ives,
Huntingdon PE17 4AL.
Colton Software, Broadway
House, 149-151 St Neots Road,
Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 7QJ.
Tel: (0954) 211472.'
Computer Concepts, Gaddesden
Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts
HP2 6EX.

Tel: (0442) 63933.
Electro Music Research, 14
Mount Close, Wickford, Essex
SS11 8HG.

Tel: (0702) 335747.
HCAT Computer Unit, Horn
beam Park, Hookstonc Road,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire
HG2 8QT.
Tel: (0423) 879466.
Launchpad Commercial Re
searchers, 25 Priory Road, New
bury, Berkshire RG14 7QS.
Tel: (0635) 45849.
Mijas, Winchester Road,
Micheidever, Winchester, Hants
S021 3DG.

Nidd Valley Micro Products,
Freepost, Wetherby, West York
shire LS23 7YP.
Tel: (0937) 844661.
Resource, Exeter Road, Doncas-
ter, South Yorks DN2 4PY.
Tel: (0302) 63800.
Shell Centre, University of Not
tingham, NG7 2RD.
Watford Electronics, Jessa
House, 250 Lower High Street,
Watford.

Tel: (0923) 37774.

Wait for it
For readers and advertisers

who have been asking about
this year's Acorn User Exhibi
tion, we're still negotiating
with Acorn on relaunching the
event at a different time of the

year. Unfortunately there
won't be a Show in July this
year, but we'll keep you in
formed on progress.
ACORN USER JUNE 1988

NOTICEBOARD

Competition roundup
After checking what seemed
like and were indeed hundreds

of your programs we are finally
able to announce the winners

of our C competition from the
December issue.

A copy of Acornsoft C each
goes to J Thewlis of Watford,
M Glass of Truro, CK Sem-
mens of Tong, Isle of Lewis,
MRV Jansen of Lisse, Holland,
MJ Dumbrell of Shepperton, D
Knell of Leamington Spa, R
Whiteley of Belfast, S Cree of
Bebington, M Boura of Lin
coln, and to A Storkey of Lon
don N14.

We would like to apologise
for the delay in judging this
competition.

We are also able to announce

the winners of last month's

Abuser competition in which
the prizes were copies ofArctist
from Fairhurst Instruments.

These will be going to Mrs
Walling of Exeter, Bruce Goat-
ly of London SW1, Paul Rolfe

:WlfllilJ;l:l'H
Owners of Epson LQ series

and NEC 2200 printers should
take a look at the screen dumps
(modes 0, 1 and 4) printed in
the April and May issues.
These were under the Top of
the List heading in Yellow
Pages and some people appear
to have missed them.

No-one has spotted any
errors in the May issue except
for Listing 4 in Hints and Tips.
Line 660 should be a colon (:)
not the single floating dot
which appeared in somecopies.

Finally a reminder that in the
April issue the last two dia
grams in Step by Step were
transposed, so that the 'Read
ing in write' illustration
appeared in 'Writing the ba
lance.' Bruce Smith's Viewsheet
demonstration files mentioned

in the article finally appeared
on our Mau disc.

This month's Artisanwinner, EWragg's Mercedes

of Boston and Roger Battley
of Oxford.

The pictures submitted to
our long-running Artisan com
petition have been of a very
high standard and this month's
winner is no exception. E
Wragg of Hounslow's portrait
of a classic car (see above) wins
this month and he will soon be
receiving his box of discs. The

Artisan competition is now
closed; thanks to Dave Clare
for his help and the prizes.

Next month we wi

announce the final winner

whose entry will be turned into
an oil painting by Clares' resi
dent artist Jon Warmisham, a
judge along with Dave Clare
and AU's group editor Tony
Qtunn.

Record prizes
If you've read our interview
with top group Erasure and are
wondering just what they
sound like, their record com
pany Mute has given us 10
copies of new album The Inno
cents on LP or cassette to give
to you.

All you have to do to book
your berth on the ship of fools
for hours of listening pleasure
is answer these three quetions.
Send your answers on a post
card or the back of an en

velope, with the competition
voucher attached firmly, to
Acorn User Erasure Competi
tion, 20-26 Brunswick Place,
London Nl 6DJ to reach us by
June 20.
1. Who invented the electronic

sound synthesiser?
2. Which company first de
veloped the MIDI standard?

Are these men Innocents!?

3. Vince Clarke has had

with three groups other
Erasure; name them.

r

hits

than

ACORN USER
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NEVER SLEEPS 24 HOURS A DAY

7 DAYS A WEEK

FAX:
TELEPHONE: 0276-22677 0276-684716

01-441 2922 (Office Hours) 01-440 7033LTD

EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES ARE MOST WELCOME
PHONE YOUR ORDER NOW WITH CONFIDENCE
WE GUARANTEE TO MATCH PRICES OFFERED
THROUGH ANY OTHER SUPPLIER

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

^r* w*% ibbi ;>

CARRIAGE ON
ANY ITEM

POST £3.00
COURIER £10.00

BBC MASTER SERIES ACORN ARCHIMEDES BBC 'B' (2nd User)

PRICES FROM £175

3 Months Warranty

PLEASE CALL FOR AVAILABILITY

Waster 128

Master Turbo Upgrade
Master 512 upgrade
Eprom Cartridge
Relerence Manual Part 1

Releience Manual Part 2

Advanced Relerence Manual
View Manual

ViewSheet Manual

Disk Filing System User Guide
Plyntn lor Master
Joystick (switched)

ACORNSOFT

View ROM

ViewSheet ROM

ViewStore ROM
ViewSpeil ROM
GXR Grades ROM

ISO Pascal ROM
Basic 2 ROM

OS 1 2 ROM
Viewlndex

ViewPiol

Hiview

Printer Driver Generator
Speech Upgrade
ADFS Rom

1770 DFS upgrade

COMPUTER CONCEPTS

Wordwise +

Iniersheet

Interword
Interchart

InterDase

Disc Doctor
PrintMasler

Communicator
Termi II

Accelerator
SpellMasler

Edworo 2 ROM

AI PL Sidewise Board
AMX Mouse
AMX Pagemaker

Mti-lidlfrl'lUi'iHgi
Upgrade lor

BBC B £60.00 10 Station Lead Set £25.00
Module lor 100m Cable £86.00
Master/Archie £43.00 Installation
Clock + Term Set £86.00 (per day) £150.00
Outlet Socket Kit £26.00 Filestore EOi
Level 1 Software £80.00 iserver) £828.00
Level 2 Software £216.00 Filestore E20
Printer Serve' £42.00 (20Mbvte) £721.00

DISK SYSTEMS

C374.00

£99.00

£199.00

£11.00

£14.95

£14.95

£19.95

£10.00

£10.00

£5.00

£12.00

£15.00

Acorn Winchester

30 Mbyte with L3 S/W £1549.00

Cumana Disk Systems for
Single w thout PSU

CSX 100 40T/SS
CSX-100 80T/DS

Single w lh PSU
CS100 40/TSS
cs.ioo 80T/DS
CS354 35

Dual with PSU

CD200 40T/SS

CD800S 80T/DS

CD358 3 5"

100K

400K

100K

400K

400K

200K

BOOK

800K

CAB29 20MByte Hard Disk
Cumana Disk Systems for Atari
CSA 354 3.5" Single 1MByte
CDA 358 3.5" Dual 2MByte
CSA 1000S 5.25" Single 1 MByte

£89.00

£119.00

£109.00

£139.00

£119.00

£199.00

£239.00

£199.00

£599.00

C125.00

£225.00

£145.00

Baso

Mono

Colour

Base PC Emulator

Mono PC Emulator

Colour PC Emulator

Base
Mono

Colour

Base

Mono
Colour

0.5 Mbyte Ram
Floppy Disk
20 Mbyte • Controller
Podule Backplane
I/O Podule
PC Emulator Software
Archie RotoronceGuic

'*

PCl640SDMono

PCl640DDMono

PCl640HD20Mono

PC1640SD Colour

PC 1640DD Colour

PC1640HD20 Colour

PC1640SD Enhanced Colour
PC1640DD Enhanced Colour

PC1640HD20 Enhanced Colour

1640 Technical Ref Manual
LQ3500

DMP3160 Printer

DMP4000
Modem Card

HD20 Add-on

Wordstar 1512

Wordstar Express
Supercalc3.1
Supercalc3.21
Reflex

Sidekick

Infomaster

Accounts Master

Paymaster

CC!t3E!

C649.00

C699.00

C849.00

C729.00

C77S.OO

C92S.00

C799.00

CS4S.0O

C999.00

CI 299.00

C1349.00
C1499.00

C2199.00

C2249.00

C2399.00

C89.00

C12S.00

C499.0O

C3S.0O

C79.00

C79.00

C29.9S

£449.00

£549.00

£799.00

£599.00

£699.00

£949.00

£749.00

£799.00

£1099.00

£19.95

£349.00

£199.00

£349.00

£149.00

£449.00

£49.00

£69.95

£49.00

£69.00

£69.95

£29.00

£69.00

£149.00

£49.00

l:r,li™iiTM-H,2333
Apple Disk with Controller
Apple Additional Disk Drive
Duodisk with Controller
Apple Monitor
Super Serial Card
Cirtech 80Column Text Card
Clrteeh 80 Column 64K Card
Cirtectl Printer Card
Sound • Vision Modulator
RGB colour card
Appleworks
Workbench

Juki 6100 printer
TECFI0-40

Acorn Z80 Second Processor
Acorn Teletext Rocoiver
Anadox 8500 (Non-runner)
Acorn 30Mbyto Winchester

witti L3 Software

Apple Macintosh Add-on Drive

MISCELLANEOUS

C149.00

C09.OO

C349.00

C79.0O

C69.00

C49.00

C79.00

C49.00

C19.00

C49.00

C99.00

C99.00

C200.00

C699.00

C200.00

C7S.00
C 100.00

5 25' Dataiech Diskettes per 10 80T Double Sided £15.00

3 5' Dalatech Diskettes per 10 SOT Double Sided £20.00

3 Diskettes per 10 Single Sided
Double Sided

5 25 Storage Box 10
30

80

3 5 Storage Box to
30

60

C12 Cassettes 12 mm x 10

Ribbons

Epson MX/FX/RX80/LX800
MX/FX/RX100

LX/80

JX80 (Colour)
LO800

LQ1000

Canon/Taxan

Colour Cartridge
Juki MS

Juki SS

Hermes (Remstar)
Imagewnler/Apple DMP
Microline

Anadex 9500/1

TEC/Cltoh/Diablo

Brother HR15/DX100

Amstrad PCW 8256/512

PCW 9512

Amsirad DMP3000

Printer lead for

BBC 1m

BBC 2m
BBC 3m

RS423
Compact
Apricot. Sanyo
IBM/Amstrad PC/Archie
IBM RS232

Custom made leads

Printer Data Switch

2-way
3-way
4-way
2-Way Crossover

Selmour Desks

4X2 (with shelf)
3X2 (with shelf)

Shinecrest Desk (3x2)

Morntor/Disk/Printer Stand

Cassette Lead

C12 Cassettes (per 10)
4-way mains adapter

£30.00

£50.00

£6.00

£8.00

£10.00

£8.00

£15.00

£12.00

£12.00

£15.00

£25.00

£69.00

£89.00

£99.00

£99.00

£119.00

£99.00

£69.00

£12.00

£4.00

£4.00

£8.69



PART EXCHANGE YOUR BBC FOR
ANYTHING WE CARRY IN STOCK

Allowances from £75 (non-working)
to £200 (late model - DFS Machine).

•Jilli-HiH
Epson

LX800

SS Feeder

FX800

SS Feeder

FX1000

SS Feeder

EX800

SS Feeder

EX1000

SS Feeder

Colour Ribbon

Colour Option
LQ500

SS Feeder

LO850
SS Feeder

LQ1050

SS Feeder

LQ2500

SS Feeder

SQ2500

CO3500 Laser

Data Products LZR 1230

Canon PW1080A

A55 132col

Serial Interface

PJ 1080 Colour

LPB-8 Series 2 Laser

6100Daisywheel
Serial Interface

SS Feeder

Tractor Unit

6200

6300

6500

National Panasonic Matrix

KXP1081

KXP3131

£189.00

£75.00

£299.00

£139.00

£439.00

£139.00

£399.00

£148.00

£545.00

£198.00

£18.00

£55.00

£299.00

£75.00

£499.00

£155.00

£699.00

£179.00

£789.00

£198.00

£999.00

£1495.00

£2490.00

£249.00

£449.00

£79.00

£399.00

£1646.00

£279.00

£59.00

£199.00

£159.00

£449.00

£699.00

£799.00

£149.00

£245.00

'i SPECIAL OFFER:
EPSON LX800 - STILL ONLY 189.00

BUT ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST!
Also available. Citizen. Star

B333IgE3E2

Acorn Philips medium resolution colour monitor suit
able for BBC B. BBC Master. Acorn Archimedes. Atari

and many other micors.

TTL RGB input, analogue RGB input, audio input,
button to select green text, 12 months warranty

Limited number only £199.00

Ideal for 80 column word processing, and for colour
graphics.

PLOTTERS

A4 Parallel

A4M Multl-inlorfaco

A3 Parallel
A3M Multi-intortaco

Houston Instruments

EDMP52A2/A1
High Speed Intelligent

EDMP52MPA2/A1

High Speed Intelligent Oru

I pen
Drum

14pen

Microvitec

Touchtech501

Tilt& Swivel

Philips

Taxan

Acorn

1431MSStdRes

1431 DS Std Res

1431MS/AP

1431DS'AP

1451MSMedRes

1451 DS Med Res

1451 MS AP

1451DS/AP

1441 High Res
2030CS Std Res
2040CS High Res

1456/D12CGA
1322/S12EGA

7502 12" Green
7522 12" Amber
7542 12" White

7513 12" Green IBM

7713 14" Green IBM

7723 14" Amber IBM

8833 14" Colour

8852 14" Colour
8873 14" EGA

KX17

KX12

ADF32 Med Res

Colour

Miracle WS 2000 V21/23
WS 2000 Auto Dial Card

WS 2000 Auto Answer Card
WS 2000 Ski Kit
WS 2000 User Pon Lead
WS 4000 V21/23

WS 3000 V21/23
WS 3000 V22
WS 300 V22 BIS
(Comes complete with BBC Corns package ana
Data Lead)

Pace/Nightingale Modem £115.00
BBC/Commstar Sottware £29.00

PCB DESIGN

C369.00

G429.00

C399.00

C549.00

C2978.00

C3726.00

£168.00

£168.00

£219.00

£219.00

£219.00

£219.00

£249.00

£249.00

£359.00

£380.00

£685.00

£349.00

£449.00

£249.00

£19.00

£69.00

£85.00

£85.00

£99

£113.00

£118.00

£249.00

£279.00

£499.00

£75.00

£99.00

£199.00

£92.00

£27.00

£27.00

£5.00

£5.00

£135.00

£244.00

£409.00

£537.00

• Professional PCB Layout using Racal RedCAD
— no |Ob too small
•EPLD Chips designed
(Erasable Programmable Logic Devices I
•24 Hours turn round —
contact Russell Clarke 0276-684715

IfVHMNJ^^Ilfrl-^Ji'lH
•Complete Systems from £499
•Satellite Decoder Boxes for Filmnet

trom £299

Sky . BBC

ga2jM333g3BBi2SE

386 16

1 Mbyte RAM. Single 1.2 MBytefloppy

286 10

1 MByte RAM. Single 1.2 Mbyte floppy

Baby AT
1 MByte RAM, Single 1.2 MByte (loppy

XT-Turbo

640K RAM.Single 360K floppy

All complete with Monochrome Monitor, Keyboard Serial and
Parallel ports, and MSDOS v3.21

Add-on Hard Disks (including controller where necessary)

£295.00

£350.00

£200.00

£350.00

£495.00

for XT-Turbo 20 MByte
for Baby AT 20 Mbyte
for 286 10 20 MByte
for 386 16 20 MByte
for 386.16 20 MByte +

cache

Add-on floppy

for XT-Turbo

for Baby AT, 1.2 Mbyte

Add-on Memory

for 286/10 1Mbyte
for 386/16 1Mbyte

360K

EGA Colour monitor

EGA Card

Euromicro PC reviews have said:

Which Computer -'Startling Good Value'
Which Computer -'Best Buy'
PC User 'Excellent'

Introductory offer with every
• 286 and 386 a free Epson LX800

333331332
Delta Professional

Delta 4 Budget
dBase III Plus

PFS: Professional Filer

Cardbox

Cardbox Plus

WordPerfect v4.2
Junior WordPerfect
Wordstar v3.4

Wordstar Professional v4

Wordstar 2000 rel3

Lotus 123 rel2

Lotus Symphony
Psion Xchange
Ability
Logistix

Sage Bookkeeper
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant Plus

£65.00

£95.00

Compshop was established in 1978, and in the nine
years of trading numbers among its customers BBC.
BOCC, BP, British Aerospace. British Home Stores.
British Leyland. BT. CBS, DECX. Ferodo, GEC. Hirst.
ITT, ITN, Kodak, Logica. Marconi. Metal Box. MK
Electric. Pilkington Glass, Radio Rentals. Rolls Royce.
Saatchi and Saatchi, STC, STL, Texas, Instruments.

Thorn EMI, UDT and Zales

PRICES EX—VAT AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PLEASE RING FOR STOCK SITUATION BEFORE MAKING LONG JOURNEYS.

LmUshoe
•ESTABLISHED EDUCATION SUPPLIERS'

WITH APPROVED ACORN»AMSTRAD»CUMANA
MICROVITEC'EPSON'SERVICE CENTRES

RETAIL SHOPS
COMPSHOP LTD

OPEN
10-7 • Mon-Fri
10-4 • Sat

14 STATION ROAD,
NEW BARNET,
HERTS EN5 1QW
(NEAR BRITISH RAIL STATION)

SALES: 01-441-2922

TECHNICAL: 01-449 6596

TELEX: 298755 TELECOM G

INNOVATION HOUSE

ALBANY PARK

CAMBERLEY,

SURREY GU15 2PL
(BEHIND "PAYLESS")

SALES: 0276-29219

TECHNICAL: 0276-684715

fe
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ONLY FROM SILICA
Finally, (hero's a porsonal computer that not only solves problems like other computors, but also solvos
the one problom that other computors have created. Allordability. Silica Shop are pleased to prosont Iho

•ango ot personal/businoss compulors from Atari. The ST was designed utilizing tho most i
klhroughs In semiconductor technology, producing a personal computer that performs task

fewer parts. Which moans it costs less to make. And less to buy. The latesi ST computors now Includo
built In power supplies and built in disk drives. The TOS operating system and GEM window enviro
aro now on ROM chips which ore already installed In the ST keyboard. This enables automatic Instant
booting when you switch on. Silica Shop are pleased to offer the complete Atari ST range. Our mall ord
dopartment is situated in Sidcup and we have 3 retail outlets at Sidcup. Lion House (Tottenham Court Rd)
andSelfridgos (Oxford Street). Wo have oightyearsexperience ofAtari products, ionger thananyoth
UKcompany, and aro woll established as the UK's Not Atari specialist. With a group turnover ot over £9

illion and In oxcoss ot 80 staff, wo offer you unbeatable service and support. Wo provide several
facilities which you wtli find invaluable during your Atari computing life and most ot these facilities
available ONLY FROM SILICA. We suggest that you read through what we have to offer, bofore you
decide whore to purchaso your Atari ST.

FREE STARTER KIT - Only From Silica
When you purchase any Atari ST keyboard, you wilt not only receive the best value for monoy computor
on tho market, but you will also roccivo the following from Atari Corporation as pan ol the package:

• BASIC Language Disk ' BASIC Manual ' ST Owners Manual ' TOS/GEM on ROM
It you buy your ST from Silica Shop, you will also receive:

•NEOchromoSampler- colour graphicsprogram ' IslWord- WordProcessor
n addition, we at Silica would liko to see you get off to a flying start with your new computer, so wo have

put together a special ST STARTER KIT worth over £100. which we are giving away FREE OF CHARGE
with every ST computer purchased at our normal retail prices. This kit is available ONLY FROM SILICA

d is aimed at providing users with a valuable introduction to the world ot computing. We are continually
upgrading the ST Starter Kit, which contains public domain and other licensed sottwaro, as well as books,
magazines and accessories all rolcvant to ST computing. Return the coupon below lor full details.

DEDICATED SERVICING - Only From Silica
At Silica Shop, we have a dedicated service department of seven lull time Atari trained technical stall
This team is totally dedicated to servicing Atari computer products. Their accumulated knowledge, skill

ance makes them second to none In their field. You can be sure that any work carried out by
them is of tho highest standard. A standard ol servicing which wo believe you will find ONLY FROM
SILICA. In addition to providing full servicing facilities for Atari ST computers (both in and out ol

nty), our team Is also able to offer memory and modulator upgrades to ST computers.
1Mb HAM UPGRADE: Our upgrado on Iho standard Atari 520ST-M or 520ST-FM keyboard will

ory from 5I2K to a massive 1024K. It has a full 1 year warranty and Is available fro
Silica at on additional rolnll price ol only £86.96 («VAT= £100).
TV MODULATOR UPGRADE: Silica can upgrado the 1040ST-F to include a TV modulator so
that you can thon uso It with your TV sol. This is an internal upgrade and does not involve any untidy
external boxos. A cable to connoct your ST to any domestic TV is included in tho price of tho upgrado
which is only £49 (Inc VAT).The upgrade is also available for early 520ST computers at tho samo prlco

THE FULL STOCK RANGE - Only From Silica
' n to keep stocks ol all Atari related products and our warehouse carries a stock of over £'A mill!

port many softwaro titles direct from the USA and you will lind that wo have now roloasos In
:e of many of our competitors. Unliko doalcrs who may only stock selected titles, we have the lull

range. In addition, wo carry a complete line ol all books which have been written about the Atari ST. A
something you will find is available ONLY FROM SILICA.

AFTER SALES SUPPORT - Only From Silica
Rest assured that when you buy your ST from Silica Shop, you will be fully supported. Our (rw mailings
give news ot reloases and developments. This will help to keep you up to date with new software releases

happening in the Atari market. And in addition, our sales staff are at the end of
telephone line to service all of your Atari requirements. It you purchase an ST from Silica and would liko
any technical advice, we have a full time technical support team to help you get the best from you

mputer. Because we have both the staff and the systems specifically dedicated to providing after salei
rvice on Atari ST computers, we aro confident that our users enjoy an exceptionally high level of

support. This can be received ONLY FROM SILICA

FREE CATALOGUES - Only From Silica
At Silica Shop, we recognise that serious users require an in-depth information service, which is why

II tree newslotters and price lists to our ST owners. These are up to 48 pages long and are cramrr
with technical details as woll as special otters and product descriptions. It you have already purchased
ST and would liko to have your name added to our mailing list, please complete the coupon & return it to
us. This information service is available ONLY FROM SILICA.

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY - From Silica
Most ordors aro processed through our computer within 24 hours of receiving them. Most hard
orders are sent by the overnight GROUP 4 courier service FREE OF CHARGE to customers within Iho
UK. This method helps to ensure minimum delay and maximum protection

PRICE MATCH - Only From Silica
Wo hope that tho combination of our low prices. FREE UK delivery service. FREE Starter Kit and FREE
after sales support, will be onough to make you buy your Atari equipment from Silica Shop. II however.
(here is something you wish to purchase, and you find one of our competitors offering It at a lower price.
then please contact our salos department, providing us with our competitor's name, address and
tolophono number. If our competitor has the goods in stock, we will normally match tho offer (on
product - same price" basis) and still provide you with our normal tree delivory. Wo realise that wo aro not

o only company who will match a competitor's price. However, if you come to us (or a prlco match, you
II also bo cntltlod to our altor snlos service, including free newsletters and technical support. Thl
akes our price match promise rather special, something you will receive ONLY FROM SILICA. We don't
mt you to go anywhere else for your Atari products. So shop at Silica, the UK's No. Atari Spocialis

SIDCUP (& Mail Order) 01-309 1111
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX

LONDON 01-580 4839
Lion House (1st floor), 227 Tottenham Court Rd, London, W1P OHX

LONDON 01-629 1234 ext 3914
Selfridges (1st floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

+VAT=£299

SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE!
There is nothing that can compare with the incredible value for money offered by Atari's
520ST-FM. For only £260 (+VAT=£299), you can purchase a powerful 512K RAM computer,
with a 95 key keyboard (including numeric keypad), MIDI interface, GEM, a palette of 512
colours, mouse controller, and a 512K built-in disk drive. The 520ST-FM has a TV modulator
built-in, and comes with a lead to allow you to plug it straight into any domestic colour
television set. The mains transformer is also built-in to the keyboard, so there are no messy
external boxes. You couldn't wish for a more compact, powerful and stylish unit. Atari ST
computers are now firmly established in the UK, there are nearly 500 software titles already
available for a wide variety of applications and the list is growing all the time. And that's not

When you buy your new 520ST-FM (or any Atari ST computer) from Silica Shop, you will
get a lot more, including a FREE Silica ST Starter Kit worth over £100. Read the ONLY FROM
SILICA section on the left, to see why you should buy your new high power, low price 520ST-
FM from Silica Shop, the UK's No1 Atari Specialists. For further details of the range of Atari
ST computers and the FREE Silica ST Starter Kit, complete and return the reply coupon below.

ATARI 520ST-FM NOW ONLY £260 (+VAT=£299
520ST-FM with 512K RAM &mono monitor £399 (inc VAT) Upgrade from 512K RAM to 1024K RAM £100(inc VAT

ATARI 1040ST-F - NEW PRICE
Wo are pleased to announce a new reduced price point on the
1040ST-F which Is now available for only £499 (Inc VAT). The
1040 Is a powerful computer with 1Mb of RAM and also includes

built-in 1Mb double sided 3'.:••• disk drive. The 1040 has been
designed lor use on business and professional applications
most ol which require a high resolution monochrome or colour
monitor. It does not therefore have an RF modulator lor use
with a domestic TV sot. Modulators can be fitted for £49 (inc VAT).
HHOST-F Keyboard Without Monitor £4U lineVAT)
KHOST-F Keyboard tWgh RatSMtlSMonoMonitor online VAT)
If you would like further details ol Iho 1040ST-F. roturn Ihe coupon below.

MEGA STs NOW IN STOCK
For the user who requires even more RAM than the 520 or 1040
ST's offer, the new MEGA ST computers are now available.
There are two MEGA ST's, one with 2Mb of RAM and the other

th a massive 4Mb Both new computers are fully compatible
with existing ST's and run currently available ST software. The
MEGA ST's are styled as an expandable Central Processing
Unit with open architecture and a detachable keyboard. They
are suppllod with GEM, a free mouse controller and all extras

ith the 520 or 1040. Prices are as follows:
MEGA ST2Mb Keyboard'CPU OtilincVAT)
MEGA ST1Mb Keyboard • CPU• SMI25 Mono Monitor OH One VAT)
MEGA ST1Mb Keyboard'CPU tUtilmcVAT)
MEGA ST1MbKeyboard'CPU•SMtlS MonoMonitor CUti line VAT)

you would liko further details ot the MEGAST's. return the coupon below.

ATARI

f To: Silica Shop Ltd, Dept PCW588, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherfey Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
• PLEASE SEND ME FREE LITERATURE ON THE ATARI ST

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Address:

Initials: Surname:

Postcode:

Oo you already own a computer
II10, which one do you own? ..

*X&



Archimedes isa registered trademarkof
Acorn Computers Ltd

T07e'°9eronge.
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£ONNI=a
Communications Software forAcorn Archimedes computers

U-Connect isa general-purpose, but full-featured communications software package written
specifically for the Archimedes range of computers, using a combinations of assembler and "C.
U-Connect runs exclusively within the Archimedes WIMP environment, fully utilising the concepts
of multiple windows, icons, and pop-up menus to provide aneasy-to-use, flexible, and attractive
mouse-driven package.

U-Connect provides:
Terminal Emulations-Teletype. VT52. VT100andVideoTex (Prestel)
FileTransfers - ASCII, X-Modem. Kermit, CET(PrestelDownload) .

^^. Screen Review - view pasttext/frames inseparate scrolling window.
Modem Drivers - support for all common types olmodems, fully user configurable (Hayes.
Dacom, Pulsed, andDumb suppliedas standard).
PhoneBooks - Multiple phonebooks allowed, eachwith 40entries, definingphone numbers.
logon, function keys etc.. allowing the completeenvironment tobepre-configuredautomatically
before connection.

U-Connect is ideal for the Archimedes User who wishes to connect to remote computer
services, such as Bulletin Boards, Online Databases,Conference Systems, E-Mail
systems etc.It issupplied on3.5" disk, with a comprehensive usermanual covering all
aspects ofthepackage.

U-Connect isthefirst ina rangeofMagenta Research software packagesplanned for
theArchimedesoverthe comingmonths.

Price: £59.95 inc VAT &p+p(outside UK add£4p+p) Sendcheque orPO to:

MAGENTARESEARCHLTD

5th Floor. AmpHouse,Dingwall Road. Croydon. CRO 9XA. United Kingdom
Phone:01-681 7179 International+441 681 7179 Telex: 934302 MAGSYSG.

£25.00 +VAT for-
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PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE
Programs for the BBC model B, B+ Master and Master Compact with disc drlue

DIAGRAM II now also auallable for ARCHIMEDES
Diagram II represents a major breakthrough in the techniques used for

drawing software on the BBC micro. It works on a completely different principle
to other drawing software by storing the drawing information straight to disc
as coded 8*8 pixel blocks.

This technique has three major advantages. First, the size of the diagram is
only limited by the amount of space on disc. Second, there is no limit to the
amount of information which can be stored on a given diagram as the information
is stored on disc and not in computer memory. Third, the disc storage technique
allows the smooth scrolling of the screen over the whole surface of the
diagram.

For people not familiar with Diagram, the basic operation of the program is
to first display any part of the diagram, either by quoting an index name or
screen number, At this point you are free to scroll the diagram around the
screen using either cursor keys, trackerball or mouse, You may stop scrolling
at any point and enter the edit mode which allows you to modify or add new
information to the diagram, when you have finished making alterations, the new
information is stored to disc and you are free to scroll elsewhere on the
diagram stopping to edit at any time,

The edit features are now very comprehensive. Text may be typed straight
from the keyboard, and if other fonts are stored as user defined characters
then these fonts may be printed using the normal keyboard keys.

The print routines are now completely 'scaleable' with both the horizontal
and vertical scales being totally variable in V/. steps between a size that will
9ive 18 mode 0 screens on an A4 sheet and a size that would print just one pixel
on a sheet1 The routines are adaptable to most types of dot matrix printer and
full advantage may be made of wide carriage printers. The printouts may be
rotated through 90 deg. if required.

The new editing features make DIAGRAM II suitable for all types of serious
drawing application including scale drawings, flow charts, architectural,
family trees, and many other subjects as well as circuit and schematic diagrams.
As an example of what Diagram II can do, this complete advertisement (with the
exception of the PCB drawing) has been produced with the package,

14.

15,

Works on any model BBC computer with either DFS or ADFS. (ADFS only if
Shadow memory available).
Will automatically take advantage of shadow memory (any make) to
provide more User Definable Characters, 880 with Shadow, 381 without
Shadow.
Rapid horizontal and vertical line drawing routine with automatic
joins for circuit diagrams.

Full rubber band line drawing and circle drawing modes.
Takes advantage of the Acorn GXR rom to provide drawing of arcs,
sectors, chords, parallelograms, ellipses, and flood filling. Note
this rom is already fitted to Master and Compact machines,

Pixel cursor drawing and deleting mode allows very fine detail to be
added.

Defined areas of screen may be moved, copied, deleted or saved to
disc.

On-screen indication of cursor position shows either the cursor
position on the overall diagram or the distance from a preset point,

Keyboard keys may be predefined to print User Defined Characters,
enabling new character sets to be stored as user defined characters
and then printed straight to the screen using the keyboard keys.
Wordprocessor files may be loaded to the screen and automatically
formatted into any shape screen area.
Index names may be set up to point to given areas of a large diagram,
to enable rapid access to a given point on a diagram.
Fully compatible with Marconi trackerball and most makes of mouse.
All Diagram 'Utilities' are included, enabling screen ident numbers
and borders to be added, and any area of diagram to be moved or
copied. The whole diagram may be displayed in reduced scale (either
4*4 or 8*8 format) on a single screen, and the size of the overall
diagram may be increased or decreased,
Completely scaleable print routines allow any
be printed either horizontally or through 90
be varied in i'A steps allowing up to 18 mode
on an A4 sheet (still with readable text),

Complete with 40 page easy to understand handbook,

area of the diagram to
deg. in scales that may
0 screens to be printed

REAR ELEVATION Diagram II consists of a set of disc files and a
16k Eprom, The disc supplied is formatted in 40T
on side 0 and 80T on side 2. Please state if this
is unsuitable for your system, or if you require
a 3.5" Master Compact disc.
ARCHIMEDES version on 800k 3.5' disc.

PCB

DIAGRAM II - £ 55.00 + uat
P&P free (except overseas)

H.B. Upgrades are available to existing Diagram
owners, Please contact Pineapple if you have
not received an upgrade letter.

Pineapple's now famous printed circuit board drafting aid produces complex
double sided PCB's very rapidly using any model BBC micro and any FX compatible
dot-matrix printer.

The program is supplied on Eprom and up to 500 component and 500 ASCII
component descriptions may be stored for each PCB. There is no limit to the
number of tracks that may be stored for a given PCB although the maximum board
size is restricted to 8" * 5.6",

Using a mode 1 screen, tracks on the top side of the board are shown in red,
while those on the underside are blue. Each side of the board may be shown
individually or superimposed. A component placement screen allows component
outlines to be drawn for silk screen purposes and component numbers and
outlines entered on this screen may be displayed during track routing to aid
identification of roundels,

The print routines allow separate printouts of each side of the PCB in a
very accurate expanded definition 1:1 or 2:1 scale enabling direct contact
printing to be used on resist covered copper clad board. The print routines
are very fast taking typically 5 minutes for a 1:1 print of a 7" * 5" board.

This program has too many superb features to describe adequately here, so
please write or 'phone for more information and sample printouts.

PCB AUTO-ROUTING
This brand new addition to the PCB program

greatly increases the power of the software
and speeds the design of PCB's even more.
A connection list of up to 190 connections

may be entered in the form of a 'rats nest'
and then the computer does tho rest!
You may specify which side of a board you

wish the track to be on or leave the choice to
the computer, and you may also say whether
tracks should be allowed to pass between I,C.
Pins. Tracks may still be drawn manually at
any time so boards may be produced by a
combination of manual aod auto techniques if
required.
The program is> ir^the form of a second Eprom

and all the features are available even with
an unexpanded model 'B' computer.
Please write or 'phone for full details.

_ COMPLETE AUTOROUTE PACKAGE
(including nanual epron) £185.00

PRICE £ 85.00 ♦ UflT
Plotter Driver to suit
nost plotters £ 35.88

MARCONI TRACKERBALL

♦ vat

This high quality device comes in three versions, Version one is for the
standard BBC micro and comes with the Icon Artmaster drawing package from
Micro-Draw, and Trackerball Utilities which allow the trackerball to be
used with other software,

version two is for the Master 128 computer and this comes with the
Pointer Rom. This is a Rom which allows the Master to be configured for use
with the Trackerball and has commands to enable the Trackerball to
intercept the cursor key or joystick routines of other software. Commands
are also available to reverse the axes of the trackerball and set the
sensitivity. The three buttons may also be set up to produce any ASCII code.

Version three is simply the bare Trackerball which comes without software
but is suitable for use with specially written software such as Diagram or
Diagram II.

Trackerball adapters are also available which plug onto the end of the
cable and convert the connections of the trackerball to be the same as a
mouse. This enables the trackerball to drive all types of 'mouse' software.

For Hodel 'B' and B> (with Icon Artaaster) £ 60.00 ♦ vat
For Master 128 (with Pointer Ron) £ 60.00 ♦ vat
Bare Trackerball (no software) £ 49.00 «• vat
Pointer Ron - available separately £ 12.50 ♦ vat
Trackerball to aouse adapters £ 8.00 ♦ vat
Postage & packing on Trackerballs £ 1.75

Microlink number mag 12085 Allorders sent by return

♦ HAT

MITEYSPICE
Miteyspice is a very powerful AC & DC circuit analysis package with graphics

suitable for use with any model BBC micro including those with 2nd processors.
As well as all the usual facilities available with this type of program,

non-linear effects, small signal, noise measurements and sweeps may be
performed. Component values may be swept, allowing component tolerances to be
investigated as well as thermal performance etc. Comprehensive transistor
modelling is incorporated using a 20 parameter Ebers Moll description. The
program is supplied on disc with a very comprehensive 49 page manual.

PRICE £119.00 + uat

ADFS Utilities Rom - ADU
ADU is an invaluable utility for all ADFS users. It adds over 22 new

•commands to the ADFS filing system as well as providing an extensive Menu
facility with over 35 sub commands covering areas such as repeated disc
compaction, saving and loading Rom images, auto booting of files and many more

Copying of DFS discs onto ADFS discs can be made in one pass with automatic
creation of the required directories on the ADFS disc. All functions are fully
compatible with Winchester drives including *BACKUP which allows backing up of
Winchesters onto multiple floppies. _,.««.«_ __„___

Additional tcomnands include:- *ADU, *BACKUP, *CATALL, *CHANGE, *DFSDFS,
•BIRALL, »DIRC0PY, »DIRDESTROY, «DIRRENAME, *DISCEDIT, •DRIVE, tFlLEFIND,
•FORMAT. *KILLADU, «L0CK, ♦MENU, »PURGE, «PURBRK, HJNL0CK,VERIFY,»VFORMAT,»WlPE

PRICE £ 29.00 + uat

BrownleaGardens,SeuenKlngs,I Iford, Essex IG3 9NL Tel 01-599 1476
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BBC COMPUTER THEFT
STOP YOUR BBC OR MASTER
COMPUTER BEING STOLEN

INSTALL THE NEW COMPUTERLOCK SYSTEM

Consists of an integrated circuit manufactured uniquely for you
which can be permanently installed in your computer.
When the computer is switched on, a display screen announces
your name, address and telephone number and asks for your six
digit password. Three wrong passwords result in SIREN
sounding at fullvolume for one minute, increasing by one minute
for each three wrong passwords. Once correct password
entered, COMPUTERLOCK is invisible. COMPUTERLOCK also
(1) Locks up the computer when required during work on word
processing or spreadsheets without losing data thus keeping
prying eyes at bay and (2) to comply with the Data Protection Act,
scrambles individual files on disc, no matter what length. The
scrambling is intelligent as COMPUTERLOCK recognises
different types of files and whether they are DFS or ADFS.
Brilliant programming makes this the ultimate in theft protection.
COMPUTERLOCK comes complete with full instructions and
sticker for outside of computer.

LAUNCH OFFER - £25.00 FULLY INCLUSIVE

48 HOUR DELIVERY

Send cheque/postal order with full name, address, post code
and telephone number and your choice of six digit password -
numbers or letters or a combination of both to:

COMPUTERLOCK
7, GANNERS GROVE

LEEDS,LS13 2PW

Barclaycard/Visa holders may telephone their order on
OS32 693393

Mijas Software
<* Bringing Ih> rm >ofIwtrs worid la YOUR BBC Micro

First with a

Relocatable Assemble* and linker
first with Source-Level Debug.

Now bring you a New 'C Compiler.

A

Updated ! Exciting ! Fast ! 'C Compiler
A NEW Software system

for performance and productivity
on YOUR BBC MICRO.

Use it for games New version 1.5
buisness or industrial software. compiles faster, runs faster

Ideal for learning structured and even easier to use
programming and compiler techniques, on ANY BBC B or Master.

Written in 'C itself for speed and portability
FULL SOURCE-CODE of the 'C Compiler

and libraries with EVERY COPY. Can be modified
and re-compiled on any BBC 'B' or MASTER.

' Small 'C v 1.5 '
A true compiler. Does not use p-code

Full Source-Level Debug
Full I/O and C libraries

Separately compilable source-files
Produces 'stand-alone' programs of minimum size

Full support of BBC Graphics
Screen Mode may be changed at any time.

40+K of Program space even without overlays

Shell ROM image provided giving a 'MAKE' facility.
Use any editor, a simple line editor is included.

Write your own BASIC, PASCAL FORTRAN
or Artificial Intelligence Compiler using this 'C system

Complete System including Assembler
___ Linker, Debug, Shell and utilities
ElJ in ROM Image format on disk

ACCESS welcome £50 cW"bl^EP?? m*•www £7.50 each.set of 4 £25

From:- Mijas Software,Mijas,Winchester Rd.
Michedever,Hants S021 3DG

Official orders welcome from educational establishments

ACORN USER JUNE 1988

HOMEWORK • REVISION • TUTORIALS

Maths
Exam?

DIFFERENTIATION &
INDEFINITE INTEGRALS:-

OwLU IwlMw 3 MASTER VERSION
^., m^m.-i.., -^. AVAILABLE
ON SCREEN! ^- ™

Watch your problems transformed
mathematically Into worked examples with

'SYMBOLIC CALCULUS'
In a radical departure from conventional software
we offer:-

• STEP BY STEP solutions
• EXPLANATIONS at every step
• Take problems from ANY book or paper
• Superb colour highlighting for clarity
• Product, Quotient & Chain rules
• Integration by parts
• Integration by substitutions
• Integration of powers of SIN and COS
• e, Logs, SIN, ARCSIN, SINH, ARCSINH

etc.

• Choice of variables
• Editor with error trapping
• Control over the solution process

Symbolic Calculus is a powerful string handling
program linked to a mathematical knowledge *
base.

Problems can range from the very complex to the
deceptively simple.
If one technique fails to solve the problem,
Symbolic Calculus will start again applying a
different method and so on until solved

Learn the BEST way - by example.

mQulS DePtAu^mmm mwm 95 South Avenue,
• II I | Worksop, Notts.

Jfirk^hnn s8°2re
W*rWi .HhMlWM Tel: 0909 500599

Please send me SYMBOLIC CALCULUS on
cassette (£15.95)/40Tdisk (£16.95)/80T disk (£16.95).
Please specify computer i.e. BBC B/B+/Master 128
(Model B owners state Basic 1/Basic 2)
Ienclose a cheque/PO payable to

MATHS WORKSHOP

Name

Address

S , AU6,
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Dabhand
User
News
David Atherton and

Bruce Smith bring
you the latest in
Expert Software and
Dabhand Guides for

your Acorn micros.

If you have a printer
then we believe

HyperDriver will be
one of the most

significant purchases
you can ever make.

Here's what Beebug
said about it: "...an
ingenious blessing., a
million other good
design features..."

C: A Dabhand Guide

Hot off the presses,
and in our opinion
the definitive guide to
this remarkable

language. Covers the
Archimedes, BBC &
Master. Don't miss it!

Master Operating
System: The Master
owners bible now in

its 2nd edition. Do

you have a copy?

Send or phone for
our FREE 32 page
catalogue which
contains full details

on all our products.

26

HyperDriver:
Printer Power
Possibly the most significant purchase you can ever make.

HyperDriver isn't just another printer ROM - it's the ultimate
one. Ifs absurdly easy to use and provides you with so many of
the facilities missing from your current printer orientated soft
ware including: on-screen preview, CRT graphics, NLQ font,
and user definable macros to name but a few.

The integral VIEW
printer driver means
that it is as easy as
pie to gain access to
all your printers fa
cilities. Every effect
is just a simple two
letter command
away! The on-screen
preview allows you
to see exactly how
your text will look
before printing.
Price: Just £29.95 for ROM, disc and 100 page user guide.

MOS Plus

A must for all Master 128 owners not leastbecause it fixes those
irritatingbugsin theOSandaddsmanyessential extrassuchas
*SRLOAD, *FORMATand "VERIFYin ROM, and Archie-type
commands such as *ECHO and new ^CONFIGURE options
including COLOUR, and START. Beebug said it all in their
recent review: "MOS Plus is an excellent product."
Price: 16k ROM £12.95, SRAM version £7.95 (£9.95 on 3.5").

C: A Dabhand Guide
Spread over an amazing 512 pages this highly readable
Dabhand Guide will leave you in no doubt as to the natural
successor to BBC BASIC. Covers C on the Archimedes and
Master, and at only£14.95 represents superb value for money!
Master Operating System by David Atherton
A&B said it is "invaluable". Only £12.95or £17.95 with disc.
Orders
Send cheques, POs, official orders to the address below, or
quote your Access/Visa card number and expiry date. Credit
card orders accepted by phone or mailbox. P&P free in UK.
Elsewhere add £2 or £10 airmail. 3.5" ADFS disc £2 extra.
Dabs Press, 76 Gardner Road, Prestwich, Manchester,
M25 7HU. Phone: 061-773-2413 Prestel: 942876210
BT Gold: 72:MAG11596
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SPECIAL OFFERS FROM VICLEN

i

The Panasonic KX-P1081 come complete with £45.00 worth of
accessories FREE including tractor feed and roll feed units with
paper, printer cable, and a specially designed metal printer stand.
Features include:

* 120 cps draft printing 24 cps NLQ
* IBM and Epson compatibility through dip switch settings
* Prints 80 coloumns on A4 cut sheets, continuous stationery

or roll paper 9x9 draft and 18 x 23 NLQ

Stock Code Description
SP079 Panasonic KX-P1081

plus accessories

Please add £8 for insured courier delivery.

MEGA BYTES

FOR MINI BUCKS

Price inc. VAT
£185.95

Plug in 20 to 112 Megabytes of extra storage with the Viglen
Winchester system.
The Viglen Winchester is ready to plug in and use on a BBC
Master micro; for a BBCB or B plus you will merely need to fit
the Acorn ADFS Rom. The Winchesters are 100% compatible
with the Acorn Winchester and Acorn ADFS and will also work
with the Acorn Master 512 board with DOS plus.
Drive1 Winchesters are also available for backup or just more
storage and simply plug into the back of the Drive 0 unit.
The Winchester package consists of: Winchester unit (cased
with controller boards, power supply and fan), Master
reference Manual part 1, Winchester user guide and
Winchester utilities on disk (such as formatter, verifier, ADFS
menu and sophisticated backup program allowing you to make
fast backups on DFS disks, ADFS disks or Drive 1 Winchester).

Stock Code Description
Drive 0 Single
SP0150 VB20 20Meg Viglen Winchester
SP0152 VB28 28Meg Viglen Winchester
V155 VB4040Meg Viglen Winchester
V156 VB56 56Meg Viglen Winchester
Drive 1 Second Drive

Price inc. VAT

£499.00

£519.00

£799.00
£899.00

£479.00

£499.00

£739.00

£769.00

£689.00

£29.95

SP0160 VB120 20Meg Drive 1 Winchester
SP0162 VB128 28Meg Drive 1 Winchester
V165 VB140 40Meg Drive 1 Winchester
V167 VB156 56Meg Drive 1 Winchester
V157 20MB Tape Streamer Backup
V503 Acorn ADFS Rom and Manual

(Only necessary for BBCB or B Plus)

Please add £8 for insured courier delivery.

Available for use with SJ research file
server at no extra cost, please specify when
ordering.

The finest Japanese disk drives
(not Taiwanese immitations)

available at the lowest prices.

All disc drives are supplied with a manual, packed utilities disc
and a full 12 Months warranty (2 Year Warranty available) and
are ready to plug in and use on a BBc B (fitted with a DFS) B + or
Master micro. 40/48 Track drives have a switch which enables
operation in either 40 or 80 track mode.
The capacity quoted are given in single density mode; for
double density mode (1770 DFS + ADFS as in the Master) the
capacities should be approximately doubled.
An integral power supply is not necessary as the disc drives run
from the micro's power source however should you require
drives with their own power supply, these are also available.
Ifyour BBC B micro does not have a DFS fitted then you will also
require the Acorn dfs kit. These are available from Viglen.

Stock Code

SP014

SP030

SP019

SP020

VPD0240

VPD0241

VPD0242

VPD0243

VPD0245

VPD0246

VPD0247
VPD0248

VPD0249

V0060

V0061

V0062

V0063

V0064

V0065

Description
400K Single Drive 40/80T
400K Single Drive 40/80T + PSU
800K Dual Drive 40/80T

800K Dual Drive 40/80T + PSU

100K Single Drive
400K Single Drive 40/80T
200K Dual Drive

800K Dual Drive 40/80T

100K Single Drive + PSU
400K Single Drive + PSU
200K Dual Drive + PSU
800K Dual Drive 40/80T + PSU

800K Dual Drive 40/80T + PSU

in Me'al Bridge Unit
3.5"400K Single Drive
3.5" 800K Dual Drive

3.5"400K Single Drive + PSU
3.5" 800K Dual Drive + PSU

3.5" and 5.25" 800K Dual Drive
3.5" and 5.25" 800K Dual Drive

with PSU

Please add £8.00 for insured courier delivery.

Price inc. VAT

£99.95

£109.95

£189.95

£209.95

£105.95

£113.00

£195.95

£219.00

£119.95

£135.00

£209.95

£235.00

£265.00

£95.95

£199.95

£135.00

£199.00

£219.00

£249.00

CLEAR PERSPEX

PRINTER STAND

The Viglen printer stands are beautifully finished in clear
perspex and raise the printer high enough to put continuous
stationary underneath.

Stock Code Description
V490 80 Column Printer Stand

(15" x 13" x 3.5")
V491 136 Column Printer Stand

(23.5" x 13" x 3.5")

Please add £3 P & P

Price inc. VAT

£19.95

£29.95

ORDER FORM ON LAST PAGE OF VIGLEN SECTION



SPECIAL OFFERS FROM VICLEN

DUAL DRIVES

FOR LESS THAN £17!

The Viglen Data DUCK (Dualling Up Connector Kit) converts
any two single drives to a dual drive instantly. Simply plug the
duck into the micro's disk drive socket and plug two single
drives (any type and any make) into the duck to obtain a dual
drive system accessed as drive 0 (and 2 if double sided) and
drive 1 (and 3 if double sided). Ifneither single drive has its own
power supply then you will require a Viglen power DUCK in
order to obtain two disk drive power sockets from the micro.

* No soldering simply plugs in.
• No need to take disk drives apart to change links.

Stock Code Description
V084 Viglen data duck
V085 Viglen power duck

Please add £2.50 for P&P.

MASTER

TRANSFORMATION

Price inc. VAT

£16.95

£7.95

Give your BBC Master micro the professional PC look by
replacing your existing lid with this smartly styled package. The
system is strong and constructed in high impact ABS colour
matched to the BBC Master and it gives your Master a very neat
and impressive look.

Will support monitors including up to 16" TV.
Can house two 5W disk or Winchester drives.
Capable of housing 3V4" drives.
Will accept Acorn cartridges and the Viglen Master Cartridge
system.
Full internal metal screening.
Also available with fitted drives (5W, 3W or Winchester) or
as a complete system including the Master.

The Master console unit system packages includes:
* Remote Keyboard case with cable.
* Metal screened main unit casing (including internal fittings

for 5Vi" drives).
* Two switches which can be used for 40/80 track switching

and can be either fitted on the front or rear of unit.

* Two blanking plates to blank out any drive aperture that is
not used.

* Full labelling kit.
* Fully illustrated fitting instructions.

Stock Code Description Price inc. VAT
V861 Viglen Master Console unit £59.95
Accessories for the Master Console unit
V853 Dual Drive data cable for console £9.95

unit

V854 Dual Drive power cable for console £7.95
unit

V855 Power supply for the console unit £34.95
V866 Fan Kit for console unit £34.95
V858 Fitting bracket for 3W drive £8.95
V851 Viglen Professional Console Unit £49.95

for the BBC micro

Fitting service available from £15.00

Please add £8 for insured courier delivery.

s

VIGLEN ROM CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

'Li
W* ~W ^-^aatf^Sa^^^K?

\^^IK^x

Yfl$bF» /

Having fitted the Viglen Rom cartridge system to your BBC,
Master or Master COMPACT, you can plug in your Roms/
Eproms simply by inserting each one in a Viglen cartridge and
plugging in whichever cartridge you want to use. The same
Viglen cartridge can be used on all the micros mentioned and
there is no need to switch the micro on and off between

cartridge changes.
The Viglen cartridge system for the BBCmicro consists of the
cartridge cable assembly and socket, blanking off plates, 1
cartridge and cartridge storage rack. The cartridge socket when
fitted protrudes from the rectangular slot on the left of the
keyboard where the cartridges are subsequently inserted. It is
simple to fit and requires no soldering.
The Viglen cartridge system for the Master and Master
COMPACT simply plugs into your Master cartridge slot (or
COMPACTexpansion port) and accepts two Viglen cartridges.
On the Master you can plug in up to two Viglen cartridge
systems thus giving you access to 4 Viglen Cartridges
simultaneously. The system comes complete with 2 cartridges
and cartridge storage rack. On the Master you can also use
Viglen cartridges which have 32 and 64K paged Roms inserted.

Stock Code Description Price inc. VAT
V560

V559

V550

V551

V561

Viglen Rom cartridge system for BBC
Viglen Rom cartridge system for BBC
(low profile)
Viglen Rom cartridge system
for Master

Viglen Rom cartridge system
for COMPACT

Single Viglen cartridge

£12.95

£12.95

£14.95

£14.95

£3.45

Please add £2.50 P&P (£00.50 for single cartridge).

LOOK FOR
OUR AMAZING
SPECIAL OFFERS

Acorn
Authorised Dealer

ORDER FORM ON LAST PAGE OF VIGLEN SECTION



SPECIAL OFFERS FROM VICLEN

DIRECT BRIDGE

BRIDGE UNIT

**&,-

• FRONT PANEL SWITCHING

* 800K DUAL DRIVES 40/80T WITH

PSU

Direct disk drives are manufactured to the highest standard
using high quality Japanese mechanisms. All drives are
supplied complete with user manual and utility diskette.

Stock Code Description
SP0249 800K Drive in Bridge Unit with

PSU

Please add £8.00 for insured courier delivery.

Vi/der\

R.R.P.

£229.95

Viglen Ltd.,
Unit 7

Trumpers Way
Hanwell, London W7 2QA
Telephone: 01-843 9903
Telex: 919 304 VIGLEN G

Fax: 01-574 5126

• A VERY SPECIAL OFFER •

A High Resolution
Colour Multiscan

Monitor for only
£343.85 inc VAT.

Just look at the following features:

* Can run modes 18—20 on the Archimedes

* Compatible with Archimedes, Master and BBC Model B
* Manufactured in Japan by Fujitsu
* 14" High Resolution Non Glare screen .31mm dot pitch
* input signals TTL/Analogue, RGBI RGB rgb, RGB analog
* Swivel base included

* Maximum Resolution 800x560 dots

* Scanning Frequencies: 15-17Khz, 21-52Khz, 29-34Khz
* Also 100% Compatible with IBM PC/AT CGA/EGA/PGA/VGA.

Stock Code Description
VA079 Fujitsu General ME-503 Colour

Monitor

Please state cable required for Archimedes, Master or BBC B.

Please add £8.00 for insured Courier Delivery.

Acorn
Authorised Dealer^^-

Prices correct at time of going to press
and offers are subject to availability

VIGLEN

Price inc. VAT

£343.85

HOW TO ORDER

Simply fill in the coupon or write to us with your requirements enclosing a cheque/postal order or your credit card no. for
thetotalamount. Don't forget to add the costofdelivery. Allow 7to 10daysfordelivery. ^___^ •^•^•^m
Credit card holders may order by telephone on our sales hotline 01-843 9.903 (8 lines). BlT^B ^wSF, Dealer and Trade
Orders from overseas should beexclusive ofVAT (please deduct 15% from the total cost). '^- ^ •••• Enquiries Welcome:
OFFICIAL ORDERS

Official orders from education establishments, Government departments and Pic companies accepted
Viglen has a special education department to process orders and queries from schools, colleges,
universities and Local authorities so please ask for our education department when you call. Being one of
the major suppliers to the Education market, the experienced Viglen team will be able to understand and
help you with your requirements.

Showroom opening hours
Monday to Friday 9.30 to 5.30
Saturday by appointment

Fill in and post to Viglen Ltd.,Unit 7, Trumpors Way, Hanwell, London W7 2QA.Tel. No. 01-8439903. Please make cheques and postal orders payable
to Viglen Ltd.

STOCK CODE DESCRIPTION

Please find enclosed a cheque/postal order D'
I prefer to pay by VISA • * ACCESS • *
* Tick one please.

Card No..

Name

Address.

Signature.

Postcode.

QUANTITY

Carriage

Total

Expiry date.

Tel. No..

TOTAL PRICE

AU6
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HINTS &TIPS
DRAWING THE LINE

Invaluable advice on printing music staves, emulating the Lotus 123 menu,
compressing mode 7 screens, and more besides

MUSIC
RULES

Terry Blunt from Crowthorne has sent an
excellent little program for musicians who
find manuscript paper prohibitively expen
sive. The program will print out a sheet of
manuscript papercontaining 12 staves on a
standard sheet of printer paper. Terry says
that the program will work with any
Epson-compatible printer, but as it simply
uses the underline symbol to do its work,
it will probably work with non-Epson
compatibles as well.

The program contains three FOR...
NEXT loops which control the printing,
and another to control the space between
staves. The inner loop prints each line by
outputting 80 underline characters (ASCII
95). The next loop repeats this four times
to give a five-line stave, and the outer loop
prints 12 staves encompassing a separate
loop which feeds the paper with the VDU
10 command (linefeed).

You might like to experiment with
values to produce pairs of staves for treble
and bass clefs. To do this you could
introduce another loop, or make the spac
ing loop decide whether long or short
spacing is required. This can be done by
testing whether the outer control variable
is odd or even; the simplest way is to test if
'stave DIV 2' and 'stave/2' are equal.

LOTUS
MENUS

Many readers who use PCs as well as their
BBC micros may have used Lotus 123, the
industry standard spreadsheet, and liked its
detailed but unobtrusive menu structure. If
you'd like menus like this in your prog
rams, then a skeleton program from Gra
ham Crow of Monmouth is just what you
need. Graham's program is an outline
which allows you to use this menu style in

ACORNUSKRJUNl- 1988

David Atherton

Install a lotos-style menu on yourBBC micro

your own programs. TheLotns menu
works by listing the options as single
words on the top line or two of the screen.
Items are selected by moving the cursor
keys from left to right, or pressing the
initial letter. A more detailed line of text
appears underneath the menu, and pressing
Return confirms your choice. Program
activity or another menu, working in the
same way, is the result.

Pressing the Exit option takes you back
up a level through the menu. This system
supplies all the information you are ever
likely to need, in a simple-to-use and
extremely compact format, which doesn't
disturb your screen display.

This is how it works. The procedure
PROCinit is used to declare the maximum
number of menu items (in M%) and the
STRINGS definitions to give the maximum
length of each menu item, and the max
imum length of the full text string. The
PLACE% array is used to hold Tab posi

tions but you don't need to work these out
as the program does it for you. There is no
need to alter any of these settings. The
main routine, FNmenu, is called every time
you want a menu printed. It returns with
the user's selection. The procedure prints
all menu items, highlighting and showing
the full description of the first item. All the
necessary Tab positions and so on are
calculated. The function returns a number

giving the item selected. The menu item on
the far left of the screen is 1, the next is 2
and so on. If Escape was pressed to exit,
the variable escape% is set to TRUE.

Before you call the menu function, you
must fill two arrays and set a variable. The
arrays MENUS and SUBS should be
matched to the short and long descriptions
of the item respectively, and the variable
N% set to the number of items for this
menu. This is done in the example program
in the procedure PROCmainmenu, where
one of the actions is coded for a further
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menu. All you need to do to add your
menus to the program is alter the text in
the data statements in PROCmainmenu,
and if appropriate, the value of N%, and
then change the actions taken at the end of
this procedure.

UPPER TO
LOWER CASE

Programs are so much more legible if all
the variable are printed in lower case. This
also helps to avoid the misuse of any
keywords, the reason we always use lower
case variables in Acorn User programs. But
what if you have written or inherited a
program that contains many upper case
variables? This is particularly relevant if
you are converting a program to BBC
Basic from another Basic, perhaps originat
ing on another machine and transferred as
a text file to the BBC.

Roger Stark of Cambridge has written a
program which converts all the upper case
variables, procedure names and function
names within a program to lower case,
without affecting text in quotes, DATA
statements and REMs.

The program is itself a Basic program
and works by being appended to the prog
ram which needs conversion. It is 15 lines

long, and should be entered as listed. To
convert a program you should first save a
copy of the converter program in the
normal way, and then save a copy as
ASCII. This is done by typing

*SPOOL CONVASC

LIST

•SPOOL

Next you should LOAD the target pro
gram, ensuring that the lowest numbered
line is 20. You may have to renumber the
program to do this, or remove a REM or
two. With the target program still in mem
ory, type *EXEC CONVASC. The prog
ram is now ready, and you should type
RUN. When the program is finished, the
extra lines which performed the conversion
are not required and can be deleted with
DELETE 1, 15. The program can now be
renumbered again if necessary or REMs
can be re-entered, and theprogram is ready
to be saved. If it worked before, it will still
work, but obviously any new lines refer
ring to the variables must now conform to
the lower case in use.

The program works by looking through
the memory for upper case characters, and
converting them to lower case while avoid-
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ing certain areas. Most of the code is taken
up by working out what to avoid. The
program runs a loop from PAGE to
LOMEM, reading each byte in turn. After
reading the byte, the next line is used to
print, and skip over the first (and subse
quent) line numbers. Then the program
checks for the following exceptions.

If quote marks are found, no changes are
made until further quote marks or the end
of a line is found. If a DATA (&DC) or
REM (&F4) Basic token is found, the rest
of the line is skipped. If the code for an
embedded line number (one following a
GOSUB, GOTO or ELSE) is found, the
number is skipped.

Finding an ampersand the program
assumes that a hex number will follow.

This must remain in upper case, so the
program moves on to the next non-
alphanumeric character. At this point the
program does something positive. If the
character is upper case, and it is not an
isolated character followed by a % symbol,
then it is converted to lower case.

However this doesn't convert the last

character of an integer variable, and a
separate step is required for this. These two
steps avoid the conversion of the variables
A% to Z%.

The way Basic works when you enter
lines means that any keywords recognised
are converted into tokens, single bytes in
the range 128-255, which are then ex
panded back into full text when the LIST
command is used. Line numbers are coded
in a special way, but everything else is
stored as normal ASCII text. This means
that the converter program has a side-effect
of converting any Basic keyword which
has been entered incorrectly, and therefore
unrecognised by the Basic interpreter, as
the machine will be storing it as full text,
rather than the token.

There are two exceptions which Roger's
program does not cater for. Assembly
language code used within square brackets
is not tokeniscd (other than the word
AND, and the first two letters of ORA),
and so will get converted to lower case,
which is not usually required. This can
quite easily be solved by adding an addi
tional line to the program, but I'll let you
work out how to do that. The second is the
use of EVAL statements. If the statements
FRED=5 : aS="FRED" : PRINT EVAL
(aS) are issued, the value 5 will be printed.
The program as it stands will convert the
first occurence of FRED but not the
second, which causes an incorrect result.

There is no easy solution to this, and you'll
just have to check EVAL statements in
your program before you convert it.

MODE 7
SCREEN COMPRESSION

Save this screen with fewer bytes

V J Spanner of Seaford, East Sussex, is
concerned about the amount of space taken
up by mode 7 screens when many of them
arestored; say in a database application, or
perhaps downloaded from or Prestel. He
has provided a program which compresses
the screens, saving up to 400 bytes or 25
percent on each one. To use the compress
ion program you must have already saved
your screens to disc. The standard screen
save option in the ATS and most Prestel
terminals, and teletext editing programs
will be the correct format. Note that some
editors, particularly the Communitel view
data system save in a slightly different
format, and if you're using these you'll
need to alter the FFFF7C00 address in the
load command to FFFF7B98.

When run, the compression program
asks for the filename of your screen on
disc, and a filename for the compressed
screen, which obviously must be different.
It then loads the original screen in, and
processes it. This takes about 20 seconds,
and then a message tells you the number of
bytes saved. To redisplay a compressed
screen, the decompression program is used.
All that is required this time is the file
name, and the screen is restored as it was.
A facility hasn't been built in to resave the
screen in an uncompressed form.

The program works by using a popular
compression system known as run-length
encoding. It works by counting the num
ber of times each byte occurs in sequence,
so the string 'AAAAA' (five bytes), is
replaced by the code for 'A' followed by a
five (two bytes). If every byte of the screen
was different, for example if it were solid |
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text, then the 'compression' would actually
produce a file twice as long as the original,
with every byte recorded, followed by a '1'
marking a single occurrence. In practice,
even text-based screens have plenty of
spaces together on them, so the results are
rarely this bad. The real savings come,
however, when there are vertical graphics
lines on the screen, or even better, half-
empty screens with dozens of consecutive
space characters. As only one byte is used
to store the frequency, only 255 consecu
tive occurrences can be recorded in a

double-byte combination. Any more than
this are treated as a separate set. Neverthe
less you can see how a completely empty
screen can be saved as eight bytes, so in
certain circumstances the technique can be
very powerful.

The program was designed to workwith
teletext screens. There is absolutely no
reason, however, why you should not use
the same idea with screens in other modes,
although it has to besaid, this will not be a
fast process. The only modifications re
quired to the programs are to change the
start address (and the MODE statements,
obviously). Modes 4 and 5 start at &5800
(&57FF in the decompressor), and modes
0,1 and 2 start at &3000 (&2FFF).

As it stands the program compresses to
and reloads from a disc file. But it would
be quite practical to load to and from
memory, by altering the BGET and BPUT
statements to set a memory byte and
increment a counter. The case converter
program above shows you how to write to
and read from successive memory bytes.

If you've ever forgotten which version of
your masterpiece is latest one, and added a
large chunk of code to an obsolete version,
then you'll be pleased to receive this useful
utility from Geoff Davis of Lydney. It
automatically adds the date and time to
your program. The program is designed to
run on the Master 128, but will also work
on other BBC micros which have a real

time clock fitted which supports the
Osword 14 call to read the date and time.
The Solidisk RTC and Genie Watch add
ons do this, but not Econet, which uses a
different call to read the clock.

The program in the yellow pages gener
ates a machine code file called STAMP
which when run (with *STAMP or *RUN

ACORN USER JUNE 1988
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STAMP) will add a line 0 to your program
which contains a REM statement followed
by the date and time. If you keep the
STAMP file on your current development
disc, and run it just before you save a file,
then you'll always know where you're up
to. If you're using ADFS, then the STAMP
file should be placed in the library direc
tory. Running the program on a previously
stamped file simply replaces the old date
and time with a new one. Any existing line
0 will be deleted.

The program works by reading the date
and time using the system call 14, which
returns a string in the format 'Sat, 02 Apr
1988.15:23.00'. The call requires that a
buffer be specified into which to copy the
information in text form. The buffer is

placed immediately after a fixed string
>.;niw

Hi:1-1 Tbu.14 Rur 1988. 28 I26 I27
REM Froirin Dattsta«p*r

REH for H/B'B+'E'C with RTC
REH <o> Room Ustr June 1988

St s

78 PKOCassenblt

88 PROCcheoksuM
I'll()<".:. avocode

las END
in :

DEF PROCclearneM

138 FOR XSt-fcA88 TO 8.H2F
148 ?IX.=8
158 NEXT IX
168 ENDPROC
178
188 DEF PROCasxcnbU
198 oodi^UM
288 FOR pa«s°R TO 3 STEP 3
218 PX>oodt%
228 COPT pmMM

Dateand timein line 0

'OREM' and then the entire string is read,
byte by byte, and placed into the keyboard
buffer with the Osbyte 138 call. This is a
standard call which mimics keypresses.

The program then ends, and the bytes in
the keyboard buffer are 'typed' out as
though you had entered the line yourself.
The carriage return that is required at the
end of the line is supplied as part of the
Osword 14 call, and so does not need to be
entered separately.

IGNORANCE
IS BLISS

The Master 128 operating system has
slightly improved printer control software,
including a NOIGNORE facility, whereby
all 256 characters can be sent to the printer.
Robin Burton of Groby has been looking
at this, and has come up with a routine
which replaces the BBC and Master's char
acter ignore facility. As well as providing
the BBC with the Master's specification,
Robin's routine also allows you to override
the ignore settings of both machines. This
could be used to standardise a number of

machines for use with one printer, or with
perhaps one software package which
doesn't correctly interpret the IGNORE
character. This is particularly so on the
Master 128, where when a NOIGNORE
setting is in use, the standard Osbyte call
(&F6) which reads the IGNORE character
will still return the last ignored character.
This is because NOIGNORE is a separate
flag, which overrides but does not cancel
the IGNORE setting. Many software
packages for the BBC read the ignore
character, but don't check if a NOIG
NORE overrides this. Programs need to
directly read to IGNORE setting as the
ignored character is actually sent to the
printer (ie, not ignored) when characters
are preceded withVDU 1.

The routine is supplied asa listing which
generates a machine code file IGNSWCH,
which can be run with ::IGNSWCH. The

action of the program depends on the flag
set after the variable 'ignflag'. If the flag is
zero (as listed), then there is no ignore
character and all bytes output are sent to
the printer. If the flag is set to 1, then the
ignore character on the micro itself is used,
effectively cancelling the routine.

A setting of 2 is primarily for Master
users, and causes the IGNORE character
to be used, ie as normal, even when a
NOIGNORE setting is active. In other
words it disregards the Master's NOIG
NORE override. The flag can be set at
assembly time, or altered later by directly
poking the flag byte, which is identified
during assembly.

QUICK
TIPS

To test a program that uses a printer, but
without the printer, try ::'FX5,0. This sets a
'printer sink' - all characters sent to the
printer will be ignored.

If your printer is not set for auto-line
feed and everything you print is on one
line, you can try ::"FX 6,0. This makes the
computer send out an extra line feed at the
end of every line.

You can use *FX 3,10 instead of VDU 2
in your programs to switch on the printer.
::'FX 3,0 switches it off again.
Contributions to the Hints & Tips column
are most welcome. Submissions are prefer
red on paper and disc (which will be
returned), and should be sent to David
Atherton, Hints & Tips, Acorn User, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.
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ARC AGORA
ANIMATED ACTIVITY

The sprites and graphics of the Arc make
it ideal for computer animation

We kick off this month with a little bit of

animation. The first offering comes from
an Acorn User regular Dave Lawrence, and
tackles the problem of 'in-betweening' -
taking two pictures and working out an
animated sequence to join them together.

The program, listing 1 on the yellow
pages, is quite simple. The mouse pointer is
enabled and PKOCinput is called to re
quest a set of lines. To draw a line, move
the pointer to the start position and press
the Select (left) mouse button. Subsequent
lines can be added by pressing Select again.
If you do not want the next line to follow
on from the end of the last, move the
pointer to the new start position, and press
the Menu (middle) button.

Once you have entered your first set of
lines, press the Adjust (right) button.
PROCinput is called again to request the
destination set of lines. Enter these in the

same way as the first set - they are shown
in a different colour. You have to enter the

same number of points as the first time.
PROCinput uses a new facility of Basic

5. The start positions are held in the array
start(), and this array is passed to PROCin
put as a parameter. In the definition of
PROCinput, the first parameter is defined
as RETURN a(). This takes an array in,
refers to it locally as a(), and then returns
the new values of the array elements to the
original array - startQ.

So that the animation is smooth, a
'double-screen' process is used. In other
words, two banks of screen memory are
utilised - the non-displayed one is
changed. Once the new image has been
drawn, the banks are swapped over so that
the next image can be plotted invisibly.

The Osbyte calls 112 and 113 have been
extended to make 'double-screening' easier.
Osbyte 112 sets the screen that is to be
written to; Osbyte 113 sets the screen to be
displayed. In each case, the parameter after
the Osbyte number is the screen bank
number, 1 or 2. In listing 1, bank%
contains the screen to be updated, and this
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Dave Acton

The Arc'sspeed animatesthe goblet's motionsmoothly

value alternates between 1 and 2.

Sufficient space for the two screens
should be configured beforehand. Users
with 300 series machines should configure
ScreenSize to at least 10 and those with 400

series machines might as well configure
ScreenSize to 0 as their machines will

allocate sufficient memory by default.
Finer control over the displayed portion

of screen can be achieved by using an
Osword call - Osword 22 to be exact. This

call takes an offset to the start of screen

memory. This offset must be placed in a
control block. A procedure to change the
start of screen address could be something
like this:

lOOO DEF PROCstart (address'/.)

1010 ?block'/.=3

1020 block"/.! I=address7.

1030 SYS "0S_Word,,,22, block'/.
1040 ENDPROC

The first byte of the parameter block
contains a 'type' byte. Bit 0 of this byte

should be set if the new address is to be

used by the VDU drivers. Bit 1 is set if the
new address is to be used when displaying
the screen. So a value of 3 updates both.
These two bits correspond to the two
Osbyte calls described above.

SPRITELY
SPRITES

Using multiple screens is a good way of
animating objects or smoothing graphics
operations. But each screen does take up a
lot of memory, so to provide a more
flexible means of animating smaller areas a
different approach must be taken.

The sprite system of the Archimedes is
perhaps the most impressive part of the
Arthur opera'ang system, and by using
sprites, the user can achieve some impress
ive animation using little memory.

Listing 2 illustrates how this method
ACORN USER JUNE 1988



may be employed. Before trying the prog
ram out, ensure that you have sufficient
memory allocated to sprites by typing:

^CONFIGURE SpriteSize 23
and pressing CTRL-Break. This will allo
cate 23x8k or 184k to the sprite system.
400-series owners need only configure
SpriteSize to 6 since memory is allocated in
32k rather than 8k chunks.

Listing 2 rotates a wire-frame image in
stages, storing a sprite for each stage of
animation. The points of the image are
stored in the array p() and the vectors that
form the sides of the image are stored in
vQ. As this is an illustration of animation
rather than co-ordinate geometry, the
method of plotting the object in perspec
tive is left to you to fathom out!

The Basic 5 feature of passing arrays to
and from procedures is again employed, as
is the array operand '.' which performs
true array multiplication. Sadly, although it
is a joy to have some matrix operations
available in Basic, they haven't been fully
implemented, which has made it necessary
to use the temporary array tempQ to carry
out some array calculations. In particular,
the program has to apply a matrix trans
formation to an array of points. However,
Basic 5 can only apply such a matrix to a
single vector - and not a vectorwhich is an
element of a larger array.

The standard command for 'grabbing' a
sprite from the screen is :;"SGET. However,
a useful extension exists in the form of
VDU 23, 27 which can be used to select
and grab sprites with 'names' of 0, 1,2 and
so on. Not only does this make it easier to
use a series of sprites, but VDU 23, 27 is
considerably faster than its ::"SGET and
*SCHOOSE counterparts.

The procedure PROCperspective is used
to draw the lines that form the image and
PROCrotatex is called to transform each

point within the image. The individual
frames are 'grabbed' by moving to the
bottom left-hand and top right-hand cor
ners of the animated area before issuing a
VDU 23, 27, 1, n command. This stores
the bounded area as sprite 'n'. VDU 23, 27,
0, n is used to recall the sprites. Note that
sprite plotting is so fast that the
Archimedes can easily plot 50 sprites per
second - one per display field. The whole
operation is made smoother by preceding
the command that plots the sprite with a
WAIT - the equivalent of *FX19 on the
earlier BBC micro.
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Dave Lawrence's 'in-betweening'

Instant screendumps

EVENTFUL
PRINTING

Our first relocatable module comes from

Ian Macfarlane of North Humberside, who
receives £20 for his efforts. Having seen the
Print key in use on the PC emulator, Ian
thought it would be useful to set up the
key so that it could be used to provide a
more general screen dump facility.

However, as Ian notes, the screen dump
commands ::HARDCOPY FX, -'HARD-
COPY MX and ::HARDCOPY RX take a
very long time to complete and require
interrupts enabled. So they cannot be cal
led from within an event routine - which
would be the easiest way of detecting the
Print key has been pressed.

Ian's clever solution makes use of the
operating system routine OS_CallBack.
The idea is that the depression ofPrint key
is detected within an event routine, and
once control haspassed out of that routine,
the screen dump command is issued.

Ian's program assembles a piece of
machine code which is saved automatically
as 'SPCODE'. This code is a module, and
so will respond to all of the standard
module commands. A single star command

is supported by the module - ::PRINTI-
NIT - and this command is issued auto
matically if the code is installed with
OPCODE.

Sadly, limited space means that we can
not carry the full version of Ian's program,
which included a means of selecting which
type of screen dump was required. Howev
er, the core program is included as listing 3
on the yellow pages. The full version is on
the 3.5-inch version of the monthly disc -
see page 19 for details.

The first part of Ian's program is the
module header. This is standard to all

modules, and could be the starting point
for writing your own.

After running the module or issuing
::"PRINTINIT, the routine 'printinit'
claims the event vector using the call OS_
Claim, and appends - 'keyevent' to the
'chain' of event routines. The 'key pressed'
event is then enabled.

The subroutine 'keyevent' first checks to
seeif the event is of the correct type and, if
so, that the key pressed was 'Print'. If so,
register 14 is preserved (because we are
about to issue a SWI) and OS_CallBack is
invoked to ensure that the screen dump
command is issued at a more appropriate
time. OS_CallBack takes two parameters-
in R0 the address of a block of memory
where the registers may be saved; and in
Rl the address of the routine to call later,
in this case, 'callbackhandler'.

So, the event routine is left promptly and
then, just before control is returned back
down to the user level, 'callbackhandler' is
called. This routine simply preserves R14,
issues the command at 'hardcopystring'
and returns. The sequence of commands
following the SWI "OS.CLI" is crucial if
control is to be returned successfully to the
user level. Those of you who have copies
of the Programmer's Reference Manual
might like to refer to page 340 in part 1.

The string stored at 'hardcopystring'
could be changed to 'SCREENSAVE PIC
TURE' for example. In this case, pressing
the Print key would cause the screen to be
saved on disc as 'PICTURE'. A useful

extension to this might be to alter the
filename used each time so that different

'snapshots' are stored.
Details of the listings are on page 81. All
submissions - hints, tips, programs orsimply
ideas - should he sent toArchimedes Agora,
Acorn User, Redwood Publishing, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.
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-OFFERS
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

Ayear's magazines and
discs forjust£50

Fora limited period only we are offering Acorn User readers
the opportunity to subscribe to Acorn User magazine and the
Acorn User monthly discs for a mere £50, a saving of £7.50.

If you take advantage of this offer we guarantee that you will
receive 12 issues of Acorn Usermagazine and 12 of the
accompanying monthly discs. Each disc contains the best
quality programe, routines and utilities and saves you the
laborious chore of typing in the listings from the magazine, to
say nothing of the hours of de-bugging.

This offer is open to UK subscribers only. Hurry, post the
coupon off today!

Yes! Please start my subscription to Acorn Usermagazine and
monthlydiscs with the issue.

I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to Redwood Publishing
Ltd for £

Pleasecharge myAccess/Visa £
ACCOUNT NUMBER

NAME_

ADDRESS,

SIGNED.

n

.POSTCODE-

DATFL

EXPIRY DATE

Please send this coupon with your remittance toGail Fairhall, Subscriptions Manager,
Redwood Publishing Ltd, Marlborough Road, Aldbourne, Wiltshire SN8 2DD.
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BBC B Sideways RAM

32K Unit £16.00

16K Unit £14.00
• Fool proof fitting - No soldering
• 16K Unit Rom Board Compatible
• RW Protect switch as standard
• Each unit requires one rom socket
• Compatible with tape, disc & econet
• Low power slimline units
• Battery backup made obsolete by Software below

Sideways RAM & Utility Software Pack v4.0
SWR software (requires at least 16K SWR) includes:
- Intelligent menu-driven software for load/save/test/clear SWR-Toolkit
- Automatic rom leader removes need for battery backup-Printer Buffer

Utility software (noSWR required) includes25+ usefulprograms:
- Graph plotter - Damaged disc recovery - Flood Fill - Disc imager
- Char definer - Screen enlarger/flipper/compacter plus much more.

Please state 40/80 track, sold with SWR £3.00, separate £8.00

Switching Boxes
User Port Printer RS423

1to2 £24.00 £24.00 £14.00

1to3 £28.00 £28.00 £17.00
1to4 £39.00 £39.00 £22.00
1to5 £44.00 £44.00 £27.00

1to6 £49.00 £49.00 £32.00

L
ranuu

L
Prices apply to Changers &Sharers. Alldata lines switched inlcudes all connectors,

leads length 1m, longer leads available.

Please send for free catalogue

A&G ELECTRONICS
14 HURSTWOOD AVE,
BEXLEY,
KENT, DA5 3PH
(MAIL ORDER ONLY)

BT GOLD:72MAG90461

PRESTEL 322522315

TRADE & SCHOOL

DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE

Tel: 0322 521949

Try our professional & friendly service for all
your computing requirements!

• Software & Peripherals
• Computer Systems
• Networked Systems
• Supplies
• Repair Service
• Installation

• Maintenance Contracts

(Sample prices ex VAT:)

Archimedes 310M Colour 969.00

Master Compact Professional
Colour System with daisywheel Printer 769.00
Master 128 369.00

Colour Monitors from 220.00

Disk Drives Single + PSU from 115.00

Export, Educational & Official purchase orders welcome.
Open Monday-Saturday 9am-6pm. Telephone Orders Welcome.

Allprlcaa ara aubjact to VAT and availability, and subject to changa without notlca

46 Christchurch Road,
Oxton, Wirral L43 5SF

Tel: 051 652 9196/7

Telex: 265871 MONREF G Quote Ref:72 MAG50053
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STEP BYSTEP
GET INTO THE CHARTS

Line graphs, bar charts and pie charts are effective ways of
displaying data: here's how to use InterChart to drawby numbers

Bruce Smith

They say a picture's worth a thousand
words and certainly when it comes to
representing data or trying to analyse sets
of figures, comparing two graphs is much
easier than relating columns of numbers.
To that end Computer Concepts' Inter-
Chart is one of the best of a surprisingly
limited range of graphic display software

which is available for the Acorn micros.

The data InterChart uses to produce
graphs can come from just about any
source, though taking it directly from a
package other than one of the Inter family
is difficult: it first has to be massaged into a
format which InterChart understands to

enable it to be used. The manual explains

Month Income Expenditure

(8) («)
Jan 1300 870

Feb 1245 895

Mar 905 790

Apr 1570 905

May 1250 920

Jun 985 940

Jul 750 815

Aug 1065 915

Sep 885 860

Oct 710 850

Nov 1450 910

Dec 825 1255

IKM) itni lACMCH i.It.ilH

1311 171 1111 171
194] ns 1245 115
ms m MS 7M

1371 HI 1371 HI
MM US 1731 MS
ms 141 MS 341

tsi IIS 751 113
no MS 1113 MS
in Ml 113 III

711 131 711 •SI
1431 Ml 1431 Ml

17341 11323

7113
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| Generating data
Of course the principles involved could

be applied to any twosets of data. And
once you master displaying two sets of
data together then displaying three or more
sets of data graphically is easy.

For our purposes thedata to be
displayed by InterChart can come from
three sources: InterSheet, a Basic
program's data file or anotherspreadsheet
such as a ViewSheet link file. Importing
data directly from InterSheet to InterChart

I Data from ViewSheet
The two sets of data must be generated to
contain a label (the month) followed by a
numeric amount (the value) which is to be
plotted against it.

Importingdata from ViewSheet is best
done viaa link file as this is a pure file in a
format thatcan be readily manipulated.
The dump (left) shows how a typical
ViewSheet annual summary file might be
constructed to write to a link file. The

second set of figures (in the columns with

1 Direct entry
If you do not have a spreadsheet then
listing 2 on pages 39 and 41 will create the
import file by reading in a set ofdata
consisting of labels and values. The data in
the Basic program and the final format are
identical to that generated by listing 1.

You can in fact type the information
directly into InterChart. Select option 5
from InterChart's main menu and enter
the name of the graph when requested to
doso: 'Income', for example. As the graph

the details of the format. This Step by Step
will show howto display two sets of data -
in this case money in and money out or,
income and expenditure. The data could be
from the office, home or school accounts,
or even the ones the tax man is unaware of!

We'll take the data month by month so
there will be two sets of 12 figures.

is easy as the excellent ROM-Link
software connects the two packs directly.

As always, planfirst. Thegraph we wish
to create will be a labelled graph which has
months along the horizontal (X) axis and
monetary amounts listed along thevertical
(Y)axis.

the W suffix) contain the link file
connection, and write to a file called 'VS10'
previously created with CREATE 10 2 12.

Listing 1on the yellow pages converts
the link file into two equivalent InterChart
format import files (Income and Expend).
The program could easily be adapted to
handle larger linkfiles.

to be labelled, press L when prompted and
return to the main menu. Press Escape to '
move into the editing windowand then
enter the value and label. Precede the label
with a double quotemark first, ie:

"Jan <Return>
1250 <Return>

The vertical dotted line is the editing
cursor and moving this along the axis with
the cursor keys makes it possible to edit
data by re-typing it.
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9 II VJ n af\ J I EC (the world's fastest and largest Spread sheet) £69.95 now available.
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11 Jin 1311.11 171.11

41 ftb • 1745.11 135.11

31 Kir 315.11 731.11

(1 Ber 1371.M 971.11

i: Hn 1751.11 315.11

i: Ina 3t5.ll 341.11

3! Jul 751,11 115.II
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Pie se enter choice

:IS 0:GETB0XES<n3:IU4>

Jan F«b Har Apr Win Juri Jul flu'i Sep Oct Nov Oec

Expenditure: Month by Month

M)r Apr Mtv ,'un Jgi A119 lep Oct »n

Earned Ineoiw: Month bv Month

10 REM Create Inteer Chart Data File
20 REM by Bruce Smith
30 REM

40 REM (c)

BBC B/B+/M/C/A

60 MODE 3

70 filel»-"Income"

BO file2*-"Expend"

«ith IC

19BB

Listing 2. Createsan import file forInterChart
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STEP BY STEP

| ROM-Link and import
Using sets ofInterSheet data iseasy. As
theyare three columns offigures, their
references should be noted, ie:

Labels A3-A14

Income B3-B14

Expend C3-C14
Once you have entered InterChart and set
thegraph name with option 5,this data can
be directly imported using ROM-Link.

Dealing with the income datafirst, select
'Income'as thegraph name fora labelled

| More data
Importingthesecond setof data-
expenditure - requires two importactions
as the expenditure dataisseparated from the
label data: the income column is in between.

To do thisselect anewlabelled graph
(Expend) with option 5,Escape to Edit
mode and set theautostepon to 'label' by
pressing f6. Then from themain menu
enter:

:IS.O:GETBOXES(A3:A14)
Press Escape to autoedit mode and setauto

I Displaying graphs
Data created with listings 1or 2mustbe
importedusing option9 from the main
menu - 'Importfile'. Aswith all graphs,
first select the name and type with option 5,
and then enter the filename when requested.
The data will be read from disc.

With both sets ofdata in position, the
currentgraph isdisplayed byselecting 7
(Display Graph) from themenu.

Bydefault this will display a line graph,
butanyvalues over999 will bedisplayed

I Adding labels
Graphsmay beannotated oncedisplayed.
To do thispress f5 and using thecursor
arrow keys position thecursorunderthe
graph - enterasuitable titleandpress
Return followed by Escape.

Do thesame with the income graph,
selecting it firstwith the main menu. Labels
can beedited by moving thecursor on to
the label inquestion and pressing theCopy
key.The textwill bemoved backdownon
to the editing line.

90 PRINT "IC Data Creation Utility""
100 PRINT ""Creating data *ile»"
110 handlelV.-OPENIN filel*

120 handle2»0PENIN file2*
130 I

140 FOR loop=l TO 12
150 READ label*,in,out
160 PROCwrite (handle 17.,CHR*34+label*>

graph andthenenterthefollowing
command from the main menu:

:IS.0:GETBOXES(A3:B14)
This will read in thedata directly from
InterSheet. Press Escape to view thegraph.

stepon to 'value', re-position thecursorat
the 'Jan' entryand enterfollowing colon
command from the main menu:

:IS.O:GETBOXES(C3:C14)
If youpress Escape youwill see thatboth
have been entered.

exponentially on theY-axis, which isnot at
alldesirable. To alterthis,pressN followed
by G (forGeneral). Asnumbers will not go
above 9999, select '4' when prompted for
thenumber of figures. Thevertical axis will
be re-numbered accordingly.

•

Linegraphs may bealtered so that the
lines connecting points are notdisplayed.
Press 'J' andanswer theprompt
accordingly. Bypressing 'M', each point
will be marked with a cross to make it more
prominent(left).

170 BPUTH handlelX,9
1B0 PR0Cwrlte(handl»17.,STR«(ln))
190 BPUTK handlelX,13
200 •

210 PROCwrite <handle2-/.,CHR»34+labeHJ>
220 BPUTH handle2X,9
230 PROCwri t•< h and1e2%,STR« <out > >
240 BPUT# h«ndl«2%,13

Continued on page 41
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The Best Deals
on Archimedes
From BEEBUG w 0^^

1 0% FINANCE
For a limited period we are able to offer 0% APR finance
over 9 months on the purchase of any Archimedes. You pay
no interest at all.This is a brand new scheme only available
from BEEBUG. The deposit and repayments are shown
below.

Deposit J Payments Deposit 3 Payments
A305 Base £83.85 £80.00 A310 Base £90.25 £89.00
A305 Mono £87.35 £86.00 A310Mono £102.75 £94.00
A305 Colour £106.85 £103.00 A310 Colour £113.25 £112.00
A310MBase £96.25 £96.00 A440 Base £267.85 £264.00
A310MMono £108.75 £101.00 A440 Mono £271.35 £270.00
A310M Colour £119.25 £119.00 A440 Colour £290.85 £287.00

2
TRADE IN YOUR OLD
BBC, MASTER OR COMPACT
FOR AN ARCHIMEDES

Wewill be pleased to accept your old computer (inworking
condition) aspartexchange towards the purchase of an
Archimedes. (If you use the finance scheme this will replace
your initial deposit on a 305/310, so you pay nothing now).
Allowances are as follows:

BBC Issue 4 No DFS £125
BBC Issue 4 DFS £175
BBC Issue 7 No DFS £175
BBC Issue 7 DFS (Or B-t-) £225
Master 128 £250
Compact Base System £215

Please phone forallowances on other Compact and Master
systems.

tsgpecidiz
3 FREE DISCS &

PC EMULATOR
Join RISC USER, the Archimedes magazine and support
group, and purchase your Archimedes by Cheque, Access,
Visa, OfficialOrder or 11.5% finance and we willsupply you,
absolutely free, 10 3.5" discs, a lockable disc storage box,
printer lead and the latest version ofThe PC Emulatorfrom
Acorn. Altogether you save more than £142.00.

^s

Prices Including VAT
A305Base £803.85 Mono £861.35 Colour £1033.85
A310Base £891.25 Mono £948.75 Colour £1121.25
A440 Base £2643.85 Mono £2701.35 Colour £2873.85

4 .5% FINANCE
OVER 12 TO 36 MONTHS

As a Licensed Credit Broker we are able to offer finance on
the purchase of anyequipment, including theArchimedes.
You stillbenefit from the free PC Emulator,discs, disc box
and printer lead. (Typical APR 23% on the purchase of a 310
Colour system over 36 months.
Deposit £126.25 36 payments of £37.36).

5 DISCOUNTS FOR
EDUCATION

We are able to offer attractive discounts to Education
Authorities, Schools, Colleges and Health Authorities.
Please write with your requirements for a quotation.

TO FIND OUT MORE
PHONE OR WRITE NOW.
TEL: 0727 40303

We offer a complete service,
including Advice, Technical
Support, Showroom, Mail Order
and Repairs. Our showroom in St.
Albans stocks everything available
for the Archimedes. Call in for a
demonstration.

Please indicate your requirements below.
Subscriptionto RiseUser (£14.50UK) • Information Pack and Catalogue • 0% Finance Formfor
305/310/31OM/440 Base/Mono/Colour • 12-36 Months Finance Form for305/310/310M/440
Base/Mono/Colour • Trade In BBC/Master/Compact fj Purchase 305/310/440 Base/Mono/Colour •
UKCourier Delivery £7.00. Overseas please ask for a quotation.

I enclose a cheque value £

Please debit my Access/Visa/Connect Card No

Expiry. / with £

Name

Address

Signature

Beebug, Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill, St. Albans, Herts AL1 1EX
BEEBUG - The Archimedes Specialists

Tel: 0727 40303
^x§*
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230 NEXT

260 I

270 CLOSE* hnnrilr-17.

2B0 CLOSE* handl«2X

290 I

300 END

310 I

320 DEF PROCwrltel-file,string*)
330 LOCAL loop

Listing2 continued
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STEP BY STEP

| Overlaying graphs
With theincome graph displayed (using
option7), theexpenditure graph can be
overlaid by pressing fO and then entering its
name when prompted.

Note that thewhole graph isoverlaid,
including any annotations, so if titles are
used in thesame place it can make
combined graphs messy. Asageneral rule,
ifyou plan to overlay graphs, it's best to
annotate them after theyhave been overlaid.
Alternatively, re-import thedata using a

| Bar charts
With overlays cleared (f2) it ispossible to
change thegraph typefrom line to pieor
bar chart.

The different types of charts have
different uses, according to what youare
tryingto convey with yourgraphic
presentation ofdata. For instance, inour
example, a barchart (left) displays clearly
howeach month's expenditure compares
with that month's income. Conversely, a
piechartisa useful way ofshowing one

| Pie charts
To change to a pie chart, first display the
graph, then press f3 followed byP. Ifyou
have a label entered then this will also be

displayed and will probably overlay the
chartitself. Because of this it isa good idea
to re-import thedata using a different graph
name - perhaps with a P or Bin the
filename tosignify the chart type. Then the
labels don't overlap and all types of graph
are instantly available.

When a pie chart isdisplayed one

| Overlaying different types
Bar charts can be overlaid on line charts, as
overlaying several barcharts onanother one
can bequite messy. All thatisrequired is to
display onegraph as a barchart and overlay
the other asa line graph, in the way we've
already described.

It's bestto select thegraph with the
lowest values (in our example, expend) as
the barchartandoverlay thechartwith the
higher values (income) on this.

Graphs can be printed at any time simply

340 FOR loop-1 TO LEN<«tring«>
350 BPUT* ftie,ASC(MID«C»tring«, loop,

)
360 NEXT

370 ENDPROC

390 I

390 DATA "Jan",1300,B70
400 DATA "Feb",1243,893
410 DATA "Mar",903,790

slightly different graph name and overlay
these instead.

To clear theoverlays away press function
key f2.

month's income as apercentage ofthe
year's total.

To create a barchart, first display the
graph orgraphs, then press f3 followed by
B.Thedatawill be re-displayed.

segment isoffset slightly. Toshow an
alternative segment, Escape to theedit
mode andposition thedotted line cursor in
thesegment required and re-display the
chart. Pressing 'H' will remove thesegment
altogether.

Todisplay thepiechart in percentage
terms rather thanvalue terms press P and
answer Y for yes.

by pressing f4 ifan Epson-compatible
printerisattached.

Finally don't forget to save yourgraphs,
either individually or together, using one of
thesave options on themain menu.

420 DATA "Apr- ,1570.920
430 DATA "May" ,1250,905
440 DATA "Jun" ,983,940
430 DATA "Jul " ,730,815
460 DATA "Aug' ,1065,913
470 DATA "Sep" ,883,860
«80 DATA "Oct".710.B30
490 DATA "Nov" ,1450,910
300 DATA "Dec' ,B25,1255
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TECHNOMATIC
BBC COMPUTERS & ECONET CENTRE

17Burnley Road, LondonNW10 IED Tel: 01-208 1177 Fax:01-452 1500
305 Edgware Road, London W2Tel: 01-7230233 Telex: 922800 A

ARCHIMEDES
300 & 400 SERIES
Archimedes 305 Basic

Archimedes 310 Basic

Archimedes 310M Basic

Archimedes 410 Basic

Archimedes 440 Basic

Monochrome Monitor*

PC Emulator Software
(when purchased with computer)
Colour Monitor*

'Monitorprices applicable only when purchased with the micro.

ADD-ONS
0.5Mb Ram upgrade kit (for 305)
2nd Floppy drive (for 305,310 & 410)
Econet Module (with stn set disc)
Backplane for 2 podules
I/O Podule

20Mb Hard Disc + Podule

Acorn Rom podule

CC Rom Podule
Acorn Midi I/O card

IEEE Interface Podule
Full implementation ofIEEEstd4881978&supp. lEEEstd488A 1980. Full
specification onrequest.

SERIAL LINKS
Arc. to BBC Serial Link

(Software for both Arc &BBC)
Arc. to PC/XT

(Software for both Arc &PC)
Arc External Drive Adaptor
BOOKS: (no VAT)
Arc. Ref Manual

ARM Assy Lang Prog
SOFTWARE:

PC Emulator

LANGUAGES:

ANSIC £95(c)

PrologX £199(b)
LISP £199(b)

PROGRAMMERS
TWINEditor
Toolkit Plus Module

Software DevT/Box

Software Dev Debug T/box

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS:
Logistix
(inclSpreadsheet, timesheet, d/base & Graphics)
WORDPROCESSORS

First Word

Graphics Writer

ViewSKM31(e)
InterWord (e)
DATABASES
Deltabase

Systems DeltaPlus
Alphabase
ViewstoreSKM27(e)
SPREADSHEET
ViewsheetSKM07(e)
Intersheet (e)
GRAPHICS* ART
AutoSketch (ARC)
Gammaplot
System Gammaplus
Artisan

Artisan Support Disc
Interchart (e)
Clares Buffer Module

£699(a)
£775(a)
£835(a)

£l,399(a)
£2,299(a)

£50(a)
£60(d)

£195(a)

£89(c)
£125(b)

£43(c)
£39(b)
£79(b)

£499(a)
£59(c)
£49(d)
£29(c)

£283(b)

£25(c)

£29(c)

£25(d)

£29(b)
£12(d)

£99(d)

ISO PASCAL £95(c)

FORTRAN 77 £95(c)

COMAL POA

OOLS:
£29(d)
£41(d)

POA
)X POA

£95(c)

£POA
£29(d)
£49(d)
£39(d)

£26(d)
£60(d)
£41(d)
£52(d)

£52(d)
£39(d)

£79(d)
£30(d)
£60(c)
£32(d)
£17(d)
£25(d)
£17(d)

Special Offer
FREE£115 incvat VOUCHER

with every Archimedes model 310,410
and 440 purchased from us.

This voucher can be redeemed against
any future purchase made from us.
Additionally we will offer discounts

upto 10% on Archimedes software and
upto 5% on Archimedes hardware
stocked by us to all purchasers of

Archimedes computers.
This is a limited period offer so do not

miss your opportunity for a bargain not
to be repeated.

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
Minerva'ssuite5Modules (ea) £54(d)
Order Processing, SalcsLcdgcr, StockManager, Purchase Ledger
&Nominal Ledger

GAMES:
ZARCH £17(d)
Minotaur £ll(d)
Software packages marked with (e)run under 6502 emulated mode.

Please check on availability ofsome ofthe above
packages

FILESTORE

Acorn's new file server system
Filestore E01 £825(a)
FilestoreE02 £699(a)
Full details on request

ECONET ACCESSORIES

Econet Starter Kit £8S(b)
EconetSocket Set £29(c)

FileServerLevel II £75(b)

Master FS Utility Disc £17.25(d)

Econct Bridge
Printer Server Rom

10Station Lead Set

ECOLINK

£174(b)

£41(d)
£26(d)

Ecolink allows you to connect a PC/XT or AT to
an econet network. Supplied complete with
comprehensive manual, software and cable.
Full spec onrequest £299(b)

UPGRADE KITS

1.20SROM

DNFSROM

BASIC II ROM

£15(d) ADFSROM
£19(d) 1770 DFSKit

£22.50(d) EconetKit

EPROMS/RAMS

2764-25

27128-25 (12.5V Vpp)
27128-25 (21.0V Vpp)
6264LP-15

27256

27512

All
prices

on

application

£26(d)

£43.S0(d)

£55(d)
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MASTER SERIES

AMB15 Master128K £356(a)
Includes free Educational/Fun software bundle from BBC

Publications range (RRP £40) and a STARdataBASE package
worth another £40.

AMC06Turbo65C102 Module £95(b)
ADC08512processor £185(b)
includes MS-DOS and GEM Suite

ADF10 Econet Module £40(c) Acorn Rom Cartridge £13(d)
ADJ22 RefManual I £14(c) ADJ23 RefManual II £14(c)
View UserGuide £8.50(d) V/sheet UserGuide £8.50(d)
TRC22ROM TRC44ROM Cartridge £ll(d)
Cartridge £7.50(d) Master Dust Cover £4.75(d)
TRC3232K RAMCart. £29(d)

Acorn 32016Co Processor £949(a)
Acorn X25Gateway £2175(a)
Acorn IEEE Interface (forB, B+ Master) £265(b)
Universal CoProcAdapter £69(b)
Sendfor detailedlistofBOSsoftwarefor512

MASTER COMPACT

All Compact systems come complete with 128Kof
RAM, 640K 3.5" double sided drive and
educational software. Additionally we include our
Education/Fun software bundle to the package.
SYSTEM 1Entry system £310(a)
SYSTEM 2 with 12" Hi Res Mono

Monitor £365 (2xa)
SYSTEM 3 with 14" Med Res Col Monitor

£475 (2xa)

Compact2ndDriveKit £95(c)
Serial Kit £25(d)
TV Modulator £26(c)
Mertec Adapter £35(c)
(upgrades Compact to almost Master level)
External Drive adapter Cable £9(d)

Z88 PORTABLE MICRO

A lightweight compact micro that can be carried
in a brief case. Software available for transferring
data to BBC and PC systems.
Z88 Microc/wrechargeable batteries £239(a)
MainsAdaptor £8.65(d)
NiCad Rechargeable Battery £2(d)
32KRAM or Eprom Pack £17.35(d)
128KRam or Eprom Pack £43.40(d)
Z88 BBC Link with software £21.70(d)
Parallel Printer Cable £24(d)
Serial Printer Cable £8.65(d)

"SANYOCRT70"
14" Hi Resolution RGB Monitor

includes lead for BBC !

£209 |
RRP£429 12months Warranty

CANON PW1080 Printer !
includes lead for BBC

£199(a) |
12 months Warranty •

RAM/ROM EXPANSION

ATPL Board for Model B. Simple
to instal, no soldering. Allows
expansion to 15 Roms +2*8K RAMS £37(c)
ATPLBatterybackup kit £18(d)
ATPL Board for BBC+ £31(c)

m



TECHNOMATIC
17 Burnley Road, London NVVIO 1ED Tel: 01-208 1177

TECHNOMATIC DISC DRIVES

TS 400

A range of high quality high performance drives to meet the needs of all BBC Micro Users.
All drives fitted with high quality, slim line Mitsubishi drive mechanism and necessary cables.

*A1I drives are fitted with high quality slim line ultra low power mechanisms capable of single and double
density operation and offering fast track access and head setting times. Our confidence in their quality
enables us to offer a two year parts and labour warranty on these mechanisms without any extra charge.
*5.25" floppy drives are fitted with 40/80 track switches as standard at no extra cost. The switches are
located in the front and clearly marked to indicate the status at a glance.
*The mechanisms are set inside attractively styled, sturdy metal casings painted in BBC beige colour.
*All drives fitted with all necessary leads and are ready for operation on unpacking. The drives with the
mains power supply are supplied with a mains lead fitted with a suitably fused 13A moulded plug.
'TECHNOMATIC drives stand out from other drives because of the high quality of construction and use of
reliable switchmode power supply units on dual drives.

PD 800P

5.25" Single Drives 40/80 switchable:
TS400 400K/640K £90(b)

PS400 400K/640K with integral
mains powersupply £104(b)
5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable:

TD800 800K/1280K £170(a)
PD800 800K/1280K with

integral mainspowersupply £190(a)

PD800P800K/1280Kwith
integral mainspower supply and
monitor stand £209(a)

3.5" 80T DS Drives:

TS351 single 400K/640K £67(b)

PS351 single 400K/640K with
integral mains power supply £85(b)

TD352 Dual 800K/1280K £126(b)

PD352 Dual 800K/1280K with

integral mains power supply £149(b)
Combo Drives (5.25" & 3.5" drives)
PD853with integral psu £165(a)
PD853P with integral psu £179(a)
DISC DRIVE MULTIPLEXER

see page 5 of this ad for details
For Master, B,B+ and any DFS/ADFS
TDM2 Two computers/one drive unit £65(b)
TDM4 Four computers/one drive unit £115(b)

TECHNOMATIC WINCHESTERS
Technomatic offer the most popular range of
Winchester drives for BBC micro systems at
competitive prices. The drives are fully
compatible with Acorn ADFS system. Fan cooled
switch mode power supply ensure efficient and
reliable operation. Combination of floppy and
Winchester drives in our elegant plinth housing
provides an ideal solution for need to have large
storage and ease of transferring data to floppies.

Technomatic front end utility for the Master
supplied with the Winchesters at no extra cost
provides an easy and efficient file management
system. The entire contents of the drive are
displayed on the screen on boot up, each file or
directory appearing as an icon. The icon type
indicates whetherdirectory or fileand typeof data
if latter.

Larger capacity drivesavailableon request.

P20HD TECHNOMATIC 20 Mbyte
Winchester Drive £429(a)

P30HD 30MbWinchesterDrive £449(a)
P40HD TECHNOMATIC 40 Mbyte
Winchester Drive with Acorn

ADFSROM £749(a)

P204HP TECHNOMATIC 20 Mbyte
Winchester and a SOTDS floppy Drive
built in a monitor stand.

Includes ADFS Rom. £609(a)

P2041HT As P204HP but also with a

10 Mbyte tape streamer backup unit
and backup utilities.
IncludesADFS Rom. £1179(a)

TS10 10 Mbyte Tape Streamer
Backup unit with utilities. £599(a)

Following the great success enjoyed by our P20HD unit,
we are pleased to announce the launch ofP30HD - a 30Mbyte

hard drive. This drive is also supplied with the free front end utility
theMaster. £449(a)

3M FLOPPY DISCS

5.25" Discs in packs of 10
74440TSSDD £8.00(d)
74S40T DS DD £9.75(d)
74680TSSDD £12.00(d)
74780TDSDD £12.75(d)

3.5" Discs in packs of 10
80TSSDD £13.50(d)
80TDSDD £15.00(d)

(Add £1 for library case packing)

F&EFLeatherbound Personal Organiser
with every 50 3M discs

i-H+l 111 Itl I-

TFC10 10 Mbyte Pre-formatted
Cartridge for use with P2041HT
andTSlO. £19(d)

Tcchnomatic Winchesters can be adapted to
operate with the SJ Research FileServer by
internal modification. However this must be
specified at the time of ordering otherwise the
drive has to be returned to us for modification.

Adaptor for SJ FileServer £28

WINCHESTER Drive Multiplexer
These units let you share aWinches-
ter drive between a number of com
puters. Full details on request.

TWM2 for two computers. £99 (b)

TWM4for fourComputers. £149 (b)

BILK DISCS

50 5.25" 40 T single sided discs with sleeves
in lockablebox. ' £25(b)
50 5.25" 80 T double sided discs with sleeves
inlockablcbox. £32(b)
50 3.5" SOT double sided discs with sleeves
in lockablebox. £60(b)

FLOPPICLENE DRIVE HEAD

CLEANING KIT

5.25" Kit with 20 disposable discs £14.00(d)
3.5"Kit with 20disposable discs £14.75(d)

DISC STORAGE BOXES

DB340Lockable 40 x 3.5" £8.50(c)
DB550 Lockable 50 x 5.25" £6.50(c)
DB570Lockable 70 x 5.25" £8.50(c)
DB5100 Lockable 100x 5.25" £10.50(c)



Technomatic
305 Edgware Road, London W2 Tel: 01-723 0233

PRIMERS

EPSON FX800 £309(a) EPSON FX1000 £419(a)
epson EX800'£395(a) epson exiooo£539(a)
EPSON LQ1050 £529(a)
EPSONGQ3500LaserPrinter £1290(a)
TAXAN KP815 £249(a) TAXAN KP915 £350(a)
NATIONAL PANASONIC KXP1081

NATIONAL PANASONIC KXP1082"

STAR LC10

STAR LC10 Colour

INTEGREX Multicolour
Inkjet printer
BROTHER HR20

NAT PANASONIC KX P3131

includes massive buffer of 38K

JUKI 6100 Daisy wheel printer
BBC/Master Parallel Lead (1.2m)
BBC/Master Parallel Lead (2m)
Compact Parallel Printer Lead (1.2m)
Archimedes Parallel Printer Lead (2m)
* Price includes Free Master printer lead and

WYSIWYG + ROM

<S»

EPSON LX800

£149(a)
£175(a)
£185(a)
£249(a)

£519(a)
£349(a)
£249(a)

£295(a)
£5(d)
£7(d)
£9(d)
£9(d)

Epson's latest budget printer offers a host of new
features all utilising Epson's unrivalled knowhow
of printer technology and reliability.
* 180cps draft/25cps NLQ * two modern fonts as
std: Sans Serif and ROMAN. NLQ font selection
from front panel * Tractor and friction feed
* Single sheet guide with auto load switch.
Original + 2 copies.
* 3K input buffer with character downloading
facility
* Fully compatible with BBC & IBM graphics
* Centronics interface as standard

* Price including BBCmasterlead £179(a)

EPSON 1,0500

Epson's budget 24pin letter quality printer pro
vides unrivalled print quality with two built in
letter quality fonts and widest repertoire of type
styles at low cost. Sans Serif and Roman or draft
font can be selected from the front panel.
Maximum resolution of 360 x 180 dpi.
Friction and tractor as standard. Parallel interfa
ce. Designed for low noise operation 55dB(A).
Introductory price incl. master lead £329(a)

EPSON LO850

Epson's latest 24pin letter quality printer has been
specifically designed for optimum paper handling
convenience. Both single sheets and fanfold paper
can be loaded simultaneously and a single lever
enables the selection of either for printing. Micro
adjust feature enables paper feed forward or
reverse in increments as fine as 1/180" - ideal for

form setting. Auto load of selected paper to
printing position. Very fast printing speeds 264cps
draft & 88cps LQ. Sans Serif & Roman LQ fonts
can be selected from front panel as can the
character pitch.
LQ850 has been specially insulated to keep the
noise level down to 55db(A). Parallel & Serial
interface as std.

Introductory Price including BBC Master
lead £419(a)

MODEMS

MIRACLE WS4000V21/23 £135(b)
MIRACLE WS3000V21/23 £244(b)
MIRACLE WS3000V22 £409(b)
MIRACLE WS3000V22 bis £537(b)
(All modems are BABT approved)
BBCDataCableforWS3000/4000 £10(d)
MIRACLE WS2000V21/23 & BELLstds £92(c)

PLOTTERS

Hitachi672XDA3 4Colour HPGL £499(a)
PtotmateA4S £420(a)
PlotmateA3M £640(a)
Roland880A3Flat bed8col £599(a)
Variety of Plotter pens and accessories in stock.
Larger Plotters available. Please enquire.

PRIMER SHARERS &

BUFFERS

TSB256 Printer Sharer
Buffer
Provides a massive buffer size of

256K and connects three computers
to one printer. Autoswitching
between computers. Facility to
printcopies. £189(b)

BUFFALO PB Buffer

Parallel buffer for internal fitting to
most Epson printers. Simple to
instal.

PB128(128K) £89(c)

PERIPHERAL & COMPUTER

SHARERS
High quality switches to allow the user to switch
between computers, printers, modems etc. Fully
shielded metal cases, all lines fully switched.

Parallel Serial

2Computers to1Printer 36v36-2 £25(0 25v25-2 £25(c)
3Computers to1Printer 36v36-3 £39(c) 25v25-3 £39(c)
4Computers to1Printer 36v36-4 £45{c) 25v25-4 £45(c)
2Computers 2Printers 25v25-x £49(c)
X-over36v37-x £49(c)
BBCCableSet3tol(lmea) £24(c)
BBCCableSet4tol(lmea) £30(c)

BBC Computer Sharer: TCS26
1 computer to 2 printers fitted with
BBCcable £21(c)
Paper & Labels
Plain fanfold paper with microperforation:
2000sheets9'/2Xll" £12 (£3.50)
2000sheets 141* x 11" £18.50 (£4.50)
1500 sheetsA490gsm £18.00 (£4.00)

Labels/1000
Single Row 3'/*xl7/i6
Triple Row 27/i6xP/i6

PRINTER STAND

£5(d)
£5(d)

A new style printer stand with easy paper feed and
paper seperation, provides complete access to
paper. Can be used with both top and bottom
paper feed. Very space efficient. £26 (b)

PROGRAMMING

ACCESSORIES/SOFTWARE

Compatible with B, B+ and Master
EpromRyter (Epromer II)
EpromRyter is compatible with
BBC Master only. See page 7.

EPROMER II

META ASSEMBLER

PORTAL EPROM

EMULATOR 512K

TEAM Disassembler

EPROM ERASERS

UV1B 6 eproms, safety cutout
UV1T 6 eproms, timer, safety cutout

£89(b)
£89(b)

£145(b)

£245(b)
£145(b)

£47(b)
£59(b)
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MONITORS

All Monitors supplied with a suitable lead.

12", 14" and 20" MONITORS

Microvitec 1431

Std Res, 14" £179(a)
Microvitec 1431AP

Std Res + PAL/Aud, 14" £199(a)
Microvitec 1451

Med Res, 14" £225(a)
Microvitec 1451AP

Med Res + PAL/Aud, 14" £255(a)
Microvitec 1441

Hi Res, 14" £359(a)
Philips 8833 14" RGB
Med Res, 14", high contract screen,
TTL/Linear Input, Mono/Colour
Switch Sound Input. Separate
controls for brilliance and

contrast. This is the monitor used by
Acorn with Archimedes and Compact
Computers. £239(a)
Sanyo CRT 70
14" High Resolution Monitor £209(a)
Resolution betterthan Microvitec 1441, suitable for
Master

Microvitec 2030CS

20" Standard Resolution RGB/

CompVideo £380(a)
Microvitec 2040CS

20" High Resolution RGB/Comp
Video £675(a)
TAXAN SUPER VISION 620

12" Hi Res/Hi Contrast Option to
switch to green/amber BBC/IBM
Compatible £269(a)
TAXAN SUPER VISION 625

12" Super Hi Res and contrast RGB
Monitor with option to switch to Mtft/ \
mono BBC/IBM compatible. £319(a)
TAXAN 770+

MultiSysnc Autoscan 14", ideal for
utilising the hi res modes on
Archimedes. Our price includes a
tilt & swivelstand £499(a)
NEC MultiSync II14"
Enhanced version of the original NEC MultiSync.
complete with tilt & swivel base. Suitable for
Archimedes andPCcompatibles. £489(a)

12" MONOCHROME MONITORS

PHILIPS BM 7502

Hi Res green screen

PHILIPS BM 7522

Hi Res amber screen

Tilt & Swivel Stand for

Philips Mono

TIME WARP

Real Time Clock, Plugs into the
user port, battery back up as
standard, includes manual, demo
software including a diary/planner
application program

£69(a)

£75(a)

£6(c)

£29(d)

MONITOR ACCESSORIES
Microvitec Swivel Base

(14" plastic monitors) £17(c)
MonitorStand ModelsB&B+ £J0(c)
Monitor Stand Master £13(c)
Double Tier Stand Models B,
B+or Master £24(b)
Taxan RGB Lead £7(d)
MicrovitecLead £4(d)
Monochrome BNC/Phono Lead £4(d)

TT
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CAD/DRAWING PACKAGES

NOVACAD
Cad Package for B, B & MASTER.
(See page 5 for specification)
Tracker Ball/Mouse Version (TM) £49 (d)

TM Version plus Tracker Ball £94 (d)

TM Version plusMouse £79 (d)
Plotter Driver Generator £15 (d)

MOUSE

AMX MOUSE with SUPER ART £59 (d)
(psc specify B, B+ or Master)

STOPPRESS(Pagemaker) £32 (d)

EXTRA/EXTRA

(utilityfor the Pagemaker) £19 (d)

MAX £17 (d)

STAND ALONE MOUSE £34 (c)

RB2 TRACKER BALL
RB2 TrackerBall with IconMaster £59 (c)
(for B, B+ & Master)

RB2 Tracker Ball with Cursor Control
Rom £59 (C)
(for Master only)

RB2 Tracker Ball'Stand Alone' £47 (c)
for use with NOVACAD & other
software)

Cursor Control Rom for Master £12.50 (d)

FLEETMIRRORSOFT
STREET EDITOR

CP/M SOFTWARE

£35 (d)

Please sendfor details on our range of CP/M
softwarefor Acorn/Torch Z80 2nd Processors

BBC SOFT/FIRMWARE

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

VIEWSTORE £37 (d)
STARdataBASE £39 (d)
MASTERFILE II £17 (d)
ACORN OVERVIEW PACKAGE

SpecialOffer £69 (b)
(RRP £86)

WORD PROCESSORS

ACORN VIEW PROFESSIONAL (BBC) £69 (c)
VIEW 2.1 £35 (d)
VIEW 3.0 £45 (C)
VIEW INDEX £12 (d)
VIEW PRINTER DRIVER
GENERATOR £8(d)

VIEWSPELL £29 (d)

DOT PRINT PLUS £28 (d)
WORDWISE £24 (d)

WORDWISE PLUS £38 (d)

WYSIWYG PLUS £21 (d>
SPELLMASTER £47 (d)
INTERWORD £39 (d)
WORDEASE £24 (d)
SPELLCHECK III £31 (d)
EDWORD II £43 (c)

.L_L

SPREADSHEETS

VIEWSHEET £37 (d)
WINDOMATIC (A Vicwsheet Utility) £15 (d)
VIEWPLOT £22 (d)
INTERSHEET £37 (d)
INTERCHART £26 (d)
ULTRACALC £26 (d)
MINI OFFICE II DISC Version

For B& B+ 40T or 80T £14.75 (d)
For Master 80T £17.30 (d)
For Compact £19 (d)
MINI OFFICE II ROM Version

For Master, Compact, B+ &B £48 (c)

MEGA3Rom £82(b)
CC's integrated package offering Interword,
Intersheel & Inter/chart on one 128K ROM. For
Master, Compact, B+ & B

LANGUAGES

META ASSEMBLER £145 (b)
TEAM DISASSEMBLER £145 (b)
MACROM £33 (d)
ACORN MICRO PROLOG £62 (d)
ISO-PASCAL £51 (c)
ISO-PASCAL STAND ALONE

GENERATOR £30 (d)
OXFORD PASCAL

(40or 80T)SpecifyBor B+ £36 (d)
OXFORD PASCAL „-., ...
for Master £52 <d>
ACORN LOGO x £46 (c)
LOGOTRON LOGO £55 (c)
BBCPUBLICATIONSOPEN LOGO £59 (c)
ACORN LISPROM £39 (d)
ACORN FORTH ROM £39 (d)
ACORN COMAL ROM £39 (d)
MICROTEXT £52 (c)
MICROTEXT PLUS £229 (b)

COMMUNICATIONS

TERMULATOR

COMMSTARII

MAYA Comms Package
Seenext pagefordetails

MODEM MASTER

COMMAND

MASTER TERMULATOR

UTILITIES

ACORN BASIC EDITOR

MONITOR (BBC Pub)

SLEUTH

TOOLKIT PLUS

TOOLBOX 2 (BBC Pub) Manual
Cassette

ACORN GXR GRAPHICS ROM
specify B or B +

PRINTMASTER

PRINTWISE
DUMPMASTER

FONTWISE PLUS

ADV TELETEXT UTILITIES ROM

£25 (d)
£28 (d)

£49 (d)

£11 (d)
£34 (d)

£34.75 (d)

£24 (d)
£19 (d)

£23 (d)
£31 (d)

£9.50 (d)
£9(d)

£24(d)
£24 (d)
£24 (d)
£26 (d)
£17 (d)

£7.95 (d)

COMPACT (all on 3Vz" disc)

ARTROOM

FONTWISE +

FONT EDITOR

BETABASE

WHITE KNIGHT MKII

£27 (d)
£22 (d)
£22 (d)

£27 (d)

£16 (d)

BBC PUBLICATIONS

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

A series of programs developed in many cases along
side Radio & TV programmes by BBC's Education
Department which supplement the classroom studies
by moving and colourful displays helping in clear
understanding of a variety of subjects. Some packages
also include audio cassettes.

PRIMARY EDUCATION

ASTRONOMY £11 (d)
COMPUTERS AT WORK Aud/EC/disc£16 (c)
PICTURE CRAFT Disc£17 (d)
INTRODUCING GEOGRAPHY Disc£16 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 1 Cass£8 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 2 Cass£8 (d)
NUMBER GAMES Cass/EC£7.50 (d)
USING YOUR COMPUTER Cass£24 (c)
THE HALLOF MIRRORS Disc£13 (d)
MATHS Disc+AudCas£17(d)

SECONDARY LEARNING

£21.50 (c)
£10.50 (d)

Disc£23 (d)

TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN Ptl

ELECTRIC FIELDS \

ADVANCED LEVEL

STUDIES: STATISITICS

ADVANCED STUDIES:

GEOGRAPHY

INSIDE INFORMATION

Book£8(d)

OPEN LEARNING

PACK Disc/AudCas+book£36(b)
SCIENCE TOPICS (ST)

S.T.:WAVES

S.T.RELATIONSHIPS

S.T.:BONDING

S.T.:ELECTROMAGNETIC

SPECTRUM

S.T.:ELECTRONICS IN ACTION Disc£14
S.T.:NEWTON & THE SHUTTLE Disc£19
S.T.:ECOLOGY

S.T.:POLYMERS

S.T.:CLASSIFICATION &

PERIODIC TABLE

S.T.:FOOD & POPULATION

SEC.SCIENCE

MICROTECHNOLOGY

SEC.SCIENCE:THE

MOLE CONCEPT Disc/Aud/EC£16 (c)

BIRDSPY Disc£13(d)
GEORDIE Racer Disc£13 (d)

GENERAL

Disc£17 (d)
ProgCass£10 (d)
Audio Cass£5 (d)

VU-TYPE PROFESSIONAL

WHITE KNIGHT MK II

(for 1770DFS)
BATTLEFIELDS

A VOUS LA FRANCE

ESPANA VIVA

Audio Cass(2)£8 (d)

Disc£14 (d)
Disc£14 (d)
Disc£14 (d)

Disc/EC£19

Disc/EC£19 (d)

Disc£20 (d)
Disc£20 (d)

Cass£7 (d)

Disc£19 (d)

Disc£16 (d)
Cass£8.50 (d)

Disc£20 (d)
Book£5.25 (d) Aud Cass(2)£7 (d)

Disc£19(d)
Book£6.95 (d)

(2)£7.50 (a)

DEUTSCH DIREKT Disc/aud/EC£16 (c)
Book£5.95 (d)

BLACK QUEEN
A long awaited bridge game. (1770DFS) £13(d)
BISMARCK <

Historyof the famous battleship.
(1770DFS) £13(d)
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Technomatic
305 Edgware Road, London W2Tel: 01-723 0233

HOOKS

No VAT Carriage Code (c)
LANGUAGES
6502 Assy Lang Prog £19.95
6502 Programming £13.95
8086 Book £23.95
Acorn BCPI User Guide £15.00
Acorn FORTH £7.50
Acorn LISP £7.50
Acorn ISO Pascal Rcf Manual £10.00
Intro to COMAL £10.00
Intro to LOGO £7.50
Micro Prolog Ref Manual £10.00
Introduction to Turbo Pascal £14.95
Prog the Micro with Pascal £8.50
The Supervisor's BBC Micro £10.95

BBC MICRO GUIDE BOOKS
Inside Information £8.95
Maths Prog in BBC Basic £7.95
The Friendly Computer Book £4.50
Toolbox 2 £10.95

ARCHIMEDES

Archimedes Reference Manual £29.95(b)
ARM Assembly Language Prog £12.95(b)

PROGRAMMING/UTILITY
Advanced Sideways Ram User Guide £9.95
Advanced User Guide (BBC) £15.95
Applied Assembly Language on the BBC ...£9.95
BBC Micro Advance Programming £9.95
BBC Micro Ref Guide (B Smith) £10.95
BBC Micro Sideways ROM's RAM's £9.95
Guide to the BBC Rom £9.95
Beginners Guide to W.P £7.95
Mastering Assembly Code £8.95
Mastering Interpreters & Compilers £14.95
Master Operating System £12.95
Mastering View, Viewsheet & Viewstore....£12.95
View by B. Smith £12.95
View 3.0 User Guide £9.00
Viewstore User Guide £9.00
Viewsheet User Guide. £9.00
Wordwise Plus ..." £9.95

SOUND & GRAPHICS
Computer Graphics & CAD Fundementals .£9.95
Mastering Music £6.95

DISC DRIVE SYSTEMS
Advanced Disc User Guide £16.95
Disc Book £3.50
Disc Programming Techniques £7.95
Disc Systems £6.95
File Handling on the BBC £6.95
Discovering Disc Drives £POA
Practical Disc File Techniques £5.95
Mastering the Disc Drive £12.95
Mastering DOS plus £12.95

APPLICATIONS
Interfacing Proj for BBC £6.95
BBC and Small Business £5.75
The Software Business £5.50

Mustering Operating System
(David Alberton) £6.95

VVYSIWY(J PLUS

WYSIWYG PLUS is a printer and screen utility for Wordwise Plus, View, Interword, and Basic users,
supplied on a 16K Eprom. To obtain a particular printer effect, such as enlarged text, it used to be
necessary to discover the appropriate 'printer control code' from your manual and incorporate it into
your text. Secondly, you had to print several trial copies in order to position the effect correctly in
relation to the rest of your text.
WYSIWYG PLUS simplifies this trial and error approach using easily remembered "commands. For
example, "ENLARGED not only selects enlarged text on your printer, but uniquely shows you double
width characters on your screen, even from within Wordwise Plus!
WYSIWYG PLUS incorporates a logo editor. Just draw your design on screen using the arrow keys, and
save the results. Use the 'GRAPHICS command to incorporate your design anywhere in your text;
position and see your design in your text before faithfully reproducing a hard copy.
There is also special help for daisy wheel users. The 'WHEEL command will prompt you to change
daisy wheels whenever a change in typestyleisaboutto occur.
WYSIWYG PLUS is designed to work with the following systems:
BBC Model B 6502Second Processor, BBC Master 128 All printers (Except lasers)
BBC Model B+ Turbo coprocessor BBC Compact

WYSIWYG PLUS workspace is relocatable.

MAYA TERMINAL EMULATOR

A comms package for the professional user. MAYA emulates DEC VT52, VT100 and Tandberg
TDV2215. Special BBC VDU mode allows full access to the BBC VDU driver.

Menu driven software allows the setting up of parameters and function key definitions which can be
saved to disc for future use.

Flexible command parser provides a uniform user interface and allows full access to * commands and
HELP facilities.

Xmodem and Kermit file transfer protocols are included as standard. Unique feature of MAYA is
that Kermit can also be used in 'remote mode', which allows file transfers to be initiated by other
computers connected to the BBC. File transfers can also be done with a 'dumb' ASCII protocol. Open
architecture allows for expansion and addition of new features. Options currently under development
are graphics drivers for Tektronix 4010/4014 emulation, TDGR driver for TDV2215 and a Viewdata
patch (provisional version included in the current issue). Registered users will be provided with regular
updates and customisation service will also be available to those interested.

The package comprises of a rom, utils disc and a comprehensive manual. It is compatible with Master,
Models B & B+ . It supports DFS, ADFS, NFS and ANFS filing systems.

BLACKOUEEN

A contract bridge program from BBC Publica
tions both for beginners and for club players.
Features include rebid and/or reply of any deal
just played. Deals can be saved to a disc. Unique
feature of Black Queen is its ability to construct
deals from standard or classic ones in newspapers
etc.

Compatible withMaster, BandB+ £13(d)

EDUCATIONAL/FUN
SOFTWARE BUNDLE

Wordmover Drawstick

Wordplay Pantry Antics Locomotion

These programs are supplied from the BBC
Publications Educational Software range and will
be supplied on a 5.25" disc for BBC Master, B+
and B and on a 3.5" disc for the Compact.

5.25" Disc £17.50(d)
3.5" Disc £18.50(d)

(Normal RRP over £40)

YU-TYPF

Do you have finger trouble when typing?
Do your letters look like this?

Dear Sor,
I wuold like to...

then you need:
VU-type, a complete touch typing program pro
duced by BBC/Pitman.
It allows you to learn at your own pace and has a
wide range of exercises. Screen displays show the
keys you have pressed and it will report on your
speed and accuracy.
Supplied on a 40T Disc with a manual.
Available at a special price of £7.50(d) instead of
the usual £15. Offer valid while stocks last.

BISMARCK

An enthralling game of strategy involving the
famous German battleship of the same name.
You can play the role of British Navy in its quest
to find the Bismarck and sink it or take either

British or German role against another player. It
requires the highest qualities of judgement, obser
vation and decision to plan strategy and tactics to
plotthedeathofBismarck. £13(d)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

EPSON ACCESSORIES:

Interfaces

8143 RS232 £30 (d)
8148 + RS232 + 8k £65 (d)
8177P NLQ for FX80 +/FX100 + ..£99
(d)
Parallel & Serial Buffers of various

size also available.

LQ800 Tractor Feed £47 (b)
LQ1000 Tractor Feed £52 (b)
SHEET FEEDERS:

LQ850 £135(b)
LQ1050 £169 (b)
EX800 £135 (b)
EX1000 £309 (b)

FX800 £135 (b)

FX1000 £179 (b)

Ribbons:

RX/FXlOO/100 +, FX105 £7 (d)
RX/FX80/80 +, FX85 £4(d)
LX80/LX80O £4.50 (d)
LQ800/850 £8.50(d)
LQ1000/1050 £10(d)
EX800/1000 £7.50 (d)

H180 Pen Set (Aqueous/Ball point)
£8.25 (d)

HITACHI 672 Plotter

Aqueous Pen Set six pens ....£18.50 (d)
Oil Based Pen Set six pens ...£25.00 (d)
TAXAN CANON Accessories:

Ribbon. KP810/815/910/915 £6 (d)

Star Printer

NL10/LC10 Sheet Feeder £52 (b)
NL10/LC10 Ribbon £4.50 (b)
National Panasonic KX P1080/81
Spare Ribbon £4.50 (d)
KXP3131 Tractor £90 (a)
KXP3131 Sheet Feeder £189 (a)

KXP3131 Ribbon £4.50(d)

JUKI 6100
Tractor Feed £149 (a)
Ribbon (Carbon) £2.00 (d)
Sheet Feeder £219 (a)

BROTHER HR20

Sheet Feeder £229(a)
Tractor Feed £116 (a)
Sparc Ribbon Nylon £3.00 (d)
Spare Ribbon Carbon £4.50(d)

INTEGREX INK JET COLOUR
PRINTER

Spare Ink Cartridge Black £9 (d)
Spare Ink Cartridge Colour £15 (d)
Paper Roll £7 (d)
Printer Leads:

BBC Parallel Lead (1.2m) £6 (d)
PAPER & LABELS

Plain Fanfold paper with micro
perforations:
2000 sheets 9}" x 11" 60 gsm/sq m ..£12
(£3.50)
2000 sheets 14}" x 11" 60 gsm/sq m

£18.50 (£4.50)
1500 sheets A4 90 gsm £18 (£3.50)
Labels/1000:

Single Row 3} x liV' £5.25 (d)
Triple Row 2/*" x Uh £5 (d)

-H-f-l I 1.11 I I I II I II 1TZTT-
Allprices ex VATand subject to change without notice.
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Technomatic
MAILORDER &RLIAII.

l7Burnlc>Koad
London \\\ 10II I)

lav 01-452150(1

Telex: 922800

Rl IAILSIIOPS
15/17Burnlc} Road, London \\\ 10II I)
I el: 01-2081177Telex: 922800
(close (oDollis Hill-60
\\ esl I nd Branch

305 Ldguurc Road, London \\ 2
Tel: 01-7230233,01-402 0444

(near Ldgmire Road•©)

I or fast delivery telephone
yourorder on 01-2081177
using MSA/Access Card

All prices c\\ VI.
Prices are subject to
ehunge without notice
Please add earriage
(a) €8.00 (CourierI
(b) €2.50
(c) €1.50
(d) €1.00

NOYACAl)

Computer Aided Draughting
System

Novacad candrive a plotter toproduce drawings of highest quality...
Novacad is excellent. It is flexible, genuinely easy to operate
withoutmuchpractice, andapleasure touse. BeebugDec86

A sophisticated CAD package with unique
facilities. Thousands of Novacad packages are
being used in widely differing fields ranging
from industries for producing engineering1^
drawings to accountants offices for producing
flow charts. Architects, engineers, plumbers,
kitchen planners and many other professions
requiring easy to use facilities for producing
high quality output are making extensive use
of Novacad's unique features. Novacad _is
proving to be an invaluable teaching aid in
technical schools simply because of the ease
with which it can be used.

Novacad is compatible with all models fitted
with Acorn DFS. Hardware requirements can
be minimum; single drive and FX80
compatible printer are enough to get started,
though its performance is enhanced
considerably by use of 6502 2nd processor,
dual drive and to a degree with B+ and
Master's shadow ram.

The major features offered are:
* Simple and easy to use with logical command

sequence.

* A large drawing area (approx 15 screens)
* Unique ability to create complex icons made

up of upto 500 lines instead of the usual 15 to
20 pixels, store them in a library and recall
them at different scales and orientations.

* Zoom facility.

* Create multi level drawings.

* Text entry at any 90° orientation anywhere on
the screen.

* Grid scaling and locking, displacement
measurements.

* Printer routine for FX80/100 compatible
printers

* Cursor control from keyboard/tracker ball/
mouse.

Plotter driver generator available as an optional
utility, configures a routine for any* BBC
coompatible plotter. Pre configured routines for
popular plotters like Epson HI80, Hitachi,
Plotmate are included. Drawings can be scaled to
maximumm plotter size.

NOVACAD T/M Version £49(d)
NOVACAD T/M + Plotter DG £61(c)
Plotter Driver Generator £15(d)

Orders welcome from

government depts &
educational establishments

EpromRvter

""Highly sophisticated & Advanced Programmer
"'All current single rail eproms handled
*State of the Art Programming Algorithms

-««*»**

EpromRyter is a powerful eprom programmer
designed for use with the BBC Master Computer.
It takes full advantage of the latest developments
in the eprom technology and the extra facilities on
the Master to provide fast, simple and efficient
programming and editing facilities.

The software is totally menu driven and on
screen help messages make the programming
simple for both specialists and novices alike.

The EPROMRYTER interfaces with the
Master through 1MHz bus. It is mains powered
with its own psu. 3M Textool zif socket has been
fitted to ensure consistent and reliable service
over long periods.

I The single rail eproms handled by the EpromRyter are: I
l §2716273227642712827256275122751327011 l

2516 2532 2564 (NM0S& CMOS)
| § One time eproms P27XXX, 87CXXX etc. |
I § AlsoAsuffix epromssuchas27XXXA i

£89(b) + VAT

META Yer III ASSEMBLER

"All thegoodfeatures you would expecttofind ina goodsource code
editor arepresent... Mela assembler lives in a different world. It is
structured to work with anynewprocessor... as newinstruction sets
can beadded ...as needed... hasa wellfeatured editor with colour
highlighting, asoundmodularapproach." AcornUserOctober1986

# Assembles for over 30 popular processors,
including Z80, 6800/01/02/04/05/09/11 etc-and
68000 - using native mnemonics for each
processor, eg LD A, (HL) for Z80 and MOV
A0, $1000 for 68000 etc.

• Fully integrated Editor: four field, all search,
search/replace, block copy, delete, move,
marked save, load etc.

# Compatible with Portal Eprom Emulators and
Team Disassembler.

• Send object code in Intel Hex, S-Record,
straight binary etc. down to discs, RS232,
parallel port, Eprom Emulators etc - all
during Assembly.

• Over 50 directives included as standard:
handling nestable macros, conditional
assembly and twenty types of table definition
directives.

# 32 bit labels; 31 character names. Arithmetic
and Boolean arithmetic to 32 bits.

• Modular source code with numeric and string
parameter passing.

# Serial communicator area with eight options
lines: echo, control code trap, LF suppression/
addition etc.

• Over 500 in use throughout the world in
universities and many different industries.

# Two 16K Roms, two 80 track discs, A4
ring-bound manual, function-key strip.

£145(b)

MINIMI! 14444 II f f I I 1-4-44444-
Allprices ex VATand subject to change without notice.

EPROMERII

A proven Eprom programmer for BBC Model B
and B+ with thousands in use in industry,
educational and R&D establishments. It offers
many of the powerful features of the EpromRyter
and can program all single rail eproms upto 27256.
Fulldetails on request. £89(b)

PORTAL EPROM

EMULATORS

• Emulates 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256,
27512 eproms at 150ns Access time.

# Load at 4Kbytes/second - No "erase" time.
# 28 pin header plugs into Eprom socket on

target system - status monitored on 13 Leds.
# Fully software controlled from Meta

Assembler.

• 100 times faster than standard EPROM
program/erase cycle.

# Fully CMOS compatible; draws no power
from target system.

• Four portals may be independently
programmed off same user-port cable.

• Complete with all cables, manual and disc.
PORTAL 512 (2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256,
27512). £245(b)

TEAM DISASSEMBLER

The third part of the Universal Development
System: a Meta labelling disassembler.

Supports 1802, 8080, 8085, #HD64180, Z80,
65XX (includes 65 col, 6511 etc), 68XX (includes
00,01,02,03,08 etc):
• Up to 64K of object code translated back fnto

META compatible source code modules:
labels automatically inserted on all jump
targets, memory references etc.

• Pre-editing stage allows marking of object
code areas as byte, string, word, long word
etc, tables. These areas disassembled into
appropriate directives instead of garbage
mnemonics.

• Reconstituted source code ready for
immediate re-assembly by META.

• Omniversal search/repalce for re-naming
arbitrary label names with meaningful ones.

£145(b)

This advertisement can only show an example
of the range of products stocked by
Technomatic. So send for our latest BBC
catalogue providing detailed information and
Prices on BBC Computer Systems,

eripherals, Software and Books. To obtain
your free copy please complete and return the
coupon below.
Technomatic is a BBC Computer and Econet
Referral Centre providing a professional and
reliable service to the BBC user.

NAME

ADDRESS

.PostCode

6/8S

Return to Technomatic Ltd, 17Burnley Road,
London NW101ED



Computaccount (UK) Ltd
11 High Street, Harborne
Birmingham B17 9NT
Tel 021 427 9898

We are major suppliers to the
educational and health sectors

Please telephone for our free extensive catalogue and price list. Hundreds of products listed at excellent prices.

• THE NEW RISC COMPUTER FROM ACORN. A
m wkw •• • very fast 32 BIT MACHINE. SPECIFICALLY

THE EDUCATION MARKET
WITH MOST EXISTING BBC

b_.IiHaMlHBiHMBMl souware
Base •Mono -Colour

Archimedes 305 model monitor monitor
512k RAM. 512k ROM. IMbyte 3 5" drive £699 £749 £899
Archimedes 310
As 305. but 1024k RAM £775 £825 £975
Archimedes 410
As 310. but with hard disc controller. £1399 £1449 £1599
Iloaling point option, coprocessor bus
Archimedes 440
As4l0. but 4048k RAM. 20 Mbyte hard disc £2299 £2349 £2499

ACORN

NEW MASTER COMPACT series.
Standard system is 128K, single 3.5 inch
drive, bundled software.
Compact entry system £349.00
Compact TV system £359.00

Compact with mono monitor . £389.00
Compact with colour monitor £529.00

RS 232 interlace lor compact. £26.00
Extra 3 5in drive lor compact. £99.00
PAL TV adaptor lor compact ... £26.00

£379.00

£43.47Master econet module
Turbo upgrade £108.00
G4K upgrade kit . £34.74
Master 512K upgrade . . £199.00

10 Mbyte Hard disc with lileserver
£1086.95

30 Mbyte Hard disc with lileserver
£1608.95

Eprom cartridges £11.95
Acorn DNFS kit £82.60
1770 upgrade kit . £43.42
ADFS ROM £26.04

ATPL Sideways RAM'ROM board£39.00
CONCEPT Keyboard £124.95
View manual £10.00
Viewsheet manual £10.00

DISC DRIVES

Opus 5802 400k DS 40/80 track £109.00
Opus 5802DB dual 400k DS 40/80 track

£205.00
Opus 5802D dual 400k DS 40/80 with
PSO ".£260.00

Opus DDOS kit £59.95
Pace "PSD3P 400k 40/80T with' PSU

£144.00
Pace PDD3P dual 400k 40/80T with PSU

£260.00

Akhter MD802E dual 400k DS 4_0/80t
mounted in monitor stand £285.00
Cumana CSX100 100k SS 40T £99.00
Cumana CS100 100k SS 40T with PSU

£129.00
Cumana CS400S 400k DS 40/80T with
PSU £152.00
Cumana CD800S dual 400k SS 40T with
PSU £295.00
Cuman CS354 SS 3 5" with PSUE121.70
Cuman CD358 DS 3 5" with PSUE210.00
Cumana CCD2000S 3.5" ♦ 5.25" with
PSU £282.17

MONITORS

Mono
Sanyo DM4112 £79.95
Sanyo DM9112 £126.00
Phillips green Hi-res 7502 £76.00
Philips amber Hi-res 7522 £82.61
Zenith green Hi-res 1230 £85.00
Zenith amber Hi-res 1220 £85.00
Colour
Microvitec std-res 1431 £191.00
Microvitec med-res 1451 £229.00
Microvitec hi-res 1441 £399.00
Philips 8833 RGB Med-res + composite

video £251.00
Monitor cables (state types required)

from £350.00
Master Monitor bridge single height

E1&90
double height £25.00

AMSTRAD

• New 1640 now in stock •
Amstrad 1040
Enhanced colour display

Single 3G0k (loppy drive £799.00
Twin 3G0k lloppy drives £899.00
Single 3G0k lloppy drive * 20Mbyte hard
disc drive £1199.00

Amstrad 1512
Colour twin floppies £649.00
20mB Hard Drive £260.00
PCW 8256 £299.00
PCW 8512 £399.00
PCW 9512 with daisywheel £499.00
Amstrad 3.5" discs box of 10 £30.00

SOFTWARE:
Call for full list of IBM/Compatible and
Amstrad software

PRINTER

ACCESSORIES
Epson FX 80/85 Tractor Unit £32.00
Epson FX 80/85 Sheet Feeder... £125.00
Epson FX 100/105 Sheet Feeder£139.00
Brother HR sheet feeder £209.00

Epson MX/RX'FX 80 Ribbons £3.75
Epson MX/RX/FX 100 Ribbons £4.50
Canon PW1080/1156 Ribbons £5.00
Taxan Kaqa KP810 Ribbons £5.00
Citizen printer ribbons from £3.99
All Epson Spares available £POA
Massive range of other compatible
ribbons available

PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX

Epson LX800 150cps 80 col NLOE229.00
Epson FX800 £324.75
Epson FX 1000 £453.75
Epson EX800 (optional colour) £457.88
Epson EX 1000 (optional colour) £614.63
Epson LO 800 180cps 24 pin matrix NLO

£479.00

Epson LO 1000 180 cps 24 pin 132 col
NLU tbsa.uu

Olivetti DM100 80col NLO 120cps
£225.00

Olivetti DM280 80col NLO IGOcps
£349.00

Canon PW1080A NLO BOcol IGOcps
£258.00

Brother 1109 Par t Ser. 100cps > NLQ
£209.00

Brother 1409 Par. • Ser. £349.00
Brother 1509 Par • Ser. 180cps ♦ NLO

£449.00
Brother 2024 Par 'Ser NLQ 24pin IGOcps

£750.00
Star NL10 NLQ80 col 120 cps £239.00
Star NX15 NLQ 132 col 12U cps t33U.t»!>
Star SD10 NLQ 80 col 160 cps ..£330.65
Star SD15 NLQ 132 col 100 cps £415.65
Star NB 2415 NLO 24 pin 21Gcps£645.15
Star NB15 NLO 24 pin 300 cps £806.65

Citizen 120D 120 cps NLQ 80 col £179.00

Jiti/en LSP100 120 cps Lps IBM cotnp
NLQ £225.00

Citizen MSP10E IGOcps Eps/IBM comp
NLO £296.00

Panasonic KX-P 1081
Panasonic KX-P 1090
Panasonic KX-P 1092
Panasonic KX-P 1592
Micro-P MP165 NLQ £208.70

Micro-P MP200 "NEW £299.00
Parallel printer cable BBC £9.00
Parallel printer cable IBM. etc from

£15.00
DAISY WHEELS

Sanyo PR3000 £199.00
Sanyo PR5200 £299.00

Brother HR25 ....£550.00
Brother HR35 £825.00
Juki 0100 £279.75
Juki 6200 £454.00
Juki G300 £694.00
Juki 2200 typewriter/printer £238.00

LASER

Citizen overture £1750.00
Kyocera 1010 £2495.00
Kyocera 2010 £4595.00

OPUS

PC3 SF Mono 256K £499.00
PC3 TF Mono 768K £699.00
PC3 HD Mono 1024K £995.00
PC5 (AT) HDMono1024K £1295.00
EGASystem available please add £300.00

Wide range off computer
books now in stock ffor:

BBC

ARCHIMEDES
MSDOS

ARM
AMSTRAD

HOW TO ORDER

Payment by cheque to:
COMPUTACCOUNT (UK) LTD

Carriage: Items less than
£50:£2.50. £50-100:£4.50
Carriage and insurance on
items more than £100:£9.50

NAME

ADDRESS

Quantity Item

Please add VAT at 15% to Total,

including Carriage. .
Send to Computaccount (UK) Ltd., 11 High Street. Harborne, Birmingham B179NT

I or telephone 021 427 9898

48

BBC ROM
SOFTWARE

InterWord .. £48.00
Intersheet - £48.00
Intercharl _ £28.50
Inlcrbase... _ _ _ £59.00
Acorn:
View 2.1 £45.00
View 3.0 £63.00
ViewPlot (Disc) £25.75
ViewSpeM £33.50
Viewsheet £45.00
Viewstore £45.00
GXR (please state whether for B or B*)

£23.00
ISO Pascal £52.00
LISP £39.00
BCPL £46.00
Logo £52.00
ADFS £26.04
Computer Concepts:
Wordwise Plus £40.00
Printmaster £25.00
Accelerator £48.00
Speech ROM £27.50
Spellmaster £46.00
Beebugsott:
Toolkit Plus £33.00
Wordease £25.00
ICON master £29.00
ROMIT £29.00
Help II ROM £27.00
Sleuth ROM £27.00
Exmon II £28.00
Spellcheck III £32.00
MUROM £24.00
Pace:
Commstar £29.57

AMX
Please state whether for BBC or Master
AMX mouse with Super Art ROM£78.00
Stop Press £43.43
Paintpot £13.00
Desk £21.70
Super Art ROM £43.43
Database £21.70
3D Zicon £21.70
Utilities £13.00

ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

System Delta Plus Database £69.95
System Gamma Plus Graphics £69.95
System Delta Account (per module) £64.95
School Administrator _ £79.95
Video Rental £69.95
Newsagent £69.95
Clares Alpha Base £49.95
Clares Image Writer £29.95
Archimedes Took-kit Module £39.95

SPECIAL

SOFTWARE
Torch Turbo Library

functions find procedures for Turbo
Pascal to access the power of

Torch/BBC facilities
Newnet

Powerful friendly Torchnet management
software with password protection etc

dBase special
dBase helper program now available for
those who want to access the powerful
facilities in dBase, without having to

learn how to program in dBase

Price

.£ £

£ £..

.£ £.

TOTAL £
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JOE'S JOTTINGS

MEAN DRUM
MACHINE
You don't need an expensive drum machine to generate

rhythms for your music - just program your micro

Have you been to a disco lately? I have to
come clean and say that I haven't myself,
but let me also say it's only because of an
allergy to loud noises - my idea of a
musical experience is a tea dance at the
Waldorf. But I do have the occasional
experience of the events, as my darling
daughter requires a half-termly visit to the
parish hall disco in the small hamlet foot
ing Telford Towers.

It was on one such occasion in my role
as chauffeur that I noticed the words of a
song were quite unimportant. The only
function of the music was to provide a beat
for these mini-debs to, er, dance to.

Children generally live in a noisy world.
Within that world, rhythm is pretty impor
tant, and although some develop an intui
tive sense of rhythm, many don't. Merely
listening to a rhythm doesn't make you
adept at producing them or playing in
time. Adults too have the same problems.
Whatever your age or musical ability, there
is much fun to be had from exploring
sounds and rhythms. With the BBC micro
you have the facility to produce a drum kit
without the expense of buying or building
your own.

Making percussive sounds
A percussive sound is what you hear when
you hit something. Tap your desk, your
computer screen, your disc drive and each
one will give a different sound. Tap with a
pencil and the sound changes from what
you get when you tap with your fingers.
Have you ever tapped teacups and saucers
with aknife? This is real percussion.

To produce such noises with the BBC
micro, you have to shape a noise to sound
like percussion. The BBC micro can make
and modify noises so that the same sound

ACORN USER JUNE 1988
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Figure 1. ADSR envelope for percussion

generator and loudspeaker sound different.
Remember that the SOUND statement has

four parts; channel, volume, pitch and
duration. If we want to examine sound
effects linked to percussion, we have to use
channel number zero. The name given to
the type ot sound which channel zero
generates is 'white noise', a sort of hiss
sound.The pitch values from 4 to 6 control
the amounts of high and low frequencies
which make upthis hiss. First type:

SOUND 0,-4,4,20
When you press Return try to describe the
sound. Now try SOUND 0,-4,5,20 and
SOUND 0,-4,6,20. Try them a few times
and use your imagination to decide which is
closest to, say, the sound of rubbing your
hands together. Now alter the second num
ber from -4 and try it with different values
up to -15.

Try to imagine real life which might make
these noises, a kettle, wind, a storm at seaor
trains perhaps. With this last one, you can
very quickly write a steam train program

using channel zero - type in the listing
below. Notice how the 'beat' of the train is

steadyin each section.

10 REPEAT

20 FOR slow=l TO 10

30 SOUND 0,-8,4,15
40 SOUND 0,0,0,10
50 NEXT

60 :

70 FOR puff=l TO 10
80 SOUND 0,-10,4,10
90 SOUND 0,0,0,5

100 NEXT

110 :

120 FOR fast=l TO 10

130 SOUND 0,-15,4,5
140 SOUND 0,0,0,3
150 NEXT

160 UNTIL FALSE

Unfortunately the BBCmicro doesn't come
equipped with a full set of percussion
instruments, and so we need to modify the
sound of the percussion voice by packaging
it in what is called an envelope. The
envelope shows how the volume of the
sound varies through time. Figure 1 shows
what we call an ADSR envelope for a
sound. The acronym ADSR stands for
Attack, Decay, Sustain and Release, and
each relates to a different part of the
envelope's shape. The 'attack' element is the
speed with which the sound builds up from
silence to full volume. Decay is the speed
which the sound decreases in volume from
full volume to the level which it sustains for
the rest of the sound. The release element is
the tail off in sound back to silence when

the sound finishes playing. This last element
is particularly important in drum playing,
because the tail-off should be gradual unless
another sound is played, atwhich point the
first drum sound should vanish altogether.
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Because of the way that the BBC micro's
sound chip works, we can only have one
percussion instrument sounding at a time,
and so two rhythm tracks will bedifficult to
produce. However this is not so great a
problem as youmight think.

Setting the envelope
Figure 1shows the general ADSR envelope
for percussion, and this envelope is used
within the programs in the yellow pages.
These can be viewed like this.

ENVELOPE 1,1,0,0,0,0,
0,0,126,-5,0,-1,126,100

SOUND 0,1,4,1

„ The first value is simply the name of the
envelope, ranging from zero to 15. The
second value isthetime base of theenvelope
in hundredths of a second - effectively the
scale along the bottom offigure 1. The next
six values are all set to zero and indicate the

pitch changes to the sound as it is played.
The last six values are most important
because they give the effect of percussion.
The first of these six (126) is the rate of
increase in volume during the attack phase.
The next is the decrease in volume per
timebase unit during the decay phase. The
next is the decrease in volume over the

sustain part of the noise (zero or flat in this
case), and the fourth value (-1) is the slow
tail-off in volume if no other notes are

sounding. The last two values are the
volume settings for the end of the attack
part of the envelope and the end of the
decay partof theenvelope.

Applying envelopes
Try typing:

ENVELOPE 1,1,0,0,0,0,
0,0,126,-5,0,-1,126,100

The result will be a cracking sound. Now
try pitch values of 5 and 6 in the SOUND
statement. Notice that the volume setting is
intentionally setto 1rather than -8 or -15.
This is so that envelope 1 is used for the
volume pattern - negative numbers mean a
straight volume setting, positive numbers
mean an envelope.

A simple drum machine
Enter listing 1 on the yellow pages, called
DRUM1, and save it. RUN it and you will
get a very short introduction to the prog
ram, then after pressing Space, a list of
instruments available will appear. Make
sure the Caps Lock is engaged then tap a
key indicated on thescreen; thatsound will
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Trying out sounds with listing 1

The basic rhythm machine

A simple 4/4 beat

be played. Because the sounds are only my
impressions of the instruments, I fully
expect you to tweak the envelopes to
improve the sounds. I'd be particularly
grateful for a better cymbal sound, which I
feel could bemore impressive.

Notice that of the five sounds available,
three are generated using envelope one and
channel zero. The 'high', 'mid' and 'low'
drums differ only byusing pitch values of4,
5 and 6 respectively. The percussion sounds
are extended by using channel one as a
triangle, with its pitch set to 190, and then
fed through envelope 1.The cymbal ismore
complex, because it uses two sounds, a
triangle-like sound at pitch 180, played
alongside a high drum sound. A separate
envelope is used for this to improve the
quality of sound, and to make it more

'fuzzy'. Finally to give the ringing effect of
the cymbal, the pitched note is replayed
after a few hundredths of a second to add to

the chiming sound which is associated with
some cymbals.

This program is a very easy introduction
to the sort of percussion sound that the
BBC micro is capable of. Note that the
sounds fall into two categories: tuned per
cussion, ie, the triangle which makes a noise
at a set pitch when hit; and untuned, ie, the
drums whose pitch is not associated with a
particular note, although they can still be
classed aslow,midandhighdrums.

Enter rhythm
The most natural thing to do when playing
with this simple program is to start to form
patterns of sound:

tar tar ta ta tar ta ta ta tar ta tar

When you tap this out by hand on thedesk,
you naturally tap harder when you get to
the italicised beats. On the simple percus
sion machine, just select an instrument and
tapout the rhythm on thekeyboard waiting
a tinywhile longer aftereach italicised beat.

Automated rhythms
If you are given a drum kit, you tend to sit
down and play. Butpity thepoor drummer
- he has the task of maintaining time for a
whole band. No wonder that in many
famous groups, the drummer is becoming
automated with pre-recorded sounds or
MIDI-controlled instruments.

There are benefits to having your
rhythms in a box; it generates them on
demand, is never out of tune or time and it
can produce brilliant drum rolls. For a
band, the few hundred pounds for such a
system isvery quickly repaid.

However, Acorn users can make a drum
machine by extending our simple program
to cope with rhythm patterns. These can be
entered from thekeyboard, then replayed at
different speeds.

There are two programs for this, both
included in the yellow pages. The one
which we will describe here is listing 3,
which was designed to work on a Master
128 or Compact. Listing 2 is a smaller
version. It will work on a BBC B if PAGE
can be lowered to &1400. To run listing 2,
type:

PAGE=&1400

CHAIN "DRUM2"

A BBC micro drum kit
Type listing 3 into the machine, then save it
to disc as DRUM3 so that if there are any
mistakes, the program can be reloaded
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easily. Because the program generates its
own data files, it mightbe worth reserving a
new disc for its use. It will also be useful to

build a (BOOT file, and this can be done
easily asfollows:

-BUILD 1BOOT

0001 CH. "DRUM3"

0002 Escape
*OPT4,3

Starting the program
RUN the program and the front page will
appear. The bottom of the screen is used as
a message space to tell you any important
actions which you should take. On either
side of the boxed area is a column of

numbers which ascend in multiples of 12 to
120. These tell you the number position of
any box in the grid in the centre of the
screen. This grid is actually 120 beats long
and starts in the top-left, moving left to
right and down thescreen to beat 120 which
is in thebottom-right corner. Theothertwo
messages are the percussion track number
which is set at zero to start, but increases to
a maximum of five, meaning that we can
hold five tracks in memory at any one time.
The version for theBBC micro has onlyone
track, because of memory constraints. The
other box tells us the tempo of the rhythm
track in beats per minute. This is normally
set at 480 beats per minute. Musicians will
recognise this as four semi-quaver beats to
the crotchet. I decided to work in semi

quaver intervals so that quite complex
rhythm patterns can be developed, but
setting tempo to 960 allows demi-semi-
quaver patterns. Setting Tempo to 120
increases the time interval to crotchet beats,
but will allow you to write a longer
percussion track.

The only keys which affect the grid are
the function and cursor keys. The cursor
keys move the yellow cursor around the
grid. Notice that it wraps around at both
left and right margins and from top to
bottom. It also wraps from last to first beat.

The function key overlay strip
On the right is the function key strip for
this program. Notice that not all the keys
are in use, and that the normal keys control
major program functions. Shift and CTRL
keys are used to enter instruments to make
up a rhythm pattern. There are seven
instruments available, and these can be
played either loudly or quietly. This facility
allows us to accentuate individual beats.

Let's start by putting in four crotchet
beats ofa high drum, which might be quite

Iuseful as a rhythm backing in many tunes.
ACORN USER JUNE 1988

The yellow cursor appears around the
first beat in the track. Press CTRL and fO to

enter a loud high drum beatin thisposition.
Now move to position five, leaving three
blank beats, and place a soft high drum
using Shift and fO. Repeat this in position
nine and in position 13, the first beat of the

.second row. Now move to position 17,
under the first 'h' in the top row, and press
Shift or CTRL and f7. This places an 'R' in
that beat; this informs the program that it
should repeat the pattern up to this point
over and over.

If you make a mistake, then move the
cursoroverthe incorrect beat and press the
Delete key on the keyboard - not f7 - this
will remove theoffending beat, and you can
replace it with another instrument. Once
the result looks like this:

H h h

h R

press Play (fO). The rhythm which you have
designed will begin to play. For the musi
cians, thisisasingle barof4/4time, stressed
on the first note of each bar. When the

moving star reaches the R at the end of the
pattern, the whole thing repeats. To stop
the sound, simply press Escape. The cursor
will reappear and you can edit your work.
Try thissimple pattern:
H h

m - t - R

or this one:

L - t - m

m - t - R

Both are in 4/4 time, but you can switch to
waltz time(3/4) by designing a barlikethis:
H h h

R

or like this:

L---m---m--l

R

t H

- t - L - t t

Notice that the last beat is an accidental, to
improve the flow of the rhythm. Notealso
that these rhythm tracks are quite simple,
being only one bar in length. It is a simple
matter to extend the rhythm pattern right
up to the full 120 beats, as shown in figure
2. Here a simple 4/4 rhythm pattern is
designed to change progressively, so that
the rhythm track becomes interesting.

The other functions
While a rhythm is being played, the only
operating key is Escape. Once pressed, you
have access to the other keys on the
function key overlay. The lower row on the
overlay indicates the function of the red
keys by themselves. Keys fl and f2 control
the tempo between 60 beats per minute and
960 beats per minute. Pressing fl slows the

JOES JOTTINGS
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THE ACORN SPECIALISTS
The widest range of Archimedes Hardware &

Software anywhere!

'External Drive Interface'

BEST £30.00.
Archimedes compatible

'Drive Swap Switch' for above
makes external drive '0', internal
drive 'V. Ideal for PC Emulator as
5W drive becomes A: Internal B:
£8.00
'Drive Select Translation
Cable' when used with above.
Interface links in external drive
can stay set to '0', saves hassle

Archimedes < • BBC RS423
link kit including file transfer soft
ware. £15.00

P&P £1.00 or as Quoted.
TRADE & EXPORT

ORDERS WELCOME
please enquire for

delivery cost.

Phone/Credit Card
and Official

Orders welcome.

CJ.E. MICRO'S (Dept.AU) 78 Brighton
Road, Worthing, W. Sussex BN11 2EN
(0903) 213361 (3 lines)

EE
r „ . „ . Tl.. 'FONTAID' NLQ Font

^T1,nL°^n- FNuJy bNufTdd THE designer for CANON/NB. no, „,, d„v« ore ^ NL10/LC10
(Archie version
Ring for a leaflet.

available).

EHEm
'Multi Font NLQ' for most
printers (SWR workspace version now available).
INFORM' Sideways Ram

when moving a drive from a Beeb information system! Ring for aleaflet
£9.00 .
'DfsReader' program. This prog
ram will transfer the files on a DFS
disk globally or selectively to an
Archimedes disk quickly ana simply.
£15.00._

Archie/BBC 'Monitor Switch'.
Plug both a BBC and an
Archimedes into an Archimedes col
our monitor. £10.00

PRINTERS & MONITORS

PRINTERS Star/Canon/
Panasonic/Juki MONI
TORS Philips/Microvitec

Ring for best prices

rchimedes Acorn ft
The C'hOH V ol PVIMTK'nCP.'

Special offers on
ARCHIMEDES & MASTERS.
Ring for details.
Officially approved ACORN/
ARCHIMEDES Dealer &
Service Centre.
Come to our shop for a
demonstration.
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tempo by 10 beats per minute, pressing f2
increases the tempoby 10 beats per minute.
A beep indicates that you have reached the
limits of the tempo range.

Function key f3 erases the beats in the
grid, effectively clearing out the current
rhythm pattern recording. Red key 4 blanks
the screen and displays a list of programs
and data files on your disc. Once viewed
this catalogue can be removed, and the
rhythm track editing screen restored by
pressing theSpace bar.

Key f5 allows the current rhythm to be
saved to disc, and prompts for a filename.
To get acatalogue at thispoint, simply press
Return. Pressing Escape at any point re
turns to therhythm track. Remember not to
enter more letters in a filename than the

filing system can cope with - seven for DFS
or 10 for NFS or ADFS.

Function key f6 allows a new rhythm to
be loaded from disc; it prompts for a
filename. The Return and Escape keys work
as above, and again remember the number
of letters which the filing system accepts.
Function key f7 prompts for a file to delete,
then removes it from disc. Again a catalogue
is available with Return.

The last function key is f8, which stops

A more complex rhythm

theprogram. Be careful how you use this.
In the Master version of the rhythm

machine there are six rhythm tracks labelled
0 to 5. Switching between tracks isdone by
pressing a numberkey from 0 to 5. Because
of lack of memory, the BBC model B
version does not have this facility - only
one track can be written. The benefit of the

Master version is that up to six patterns can
be stored for instant access, and then saved
to disc, one by one. But remember that
loading and saving only operates on the
current rhythm track! To save all the
patterns, you'll have to save them one by
one and load them individually as well.

JOE'S JOTTINGS

Improving performance
Most musicians are disparaging about the
tiny sound chip of the BBC micro. But it
provides a good entry level sound system to
explore music. Its output can be improved
by replacing the internal speaker with a
large eight ohm speaker, directly connected
to thespeaker terminals.

You can also improve the sound quality
by connecting the micro to a hi-fi. On a
BBC micro you can usually connect an
amplifier 'aux' input to PL15 - the quality
of thesound issurprisingly good.

Using the drum programs from the yel
low pages, multi-tracking is feasible too -
either by over-recording the rhythm tracks
and replaying, or by writing tracks on more
than one micro, then replaying in synchro
nisation. To do this properly, one micro
should be able to send all the others a clock

pulse to help them keep time. Finally for all
you budding musicians, a simple switch
connection into the user port should give
you a set of drum pads to play. But that, as
we say, is another Jotting, so get to it and
hit that beat!

See page 81 for details of the listings. They
are available on 5.25 inch disc and cassette
fortheBBCB and Master - seepage 97.

II! Ill II III III III I II 1111 PS" MAKE YOUR

INTERESTS PAY!!
Train at home for one of these Career Opportunities.

Deluxe 120diskcapacity ^
lockablo disk box *••

worth over Z\A. (Please —.
slate ilyouwantthe 100 ^—

capacitybox instead) ^m

Whenyou buy25 •*
^disksfor only £18.25 —

or 50 disks for only £27.50 —
or 100 disks for only £44.50 """"

M
All disks are Japanese Higrade 5.25 DS/DD M
certified to 96 tpi. They come with hub rings,
envelopes & labels, and a unique 5 year mm
guarantee-Great Value! —

FREE!
with every order. Our

new 30 page catalogue
' crammed with offers on •

r consumables, BBC
hardware and
peripherals.

And amazing prices
and deals on all the

latest BBC software!
Catalogue available

separately 50p

More than 8 million students throughout the world have
found it worth their while! An ICS home-study course can
help you get a better job, make more money and have more
fun out of life! ICS has over 90 years experience in home-
study courses and is the largest correspondence school in
the world. You learn at your own pace, when and where you
want under the guidance of expert 'personal'
tutors. Find out how we can help YOU. Post or phone today
for your free information PACK on the course of vour
choice.

t Electronics

• Basic Electronic
Engineering
(City & Guilds)

• Electrical Engineering

t Electrical Contracting/
installation

CCSE/CCE '0' & 'A' level subjects

Course of Interest:

Name:

• Radio, Audio &
TV Servicing

• Radio Amateur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds)

• Car Mechanics

t computer Programming

= | Address:

Nebulae, Dcpl. Mil KREEPOST, Kllroot Park
Industrial Estate, C'arrickrcrKUS, Co. Antrim. BT38 7BR
Telephone (0961)3) 51020 (Monday to Friday 9to5) W.
7 Da) ddlverj and 14day money hack period. •a"

We accept orders from all KOvernmenl hodics. schools, unhersil

E3 ORDER IIV
PHONE FOR

f™ SAMEDAY
wm DESPATCH
, PLCs etc

111111IIIII . Tel: (09603) 51020HIII •
FREEPOST YOUR ORDER TODAY— NO STAMP REQUIRED'

P. Code

international Correspondence Schools, Dept. EIS68,
312/314 High Street, Sutton, Surrey SM1 1PR.
Tel: 01-643 9568 or 041-221 2926 (both 24 hrs.)

1
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MICROMAN
Computers

PASTURE LANE FARM,
PASTURE LANE, RAINFORD,

ST. HELENS, MERSEYSIDE, WAll 8PU

PHONE 074488 3667

SHOWROOM
SHOWROOM OPENING

9-6 MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9-1 SATURDAY

MAIL ORDER

PHONE 074488 5242
We accept boih Access and Visa credii
cards. Simply telephone your order,
giving card number, expiry date, name
and address, or send your order with
cheque or postal order lo the address
opposite.

DELIVERY CHARGES
INCLUDING VAT

Compuiers/Printers/Drives:
Next day £8.00, Trackback £4.00

Small Items: £1.00

i E3

1$ ACORN DEALER :ECONET :SERVICE CENTRE |ff

Ta rchimedes
• ARCHIMEDES

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Archimedes 310 Base 775.00 891.25

Archimedes 310 Monochrome 825.00 948.75

Archimedes 310 Colour 975.00 1121.25

Archimedes 310M Base 835.00 960.25

Archimedes 310M Monochrome 885.00 1017.75

Archimedes 310M Colour 1035.00 1190.25

Archimedes 440 Base 2299.00 2643.85

Archimedes 440 Monochrome 2349.00 2701.35

Archimedes 440 Colour 2499.00 2873.85

ARTISAN SUPPORT DISK

Includes Colour Dumps for
JX80. Intcrgrex I-X800. NEW LC10COLOUR

llx VAT 17.35 Inc VAT 19.95

NKW

STAR LC10 COLOUR PRINTER
Ex VAT £216.52 Inc VAT £249.00

• ARCHIMEDES UPGRADES:
0.5MB RAM 89.00 102.35
Floppy Disc Drive 125.00 143.75
20MB Hard Disc* Podulc 499.00 573.85
DEALERS UPGRADE ONLY
Podule Backplane 39.00 44.85

ROM Podule 59.00 67.85

I/O Podule 79.00 90.85
CC ROM Podulc 49.00 56.35

CCROM l'odulc + Banco' Backup 59.00 67.85

ARCHIMEDES SOUND SYSTEMS
EMR-SOUND SYNTH

Armadillo Sound Sampler 110.00 126.50

Armadillo Sound Sampler + FFT 140.00 161.00

ARCHIMEDES DATA TRANSFER

Archimedes 5.25/3.5 Disk Interface 25.00 28.75

Archimedes- BBC Serial Link 25.00 28.75

ARCHIMEDES/BBC TELETEXT/TV ADAPTER

SCMLTclcicxt/TV Adapter 69.52 79.95

• ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE:
Ansi C 99.00 113.85

ISO-Pascal 99.00 113.85

MSDOS Emulation 99.00 113.85

Logistix 99.00 113.85

Minerva Dcltabasc 26.04 29.95

Minerva System Delta Plus 60.83 69.95

Clares Artisan 34.74 39.95

Clares Graphic Writer 26.04 29.95

Clares Toolkit Module 34.74 39.95

• BBC MASTER SERIES:

Master 128 379.00 435.85

Master Turbo Module 108.70 125.00

MASTER 512 UPGRADE
SPECIAL OFFER

£199.00
Price includes VAT.

Toil otter include: FREE MICROMAN 512 DISC
UTILITIES SOFTWARE WORTH tU.«S.

CAMBRIDGE
£239.00

Z88 COMPUTER
£274.88

Ex VAT Inc VAT

• ECONET NETWORKS:
Achemei es/Master Econet Module 43.4/ 49.99

Filestore 1:01 i 28.00 952.20

Ftlesiorc E20 21.00 829.15

AHKTER MITSUBISHI
DRIVE

Single 5.25" 400K 40/80T
Single 5.25" 400K 40/80T + PSU
Dual 5.25" 800K 40/80T _ ^

Dual 5.25" 800K 40/80T fWI
Single 3.5" 400K
Single 3.5" 400K + PSU

1 Ex Inc

VAT VAT
99.96 114.95

113.00 129.95

191.26 219.95
217.35 249.95

86.91 99.95

104.30 119.95

• BBC MONITORS:

Microvitec 1431 Std/Metal
Microvitec 1451 Med/Metal

Philips CM8833 Med/RGB/CV
Philips Green 7502
Philips Amber 7522
Philips While 7542

• BBC DISC INTERFACES/

UPGRADES:

Acorn 1770 Disc Interface

Acorn ADFS ROM

Watford 8271 Disc Interface

• BBC B CO-PROCESSOR

ADAPTERS:

Acorn Co-l'ro Adapter
Waiford Co-Pro Adapter

• BBC B ROM BOARDS:

Watford Solderless ROM Board

Watford Battery Backup
Aries B12 Sideways ROM Board
Aries B12c Adapter
ATPL Sidewise ROM Board

Ex VAT Inc VAT

199.13

240.00

250.00

73.91

77.39

77.39

229.00

276.00

287.50

85.00

89.00

89.00

43.44 49.95

26.08 29.99

60.00 69.00

75.00

35.00

86.25
40.25

32.00 36.80

3.00 3.45

40.00 46.00

5.00 5.75

38.00 43.70

• BBC B SIDEWAYS ROM/RAM

EXPANSION:
Waiford 16K Sideways RAM Module 29.00 33.35
Waiford ROM/RAM Card + 32K

39.00 44.85

Waiford ROM/RAM Card 64K
52.00 59.80

Watford ROM RAM Card + 128K
80.00 92.00

Watford Sidewavs ZIF Socket 15.00 17.25

BBC B SHADOW BOARDS:

Waiford 32K Shadow RAM Board

Aries B32 RAM Extension Board

59.00 67.85

80.00 92.00

ERS ERASERS

95.00 109.25

39.09 44.95

require eilht r SWR

4.35 5.00

1.74 2.00

22.57 25.95

POA POA
POA POA
POA POA
POA POA
POA POA

139.00 159.85

86.09 99.00

81.00 96.60

109.50 125.93

139.50 160.43

109.00 125.35

129.00 148.35

30.00 34.50

59.00 67.85

69.52 79.95

5.00 5.75

43.44 49.95

21.70 24.95
43.44 49.95

43.44 49.95

17.35 19.95

34.74 39.95

Conirol Telemetry EPROM Prog
Multtprom Programmer

Uviprom & Multiprom programmers
or ROM software listed below.

Uviprom ROM Software
Uviprom SWR Disc Software
Uvipac EPR0M Eraser + Timer

• EPROMS/RAM CHIPS:

Eproms 2764 8K
Eproms 27128 I6K
Eproms 27256112.5v)
Eproms 27512
RAM 62641.P-15 8K

• BBC MODEMS:

Pace I.innel + Commsiar 11
Pace Nightingale + Commsiar II
Waiford Apollo Modem

• BBC SPECIAL KEYBOARDS:

Concept Keyboard A4
Concept Keyboard A3

• BBC VIDEO DIGITISERS:

Waiford BEEB Video Digiiiser
Waiford Magazine Maker

• BBC MOUSE/TRACKERBALL

Waiford Quest Mouse
Waiford Quest Mouse + Paint
AMX Mouse + Super Art Mark II
AMX Mouse Mat

AMX I'agcmaker
AMX Extra Extra (Pagemaker)
AMX Super Art ROM: BBC B
AMX Super An Master
AMX MAX

Fleet Slreel Editor

Trackerball RB2 + ICON Soft
Trackerball + Pointer (Master]

• BBC CAD SYSTEMS:

Viglen Console
Viglen Master Console
Pineapple II

BBC/MASTER CONSOLE

Pineapple Diagram
Pineapple Diagram Utilities
Pineapple PCB Designer
AMX DESIGN

• PRINTERS:

Ex VAT Inc VAT

59.00 67.85

59.00 67.85

43.44 49.95
52.13 59.95

55.00 63.25

25.00 28.75

10.00 11.50
85.00 97.75

60.83 69.95

NEW STAR LC10
Inc Centronics Interface + 2m BBC Lead

Ex VAT Inc VAT
£173.04 £199.00

Star NX 15 Wide Carriage

Panasonic KXP1081

Epson 1.X800
Juki 6100 Daisywheel
Panasonic Serial Interface

StarNI.lOSheel Feeder

I.X800 Sheet Feeder

Print Sharer 2 Way Swiich

• PLOTTERS:

Roland DXY880A A3 Plotter

Roland DXY980A A3 Plotter

We are a Roland Main Dealer and slock the complete
range of plotter, pens and paper.

• BBC WORDPROCESSING

SOFTWARE:

View Professional

Interword ROM
Wordswise Plus ROM

View 3.0 ROM

Spellmasier
Viewspell

• BBC DATABASE & SP1
Mega 3 ROM - New
Masier Overview

Inierbase ROM

Viewsiore ROM
Intersheet ROM

Interchan ROM
Viewsheei ROM

• BBC LANGUAGES:

Master C

BCPL ROM

BPCL Stand Alone Generator
ISO Pascal ROM

ISO Pascal Stand Alone (ien

Comal ROM

Acorn LOGO ROM
Logolon LOGO ROM
Micro-Prolog ROM

• BBC UTILITIES:

Masier Termulaior

System ADE + BBC Version
System ADE + Masier Version
Advanced Disc Investigator
Advanced Disc Toolkit

Vine Replay ROM's
Vine Masier Replay

We Stock a large range ol utility

339.00 389.85

155.65 179 00

225.22 759.00

299.00 343.85

41.00 47.15
55.00 63.25

TBA

39.00 44.85

694.78 799.00

999.00 1148.85

86.91 99.95

42.61 49.00

42.61 49.00

15.^2 52<00
51.31 59.00

34.74 39.95

85.00 97.75
86.00 98.90

60.00 69.00

45.22 52.00

43.44 49.95

29.52 33.95

45.22 52.00

78.00 89.70

52.00 59.80

43.39 49.90

52.13 59.95

30.00 34.50

43.35 49.85

60.00 69. (X)

60.00 69.00

69.52 79.95

34.74 39.95

46.00 52.90

49.(X) 56.35

25.00 28.75

30.00 34.50
25.65 29.50

30.43 35.00

uliware b\ ACORN.

CLARES. COMPUTER CONCEPTS. WATFORD etc

OPUS PC &
AMSTRAD 1640
Ring or call for full price list,

GOVERNMENT, NHS AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED



The Hybrid Music System
is an exciting product. It
aims to provide a total
music programming and
production evironment.

The system currently consists of
three items of hardware: the

Music 5000 synthesiser, the Music
4000 keyboard and the Music
1000 amplifier. By the time you
read this the Music 2000 MIDI

interface will be available.

The Music 5000 houses the
synthesiser circuitry, the bit
which makes the sounds. It has 16

digital oscillators which each
form one channel of sound.

Channels are normally paired to
produce a single voice but a voice
be assigned more than one pairof
channels. Each channel can be

controlled independently so the
scope for producing a wide varie
ty of sounds is vast. Proof of this
can be heard in the demo prog
rams supplied with the system.

Each channel can have its own

stereo position, so a single instru
ment using two channels can be a
true stereo instrument. It's possi
ble for different parts of a single
instrument sound to come from

several positions in the stereo
spread. The sound quality is high
and even good enough for certain
professional applications. The
system was used by composer
Patrick Gowers to help create the
music for Granda TV's series,
The Return of Sherlock Holmes.

The output volume appears
quite low; but Hybrid have kept
it that way so that at maximum
volume it will not overload the

typical hi-fi DIN input and blow
up your stereo.

The Music 5000 plugs into the
BBC computer's 1MHz bus and
includes a pass-on socket so you
can still connect other equipment
to thebus. It draws its power directly from
the mains. The audio output is a DIN
socket. Many hi-fi systems have a DIN
input but there are just as many with
phono sockets. If yours is one you'll need
a DIN to stereo phono lead.

The Music 500 was the forerunner of the
Music 5000. It uses exactly the same hard
ware, but the Music 5000 box has had a
slight modification made to the 1MHz bus
to ensure compatibility with the Master.

ACORN USER JUNE 1988
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KNOW
THE

SCORE
The Hybrid System has grown into a powerful

tool for musicians and non-musicians alike

Ian Waugh

This was necessary due to Acorn's unfor
tunate decision to alter the bus. Although
the Music 500 was not designed to work
with the Master, which wasn't around in
those days, and is not guaranteed to do so,
some 500 and Master combinations work

fine - mine does.

What differentiates these systems is the
software they run. If you have a Music
500, an upgrade to the more sophisticated
and significantly easier to use Music 5000

MUSIC

software is highly recommended.
The second piece of hardware

to appear for the Hybrid Music
System was the Music 4000, a
four-octave keyboard of Italian
design housed in a black plastic-
coated steel case. A foot switch

plugs into a jack socket on the
back and a 1.4-metre length of
ribbon cable plugs into the com
puter's user port.

Soon after the Music 500 was

launched ATPL released theSym
phony keyboard which could be
used to play the Music 500 in real
time. The Symphony is no longer
available but Hybrid have put
together a Symphony upgrade
pack to give Symphony owners
the Music 4000 facilities.

The third item of hardware is

the Music 1000 amplifier, which
was designed primarily for use in
education. It's a stereo amp
housed in the same typeof box as
the Music 5000. It has two mix-

able inputs which can handle the
Music 5000 and either the BBC's

internal sound output or another
instrument. There are three head

phone sockets on the front panel
and a special output line can be
used to drive a tape recorder.
Output is rated at 8W and the
unit is ideally suited to driving
bookshelf speakers.

The Hybrid Music System is
compatible with all versions of
the BBC computer and with most
non-standard systems, too. If
your micro has shadow RAM
fitted more memory will be avail
able in the staff editor.

An Electron version is now

available which requires Adv
anced Computer Products' AP5
interface and &E00 DFS. It is

identical to the Music 5000, ex
cept that as the Electron has no
mode 7 the system uses mode 6

and the displays are in black and white.
This results in horizontal lines on the staff

editor screen, which unfortunately detract
a little from the presentation.

The Electron has less available memory
than the BBC and less processing power,
so the maximum user program size is
reduced and the execution of some of the
programs will be slightly slower. Within
these limitations however, most programs
which run on the BBC will run on its
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£49.95
The ARCHIMEDES toolkit was the first toolkit for the
Archimedes, it is still available for £39.95 but we have
improved on the original with TOOLKIT PLUS. All of the
previous favourites are there:

* 10 Fast memory and disc editors
* 8 Fast memory and disc searches
* Fast scrolling disassembler
* Memory shift, swap and compare

AGET & aput disc sectors
• fastload & fastsave of screens
• A series of commands to list all SWls, give SWI numbers for
names and names for numbers.

a host of commands to search a disc for filenames including
wildcards, specified filetypes, files between specific dates or
a combination of these parameters, For instance you could
search a disc for all BASICfiles starting with DEMO and saved
between 1/1/88 and 2/2/88.

ARCHIVING so that you can backup files matching the
specified criteria above. You can then archive the files on
your hard disc to floppies for safety.

You need toolkit + so order today.

BUFFER MODULE £19.95
Also from Mike Shaw, the author of Toolkit +, comes a buffer
module. This has buffers for the printer, serial input and
serial output, Each buffer can be configured form 256 bytes
upto 1 megabyte, whilst data is being printed you can carry
on working on your computer.

You can get control back from your printer in a fraction of
the normal time. Printouts that take a printer 4 or 5 hours
to print can be put in the buffer in minutes and you can then
carry on working on your computer, if yo want to save time
get this module now.

Compatible with 305, 310, 410 and 440.

98 Middlewich Rd
Northwich
Cheshire CW9 7DA
Tel: 0606 48511

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT and P+P
OVERSEAS ORDERS
ADD £4

DON'T FORGET, YOU CAN ORDER WITH ACCESS CARD TOO!

ARTISAN is not just an art package it is the
art package for the Archimedes, we are
not going to bore you with lists of
features, just take a look at the picture to
see how good it is. Just to prove that we
aren' t the only ones who think its good
take a look at what the magazines think:

wJrn^M
-^•••-.v' L^

'" reets ahead- /

7—»" is II s

to be believed
magic

It's

*CORN USER Februa
1988

?& «** *»

aVte'sm
the

TISA.N
Arcbimedes L; \ona\
atruly Prf&svbmues
product-- "f-^ncertain^

-^SEK
1 sR (Reserving of special mention is afa<

1^° Magic Brush... a true cut and paste
.^•V-^i 'ARTISAN' wins hands down.

^mber.
ecial mention is a facility called

o Imp flit 'ir\r\ rvictA

ARCHIVE February 1988

ARTISAN represents excellent value for money...>
superbly designed pop up menus, very friendly.|
foolproof and quick to use... incredibly^easy to use.„
Instantly appealing... superb features...the: MagicTen
sunique to ARTISAN... Quantel would have been

justified in getting alittle upset... well organised.^
A&B December 1987 &January 1!

ARTISAN SUPPORT DISC £19.95

Enhance the power of ARTISAN with this support disc
containing many useful new utilities plus additional screens
and fonts. Features include:

'DISPLAY module to create your own slide show' with 8
standard or user defined fades. The fades are used to merge
one picture into another just like TV. you control the speed
of the merge and you can even design your own fades with
the supplied definer.
• INTECREX colour dumps-one standard and one high quality

• epson EX800 colour dump
• EPSON MONO dump
' pattern EDITOR for mono dumps
• additional fonts & screens

All the utilities work with any Mode 12 screen and so you are
not limited to ARTISAN screens.



junior cousin too.
If you've followed the develop

ment of theHybrid Music System
over the years you will know that
all the hardware units and all the

software modules are totally inte
grated. Hybrid is firmly commit
ted to supporting the Music Sys
tem and has a long term strategy
for its development. Look out for
the Music 3000 some time next

year, and the Music 6000 soon
after that.

At the centre of the Hybrid
Music System is the Ample
ROM. Ample stands for Advance
Music Production Language and
Environment and it contains all

the basic functions for program
ming and playing music.

A version of the language called
Ample BCE was supplied with
the Music 500 but it was far from

friendly. Many owners probably
relegated the system to the cup
board under the stairs and

chalked the whole thing up to
experience. If you were one of
them then dig it out because the
new software is much simpler to
use. It contains helpful music edi
tors and control panels under the
banner of the Studio 5000. You

can use it quite happily to pro
duce music without getting in
volved in direct programming.

This is not a tutorial so I won't

attempt to explain how to prog
ram in Ample but to give you a
flavour of it I'll mention some of

its most important features.
Ample has been very carefully designed

to be largely independent of the music
output device in use. Although the Music
5000 hardware was made specifically for
use with the system, Ample is quite cap
able of controlling other devices. The
Music 2000 MIDI interface, for example,
allows it to control any MIDI-compatible
electronic instrument.

The basic programming unit in Ample is
the 'word', and a word can be defined to
do anything. For example, it may contain a
sequence of notes, it may hold an instru
ment definition, perform a computation,
produce a glissando or catalogue a disc.
There are many words supplied with the
system, referred to as system words, which
are distinguished from user words by being
in upper case.
Ample uses suffix or reverse Polish nota-

ACORN USER JUNE 1988

tion. For example, to save a program you
would use "myprog" SAVE.

Ample's main purpose is to produce
music and it has its own text-based music

composition language (MCL). Notes are
represented by their letter names, an upper
case note moving up in pitch and a lower
case note moving down in pitch. The
length of a note can be specified directly
with a number followed by a comma (a
comma is the length word). To extend the
duration of a note a slash (/) is used. The
octave can be set directly with a number
followed by a colon (the colon is the
octave word). For example, here's a few
bars of Happy Birthday To You:

24, 0: CC D/c/F/ e///cc D/c/G/ illI
There are other music words to produce
accents, affect a transposition, slur notes,
alter the tempo and define key signatures.
You can create non-standard key signa

MUSIC

tures containing, for example, both shar
pened and flattened notes for use in a
minor key.

As a language, Ample also provides
loops, conditional structures and con
ditional loops. It has string handing, arith
metical and random number generating
functions so you can apply computational
processes to music lines and structures.
This is one of the most fascinating aspects
of Ample and one which is relatively
unexplored. Some music has been written
which uses the random function and I have

myself written several pieces which rely
heavily on loops.

One of the most important features of
Ample is 'concurrency' or multi-tasking,
the ability to do more than one thing at the
same time. This feature lets you play
several musical parts in parallel and control
the music from the keyboard as it plays.
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Ltd.
AcornJ
The choiceofexperience.

Suppliers of Microcomputer Systems and Peripherals
to the Corporate and Education Market in Cumbria, Northumberland

and South West Scotland.

CUMBRIA SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD
10 WOODLEIGH, WALTON, BRAMPTON, CUMBRIA CA8 2DS

For full support service and competitive prices

TEL: 06977 - 3779

Acorn authorised dealers - SJ Research authorised dealers
- Network Installation specialists - Bespoke Software.

Government, PLC and Education Authority official orders accepted.

M-TEG
At last BBCBASIC to run on YOUR IBM or IBM

Compatible running under MSDOS

MM2IM©II©(I®®J
All the features of BBC BASIC including:
> Multi-lined named procedures
> In-line assembler using standard mnemonics
> Serial random and indexed disk files plus the ability

to access any byte in the file
> BBCBASIC VDU commands; graphics; sound
> Full screen editing
> Plus all the standard commands

> 500 page user manual
> Program examples on disk
> Price £95.00+ £3.00 P&P + VAT

You need never say GOTO again but
we won't stop you!

Also available comms program including serial lead to
download from Acorn to IBM requires BBC Basic (86).
Plea*se state 40 or 80 track Acorn Format.

Price £16.00 plus £1.00 carriage plus VAT
Hill

M-TEC COMPUTER SERVICES (UK)
4 Church Hill Reepham Norfolk NR10 4JL
Tel: (0603) 870620 Fax: (0603) 870436
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A LOW COST DISC BASED

PROFESSIONAL

ACCOUNTING PROGRAM

For the BBC Computer

"Micro-Trader"

INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designed for business use by a business man. "Micro-Trader" offers full Sales and
Purchase Ledger facilities including SALES INVOICE and STATEMENT PRINTING
with a capacity of up to 1,000 accounts and 5,000 transactions per month.

Nominal Ledger features quick and easy entry of everyday transactions. Up to 6 Bank
Accounts, fullV.A.T. facilities, Journal Posting. Full Reporting for individual accounts,
Audit Trail, Trial Balance, Profit 6t Loss and Balance Sheet.

"MICRO-STOCK"

Stock Control program, fully integrated with
"Micro-Trader". 4,000 Stock Items with user
defined Codes. Invoice and Credit Notes and

Casli Sales routine. Full Stock Hold Reports.

£75.OO -»- V.A.T.

"EXTENDED PAYROLL"
Micro-Aid Full Feature Extended Payroll. For use-
stand alone or integrated with "Micro-Trader".

£49.95 -+- V.A.T.

"IVIICRO-IVIAILER"

A Mailmerge program, fully
integrated with "Micro-Trader".

With a user Database.

£30.00 + V.A.T.

Irchimedes
PHONE TODAY FOR A FREE FACT SHEET

UlEADOU) COHlPUtERS
11. LONDON STREET. WHITCHURCH, HAMPSHIRE. RG?8 7LH

Telephone: Whitchurch (0256) 892008

ACORN USKRJUNE 1988



There are three main front-end modules

through which you enter your tunes: the
notepad, the mixing desk and the staff
editor. They are loaded from disc when
required, which optimises the amount of
free memory available for user programs.
The modules are selected from a main

menu. The modules are really application
programs written in Ample, although at a
level beyond that at which it will normally
be used to create music.

The mixing desk
The mixing desk is the most immediately
accessible module. It provides a mode 7
display of an eight-channel mixing desk
complete with faders, pan pots(to select the
stereo position) and instrument names
above each channel. You can enter the

mixing desk, play a piece and mix it live.
You can also change the instruments
assigned to each channel andalterthe tempo
of the piece. When you have produced a
mix you like you enter'MAKE' to turn the
mix into an Ample word. The module
MAKEs the word for you automatically.
You can produce several mixes and use
them atdifferent pointsin the music.

The staff editor
The staff editor is used to write music on

the staff using traditional music notation. It
supports all the usual musical symbols -
notes, rests, accidentals, dotted notes, ties,
slurs, triplets, duplets and chords. You can
insert volume changes, and staccato and
legato instructions. When you've entered a
piece, you give it a name then enterMAKE
and the module turns it into a word.

When the staff editor MAKEs a music

part into a word, it turns it into Ample
MCL notation. This is ultimately the most
powerful and most flexible form of music
notation within the system: there are many
things youcan do in Ample which would be
impossible using traditional notation. All
Ample words, whichever module they are
made in, can be displayed and edited in the
third module - the notepad - a screen-size
multi-purpose text editor. The mixing desk
and staff editor are only front-ends which
display the data in an alternate form, a form
which may be easier to understand or more
convenient for the user.

The notepad
All the words in the yellow pages program
can betyped into thenotepad and all except
Mix were constructed there. It could have

been entered in the notepad but it was far
easier to select the instruments and adjust

ACORN USER JUNE 1988

MUSIC

The Music 5000 synthesiser and 4000 keyboard in action with a Master

the volumes and stereo positions of the
sounds in the mixing desk and let it MAKE
the word.

The program was written to demonstrate
a few of the features of Ample but I hope it
stands up as a piece of music in its own
right, too. Even if you are totally unfamiliar
with Ample and music notation you will be
able to pick out the strings of notes, the
FOR structures and some instrument names

in the listing.
As well as its use as a text editor, the

notepad can create panels which can beused
to define instrument sounds. Panel mode

differsfrom text mode because it allows you
to scroll through parameters. Not only can
you alter numeric values but you can select
new 'word' options such as waveforms.
Press Shift and the available waveforms

appear on the bottom of the screen. Select
one with thecursor keys, release Shift and it
will be in place on the panel.The notepad is
the most powerful and flexible of all the
music editors.

Music 4000
Many people can knock out a tune on a
piano but aren't so hot at working with

written music. Using a keyboard like the
Music 4000 to control program and synth
esiser is a great help to these people. It has
two main functions. First, it can be used to
play any instrument whose definition is
resident in the program - several dozen
instruments aresupplied on the system disc
and some of these areamazing. There are six
special keyboard effects including trans
pose, exotic scalings, stereo positioning,
echo effects and a facility which transforms
a single key press into an arpeggio, chord
sequence or echopattern.

Second, there is the powerful recorder
screen. Here you can record music live as
you play or enterit in step-time (one noteat
a time) into the notepad or the staff editor.
As in all the other modules, the music you
play is converted into an Ample word and
this can be displayed in the staff editor.;
That's real-time musical input converted!
into traditional notation. If you are not a,
musician and haven't dreamed about this]
then you may not think it that spectacular.i
But if you have ever had to transcribe a;
piece onto manuscript, you will! It is one of
those things which make computing both,
wonderful and useful.
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HAVING PROBLEMS ?

THE ULTIMATE IN TAPE TO DISK

TRANSFER

Features include :

* Very fast saving and loading of files
* No soldering of track cutting required
* Saves up to 22 files per disk
* Fully menu driven
* Money back guarantee if not satisfied

BBC B and B+ version £29.90

BBC Master 128 version £35.00

Master 128 Products

ROMBOARD 3 - Adds 3 extra ROM sockets

Works by replacing the computer's built-in
ROM software with other ROMs (including
the Inter-series from Computer Concepts).

ROMBOARD 4 - Adds 4 extra ROM sock

ets plus a Read/Write protect switch

Supports up to 4 ROMs, by overlaying
either RAM banks or cartridge slots.

ROMBOARD 3 costs £17.50

ROMBOARD 4 costs £26.50

* All products fully documented
* Full backup service available

* All prices include VAT and postage

For further information contact :

Vine Micros Ltd

Marshborough, Sandwich, Kent
Tel : 0304 812276/368968

Snapper King
Harold retires
Harold has had enough! He canl get past 3500 at Snapper
and the strain is telling. You wouldnl know from the photo
that he's only 32 would you? If you call to look at our full
range of BBC software and hardware, disc drives, moni
tors, printers, cables etc. Harold will shuffle about doing his
best to help. Just donl ask for a demonstration of Snapperl

Number One in Bromley

Data f (ore
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent 01 460 8991

contex s
Arch/modesis a trademark ol AcornComputersLtd.

BANK MANAGER lordiscsystems only
The most advanced and versatile personal bank account management program available for
all BBC computers. Consistently acclaimed!

"data entryis a delight... professional... excellentproduct" - Micro UserApril '86
Enter cheques and recoipts. Standing orders any frequency. Automaticdate sequencing.
Reconcile statements. Search, amend and delete. Unreconcile. Move forwards or backwards.
Analyse expenditure. Forward cash flowforecast. Up to 36 simultaneous 'bank accounts'
online, inter-account transfers. 9999 standing orders, 99 analysis categories. 12 actual and 12
budgets per category, over 4,000 postings on an 80tk disc. Reports to screen or printer.
Graphics.Foreigncurroncysupport.Password. Filerecovery.Autoexec file. Fieldediting.
Itemised look ahead. Programmable report writer.

Standard Bank Manager for the BBC B, B+ £17.50

BANK MANAGER MASTER lordiscsystems only
Version2 now available. Includes allof the facilitiesof the Standard Bank Manager plus ADFS
filesystem support, shadow scroons, usos sideways RAM, 40 or 80 column screen reports,
improved graphics, m/c windows, function key support and onscreen labels, additional
functions added to the already extensive report facilities.

Bank Manager Master for the MASTER and MASTER COMPACT £22.50

ARCHIMEDES BANK MANAGER
Allfacilities of Master version plus high speed 'native' mode, wildcard analysis enquiry,
analysis code sort and other enhancements.

"Impressed, ideal, easy to use"- MicroUser. March 88
ARCHIMEDES BANK MANAGER £25.00

BANK MANAGER BUSINESS UTILITIES lordiscsystems only
For the 'professional' who also uses the BANK MANAGER to control the business accounts
the BUSINESS UTILITIESadd double entry trial balance and programmable spreadsheet
analysis reports. Generated fromcheque and cash transactions keyed into BANK MANAGER.
Just pass the reports to your accountant! Available for all Bank Manager versions, state which.

Bank Manager Business Utility Pack 1 £12.00

TYPING TUTOR
Quickly learn to touch type. Over 90 smoothly grades lessons graduate you from the basic
home keys to complete keyboard mastery. Unique word scan line checking. Target WPM and
percentage correct. You may revice the targets or lessons as required. Audio key click for
positive key depression. Establish a typing rhythm using the automatic metronome. Free
format option. Disc version includes several enhancements eg. on screen keyboard, exact
mode, on screen parameters. Recommended.

Cassette £12.50, Disc for BBC B, B+, MASTER and COMPACT £12.50
Disc for ARCHIMEDES (all models) £15.00

ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE. FREE POSTAGE WITHIN UK.
Enquiries and Access Credit card orders telephone 023 03 347

Please state: cassette, 3W disc, SV*" 40tk disc, or SV*" 80tk disc and computer type
(B. Compact, Master or Archimedes).

CONTEX COMPUTING
(REF. AU)

15 WOODLANDS CLOSE, COPLE, BEDFORD MK44 3UE
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Total integration
The Ample environment contains every
possible means of entering music into the
system: traditional notation, real and step-
time input from a keyboard and Ample's
MCL notation. There are also the options
afforded by computer-processed music and
computer-generated music. You can use all
or any combinations of these methods in a
single piece of music.

These modules are totally integrated, like
the rest of the system, so program words
and data are available to all modules at all
times. For example, the Music 2000 adds
another module to the system which -
transparently - handles the MIDI output.
It's very neat.

The User Guide is an excellent introduc
tion to Ample and contains all you need to
know to create music with the system.

Hybrid has also recently published the
Ample Nucleus Programmer Guide which
provides more information about the sys
tem words and gives a greater insight into
the language. It is essential reading if you
want to delve further into and get more out
of the system. If any Ample user has any
suggestions for new users of this powerful
music language, oddball or otherwise, then
let me know. I'd be interested to see how far
Ample's versatility can be stretched.

Ample albums
Interest in the Hybrid Music System is
such that several people have produced
Ample music albums for it. These are novel
in that they contain music on floppy disc
written in Ample software format. You
load it into your Music 5000 system and it
plays it for you.

The best thing about this is that it
provides a demonstration. You can pinch
other people's instrument definitions and
examine their programs to see how they've
been constructed. One exponent of the
Music 5000 is Pilgrim Beart, whose music
is featured on the disc supplied with the
Music 5000. His albums include Cosmix

and Notes. An album, Music City by Ian
Guinan contains arrangements of pop
tunes along with four original pieces. Hyb
rid has an agreement with the Mechanical
Copyright Protection Society which allows
them to release copyright material in Am
ple format. Part of the cost of the discgoes
to the MCPS. Music City can, therefore,
bring you Jump to the Beat, Heartbreak
Hoteland GraceJones' classic, Slave to the
Rhythm.

The Music City album is really a sampler
for the Music City Microbase (co-edited
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MUSIC

Writing in conventional notation with the staff editor

Perform making "parti
O items

Play original
Play final O bars

ON
Sacking: ON 12343678
'layer:
Sect ions:

/oices:
Simpleins

Tempo: 123
letro:
SuantOm: 12
Beat: 48

Bar: 4
Key sig: +F+C

SCORE

strings4 stringsyn supaglo4
usekfx vocoder wurlixter
43 words, no data

The powerfulrecorderscreen

by Ian Guinan), an area within Micronet
accessible from Prestel. It began late last
year, mainly to support the Hybrid Music
System, and contains many tunes in Music
5000 format (along with some for the
Music 500. and some which use the BBC's

internal sound chip) which you can down
load with the aid of a modem for a nominal

cost (around 75p).
Music City, has a similar agreement with

the MCPS. This is good news as it means
Ample musicians can arrange any piece of
music for the system and sell it legally
through Hybrid or Music City. No longer
are you restricted to traditional tunes and
Christmas carols.

Music City relies on contributions from
readers so there is plenty of opportunity to
get involved.

User groups
There have been Ample user groups in the
past, some of which have vanished without
trace, but Amplinex (standing for AMPLe
INformation EXchange) is the latest one to
appear. It is edited by Kevin Doyle and the
administration is handled by Roy andJack

ie Follet. The group hopes to stimulate the
interest of Ample users enough to make
them contribute and share their experience
and exchange information.

So far the response has been huge with
contributions ranging from complete pieces
of music to instrument definitions, hints
and tips.

The magazine comes on disc and is
written entirely in Ample. The contents are
accessed through a master program with a
series of menus and display screens. Four
issues have been produced so far. Mem
bership of Amplinex is only £5 and if you
send them a contribution - however small

- the next issue will be sent to you free.
Otherwise the cost is a mere £2.

I cannot recommend Amplinex highly
enough: I think it is simply essential
reading.
Music 5000, £161.00; Music 4000, £169.00;
Music 200, £161.00; Music 1000, £161.00;
Music 500 upgrade pack, £69.00.
Hybrid Technology Limited, Unit 3,
Robert Davics Court, Nuffield Road,
Cambridge CB4 1TP. Tel: (0223) 316910.
Amplinex, 26 Arbor Lane, Wwnersh,
Berks, RG11 5JD.
Music City, 138 Prescot Road, Augbton,
Ormskirk, Lanes L39 4SW.
Micronet, Durrant House, 8 Herbal Hill,
London EC1R 3EJ. Tel: 01-2783143.

The details of Ample listing mentioned
by Ian Waugh can befound on the yellow
pagesindec onpage 81
Last April's Acorn User contained an Am
ple music listing by Bob Cornford-Wood
entitled 'Sunrise-sunset'. Back issues are still
available, as is the April listings disc - see
page 97.
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Why buy a new machine when you can upgrade?
RING SOUTHEND (0702) 354674
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1770 Disc Interface:

Thenew AcornDiscFiling Systems DFSand ADFS requireboththe WD1770
chip. The Solidisk 1770 DDFS (Dual Density Disc Filing System) is ideal
because it is:
— inexpensive.
—totallycompatiblewith Acorn ROMs, to the hardware levfll, and with the
Acorn 80186 coprocessor.
—easyto installbyexpertand novice alike. Only4componentsto beplugged
into the motherboard.
—the directreplacementfor the standard Acorn upgrade since 1985
Price: £35.00 inclusive of VAT. p&p £2.00.
1770 + 8271 DffDO

If your BBC already hasan8271 DFS installed, don'tthrow itawaytousethe
new DFS and ADFSI Our8271*1770 DFDC (Dual Floppy Disc Controller) is
what you need. Simply remove the 8271 chip, insert the DFDC board and
replace the 8271 in the empty socket provided. The DFDCoffers:
—Allthe advantages of the new 1770 chip.
— 100% compatibility with all existing software.
— Compatibility with ALLAcorn ROMs to the hardware level and with the
Acorn 80186.
Price: £40.00 inclusive of VAT,p&p £2.00.

DFS ROMS:

Solidisk own DFS 2.2andADFS 2.1 ROMs have asuperset ofutilities andcommands. Theyarealsocompatible with Acorn's latest DFS ROMs Data
sheets on these ROMs are available on request.
DFSVenlon 2.2 (16k) ROM:

This will work with both the8271 and the1770 chips. It allows you touse both single (standard) and double density discs (with the1770) yielding
60% increaseofstorageat noextracost. Italsooffers suchadvanced features as unlimited number offilenames (Acorn 31)filesize upto512k read
after write error correction andconditional double track stepping. Ithasa—secondonlyto Acorn's—8271 emulation when usedwith the1770chip
toovercome softwareprotection. Italsohas manybuilt-in utilities whileothersofferas extrassuchasdiscformatter andverifier, discsectoreditor
recover andrestorefilesetc. Price: £15.00 inc.—£10.00 ifpurchasedtogetherwiththe 1770DFS (orDFDC)
ADFS and DFS Version2.1 ROM set (32k, 2 chips) for the 1770 chip:
This isprobably thebestDisc Filing System ever made for theBBC, providing for single anddouble density DFS andADFS. Ithasall theadvanced
features ofthe DFS 2.2ROM plusa superset ofcommands for ADFS (Advanced Disc Filing system suchas in useonthe Master. Compact and
Archimedes). Lots ofarticles havebeenpublishedabouttheadvantages ofADFSoverDFSbutlittleisknownaboutadvancedfeaturesof theSolidisk
version versusthe standard BBC (Acorn) version suchas passwordprotection, userdefined numberoffiles, automaticdiscformat detection disc
!?-ma,i!.r«v«iera . le,rans,eru,lll,ieswhicnmakotneADFSsuper-friendly. Furthermore, thereisnocopy-protection problem withtheADFS
Price:£30.00 inc.or£20.00 ifpurchased together with the 1770DFS(orDFDC).

The Multifunction Twomeg 128K:
This new style TWOMEG128K is the besteversolution for memory
upgrades.Itcombinesa ROM expansionboard,a Sideways RAM board,a
Shadow RAM board, a Printer Buffer board inasingle, sleek unit offering
—8 ROM sockets(4onthe TWOMEG board, plus4onthemotherboard)
—8 Sideways RAM banks (4-7 and C-F).
—4 ofthe RAM banks(C-F)can beusedas twoShadowRAM banks(and
two 8k Sideways).
—Any Sideways bank can be used as a printer buffer.
—Write-protect switch for Sideways RAMsoftware.
—in the included software: MENU, MANAGER,PRINTER BUFFER.
— Ramdisk is available with Solidisk DFS and ADFS ROMs.
Easy instantinstallation: simply remove The 6502 CPU. dropinthe board
and push 3 wires onto the middle pins of S20-22. ABSOLUTELY N
CLIPS, NO CUTTING, OR SOLDERING REQUIRED.
Price:£60.00 inc. software disc and VAT. p&p£2.00.
Only £60 00 inc!

DOUBLE-SIDED
5% DISC DRIVE

: This is a superb 80 track, double-
• sided, dual density, lever type and
: very fast disc drive. Unformatted
: capacity: one Megabyte. 40/80 track
: manual switch optional as most
• Acorn and Solidisk DFS have soft-
jware switch. Supplied withdata and
; power lead (please specify your
• computer). Price £119.00 inc VAT.
: 40/80 track manual switch if re-
•quired: £2.00 inc VAT. Separate
i PSU if required: £25.00 inc VAT.

TWIN
DOUBLE-SIDED 5%

DISC DRIVES
Complete with bridge unit, suitable
for both BBC and Master MBK,Price
£238.00 inc VAT.

Second Hand BBCs & Masters Bought and sold.

Please ring for stock and prices*

Also part exchange for new MASTER and

ARCHIMEDES systems. We'll beat any genuine
offer!

wmmzEasm
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To order or for further information,

please send your name and address to:

Solidisk Technology
17Sweyne
Avenue

Southend-on-Sea

Essex

SS2 6JQ

PC5O0 and PC PIUS:

PCcompatibility has never been cheaper or easier with the PC500and PC Plus. Theycan be
left plugged into the TUBE socket. An IN/OUT switch at the rear turns the unit on/off. The
PC500: basic Acorn 80186 (10MHz) in a case, 512k of RAM, upgradable to 1 MB, mouse.
DOS Plus and GEM. Runs most PC software(listavailableon request). Price: £239.OOinc.
The PC PLUS: same as PC500but with one Megabyte of RAM. Without case:£327.00inc.
With case: £339.00 inc.
PLUS-upgrade:add 512Kof RAM to your 80186. Work carried out in our workshop. Price:
£107.00 inc.

Solldlfk Super ATlyttems:
Fully IBM compatible with latest Phoenix BIOS version 3.07. 12MHz 80286 (Norton 9.8 1-
wait, 11.7 0-wait). Compatible with all latest Network cards.
CPU,keyboard, PSU, Serial. Parallel, Real Time Clock(minimum system):£399.
WD HDD/FDD controller £66, hard discs: 20MB £176,40MB £240.
WD RLL/RDD controller £110, RLL hard discs: 30MB £195, 60MB £260. 1.2MB, 5.25 ins
drive or 1,44MB, 3.5 ins drive £86.
Dispaly cards: Hercules MPG or CGA£45,Genoa SEGA£100, Paradise480autoswitching
£110,VGA£186.
2.5MB Ram card (EMS and extended) with OK £60. RAM chips POA. Auto-switching
monitorsfrom£70.AllpricesareexVAT. Full one year guarantee. Service contractavailable.
Details on request.
Dealers and official bodies welcome.
Please ring for competitive quote on your requirements.

QUICK REPAIRS FROM £20 PLUS PARTS. ACORN AND IBM COMPATIBLES.
ACORN USI-RJUNF. I988



Teletext (and TV)
Adapter

Compatible with Archimedes, BBC, Master
128K and Compact.

— professionally built and tested.
—mains powered. On/Off switch.'
— TV picture and sound outputs for Philips monitors.
— connects to the user port on BBC and Master 128K.
— connects to the joystick port on the Compact.
— connects to the Centronics port on the Archimedes.
— downloads free software from BBC2, manual or automatic.

— downloads pre-selected pages (eg share prices, news, TVprograms
etc).
—also works on other computers such as ST, A500.PC1512(newlead
and disc required).
— stylish two tone (brown and beige) case.
— supplied with leads, software disc and manual.
— full 12-months guarantee.

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••it

PHONE SOUTHEND (0702) 354674 OR 335511
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••it

ACCESS/VISA, trade and government orders welcome.
Volume and education discount available.

Send to:

TELETEXT SPECIAL OFFER
SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LTD.

17 SWEYNE AVENUE, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
ESSEX SS2 6JQ
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ARCHIMEDES i ARMADILLO
*• *

A448 SOUND SAMPLER
Samples sound from tape or microphone at 41 KHz with a full 8-bit
linear resolution and 16KHz bandwidth. Contains a control module

and a sound editing suite. Suite facilities include: Sampling sound/
storing samples to disc and loading samples from disc/ deleting por
tions of samples/ inserting and copying portions of samples/ adding
echo (with full control of parameters)/ overlaying (i.e. adding) two
samples/ four quadrant multiplication, and time reversal. Suitable for
Archimedes 305, 310, 410 or 440 machines.

£110+£16.50 vat

FOURIER ANALYSIS

A-y»*r.

The transform module performs a 256 point FFTin 10mS. It is supplied
with a harmonics editing and 3-D display package, which allows any
filter function to be applied to a waveform. Applications include:
Fourier synthesis/voice recognition/real time note recognition, and
real time spectrographics.

£40 + £6 vat

SPECIAL OFFER: BOTH FOR £140 + £21

cheque or m.o. allow 28days for delivery

k.A

T-TT* afi±

ift|§^ armadillo systems ltd
17 GLASTON ROAD UPPINGHAM LEICS LE15 9PX

0572 822499

STATISTICAL PROGRAMS/
BBC MASTER. ADFS

For Scientific, Educational, Engineering,
Medical and Biological Applications

This is an advanced scries of statistical programs for the
comprehensive analysis of a wide variety of data. The program is menu
driven and very easy to use. Analysed data can be printed out in
numerical form, graphs or histograms on EPSON compatible printers or

HPGL plotters.

TESTS

Means, Chi-Squared, Student's T-test, Paired T-test, Anova,
Regression, Correlation, Fisher Exact Probability, Mann-Whitney
U-test, Wilcoxon Ranked Pairs Test, Kruskal-Wallis Anova,
Wald-Wolfowitz Runs Test, Spearman Rank Correlation, Kendal Rank

Correlation, Kendall Concordance, Histograms, Scattergrams.

DATA ENTRY

By on-screen scrolling editor (max of 1500 numbers, 750 pairs of
observations). Data can be stored, loaded, modified, formatted, listed

and plotted.

OUTPUT

Text to Epson compatible printer, Graphics output uses a fast screen
dump routine to Epson printer, or serial output to HPGL plotter.

PRICE £80 + VAT

Order From: Newcastle Photonic Systems, The Medicul School,
FramliriKton Place, The University,

Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 4HH.
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MUSIC

Not many micros get the chance
to shine under the Hammer

smith Odeon spotlights. For
Vince Clarke's collection of four

BBC Bs and a Master it's all in a

day's work. Since he adopted the UMI
MIDI system four years ago they have
played a part in all his records with his
group,Erasure. Now they even control the
lighting effects and slide shows which are a
feature of Erasure concerts.

I spoke to Vince and producer Eric
Radcliffe as they put the final touches to
Erasure's latest album The Innocents. Its

songs, including the single Ship of Fools,
further develop Vince's trademark sound of
richly textured synthesisers from its tinny
beginnings seven years ago on Depeche
Mode's hits like New Life.

The studio isfull ofexpensive equipment,
with several racks of keyboards dominated
by a huge central mixing desk - all flashing
lights, control knobs and sliding faders.
However, Vince is sitting in front of a less
than totally flash Casio synthesiser with
Master and monitor perched precariously
on top. Various Rolands, Yamahas and
Prophets gather dust on each side. An
Apple Macintosh sits unused in one of the
quietercorners.

It isabout seven in theevening, but in the
stuffy, windowless room it could be any
time of day or night. Unlike many musi
cians Vince prefers to work during the day
and to go home in theevening. Singer Andy
Bell is theopposite; he had chosen to work
what Vince calls the nightshift and isn't
expected for a few hours yet, so there is
time for an interview with Acorn User.

T started to get interested in synthesisers
years ago when I was in Depeche Mode. I
wasn't a very good guitarist and when these
keyboards came out, cheap monophonic
ones, I started using them.'

He demonstrates thejerky robotic move
ments the band used to make their two

finger playing technique seem practised and
confident and not a result of the limited
technology which allowed only one note at
a time to beplayed.

Keyboards have come a long way since
then, and home computers, MIDI control
lers and samplers have all helped to open up
musical technology. Now the UMI MIDI
system is well established and sophisticated
enough to do everything Vince demands.
'We writethe songs at home, mainly on the
guitar, and only use all this equipment when
we get into the studio. We bring in all our
dodgy demo tapes, and build up the songs
from them. To save studio time and money
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we program the drums, and perhaps the
bass at home, on a Casio keyboard and a
Roland TR-505.

'One of the good things about the UMI
system we use is that it comes from a small
company. If I don't know how to get an
effect or something goes wrong I can phone
up Lynton Naiff who makes it and get an
answer and the help I need.'

The lyrics are left till last with singer
Andy Bell just humming or yodelling the
vocal lines till he and Vince have stopped
arguing about the words. This sometimes

causes problems but Vince thinks it is the
bestway for them to work.

Before then thebacking tracks have to be
recorded. Vince works by layering one
track on top of another till the sound and
texture is right. Using MIDI simplifies this;
in the middle of the ranks of keyboards and
little black boxes is one keyboard, desig
nated the master keyboard, and the compu
ter and UMI controller. Pressing the keys
on the master keyboard produces drum or
bass sounds, or samples from the other
keyboards or whatever is switched inat that
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time. Vince explains: 'You start off with a
two-bar pattern. You've got two ways of
recording it; one-shot, where you play it
once and the computer records it, and
looping. Then it keeps repeating the pattern
and you can add things. Using the master
keyboard I can add drum sounds one by
one, starting with the bass. It corrects the
timing automatically, although you can get
it to record slightdiscrepancies.

'At first I would use thecomputerto play
things I couldn't, the fast bits, by entering
them step by step. Now the edit facility
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ERASURE
HEAD

Whydoes chart-topping band Erasure preferBBCs and Masters to
moreexpensive music-makingequipment? Vince Clarke reveals all

Carol Atack

means that I am able to scrutinise and

correct a real performance.
Tor thatyouleave thekeyboard and turn

to the computer and the edit page. There
you can see what you've done visually, all
the notes and mistakes.

'Each note can be adjusted. There are
parameters for things like length of notes
and volume. I might impose a universal
gate, to make all the notes the same length,
or use the slope facility to make the high
hats get louder through the song. When
you've made all the patterns you assign
them to a page and link them up there.

'When we add the vocals, a verse or
chorus might be the wrong length but it's
easy to dropin extra patterns.'

One advantage of theUMI system is that
it has four MIDIports(to which thesynths
are connected) rather than one, as is stan
dard on the Atari ST. Producer Eric ex

plains: 'Having only one MIDI port slows
down the handling of information. That
means that if you have 16 synths connected
to it they tendto get outof time.'

MIDI as a means of control is capable of
much more than mere music. Vince allo

cates spare channels to controlling the
lights: T assign the last four channels and
some notes on the keyboards to the lights
and program them just like music. It's just
triggers really. It's so much better having
the lights properly timed than a horrible
mess, and you know they'll be the same
every night.'

Howeverit is Eric who hascome up with
the most inventive application of MIDI: his
robot the 'MIDI Man'. 'I've already built
him on a small scale. He's very humorous;
hecan dance, stufflike that. We've even got
himto play a keyboard. At the moment he's
only small but I hope to make him on a

larger scale. The small version is pretty
convincing but it will be very different at
human size.'

While the two of them plan these diver
sions the central problem of the reliability
of computers used in the volatile musica
arena still remains. Relying on the
machines, as Vince does, instead of backing
tapes to provide sound on stage takes a
certain amount of courage. Travelling from
town to town and country to country
being flung from lorry to stage and back
again takes a lot out of equipment designed
to sit quietly on a desk. The BBC's firm
construction gives it an advantage over
many other machines for survival 'on the
road'. Says Eric 'The last thing roadies are
concerned with when they're unloading
anything is whether they've broken it. A
computer's not like a guitar; youcan'tput a
new string on it. If it goes it goes. Butour
only difficulty with the BBC has been the
extended model Bs where the board falls off

and it rattles when youunpack it.'
There are advantages; taking a computer

and a couple of boxes of discs on tour
means fewer heavy keyboards and conse
quently a smaller road crew. Vince now
takes four computers with him to avoid
potential mishaps, although the problem
centres not on the computer but the availa
bility of a steady power supply. 'Sharing a
power source with other equipment causes
problems. Someone switches on the lights
and thecomputer crashes.'

Vince points out that any piece of equip
ment is liable to fail under the strain of

touring. Now he often leaves thecomputer
to look after all the keyboards and drums,
and devotes his energies to playing guitar. 'I
always keep a close eye on the computer,
though,' headmits. 'It's theband.'
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UMI$equ,ebcert

In 1983 UMI was the first micro-computer based MIDI sequencer tobe
adopted by professional advertising, film and recording musicians.
Chosen now, as then, forits unparalleled user-friendliness it isa music
composing and performing system which pre-requires no knowledge
of computers or music.

UMI can be mastered in minutes by building up music outofanything
up to 127sections (long or short)which canbe recorded in step-time
(like a musical word-processor) or in real-time, and then chained
togetherfor final playback by the computer, through a synthesizer —
traditional sequencing.

But UMI will also operate on a far more sophisticated level. You can
start inexpensively by using UMI to drive one synthesizer and, in
stages, build up a huge MIDI set-up. You will then want asequencer to
provide facilities whose importance may not yet have occurred toyou.
UMI is such a sequencer. It hashad to be tosatisfy the most stringent
demands ofitswide professional user-base, often providing thecentral
control for MIDI systems costing hundreds of thousands of pounds!
(You shouldsee Vince Clarke 'live'!).

Designed to run on any BBC micro, the UMI-3s and UMI-4M combine
literally orchestral potential with unmatched ease-of-use. If you want to
know why 'Erasure', 'Bros', Alan Tarney (Cliff Richard's producer/
writer and A-Ha), Genesis' Mike Rutherford and a host of others use
UMI in preference to all other sequencers please write or phone for
further details.

17 Parkfields London SW15 6NH.
Tel: 01-788 3729

DATE

TIMEMOUSE
DRIVER

MULTIPLE

WINDOW

MANAGER

EXTENDED

OPERATING
SYSTEM

UPTO I28K

RAM OR ROM
W////M&

Real Time
CONTROL APPLICATIONS

From Paul Fray Ltd I

i l i ' • •

For School, Business, Home or
Laboratory ... i I I -

\SPIDER The Software

Fiftyadditionalkeywords expanding BASIC'S controlover the User
Port, Serial Portand keyboard by invokingBASICprocedures from
external events.

• Foreground/Background processing
• ROM/RAM combinationtakes no memory
• Leaves BASIC programs unaffected
• Easy to install withno soldering

FROM £65

The HardwareTERMITE
Eight configurable input/output lines
Status indicators for each line
Outputs rated at 2A, 5 to 30 V DC
Opto-isolated and fused for safety
Fully compatible with SPIDER
Comprehensive manual including driverutilities
Ideal fordrivingmotors, lamps, sensors etc.

ONLY£79

Prices inclusive of VA T. Please add £3 forp&p

Wealso supplya fullrange of industrial digital, analogue and
serial cards foruse withSPIDER. Formore information on any

Paul Fray product please telephone (0223) 66529

(Trade Enquiries Welcome)

Paul Fray Ltd, Wlllowcroft, Hlston Road, Cambridge CB4 3JD

THE ONLY

SINGLE BOARD

EXPANSION WITH ALL
OF THESE FEATURES

AND
FULLY INTEGRATED

MANAGEMENT

66

EASY '
INSTALLATION

CONFIGURABLE FOR PRINTER BUFFER

COMBA TIBLE WITH

SECOND PROCESSOR DFS & ADFS

APPOINTMENTS MANA GER

A UTO RUN BASIC PROGRAMMES
AT POWER-UP

The Garth, Hampsfell Road, Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria, LA11 6BG Telephone: 044 84 4604
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MUSIC

THE UMI
LEAGUE

Want to make music to professional standards? Then the UMI sequencer,
which allows you to control musical instruments using your BBC micro, could be your answer

If you've ever played around with the
SOUND and ENVELOPE com

mands in BBC Basic, you'll have
found that subtlety of tonal character
is not the Beeb's strong point. You

probably thought that the only music you
were likely to produce would besomething
akin to the repetitive overtures so popular
ingames. But times change and the compu
ter revolution has come to electronic music

as well: there is now a world standard

which enables you to produce high quality
music-MIDI.

What is MIDI?
MIDI standsfor Musical Instrument Digital
Interface. It is a standard which specifies
both hardware - a serial interface - and the

software - the protocol needed to enable
communication between electronic musical

instruments. The software is designed to
enable any two MIDI-equipped musical
instruments to talk to each other at least at a

basic level. In general, MIDI allows one
'master' instrument to control the workings
of other 'slaves', the MIDI inputeffectively
replacing the fingers on the slave's
keyboard, plectrum on strings or whatever.
You can control a drum machine by tapping
ona keyboard forexample.

MIDI is a digital standard, and one of the
best ways of manipulating digital informa
tion is by computer - for example the BBC
micro. But the MIDI serial interface runs at

31.25 kilobaud, nearly twice as fast as the
BBC serial port's highest speed. So how can
you use MIDI witha BBCmicro?

UMIisasystem which enables you to use
your BBC as a MIDI controller. There is a
small hardware box which acts as the

interface between the 1 MHz bus and user
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Martin Russ

port and the five-pin DIN sockets of the
MIDI world, plussystem software supplied
on a ROM. Once the two ribbon cables and

the ROM are installed, all it needs is a
::"UMI command to get going. Then the
micro can communicate with your MIDI
instruments, can gather data from them and
sendthemcommands to play notes.

Musical structures
Stop and think about music itself. You need
some idea of what you want from a system
designed to control music. The first thing
that springs to mind is that music seems to
have many things happening at once -
drums, bass, vocals and other instruments
all have separate parts, but they usually
occur at specified times - on beats. There is
also a structure to most music - there are

repeats of verses or choruses, and classical
music oftenseems to develop in a mathema
tical sort of way.

It seems as if you would need a system

capable of controlling several musical events
at once or in parallel. Most computer
languages work sequentially, carrying out
oneinstruction afteranother, and soparallel
events aren't common.

UMI keeps all these parallel strands of
music simple. You can record melodies or
phrases and then play them back. Using an
analogy with drum machines, these sections
of music are called patterns. You can have a
maximum of 127 patterns, and bearing in
mind the repetitive nature of music, this is
easily adequate - much like using proce
dures in Basic, the simple ones can be
reused and built into many complete struc
tures. Each pattern can be as short as one
beat or as long as 255 beats, so you can
work on phrases of any size you want.
Usually a pattern length based on the
number of beats in a bar, say eight or 16
beats, isa good choice, and there aresteps in
between the beats for finer detail. Most

usually, a pattern will contain the notes for
one instrument for a bar or two.

There are two methods of inputting the
music into a pattern; real-time and step-
time. Real-time is a 'tape recorder' emula
tion, with the advantage of instant 'tape'
rewind. Allyoudo isplay thenotes on your
MIDIkeyboard - and theBBC micro stores
them and can replay them at will. You can
even overdub continuously as you record,
adding new sounds to what you've already
got, making the building up of complex
patterns easy and quick. If you do not like
what you have recorded, it is easy to
re-record with a single key press. Step-time
gives more precise control over what hap
pens, because you enter each event indi
vidually. So you would play a note, chord
or rest, decide on its length, and then move
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ARCHIMEDES
& BBC SOFTWARE

INTER-CHART
A general purpose chart and graph
plotting program that can display
data in the most easily understood
format—graphically.

While it integrates directly with other
members of the 'INTER' family it can
also accept data from ASCIIfiles,
produced by WORDWISE,VIEWand
programming languages such as
BASIC.

Supports line, and bar graphs, pie
charts and also scatter graphs.
These may be automatically
scaling, or the user may view any
portion of the scale so allowing
'zooming' into any area of interest.

Pie charts may have highlighted
segments (pulled out) with the
values optionally displayed as
percentages.

All graph displays may have
optional text headings or messages
positioned anywhere on screen.
These are saved with the graph and
may be edited at any time.

Multiple graphs can be held in
memory at the same time. Any
number of graphs may be overlaid
allowing easy comparisons etc.
(Not applicable to pie charts.)

Graphs may be displayed in any
BBC graphics mode. The colours of
bars, lines, or segments may be
altered from a simple table of
colours. In addition special striped
colour combinations and a variety
of cross hatching styles are
available for bar charts.

Where appropriate either axis may
be displayed with a log or linear
scale, and optional dotted
graduation lines are available.

INTER-CHART has built in screen
dump routines for EPSON matrix
printers and compatibles. Other
screen dump routines may be used
from within (or external to) INTER
CHART for other printers or plotters.

BBC ROM-£32.00 VAT

(£36.80 Incl.)
Archimedes ROM £25 VAT (£28.75 Incl.)

INTER-WORD
The ultimate word processor for the
BBC Micro.

The most comprehensive WYSIWYG
image of the final page showing at
all times, page breaks, headings,
footings, bold text, underlines etc,
ensuring the page on screen looks
as close as possible to the final
printout.

Works in 40,53,80 or a special 106
column screen mode and offers
super-fast scrolling in all modes,
even sideways scrolling ifnecessary.

All margin and tab settings are
controlled by rulers placed in the
text. These may be altered by
moving the cursor onto the ruler and
simply dragging the required margin
or tab to the new position. All text
controlled by the ruler is instantly re
formatted to the new settings.

Pull down menus may control nearly
all operations—no complicated
commands to remember. This
ensures that it really is easy to use.

Printer control menu allows easy
access to all printers'special effects
and allows easy configuring to any
printer. Printer codes may be saved
and re-loaded—no need for special
printer drivers.

A special multi-file mode enables
very long documents to be
generated, even to the size of a disc,
yet enables simple movement to
any page in the document.

File selector for all file operations.
This enables fast and very simple file
name selection when saving,
loading etc.

Integrates directly with other
members of the INTER family and
with SPELLMASTER, the fastest and
most flexible spelling checker
available for the BBC.

BBC ROM £49 VAT (£56.35 incl.)
Archimedes ROM £39 VAT (£44.85 incl.)

INTER-SHEET
Asimple to use, but very powerful
spreadsheet program offering many
unigue features.

The fastest spreadsheet available for
the BBC Micro.

The largest capacity spreadsheet.
This means more data and larger
spreadsheets are possible.

40, 80 and a special 106 column
screen mode. Especially useful for
viewing large sheets.

Multiple spreadsheets in memory at
once. Data from one may be
included in the calculations of other

sheets.

Super-fast replication allows
anything from a single box to an
area of the sheet to be copied to
any other position. Formulae may
be automatically updated relative
to their new positions.

Simple WORDWISE like cursor
movement.

A unigue windowing system enables
any row or column to be fixed on
screen, while allowing the sheet to
scroll underneath. Simpler than
other windowing systems yet more
flexible.

While it integrates directly with INTER
WORD it can also transfer data to

and from other word processors
such as VIEW and WORDWISE.

A large range of standard maths
functions is included in addition to
special spreadsheet functions such
as AVERAGE, COUNT,IF..., LOOKUP,
MAX, MIN, SUM etc.

Simple auto-prompting commands
structure. If youca^i't rememberthe
complete command syntax, just
enter the first letter and INTER-SHEET
will prompt from then on.

BBC ROM (2 chips) £49 VAT
(£56.35 incl.)
Archimedes ROM £39+VAT (£44.85 incl.)

All the above ROMs are fuily compatible with DFS, ADFS, Econet, all BBC machine variants and Watford or Aries shadow
RAM boards.

MEGA

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED

MEGA 3-
the single chip solution
A new single 1 megabit chip
containing complete versions of all
the above programs is now

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place
Hemel Hempstead

Herts HP2 6EX.

Telephone 0442 63933

available. This replaces 4 chips and
so offers a more compact and more
economic way of obtaining the
above three programs.

BBC ROM £85 VAT (£97.75 incl.)
Archimedes ROM not yet available.
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on to the next event. Step-time allows you
to enter very complex sequences of notes
into patterns, as well as giving very precise
control overwhen the notes happen.

You now have a pattern recorded and
want to play it back. This is where some of
the parallelism comes into action. Suppose
that the pattern you have recorded is a bass
sequence common to large parts of the
music. You can play this back, and use it as
a guide as you record new patterns in
real-time. This process could then be re
peated, monitoring the bass sequence and
recording patterns forotherinstruments.

You can play back as many patterns at
once as you wish, but the essence of music
is to hear how they sound when played
back ina particular order. This iswhere you
use the next level up in UMI's structure:
youcan assemble 'chains'of patterns, which
will then play back in the order you have
specified. The UMI software provides 16
separate parallel 'tracks', each of which can
play a different sequence of patterns. Each
track can be assigned to any one of up to 16
MIDI-equipped musical instruments. The
first track, track A, is normally used as the
reference track, and can control repetitions
of the patterns, providing for very complex
ordering possibilities.

Storing yoursongs
Once you have recorded your patterns and
organised them intochains, and ultimately a
song, you will need to save them. UMI uses
floppy discs to storeeither patterns or chain
data, and has facilities to use the disc as a
voice file librarian forsynthesisers.

This means that the BBC micro can store

data on the type of sound produced by the
keyboards, whether a 'twang' or a 'beep',
analogous the ENVELOPE data of the
micro's internal sound system. But each
instrument has a different format for the

voice data - so far the Yamaha DX7 and

Roland D-50, JX-10 and MKS-80 models
are catered for, with support for more
under development.

Ifyou play back your composition, then
there will always be little improvements
you can make. UMI has two music editors.
One is a simple means of making quick
changes to patterns, and theoptional micro-
editor is a precise means ofgetting at things
on a single event level. You tend to use the
quick editor to tidy up patterns as you
record them, and leave the fine detail of the
micro-editor until later. Editing ina musical
context implies rather more than just chang
ing a few notes, and UMI provides a large
number of functions designed to provide
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Using UMI youbuild notes into patterns, patternsinto chains and chains into yourfinal song

barl stepal
bar! slep#2 .
barl -,ti?p«3 4 .-. -.!-•
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bar! xlvp!9 . _

v»loci «y« 64

Writinga pattern

meaningful changes to the often large
amounts of data which are produced by
MIDI-based music.

Professional system
The UMI hardware and software is a

comprehensive and well thought out means
of producing complex music to very high,
even professional, standards. But don't let
this put you off, rather think of it as giving
you an easy-to-use, powerful tool with
many facilities. UMI has gone through
many stages of refinement over several
years. The 4Mmodel is the latest version - I
found no serious bugs in the software and

thoroughly enjoyed using it. It offers a
complete composition and music program
ming environment. You record and edit
patterns, assemble them intotracks and play
back the completed song, all within UMI.
Speed of operation has been an important
part of the design, and so there are often
short cuts for experienced users. The re-
recording ofa pattern isparticularly easy, as
is transposing a patternwithin a chain.

All of the program is in ROM, so there is
no disc loading ofoverlays or segments, and
all the available RAM can be used for

storing patterns- and UMI makes the most
of the RAM by using mode 7.

Most of the important information is
audible, of course, so the screens can be
simple and uncluttered. This makes UMI
quick and easy to use, once you have learnt
a few of the key commands. While you are
learning, there is a disc-based help facility
which makes initial composition easy. You
can expect all the effort you put into
learning to be reflected in the final output,
so it really isworthgetting to know UMI!
UMI-4M costs £322 for the basic package.
The micro-editor is available as an addition
al ROM for £138. Umusic, 17 Parkfields,
London SWI5 6NH. Tel: 01-7883729.
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OFFERS
TELETEXT RECEIVER

We are so impressed by the exceptional
quality of the new BBC teletext adapter
that we have negotiated a special low-
price introductory offer exclusive to Acorn
User readers.

All orders received by July 31 1988 will
be supplied at £134 including VAT and
delivery (normal retail price £149). The
BBC teletext adapter is available at this
special price only through Acorn User.

The Advanced Teletext Receiver from

General Information Systems was
developed with the co-operation of the
BBC. It is the next generation of teletext
receivers for the BBC microcomputer
series and is the only BBC-approved
teletext adapter design.

The adapter incorporates many of the
advances made possible by recent
developments in teletext chip technology
all packed into a ruggedly built, compact
box, which can be either wall-mounted or
left free-standing.

Other key features include:
• Complete access to Ceefax, Oracle and
free downloadable software.

• Connection to the user port of the BBC
models B, B+ and the Master 128.
• Powered by the micro's 5v output.
• The only receiver with ATS Plus ROM
and on-board dedicated microprocessor
for superior performance. The ROM is
supplied with a function key strip and
excellent user guide.
• The software supplied with the receiver
is guaranteed to operate with BBC
transmissions.

• Tuning of the receiver is achieved

The most advanced teletext
receiver available

I

T^L
jr D3G3H

T E L E 8 C F T U A R E

NEXT Micro-magar ine 701

REPORT Education special
- software reviews 704

SCAT Programs available now..710
♦ INFO Program information 711
LIST Programs next week 712

TELESOFTUARE The programs 72©
to 731

Please send me

Advanced Teletext Receiver(s) at £134.00 inclusive of VAT and delivery.
NB: educational discounts are available - contact Seran at Acorn User.
Ienclose a cheque/postal order for £ made payable to GIS (Reader Account).
Please charge my Access/American Express £
Official order number
ACCOUNT NUMBER EXPIRY DATE

n

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

SIGNED DATE

Please send this coupon with your remittance to Teletext Offer, Acorn UserMerchandising,
20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ.
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using simple star commands.
• Ifyou are using teletext for a period of
time the terminal has the ability to keep
pages for you, updating them when new
data becomes available.

• Designed for the future: the receiver
offers upwards compatibility to full page
teletext and picture quality teletext.

The BBC is committed to developing its
telesoftware and has already made a large
amount of public domain software
available to its users.

You can also use the receiver's ATS
Plus ROM commands in your own
programs to extract data from the teletext
pages to build a personal database of
information. So you could keep track of
the fortunes of your favourite football
team, for example, or automatically check
up on the state ofyour share portfolio -
you could even build a system that
monitored the market, and then warned
you of changes.

We are pleased to accept official
educational orders, and educational
discounts are available for orders of five
or more: for more information telephone
01-490 1444 Ext 297.
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WORDPROCESSING

AUTOMATIC
WRITING
Once you understand InterWord's layout codes, you can

write Basic programs to create wordprocessor files

A wordprocessor such as Inter-
Word can be very useful in pre
paring weekly news-sheets.
News-sheets and circulars can be

particularly time consuming. In
my particular case, much of the material in
our parish news-sheet is repetitive, appear
ing at regular intervals. Much of the front
page is from the Alternative Service Book,
readings required by the congregation for
the next Sunday's worship. The back page,
a list of forthcoming services, always has
the same format. The time-consuming ele
ment is typing in the material, and especial
ly laying it out in tabulated form. As this
form is regular, the process can be speeded
up by using a Basic program to generate
the wordprocessor file. The readings for
the front page are more complex, but they
too can be generated automatically by
drawing the data from a database file
containing all the readings for a two-year
cycle of services.

Both these programs produce InterWord
files, so that the data can be combined with
the normal text of the centre pages of the
news-sheet. To do this, you need to under
stand how InterWord stores its data, and
the specific layout codes used to generate
underlines, indents and embedded charac
ters. If the Basic program is written cor
rectly, it can do all of this, so there'll be no
editing to do.

The DFS's *DUMP command allows a
disc file to be examined byte by byte. So
any InterWord file can be looked at, and
the control codes used can be discovered.

There are three ways of saving text from
InterWord's main menu. Option 8 allows
you to spool text, but this converts all the
layout codes to suitable spaces and printer
control codes. So ::'DUMP tells you no-
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*DUMP temp
OOOO OD CS 65 72 65 20 69 73 .- ere is

0008 20 61 6E 20 65 78 61 6D an exam

0010 70 6C 65 2E 20 54 68 69 pie- Thi
0018 73 20 73 68 6F 72 74 20 s short

0020 FO 61 72 61 67 72 61 70 -aragrap

0028 68 20 69 73 20 6D 61 72 h is mar

0030 6B 65 64 2C 20 73 61 76 ked. sav

0038 65 64 20 61 6E 64 20 74 ed and .

0040 68 65 6E 20 F4 68 65 OD hen the.

0048 2A 44 55 4D 50 20 69 73 *DUMP is

0050 20 70 72 69 6E 74 65 64 printed
0058 20 6F 75 74 2E OD ** ** out- .

Figure 1. An InterWord file examined by *DUMP

thing about how InterWord stores the
layout codes. Menu option l saves the
whole text, and stores all the layout codes.
But there also over 500 bytes of prelimin
ary data, which contain all your prefer
ences and default setup. The best way of
saving data for ::'DUMP is to use option 3,
a marked save. This saves just the text
between two markers. Then you have a
short file that can easily reveal the layout
codes Interword uses.

Figure 1 shows an example. There is
only one oddity, but an important one.
Almost every byte has the expected ASCII
code except bytes 0001 (&C8), 20 (&F0)
and 44 (&F4). In each of these cases, the
number is &80 more than the required
ASCII code - &48 is 'H', &70 is 'p' and
&74 is Y. InterWord uses the normal

ASCII codes, except when the character is
the first on a new line. Then it sets the top
bit of the character, in effect adding 128

(&80) to the ASCII code. This allows it to
distinguish between a 'soft' Return which
may change if the text is reformatted, and a
'hard' Return which marks the end of a

paragraph. When printing out text, if In
terWord encounters a character with the

top bit set, it starts a new line then prints
the character with the code 128 less. Aside

from the new line, 'top-bit-set' codes are
generally interchangeable with their lower,
normal counterparts.

Using ::'DUMP, the functions of most
other control codes can be discovered.

Most are one- or two-byte codes, with just
a few exceptions.

Single-byte codes are the simplest. For
example, code &.09 means 'print the next
character at the next Tab marker'. When

storing text, InterWord can also store the
current positions of the markers, and code
&0A is used for denoting a single marker
in the text. The Return code is used only to
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raRFECTi

The DTP package
that does what you want!

"Pixel Perfect is a desktop publishing package of almost
awesome proportions that will fit into any BBC. Pages are
created directly onto a mode 0 screen and this should meet
every conceivable need of the most ardent DTP enthusiast."

"The graphics capabilities of Pixel Perfect are excellent - the
facilities are easy to use and a vast array of effects can be
achieved."

"A useful and exciting facility is the easy import of whole
screens created using any package in other graphics modes.
The conversion to mode 0 and grey shading is faultless and
shades may be inverted. The printout routine is very fast and
makes page viewing redundant."

"Here is a DTP package that does what you want."
Micro User. May 1988

Iwnrdor Pr f?[,T?.re inform,ation on the best BBC desk top publishing system available write to
AVP School Hill Centre Chepstow Gwent NP6 5PH Telephone 02912 5439

^Ss

I III"'
AVP

fllCRO flEDIR Computer Supplies Ltd.
514 Unbranded Discs

25 SO 100 250

SS/DD 9.30 18.40 34.60 73.60

DS/40T 10.40 19.60 36.30 76.25

DS/80T 12.20 23.10 43.10 90.85
DSHDPCAT's 39.90 71.45 133.55 293.25

5Va Coloured Discs
DS/40T 12.45 23.55 39.95 91.50
DS/80T 13.45 25.40 47.40 99.95

5V4 Reversible
2 Index Holes 8c Notches
DS/80T 15.50 28.50 55.00 125.00

3V2 10 20 50 100
DSDD 11.90 22.90 54.55 104.35

5'/4 Branded flESOflsasDiscs
SS/DD 6.40 12.10 28.30 51,70
DS/40T 7.50 14.15 33.15 61.30
DS/80T 8.50 15.95 36,25 71.25

DS/HDPCAT's 17.90 34.30 81,20 149,80
REVERSIBLE 9.75 18,50 43,85 81.50
Alldiscs supplied are with labels 5'/i" write protects,
envelopes & hub rings. 100% certified error tree
lifetime guarantee.

3!/2 Branded mcsc worn Discs
SS/DD 1370 26.90 64.40 122.60

DSDD 14.90 28.60 68.20 130,50
DSHD 38.95- 74.25 176.80 327.80

Anti

MD120 Static

Printer Ribbons
Priceeach Ribbon 2 6 12
Acorn Ink Jet 2.79 2.65 2.45

Acorn API 00 2.85 2.65 2.45
Centronics GLP 3.65 3.45 3.15

R.BLGR.BR.Y 4.65 4.40 4.00
Canon 1080/1156 2.99 2.85 2.70
R.BLGR.BR.Y 4.95 4.65 4,25

CtrlMn!20D 4.70 4.35 4.15
lpsonMXFXRX80FX800 3.35 3.20 3.05
R.BLGR.BR.Y 4.70 4.45 4.25
MX100/FX1000/FX105 3.90 3.70 3.50

R.BL.BR 4.95 4.70 4.50
LX80/86, GX 80 2.80 2.65 2.40
R.BL.GR.BR.Y 3.65 3.45 3.30
EX800 5.98 5.65 5.20

Juki 6100 MS 2.85 2.70 2.60

KaflaKP810/910 2.99 2.85 2,70
R.BL.GR.BR.Y 4.95 4.65 4.25

Panasonic KXP 4.65 4,40 4.20

R.BL.GR.BR.Y 6.50 6.20 5.85
ShlnwaCP80MS 4.10 3.85 3,55

Star NL10 5.25 4.95 4.70

R.BLGR.BR.Y 6.15 5.85 5.55

Please mix colours and types tor best prices.
R = Red, BL = Blue. GR = Green, BR = Brown.

Y = Yellow

If the ribbon you require Is not listed
please let us quote.

Space
Saver

Computer Paper
Plain fanfold. micro perf edges
Size Weight 1000's Price per box

gsm perbxlbox 3bxs 5bxs
1.1x914 60 2000 14.50 13.90 12.90
11x9'/; 60 1000 9.50 -
llx9M> 80 2000 19.75 18.10 16.75

11x9^ 80 1000 11,90 -
EXACT A4

ll%x9'/4 70 2000 20.50 19.25 18.30
90 1000 13.90 12.85 11.90

Computer Labels
Continuous fanfold, sprocket fed
Price per 1000 1000 3000 5000

70x362%xl'/ift 4,85 3.85 4.30

89x363'Axl'/i6 5.35 4.50 4.10

89x493^x1^16 7,50 6.60 5.90
Please state no ot labels across sheet (1,2 or 3)

Disc Storage Boxes
Priceeach 1+ 3+ 6+

MD1205'/jx120 11.90 11.30 10.75
MD1005'/ixl00 9,90 9.40 8.95

MD50 5V4X50 7.50 7.10 6.75

Printer Stands pleach
Space Saver 80 col 30.50 28.50 26.95

132 col 35.50 32.90 31.25

Coated Wire 80 col 13.70 12.75 11.85

132 col 15.70 14.60 13.60

Swivel Bases wee each
12" 55x280x260 mm 12.90 11.75 10.90
14" 55x355x320 mm 14.90 13.55 12.75

Freepost, Dept. AU, Rydal Mount,
Baker St., Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3BR

(5 lines)
Access & visa

0707 52698
Out of Office Hours (Answer Machine)

Orders despatched 24 hrs

Please allow 5 days for delivery

Forguaranteed next day delivery please
ring - from £1.50 extra.
Postage covers UK only.

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF DELIVERY
AND VAT

Personal callers welcome

Weekdays 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturdays 9.30am - 1.00pm

SPRING CATALOGUE

OUT NOW 16 PAGES
Please ring or write for your free copy.

Wire Printer Stand

adjusts by front
dial turn 360°
Tilt up &
down 25°

12" 55x280 x 260mm

14" 55 x 355 x320mm 80 col HI 00 W310 D610mm

132 col HI 00 W430 D610mm
automatic

refolding of paper

/ IILI\U I IU-.U I mwmmmi
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mark 'hard' Returns, at the beginning of a
new paragraph.

The most frequently used codes are
two-byte sequences. Each of these has a
byte before a blockof text, and a matching
byte following theblock. These are used to
control theprinting style of the text, so for
example &0B is used to embolden the
following text, and &13 reverts to normal
type. A similar pair of codes, &0C and
&14 are used to start and stop underlining.
There is also a pair to denote a marked
section (&.0F and &16), although these
never appear in a ::'DUMPed file saved
using menu option 3 - because this saves
only the text between the markers.

There is only one triplet code, and three
codes with four bytes. The triplet is used
to force an unconditional new page. Inter
Word stores a &01 byte, followed by the
current line number, followed by &87. The
last code must be &87, not &07, because
the new page must also start on a new line.
A conditional new page is set in a similar
way, using code &02, followed by the
current line number. Then comes a code

representing one less than the number of
lines needed to accomodate the text on the

page. If the number of lines available falls
below this threshold, then any following
text will be forced onto the next page. The
four-byte code is terminated by &87.

Headers and footers are controlled by
theother two four-byte codes. These begin
with either &1A (headers) or &1C (foot
ers). Head and footer definitions are num
bered and stored separately, and the text
contains only the old and new index num
bers rather than the whole header. In fact,
you have to add &20 to the header and
footer numbers. This is all terminated by
&1B for a header, &1D for a footer.

There are three types of embedded com
mand codes, which send specific printer
control codes to the printer, or set operat
ing system or colon commands. For exam
ple, to define the embedded printer control
code 27,31,13, the InterWord text would
have to contain &1E, followed by three-
Return characters and &1F. These three
Returns are characteristic of embedded

commands, as a star command can be
stored in the text with &1E, Return, the
text of thecommand (for example, :;'CAT),
followed by two Returns and &1F. A
colon command for the built-in program
ming language is similar, the text being
preceded by two Returns and followed by
Return and &1F.

Finally, new rulers can also be written
directly into files by a Basic program. This
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SUMMARY OFCODES

Dec Hex CTRL

0 &80 @
1 &01 or &81 A

2 &02 or &82 B

3 &03 or &83

4 &04 or &84

5 &85

6 &86

7 &87

D

E

F

G

9 &09 or &89 I

10 &0A or &8A J

11 &0B or &8B K

12 &0C or &8C L

13 &0D or &8D M

14 &0E or &8E N

15 &0F or &8F O

16 &10 or &90 P

17 &11 or &91 Q

Function

Show new line

Force new page

Conditional new

page

Enter page

number

Enter pause

Ruler - 1st byte
Ruler - 2nd byte
Last byte of code
1, 2 or 5

Tab character

Single marker
Bold start

Underline start

Carriage Return
(new paragraph)
Dotted start

Marked section

start

Centred text

start

Right-aligned
text start

18 &12 or &92

19 &13 or &93

20 &14 or &94

21 &15 or &95

22 &16 or &96

23 &17 or &97

24 &18 or &98

25 &19 or &99

26 &1A or &9A

27 &1B or &9B

28 &1C or &9C

29 &1D or &9D

30 &1E or &9E

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

31 &1F or &9F _

Justified text
start

Bold end

Underline end

Dotted end

Marked section

end

Centred text end

Right-aligned
text end

Justified text end
Change header
number - 1st byte
Change header
number —last byte
Change footer
number - 1st byte
Change footer
number —last byte
Embedded '•%*:',

or printer code -
1st byte
Embedded '*',':',

or printer code —
last byte

THE TEAM PARISH OF BRAUNSTONE

St. Peter's and St. Crispin's

News-sheet Vol 4. No. 17

7th Sunday before Easter

14 Feb. 198

This Week's Theme Christ the Friend of Sinners

Introductory Sentence
The Lord is gracious and merciful and his compassion is

over all that he has made. Psalm 145.8,9

Collect

Merciful Lord,
grant to your faithful people pardon and peace;
that we may be cleansed from all our sins
and serve you with a quiet mind;
through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Psalms

32 5, 119.65-72

The end result: an automated news-sheet

gives you precise control over the format
taken by the text when it is printed out by
InterWord. The structure of the ruler can

best be described by looking at the default
ruler. This starts with &85 and &86; make
sure you don't use &05 and &.06 because
the ruler takes up two lines on screen, so
the two top-bit-setcharacters are needed to
cause new lines and allow enough room.

The next three bytes define the left margin
for the first line of a paragraph, the right
margin, and the main leftmargin. The main
left margin is where most lines start: the
first line of a paragraph can be indented or
hanging. All of these are stored in terms of
character positions along the ruler, minus
one. Next in the ruler come two zero

bytes, followed by the Tab markers. Again
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NEWS FORALL ACORNUSERS IN
BIRMINGHAMANDTHEWESTMIDLANDS ENTER THE EXCITING WORLDS OF

Dinosaur Discovery, Box of Treasures

Granny's Garden, DragonWorld,

Flowers of Crystal, The Big Calculator

Zoopak, Tele-Book, BushRescue

A L P H A

M .1 C R 0 T E C

OFFERS

EVERY ACORN SYSTEM FROM
ELECTRON TO ARCHIMEDES
ON DEMONSTRATION. PLUS A
FULL RANGE OF DISC DRIVES,
MONITORS, PRINTERS AND
ACCESSORIES.

ALL REPAIRS DONE ON THE

PREMISES. ESTIMATES FREE
OF CHARGE., ACORN SPARES
ALWAYS IN STOCK.

SHOWROOM -

WORKSHOP -

ECONET- INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE
AND TRAINING. EXTENSIVE
WORK UNDERTAKEN IN THE
EDUCATION AND HEALTH
SECTORS.

WESPECIALISE IN EXPERTADVICE- SPEAK TOUS FIRST

021 - 745 - 8998
OPEN TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 9.15-6.00

321 STRATFORD RD. SHIRLEY. SOLIHULL. B90 3BL

"SEND A5 20p SAE FOR BROCHURE"

4MATION EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

LINDEN LEA. ROCK PARK. BARNSTAPLE. DEVON EX32 9AQ
TELEPHONE: 0271 45566

ELECTRONIC MAILBOX TTNS 01 :YNK045

•mi.'infHl wsmEsm msmmsESSEsnm

Bas i c Mono Colour Panasonic KX P1081 £169.00 No PSU Drives AMX Design £62.98

A305 803.84 861.34 1033.85 Panasonic KX P1082 £243.80 Ahkter 40/80 4O0K Single £118.95 AMX Mouse+Superart+OS £71.94

A310 891.25 948.75 1121.25 Panasonic KX PI592 £455.40 Ahkter 40/80 8O0K Dual £229.44 AMX Superart £44.94

A310M 960.25 1017.75 1190.25 Panasonic KX P1595 £547.40 Cumana CSX400 Single £138.54 AMX Database £22.44

A410 1608.85 1666.35 1838.85 Panasonic KX P1083 £363.40 Cumana CDX800S Dual £256.45 AMX Desk £22.44

A440 2643.85 2701.35 2873.85 Citizen 120D £171.63 Pace PSD3 Single £137.13 Extra Extra! £22.44

Epson LX800 £268.80 Pace PDD3 Dual £254.86 AMX Stop Press £44.98
************

FREE !!

n & Zarch

Epson L0800

*******

£539.05

With PSU Drives

Ahkter 40/80 4O0K Single £131.69Graphic Writer, Artisai
****** worth £89.85 ****** Epson GQ350O la3er £1692.68 Ahkter 40/80 800K Dual £276.20 Discmaster E13.80U

This advert Is printed on the Cumana CS400 Single £161.95 Tel text Tape £4.02U

Full range of Archimedes podu1e3 GQ3500. we offer a special help Cunama CD80OS Dual £305.94 Master File II Disc E11.50U

etc etc stocked - ring for price line on the GQ3500 rfith custom Pace PSD3P Single £161.71 Printwise Disc E14.95U

software soon !!! Pace PDD3P Dual £302.73 Sleuth RCM £17.25U

******** Quickcalc Disc £11.500

•IMIU—1MM

Master Guide Book £11.65

Viewstore/Sheet Book £11.65
View Guide Book £11.65

Master Emulator RCM £17.94

Program Discs for books £7.14

MllMBtlMMMMM

System Delta+Card Index £58.45
Deltabase (Archimedes) £26.94
System Delta Plu3 (Arch) £62.95
Accounts Packages al1 at 10%
Discount *«* We can offer you
expert Training on all the
Accounting Modules if you run a
business and want complete
control of your stock etc etc

•)ii.:.»7Jii™ni»i.»«i.-i

Digimouse+Artroom

Digimouse+Graphic
D1gimouse+Illustrator

£53.91

£35.91

£40.39

•.^'/I^llM-i.'l-VHkM

a

•Master Series from £351.86

•Compact series from £375.69
•Compact Professional :-
Computer,Monitor,Brother Daisy
Wh*el & OverView from £709.03

• Special Cambridge 288 £267.37
full range of EPRCM/RAM packs
and all other accessories all

at discount prices

•Sec/Oser BBC B's from £199.00

•Used 6502 Second Processors

£103.50

Master 512 Module £205.96

Super special offer Dot Matrix
Micro P BOcol MP 135 £159.36

BHBDi

ACP .25meg RAM Cartridge £74.34
ACP Battery backed RAM £37.17

ACP RCM Adapter 2 £13.90
ATPL S1deway3 RCM Board £41.50
ATPL Mouse £32.70

Cambridge Z88 32K RAM £18.95
Cambridge ZB8 32K RCM £18.95
Cambridge Z88 128K RAM £47.43
Cambridge Z88 128K RCM £47.43
Cambridge Eprcm Eraser £37.95
Cambridge Modem £94.93
Morley AA Board £43.64
Morley RAM Di3c 1 Meg £189.92
Morley RAM Disc 2 Meg £332.41
Morley Teletext Adaptor £107.95
Pace Linnet Modem tnc Ccmratar

Ccrnns RCM £143.86

Pace Nightingale Modem £102.46
Philips TV tuner £62.93
Vine Micros RCM Board 3 £17.94

Vine Micros ROM Board 4 £26.94

Watford Dual Drive £149.500

Voltmace Delta 148 £9.200

Acorn Master Cartridge £9.200

Peartree Mast Cart PEP002 £9.20U

Hard Disc Units

Ahkter 20meg H02000 £539.94
Ahkter 4Chieg HD4000 £809.94
Viglen 20meg Drive 0 £584.07
Viglen 20meg Drive 1 £494.09
Viglen 40meg Drive 0 £940.49
Viglen 40meg Drive 1 £737.08

MM

Basic Editor £23.92

C language £80.03
Education Compendium £11.96
GXR ROM £23.92

ISO Pascal RCM £55.20

Lisp £18.40
Loglstix (Archimedes) £102.46
Micros in Business £39.95

Twin (Archimedes) £30.00
View 3.0 £47.84

View Index £11.96

View Plot £23.95

View Professional £79.94

View Sheet £47.84

View Spell £31.95
View Store £52.61

—nan—a

•We stock the complete range
Beebug Soft all Discounted

•ranranua

Alpha Base (Archimedes) £44.94
Artisan (Archimedes) £35.95
Toolkit (Archimedes) £35.95
Beta Base 5.25" package £26.99
Beta Base 3.5" package £30.59
Fontwise 5.25" package £26.99
Fontwise 3.5" package £30.59

•BBBraan

Inter-Base £55.20

Inter-Chart £29.44

Inter-Sheet £45.08

Inter-Word £45.08
Inter-Chart (Archlmedes) £23.00
Inter-Sheet (Archimedes) £35.88
Inter-Word (Archimedes) £35.88
Mega 3 RCM £87.97
Spell Master £47.19
Wordwise Plus £45.08

ARM Ass Lang Book £11.65

Genie in a Box

Genie Junior

Genie Master Cartridge

Genie Utilities

Genie Real Time Clock

6502C B2P Sec Processor

£71.41

£22.49

£71.41

£8.94

£26.08

£80.95
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Philips 8833 colour

Philips 8852 colour
Philips 8873 colour
Philips 7502 Creen
Microvitec 1431

Microvitec 1441

Microvitec 1451

Kaga Taxan Sup/v II
Kaga Taxan Sup/v III

£251.95

£309.46

£624.54

£83.65

£211.64

£254.15

£430.10

£335.51

£395.98

Special Std. Res. Tatung Colour
Monitor **•* £169.00

*We Specialist: in Trading in
Used Hardware & Software also

we Will buy in certain
software & Hardware.

•Anything we have for almost
Anything you have.

»*« NEW LAMPS FOR OLD !! »»*

•The above aro just a few of
The Items we have on our lists

at present we have over 950 !
ploase telephone or send a
large SAE for up to the minqto
prices on hundreds of items.

Adv Disc Toolkit
Adv Di3c Investigator
Adv Control Panel

Adv 1770 DFS

Adv ROM Manager

£32.08

£26.73

£32.08

£32.08

£13.90

•All Pr1ce3 in this Advertlsment

include VAT at 15%

Po3t and Packing charges 92p for
light Item, £1.95 for medium
1tem3. Expensive products £7.48
courier delivery

Mini Office disc 5.25 £12.70

Mini Office disc 3.5 £16.45

Inst. Mini Office RCMS £44.94

COMPUTECK Dept ( M U )
I.O.O.F. House

69 High Street West
Glossop

Derbyshire SK13 8AZ
VISA/ACCESS Tel. 04574 65953

MKIHiHfra

Replay Tape to Disc
Romboard 3

Romboard 4

Write Protect Switch

Used TD ROM for BBC B

Wight Signwrlter
Fonts for above each

£31.48

£17.94

£26.94

£8.05

£13.80

£26.94

£5.17

*• We Stock ALL the popular and
unpopular games both new and
used from as little a3 £1.72

•We are mainly Mail Order but
personal callers are welcome
to collect goods and arrange
for demonstration of computers

and accessories.

Please Telephone to arrange
appointment first.
Items Marked U are Used Stock
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these are simply character positions minus
one. There can be any number of Tabs, but
the list must be ended with &87. Inter-
Word's ruler can be up to 120 characters
wide, but there is also a minimum width of
10 characters.

In InterWord, you can search for the
occurrence of most of these codes using the
Search function called with CTRL-G. All
you need to do is specify for example ",E"
for the first &85 byte of the ruler — the
other Icharacters are shown in the sum
mary table. This searching doesn't work
with the Search and Replace option from
the main menu, though.

Once you know what sort of codes you
need in an InterWord document, it is
possible to produce repetitive parts of that
document from a Basic program. All the
program has to do is send the required
textual data and control codes to a disc file

using BPUT#. Remember that you can't
use PRINT# to send strings, because Basic
stores its strings in reverse order in data
files, and precedes them with identification
codes that InterWord doesn't understand.

Listings 1 and 2 are examples showing the
principles of the method, although clearly
any program for a real job would be more
complicated.

The first program merely illustrates how
to open a new file, then place text into it.
The word 'BOLD' is written out by
PROCbput, one character at a time. You
can't use PRINT# because this reverses

the characters in the string. To embolden
the text, it is preceded by a 'Start Bold'
code, &.8B, and followed by an 'End Bold'
code, &93. The second program opens a
new file and writes out a ruler, complete
with a nine-character hanging indent and
Tab stops every five places. Finally a piece
of text is centred below the ruler. Notice
that the first and second programs both use
PROCbput - theonly difference is that the
first version places a Return character at
the end of every string, whereas the second
allows several strings to be written onto
one line. Finally, both programs close their
file with CLOSE .

Once you've produced your file, you
can load it into InterWord using the Load
Text at Cursor command, option 4 in the
main menu.

Now you can create InterWord files
from a Basic program both quickly and
easily, and you can use all the page layout
and formatting features that InterWord can
offer. Our parish news-sheet can now be
written automatically, by a Basic program
that requires only today's date as input.
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WORDPROCESSING

10 REM to print 'BOLD' in bold
20 :

30 -f7.=OPENOUT "FILE"

40 a$=CHR$(&BB)+"BOLD"+CHR*(&93)

50 PROCbput (a*,-f 7.)
60 CLOSE* i"/.

70 END

80 :

90 DEF PROCbput <str*,ch7.)
100 LOCAL 17.

110 IF str*="" THEN GOTO 140

120 FOR I7.= l TO LEN(str$>

130 BPUT# ch7., ASC<MID$<str*, 17., 1) )
140 NEXT

150 BPUT# -F7., &0D
160 ENDPROC

Listing1. SimpleBasic programfor bold text in InterWord

10 REM

20 REM

30 :

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170 :

180 FOR

n'/.-l STEP

190 BPLJT#

200 NEXT

210 :

220 BPUT# f%, &87
230 :

240 BPUT# *"/•, &90
250 PROCbput("This
260 BPUTtt *"/., &17

de-fine a 50

and centred

lmargin%=9
rmargin/l=54
indent7.=-9

tabs7.=5

character

text

f7.=0PEN0UT "FILE"

BPUT# F/., &85

r/.s

*•/.,
r/.,

ruler

BPUT#

BPUT#

BPUT#

BPUT#

BPUT#

BPUT#

&B6

1margi nX+i ndenf/i
rmargi n7.
lmargin
0

0

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

I7.=lmargin7.+tabs7.
tabs7.

•f7., 17.

TO rmargi

is centred" ,-f 7.)

CLOSE**

END

f/.

DEF PROCbput (str$,ch7.)
LOCAL 17.

IF str*="" THEN GOTO 370

FOR I7.= l TO LENCstr*)

BPUT# ch7., ASC(MID*(str$, 17., 1) )
NEXT

ENDPROC

Listing2. Defining a ruler and centring text
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N HCCS ASSOCIATES LIMITED
575-583 Durham Road
Engine Lane
Low Fell

Gateshead

Tyne and Wear NE9 5JJ
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Telephone: (091) 487 0760
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Archimedes Computer Systems

Archimedes 305 £699.00

Archimedes 305 Mono System £749.00

Archimedes 305 Colour System £899.00

Archimedes 310 £775.00

Archimedes 310 Mono System £825.00

Archimedes 310 Colour System £975.00

Archimedes 410 £1399.00

Archimedes 410 Mono System £1499.00

Archimedes 410 Colour System £1599.00

Archimedes 440 £2299.00

Archimedes 440 Mono System £2349.00

Archimedes 440 Colour System £2499.00

Archimedes Podules /Upgrades

0.5Mb RAM (Archimedes 305 only) £89.00

Floppy Disc £125.00

20Mb Hard Disc+Podule (300 Series) £499.00

Podule Backplane £39.00

Archimedes/Master Econet Module £40.00

5l/>"Floppy Drive Module £24.00

Master Series

Master 128 £365.00

Master Turbo Module £95.00

Master Eprom Cartridge £11.00

Master Compact Series

Master Compact Entry System £349.00

Master Compact TV System £363.00

Master Compact Mono System £399.00

Master Compact Colour System £549.00

RS 232 Kit £26.00

Additional Floppy Disc Drive £99.00

Pal TV Adaptor £26.00

Scientific Series

4Mb Workstation £3250.00

32016 1Mb Second Processor £1050.00

Panos 1.4 Upgrade Kit £29.00

X25 Gateway £2150.00

Gateway Access Pack £130.00

BBC AIV System

BBC AIV and Domesday System Prices on request

HCCS - PRODUCTS

Video Digitiser £99.00

Includes ROM and Disc Software.
Facilities include, image grab, outlining,
smoothing, window manipulation, distance and
area measurement charting of relative eight
grey scale quantities.
Acceptsstandard video signals. Menu driven.

Voice Recognition System £299.00

Utilising state of the art NEC chip set.
Teaching mode 128 word capacity. Down
load from disc any number of 128 sets. Can
be used instead of keyboard after teaching.
Almost 100% recognition rate. The up and
coming input method.

EPROM adapter for 1Z.5V EPROMS 2764/128/
256 fits virtually all current blowers enables
the use of cheaper Eproms £15.00

CDT/TVEI componentry price list on application.

All prices are exclusive of V.A.T. All items are subject to availability. All prices are subject to change
without notice. Price and stock status available on request. Official orders welcome. Carriage free.

ECONET SERVICE EDUCATION SCIENTIFIC DOMESDAY GENERAL CUHAIIA' SERVICE WITEC SERVICE ^Tr-ri^B-
CENTRE CENTRE CENTRE DEALER DEALER DEALER APPROVED DEALER CENTRE APPROVED DEALER CENTRE m (d<N-HL

SERVICE
j CENTRE

IEEE488 INTERFACES FOR THE

ACORN ARCHIMEDES AND
SPRINGBOARD COMPUTE** SYSTEMS

Succeed with LCL Self-Tuition Courses

UlJ=|£}=£llj Highest ever marks in
recentreview.

Hons. graduate/teacher authors.
World leader (24 countries)

The combination of Acorn 32 bit RISC Technology and Intelligent
Interfaces hardware and software design results in a high
performance interface which fully implements the IEEE Std 488for
communication with test and measurement instruments.
Intelligent Interfaces designed, develop, manufacture and support
the Acorn IEEE488 Interface for the BBC Model B, B+ and Master
128 Microcomputers.

Officially Appointed Acorn Scientific Dealer.
Officially Appointed Compaq Dealer Associate.

Intelligent Interfaces Ltd
43b Wood Street Tel: 0789 415875

Stratford-upon-Avon or 0703 261514
Warwickshire CV37 6JQ Telex: 312242 MIDTLX G

SIGN CUTTING SYSTEM
Computer Controlled Knife Plotterfor
Self-Adhesive Vinyl or MaskingFilm.

Letteringup to 300mm High with perfectlycut
edges and automatic spacing.

Ask forsamples.

PLOTTER/CUTTER E4000 -l- VAT

SOFTWARE
** NEW RELEASE**

BBC BASIC (88)Foryour PC. Yes!Your
favouritelanguage lo run on your Amslrad
1512/1640or most P.C. Compatibles.
Thisnew version can use the wholeol your
PC. memory. Prlco £100 1 VAT.

LETTER - AHTFor perlcct letter
cutling'drawing, supportsaround20 plotters
and can produce perlcct outlines ol letters
horn 10mmto 1800mm (6tt) ityou havea
large plotter!! Prlco C2000 l VAT.

L0G0CAD Forperlcct digitizing ot logo's or
drawings lor cutting with the vinylplotter.
ComeswithCherryA.3.graphicsdigitizing
tablet. PrlcoE950 t VAT.

NOTEAll the above sollwan

Compatibles with DOS3.0.
son P.C.

LEEWOOD DEVELOPMENTS LTD
UPTON, CAMBS. (0480) 890860
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IKtJlJ for beginners (from
foadult), exam candidates

or teachers with any BBC"Micro (B, B+, Master, Compact,
Electron or ARCHIMEDES BB

h'-ffl immediate dispatch

£5 off total for 2 courses, £10off for 3, £17offfor four, £24 off for five
SOFTWARE. Each course includes 24 programs on up to
105 topics held on 2 discs/tapes and usually with 2 books
and a voice tape and costs only £24.

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE All animated, colour graphics
MICRO FRENCH (8-GCSE) Withreal speech &graphics adventure game

Best seller, highly acclaimed
Eng. Language or EFL with real speech
(new enlarged)

MEGA MATHS A-level course with all Calculus by graphics

HOME COLLEGE I?I4YI Open learningcourses ol video, software and books.
Pass GCSE, and (when available) degree.
Choice of MATHS, ENGLISH, or FRENCH. Only
£49 99 each

SEND COUPON OR PHONE ORDERS OR REQUESTS FOR FREE
COLOUR CATALOGUE AND POSTER TO:
LCL (Dept A) Melody House, 13 Deanfield Road, Henley, Oxon RG9 1UG

MICRO MATHS (11-GCSE)
MICRO ENGLISH (8-GCSE)

OR RING (0491) 579345 (10am-10pm)

NAME ADDRESS

TITLE COMPUTER 40/80/Disc/Tape/3l/2"disc
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EDUCATION

GETTING DOWN
TO BUSINESS

Using business simulations in the classroom is a good way to help pupils understand
both how businesses work and how they use computers

The business studies department of
most secondary schools often
works closely with the computer
studies or IT department; their
areas of interest overlap. This is

because data processing applications form a
large partof both syllabuses.

You might expect business studies to be
dealing with computer use at a practical and
case study level, but most of the GCSE IT
syllabuses also have a practical case study
examining industrial applications. The
Southern Examining Group syllabus for
1987/8 uses a supermarket till and stock
control simulation, the Northern Examin
ing Association has a personnel monitoring
system case study and the Midlands Ex
amining Group studies the operation of the
DVLC in Swansea.

In the recent moves towards integrating
computers and information technology into
the wider curriculum, this area is one where
success will be easiest. Many IT co
ordinators, whose brief it is to integrate IT
into the curriculum, are drawn from busi
ness studies teaching because they are so
closely linked. This article examines a cou
ple ofareas ofcompatibility and some of the
teaching materials available.

It is widely accepted that secondary
cross-curricular activity is best undertaken
on the same basis as primary 'topic'
teaching. Thetopic workapproach assumes
that the area of study crosses a number of
curricular boundaries. In the study of a
trading operation then, it should bepossible
to look at a number of issues; stock control,
till operation, staff monitoring and
accounts, for example. This particular set
relates specifically to the use of computers
in retail management.

Other more general issues are also in
volved; financial planning, credit card use

ACORN USER JUNE 1988
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Micros in Business: cut down view family

from the store's and the customer's view

point, advertising and display techniques
andpersonnel management.

With the second set of areas an imagina
tive teacher will enlist the help of other
departments within a school. For example,
the moral issues raised by thefree availabil
ity of credit and persuasive marketing tech
niques can be expanded upon in the huma
nities department, or thecontrol ofpersonal
finances and the budgeting strategies of
businesses and corporations can be de
veloped in personal and social development
groups. So, too, can the issues relating to
personnel management - workers' rights
and howthey relate to the law. These areall
topics which provide fresh insights into a
business which are not necessarily empha
sised in the business studies course.

Subjects like stock control, however, may
bedealt with as part of an integrated theme
within the business and computer studies
areas. There are many simulations available
that allow theuser to setupsmall businesses
and steer them through a number of years'
tradingactivities.

One example of this type of material is
the Cement Business Game from RBRC
Software. This package of materials was

developed in conjunction with Blue Circle,
and involves setting up and running a
cement company, looking at all aspects of
the business. The aim is to promote
forward-planning and an understanding of
the consequences of risk-taking in business.
The package is group-based - each group
manages a separate version of the same
company, with a competition to select the
most successful. The incentive as far as the

pupils are concerned is that this is a
dynamic, interactive 'game'. For the
teacher, it's a means of putting the pupils
into a situation that is as near the real thing
aspossible.

The package comes complete with asetof
players' guides and posters illustrating the
cement industry. Thegame isaimed at sixth
form students and those in further and

higher education who require this type of
business simulation.

At the other end of the spectrum is the
excellent Micros in Business suite of mate

rials marketed by Acornsoft. These look at
the electronic business tools available -

wordproccssors, spreadsheets and databases
- and provide an overview by using cut-
down versions of the View family of busi
ness applications. These materials have a
two-fold purpose - introducing the con
cepts of basic business tools and their
relation to the business operation, and
providing a primer to anadmittedly old but
still widely used set of business tools. Many
schools have standardised on the View

family, and this situation is reinforced in
those schools which have installed Master

128s as they come provided with the View
and ViewSheet packages.

The thingwhich makes Micros in Business
attractive to both business and computer
studies teachers is that the classwork may be
biased towards either or both subject areas.
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OVERSEAS MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS

COMPUTER SUPPLIES AT WHOLESALE PRICES
FREE CARRIAGE

BULK DISKS Certified & Guaranteed

25 60 100 200
5'/4"DSDD48T £8.90 £16.90 £31.90 £60.00
5'/4"DSDD96T £10.90 £19.60 £39.90 £75.00

Supplied with Envelopes, Labels & Write Protects

10 25 50 100
3!/2"DSDD £11.90 £25.00 £49.00 £95.00

Supplied with Labels

COLOURED DISK Free Library Case

SY»" DSDD 48 TPI £6.90 per box of ten
Colours: RED, BLUE, GREEN., YELLOW & WHITE

CLEANING KITS

HEAD CLEANING KITS

5% £2.50 3'/2 £3.75

DISK STORAGE BOXES
Special Offer with Disks

3'/2

3'/2

40

80

£5.90

£7.90

With

50 Disks

100 Disks

120 Disks

40 Disks

80 Disks

48T

£21.90

£37.50

£46.90

135T

£45.90

£83.90

96T

£25.90

£45.00

£55.50

All Storage Boxes are with Lock and come with 2 Keys

PRINTER STANDS

YU-S24 UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND
Knock-Down type. A cantilever refold paper
trays use no table space. Fits all printers,
standard carriage and wide. Made ol molded
plastic.
£19.50

PRINTER RIBBONS

Price per Ribbon
AMSTRAD 8512/8256 £3.95

DMP 2000/3000 £2.25

BROTHER HR15MS £2.75

CITIZEN 120D £3.75

COMMODORE MPS 801 £4.00

DIABLO

EPSON

JUKI

PANASONIC

QUME

STAR

HYTPYE II MS £1.90

FX/RX80 FX800 £2.75

MX/100/FX1000 £3.75

LX80/86 £2.25

6100MS £2.50

KXP110 £3.95

IV M5 £2.50

NL-10 £4.50

MOST OTHER MAKES OF RIBBON

AVAILABLE, PHONE FOR DETAILS

PLEASE NOTE PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF

VAT @ 15% FREE POSTAGE IN U.K.

YU-S25 K/D PRINTER STAND
Made ol molded plastic. Feeds and
refolds paper underneath the printer
takes up hardly more space than tin
printer itself
YU-S25A: lor 80 col. printer.
YU-S25B: for 132 col. printer.
80 column £28.50

132 column £32.50

COPY HOLDERS

YU-H32 COPY HOLDER

WITH ADJUSTABLE ARM
Size: 914" x 11 '/2"

With smooth slide line

guide. £19.50

PLASTIC LIBRARY

CASES

5V*"x 10

£1.75 win disks £5.90

3 Vi " x 1 0
£2.50 with disks £13.90

CHEQUES OR POSTAL ORDERS TO:

OVERSEAS MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS
(REFAU) GREAT MEADOW ROAD, BEAUMONT LEYS

f?% LEICESTER LE4 OQA. TEL: 0533 340114
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS ACCEPTED - TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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MENTOR the Master compatible computer system

Monitor type No Monitor Mono Monitor colour Monitor
One 40/80 disc drive 2801 £475.00 M2801 £549.00 MC2801 £749.00
Dual 40/80 disc drives 2802 £575.00 M2802 £649.00 MC2802 £849.00
20 Megabyte Harddisc 2820 £895.00 M2820 £969.00 MC2820 £1169.001
Delivery £14.00 persystem

Mentor computer systems are fullyAcorn compatible and have all i/o ports
accept all co processors, add ons and Econet.12 months guarantee.
We take BBCB's ,BBCB Plus and Master computers in part exchange
EDUCATION AND VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

fifilililTilififil filllJiIilTTOiifiTlililil

OAKDisc Drives for BBC Computers
New uncased 40/80 half height.double sided.Mitsubushi
discdrives12 months warranty £67.00 P&P£5.001
New cased 40/80 half height.double sided.Mitsubushi
disc drive £89.00 P&P £6.001
New dual cased 40/80t,half height.double sided.Mitsubushi
disc drives £178.00 P&P £8.001
Cased drives come complete in metal cases colour matched
to the BBC computer.and include fitting instructions and
formatting/utilities disc and are covered by our 12 month warranty.

mmssiniiiTiTiiiifTTiimTniiiTyiiTi
Build your own hard disc system.
New 20 Megabyte hard disc Seagate ST225N £265.00 P&P £8.00
OAK hard disc host adaptor and software
Acorn ADFScompatible £55.00 P&P £3.00
40Wattswitch modepowersupply for harddisc £45.00 P&P £4.00 |
Ifthese three items are purchased together delivery£-10.00

Little used Master 128 computers (12 months guarantee) £295.00 P&P £6.00
Second hand BBCmodel Bcompletely overhauled
guaranteed 3 months from £249.00 P&P £6.00
BBCupgrade kit (processor & keyboard housings) £29.00 P&P £5.50
Single Disc Drive Case £7.00 P&P £2.00
Dual Disc Drive Case £14.00 P&P £2.75
Single Power Cable £2.95 P&P £1.00
Dual Power Cable £3.65 P&P £1.00
Single Data Cable £3.95 P&P £1.00
Dual Data Cable £5.95 P&P £1.00

tmmmtiwtinwTHITIlITHIIUia

3ZXXE

IIltllTITTl
bbc B and B Plus spares
Keyboards £25.00 P&P £3.50
Power Supplies £38.00 P&P £3.50
Plastic cases £12.00 P&P £3.00
17 Way Keyboard connector £1.00 P&P £0.50
Clear plastic keystrip £2.00 P&P £1.00
Speaker grill £1.00 P&P £0.50
Speaker Assembly £2.00 P&P £0.50

Master spares
Keyboards £56.00 P&P £3.501
Motherboard £246.00 P&P £5.00
Power Supplies.£51.00 P&P £3.50
Speaker Assy £2.00 P&P £0.50
Batterypack £2.75 P&P £0.501
(with Batteries)

Ao

Letter quality Dalsywheel printer
Foronly£115.00 plus£5.00 Delivery plusVAT.

This compact daisywheel printer with bidirectional printing for use with
home and business computers provides 8 characters/second printing, 80
characters per line.with either 10 or 12 characters/inch. Parallel
(Centronics compatible) interface.

Specification
Printing method Daisywheel bidirectional
Printing speed 8 characters/section

Parallel (Centronics compatible!
8.5 inches (216mm)
6.7 inches (170mm)
80characters@i2cpi
66 characters® 10 cpi

Character set
Type style
Paper feed

ASCII
Elite (Pica optional)
Frictional roller,
one sixteenth of an inch

Copy capacity Original and three copies
Power source 240/250 ac
Power consumption 28 Watts (max)
Dimensions 14"(W)x4.1"(Hlx9.7"(0)

(355 x 104 x 247mm)
Weight Approx 7lbs(3.3kg)

EDUCATIONAND VOLUME DISCOUNTAVAILABLE

PLUS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
if you are not completely satisfied (Goods are to be returned by
insured parcel post, postage paid, goods should be in as new
condition and returned within 10 working days).

LOCAL GOVERNMENT.GOVERNMENT ANDEDUCATION AUTHORITY
ORDERS ACCEPTED.

PRICES EXCLUDE V.A.T. U.K.CUSTOMERS
PLEASE ADD 15% TO (TOTAL COST + P&P)

OAK COMPUTERS.CROSS PARK HOUSE,
LOW GREEN,RAWDON,LEEDS LS19 6HA.
TEL:(0532)502615.TIX:51311 RELAYS G.
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For example, the package contains a sub
section called 'The Small Business Suite',
which examines the use of software by a
fictitious small building company. At the
same time, the spreadsheet, database and
wordprocessor sections examine the work
ings of these tools, their applications to a
business, and the ways of getting the best
use from them.

One of the mostcomprehensive business
simulations is the MEP's Business Data
Processing. It includes a simulation - Lei
sure Unlimited - which is also available as a

separate product. The whole pack was
designed for the GCSE Computer Studies
National Criteria, and every local education
authority has received a master copy, which
may befreely distributed. Sadly, the volume
of materials involved makes this hardly
practicable. It may be that your LEA
computer adviser has copies that are avail
able for loan or purchase. Failing that,packs
can bebought from Resource.

The materials comprise readers, case stu
dies, projects and classroom reports, as well
as thesoftware tools discs which enable you
to string together data processing routines
into structures appropriate to a number of
business simulations. Leisure Unlimited it

self is a mail order catalogue simulation
which teaches through a series of 'in-tray'
exercises. It covers ordering procedures,
invoicing, despatch, statements and pay
ments. It simulates the jobs of staff in five
main departments - sales, accounts, ware
housing, computer operations andcustomer
service. Students role-play these jobs and
process orders in a normal day's trading.
'Errors' are designed into the system to
provide real-life problems that have to be
resolved. All the forms and computer mate
rials needed for the pack are included as
copy masters so that the dedicated sets of
materials may bemade foreach group.

GSN's Mail Order pack is similar. It is
marketed through Mercury Educational
Products as part of Granada Television's
Micro at Work series, for which GSN has
produced most of the software. Like Lei
sure Unlimited, MailOrderalso simulates a
mini-enterprise, in which the structure of
the business and content are created by the
groups of role-playing pupils. The trading
simulation takes place over a fixed period.
This package uses the Key database de
scribed last month in Acorn User. The data

file already contains a catalogue of some
mail-order items which can be extended.

Once again,copyable materials areprovided.
The problem with any of this type of

material is that it rarely relates directly to

ACORN USER JUNE 1988

EDUCATION

Cement BusinessGame was developed in conjunction with 'real company' BlueCircle

the children's own lives - and nowadays
that's a definite pre-requisite in theprimary
classroom. The use of second-hand experi
ences is still acceptable in the secondary
school, however, and indeed is often dic
tated by the nature of the material the
children may behandling.

It is interesting to see a further set of
materials which actually relate fairly closely
to something which most children have
experienced at first hand by theage of 12 or
13 - the fast-food checkout.

Trader from Star Devices provides a
simulation of the typeof till used when you
order your 'quarterpounder with cheese
and fries to go'. This uses the Concept
Keyboard as its input medium - a device
that bears a great resemblance to the tills in
fast-food chains. Not only do these tills
display the amounts of money about to
change hands, they also provide the oper
ator with a visible reminder of the products
ordered by the customer, as each item on
the menu has a dedicated button.

The till operation covers not only the
present transaction but also updates stock
and accounts records. The thing this pack
age lacks is a set of curriculum notes.
Having said that, it is unlikely that teachers
will have any difficulty in integrating this
type of software into their general syllabus.
These programs may be configured to
enable exploitation in other ways, present
ing a different model of reality. It would be
interesting to use them in an actual trading
operation within the school - school lun

ches, a tuck shop or as part of some other
enterprise, perhaps.

Finally, an interesting overview of the
way your gas bill isarrived at isprovided by
the Gas Billing System from Addison Wes
ley. It examines all aspects of billing,
including connection and dis-conncction
and its associated moral conflicts, plus the
reasons for errors underthis typeofsystem.
Although the package is designed for
GCSE, BTEC and CPVE courses, it will
prove valuable within the business studies
area too. The pack comprises teacher's
book, pupil's book andsoftware.

There is room for much co-operation
between computer studies and business
studies. A school's particular situation will
naturally dictate the extent to which such
co-operation can take place. But the almost
unique links between the two disciplines in
the upper age range of secondary school
provides an opportunity for integrated and
highly motivating work.
RBRC Software, 12 Collegiate Crescent,
Sheffield S10 2BA. Tel: (0742) 682321.
Acornsoft, Technopark, Newmarket Road,
Cambridge. Tel: (0223) 214411.
Resource, Exeter Road, Doncaster DN2
4PY. Tel: (0302) 63800.
Mercury Educational Products, PO Box
194, Sevenoaks TNI5 8TZ.
Star Devices, Harman House, Andover
Road, Winchester S023 7BS. Tel: (0962)
63626.

Addison Wesley, Finchampstead Road,
Wokingham, Berks. Tel: (0734) 794000.
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MASSIVE SAVINGS FROM THE MEGA-
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ARCHIMEDES-
305 BASE AK810 695.00
305 & mono monitor 72B.OO
305 & colour monitor 865.00
310 BASE AKB15 752.00
310 & mono monitor 804.00
310 & colour monitor 952.00
A3I0M AK830 815.00
A310M mono 865.00
A3I0M colour 1014.00
4 TOSERIES
Entry System 1399.00
Mono 1449.00
Colour 1599.00

440SERIES
Entry System 2299.00
Mono 2349.00
Colour 2499.00
Archimedes/Master Econet 43.00
0.5 MB RAM 89.00
Floppy disk 125.00
20 Mbyte hard disk&podule 499.00
1300only)
Podule Backplane 35.00
Archimedes Pref. Manual 29.95
Assm. Lang Prog Manual 11.00
Archmedes software in stock
MASTER 128
Complete with internal
Software 346.00
Master Turbo Upgrade 99.00
Master Econet Module 40.00
Master 512 Upgrade 189.00
Universal second processor 75.00
EpromCartridge 13.00
Reference Manual Part I 13.00
Reference Manual Part 2 13.00
BBCMASTER COMPACT
ENTRYSYSTEM
M28k' 'Single 640K Drive'
"Bundled Software* 313.00
TVSYSTEM

"I28K* "Single 640K Drive* *UHF
Modulator" "Bundled Software*

326.00
MONO SYSTEM
"I28K* "Single 640K Drive* "Bundled
Software* *12"High Res Monochrome
Monitor* 358.00
COLOURSYSTEM

*I28K* 'Single 640K Drive" "Bundled
Software* *I1" Medium Res Colour
Monitor" 491.00
MONITORS
Phillips BM 7502
12"Hi res. P31 Green Phospher Screen,
CVBSinput. Audio input Band width 20
MHz.2000 CHRS Display 68.00
Phillips BM 7522
Amber Screen 82.00
Phillips BM 7542
Dedicated WD phosphor Screen monitor

82.00

Phillips BM7513
12"Green IBM compatible 104.00
Taxan KX117

12" Green Screen P31 77.00
Taxan KX118

12" Green Screen P39 86.00
Taxan KX119

17' PUL Amber Screen 86.00
Taxan Super Vision 620 260.00
COLOUR MONITORS
Phillips CM8833
I4"CVBS and RGB medium resolution
colour monitor. IBM PC compatible. Fast
blankup to enable superimposing.
Stereo Audio. Ear phone socket. 600 dots
x 285 lines vertical 234.00
Phillips CM88S2
14"RGBprofessional med res colour. 700
dots x 285 251.00

Phillips CM8B73
14"RGB high resolution colour monitor
Res 850 x 480 478.00

MONITOR TO TV CONVERTER
AV 7300 Colour tuner module. Push
button control. 12preset channels. Built
m aerial. Compact design. Composite
video only 60.00

SWIVEL BASE
Tilt and swivel base for 12"or 14"monitor
or TV."Looks very elegant" at an
unbeatable price 9.00

SERIAL & PARALLEL T SWITCHES
Parallel T switch |2 way| 20.00
Parallel T Switch |4 way) 25.00

MITSUBISHI DISC DRIVES

Source 100% BBC compatible slimline
disk drives. All drives supplied complete
with formatting diskette,
comprehensive users manual and all
necessary cables. All drives are 40/80
Track switchable at the front and have
two years warranty.
S'A" Drives without P.S.U.
400ASingle 400KDouble Sided 98.00
SD 802C Dual 400K Double Sided

190.00
S<A" Drives with P.S.U.
400B Single400K Double Sided

117.00
SD 802E Dual 400K Double Sided

204.00
SD 802D Dual 400K Drives horizontally
mounted in a monitor stand to fit both
the BBC B and the Master series

230.00

Mitsubishi Bave drives uncased with
40/80 switch 77.00
SOURCE DISC DRIVES

Source SD35 V/f diskdrive, single drive
69.00

Source SD352 3'//' dual drive 125.00
Supplied cased complete with cables,
powered from computer. Extended two
year warranty
Source SD35S 3'//' single drive with
P.S.U 99.00
Source 352S 31// dual drive with P.S.U.

173.00

SPECIAL OFFER

Source 35S Combo Dual 5'/Tand 3'/i"
.' 160.00

Source SD3545S Combo dual 5'A"and
3Vy drives with P.S.U 216.00

WINCHESTER DISC DRIVES
Source HD20 Twillstar's 20 Mbyte
Winchester drive including Acorn DFS
ROM complete with P.S.U 433.00
Source HDP201 Twillstar's 20 Mbyte
Winchester drive and a 400K double
sided lloppy drive built in a plynth to
accommodate monitor on the top and
the computer underneath. Includes
ADFS ROM and P.S.U 694.00
Source TS10 10 Mbyte tape streamer
backup unit with utilities 565.00
Other size hard disks are available,
please call for our latest prices.
FLOPPY DISCS

Raven 5'/«"packof 10Ina clearlibrary
box 13.04
Raven 5!/Vrainbow colourpack of 10
in library box 13.04
Raven 3Vi" single sided pack of 10 In
library box 12.00
Raven 3Vi"double sided pack of 10in
library box 22.00
LOCKABLE STORAGE BOXES
Trackmaster SV*" 70 x 5'A" lockable

7.00

Trackmaster 5VV 100 x 5</Vlockable
9.00

Trackmaster 3W 10 x 3'//' lockable
6.00

Trackmaster 3>A" 100 x 3'//' lockable
9.00

PRINTERS
CANON PW10B0A
80 column. 160 cps draft 40 cps NLO
Built in friction & tractor feed ... 21700
CANON SSA
Wide version IBM compat 347.00
NEWJUSTARRIVED

STARLC-10 182.00
New enhanced version complete with
IBM & Parallel Interface
Sheetfeeder POA
STAR LC-10 Colour POA

Ribbon 4.70
STAR NB24-10 415.00

STAR NX1S 269.00

STAR NDW 259.00

STARNDIS 365.00

STAR NRI5 425.00

STAR NRW 325.00

STAR NBIS 585.00

STAR NB24-IS 525.00
MP200

200 cps draft. 40 cps NLQ. 7K buffer 1128
downloadable characters in NLO)
optional 8K memory 255.00
MICRO P MPI6S
80 Columns. 165 cps in draft. 35 cps NLQ.
Ultra high res. graphics. Friction and
traction feed. 2 Year warranty.
Epson or IBM compatible 173.00
MP20I

As MP200 with 136 columns ... 299.00

MPI3S
135cps. 80 column printer. Friction
tractor feed. NLQ. Epson & IBM
Compatible 126.00
MP480

480 cps dot matrixprinter. 74 cps NLQ.
80 column. Epson & IBM compatible.
Std parallel 303.00

TAXAN KXP8I5
Taxan KYP 815 new enhanced KP 810
with 160 cps and fully Epson & IBM
Compatible 260.00
TAXAN KZP9 IS

Taxan KXP 915 New enhanced KP
915 with 180 cps and fully Epson S
IBM Compatible 365.00
CITIZEN LSP WOP 175.00

!20/25cps 80 column Centronics IBM
Parallel
CITIZEN LSP 100S 199.00

l20/25cps 80 column RS232 Serial
NEC PINWRITER P2200

Cut sheet feeder
Serial interface kit

Font cartridge
NEC SPINWRITER 8800
8810 RS232

8830 Centronics
8850 IBM PC
NEC PINWRITER P9XL

P960XL
P965XL Serial/Parallel
NEC SILENTWRITER LC86+/LC890

LC866+ 1870.00
LC890 2995.00
NEC PINWRITER P5XL

P565XL Serial/Parallel
Pin tractor
Bi-directional tractor
Single bin cut sheet feeder.
Double bin cut sheet feeder,

Font cartridge
RAM cartridge

TECO VPI8I4
Overture 110

275.00
59.00
55.00

25.00

885.00

15 RS232 (Diablo) .... 885.00
885.00

885.00

885.00
970.00

740.00

50.00

125.00

240.00

440.00

40.00

30.00

173.00

EPSON PRINTERS
LX-800 199.00

FX-800 320.00

FX-1000 433.00

EX-B00 399.00

Ex-1000 545.00

LQ-800 430.00
LO-1000 580.00

LQ-2500 865.00

SQ-2500 1126.00
PANASONICKXP3131
FullyFormed Serial Impact Daisywheel
Printer. Print speed 17cps. Diablo
compatible print wheels. Print pilches
available are. 10. 12. 15and proportional
spacing. Standard friction feed and
optional tractor. Standard Centronic
optional RS232C. Builtwith 6K text buffer
expandable to 32K buffer 251.00
BROTHER HR 20

Daisywheel 8K standard buffer
upgradable to I6K. Standard serial and
parallel port 338.00
JUKI Daisywheel
Juki 6100 286.00

MP26 Daisywheel
Universal compatibility with almost all
personal computers at an unbeatable
price. Speed: 26 cps. 132 columns
Diablo 630 compatible 216.00
Optional Tractorfeed 82.00
Optional Sheet feeder 126.00
GAKKEN GPR-2000

Print speed of 18 characters per second
Fully Oume compatible. Takes Qume
exchangable Daisywheel and ribbons.
Selectable 10. 12 S 15 pitch. Supports
proportional spacing. Standard friction
feed. Tractor/cut sheet feeder and serial
interface optional 146.00

Take a holiday while your Computer
Is being repaired. Or take out one of
our repair contracts and be working
before you can even get to the airport.
Twillstar Computers Maintenance
Division Authorised Service Centre for
Amstrad and most IBMCompatibles. 24
hour on site and in house maintenance
contracts with loan equipment
provided In house repair service on Disk
Drives. Printers. Modems, Systems and
monitors. For further details call our
Maintenance Hotline on

01-574 5271
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SPECIAL OFFER
NEC P2200 PINWRITER

275.00 +vat

FREE PRINTER CABLE-
FREE PRINTER STAND

FREE 200 SHEETS PAPER
SHEET FEEDER £59.00

RIBBON £5.50
WHY SPEND MORE FOR PROFESSIONAL RESULTS?

24-pin dot-matrix printer. Letter-perfect pnnLj.

Hips
diameter. 2x12 staggered array

NEC MONITORS

for use with IBM/XT/AT and PS/2 plus ^P^,,,.,,,„ ,„ns|
4 PC compatible mKiocornpuiefs. It autr

all horizontal frequencies.from Ilb w-.^ supp0rts|
EGA enhancedEGA
standards.
MULTISYNC II

IFREE
IPRINTER
STAND

TnisTedesigned 14"'^^^^cnT^San me benefits of the pr™0^ "« ",^xr/AT and PS2synchronisation suitable to e wn u ^ CGA,

and Vertical Hold modes f57500i

and^^0CS?and from 50 to 90
MULTISYNC GS.
Offers tne user a nign '«"'u,h"'.'nware compatible with Imonochrome display wh.ch «I^^XdSync GS
IBM PC XT. AT. an^^;nFa^MCGAar,d VGA displaysupport> MDA Hercuto,CGA E^M^f ,ivp„eqlJ(..nclPSswnda-ds Iautomatalyio^on ™̂ ^ maj0(
g°aph,c!7sta°nda,ds Z ££» ***** ranging
from 50 to 70 HZ 1̂00.001
MONOGRAPH •^rr«£»~r™3r sys'tem whichTne paper * «f-J^ Sm& offers aI

VenturaPagemaker.

SPECIAL OFFER

(SAVE 29.00)
FREE

PRINTER

CABLE

FREEl

200 SHEETSI
OF PAPER!

When you buy aP«r^ta K*Pt°8''-
The faster and enhanced KX-P'OH- ''"L^-^j,

cps indraft mode. 24 cps mCZZ •
in NLO mode Fully Epson _

RX80 and IBM Matrix and /Tjgi*:.:- -^=Jg/\
Graphics Printers /-$-..,- f=( ]

compatible. Standard
friction and tractor

Iinterface is optional.

iii^iiiPi^ii^i^t^iiiaiMiii^i^ti^ii»l
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APEX HOUSE

BLANDFORD ROAD

NORWOOD GREEN

SOUTHALL

MIDD UB2 4HD

S 01-574 5271 or

•St 01-571 5938

Telex: 25247 Telex G.attn TIL I
Fax: 01-547 4326

You can purchase any of the Items listed. All you have to do Is write your
requirements on a sheet of paper, and we will despatch your goods within 24
hours, subject to availability. Please add the following amounts for Postage and
Packing.

Items below 10.00 add 1.50
Items below lOO.OOadd 3.50

Items below 50.00
Items over 100.00

add 2.50

add 8.00

|UK Mainland only) Allprices exclude VAT. Please add 15% VAT to all orders
Prices correct at time of going to press but subject to change without notice.
Please make cheques payable to: TWILLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD.
Access/visa Card Holders: Welcome.

VISIT OUR MEGA-COMPUSTORE OPEN 9am - 6pm Monday to Saturday

??;^
••&*
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STEP BY STEP

See Step by Step, page 37

Listing 1. Link file

10 REM Read and Display V.VS Link Fil
e

20 REM by Bruce Smith
30 REM -for BBC B/B+/M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User June 19BB

50 :

60 MODE 3

70 PROCsetup
BO PROCdisplay
90 CLOSE* ?handleX

100 END

110 t

120 DEF PROCdisplay
130 PRINT "Reading Information from Li

nk File""

140 PRINT TAB(5)|"Record"jTAB(15)j"Inc
ome"}TAB<25);"Expenditure"

150 FOR loop»l TO 12
160 PRINT TAB(5);loop;
170 PRINT TAB (15) jFNread (handle'/., 1,1oo

P>5
180 PRINT TAB (25) jFNread (handler., 2, loo

P>
190 NEXT

200 ENDPROC

210 :

220 DEF PROCsetup
230 PRINT "ViewSheet Link File Display
Utility""
240 handle7.=FNopen("10")
250 ENDPROC

260 i

270 DEF FNread (f7., x7., y7.)

ACORN USER JUNE 1988

2B0 LOCAL n

290 IF (x7.<l) OR (x7.>f7.?l) THEN PROCer

ror(l)

300 IF (y7.<l> OR (x7.>f7.?2) THEN PROCer
ror(2)

310 PTR# ?f 7.=6*((y7.-1)*f 7.? 1+x7.)
320 INPUT* ?f7.,n
330 =n

340 :

350 DEF FNopen(file«)
360 LOCAL fX

370 DIM f7. 2

380 PRINT "Opening V.VS";file*
390 ?f/.=OPENIN("V.VS"+file»)

400 IF ?f7.=0 THEN PR0Cerror(3)

410 PTR# ?f/.=5

IF BGET# ?f%<>8«AA THEN PROCerror (4420

)

430 PTR* ?f7.=3

440 f%?2=BSET# ?fX

450 f/.?l=BGET# ?f7.

460 =f7.

470 :

480 DEF PROCerror (number7.)

490 IF numberX=0 THEN REPORT

500 IF numbery.=l THEN PRINT "x paramet
er too big"
510 IF number7.=2 THEN PRINT "y paramet

er too big"
520 IF number7.=3 THEN PRINT "Sorry - n

o such -file! "

530 CLOSE* 0

540 END

81
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HINTS * TIPS

See Hints &Tips, page31

Listing I.Lotus menus

10 REM Lotus Menu

20 REM by Graham Crow
30 REM for B/B+/E/M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User June 19B8

50 :

60 MODE 0

70 ON ERROR PROCerr

80 PROCinit

90 REPEAT

100 PROCprog
110 UNTIL quit7.
120 END

130 :

140 DEF PROCerr

150 IF ERR=17 VDU 28, 0, Y7.+2, 79, Y7., 12,2
6:GOTO 90

160 CLS

170 REPORT

180 PRINT " at line ";ERL
190 *FX 4

200 *FX 229

210 VDU 23,1,1;0;0;0;
220 END

230 ENDPROC

240 :

250 DEF PROCinit

260 M7.=15

270 DIM menu*(M7.) ,sub*(M7.),place7.(M7.)
280 FOR J7.= l TO M7.

290 menu* (J7.) =STRING* (15, "*" )
300 NEXT

310 FOR J7.= l TO M7.

320 sub* (J7.) =STRING* (60, "*" )
330 NEXT

340 X7.=3:Y7.=0

350 init*=STRING*(M7.,"*")
360 quit7.=FALSE
370 line*=STRING*(79,"=")
380 PRINT TAB(0,3)line* TAB(0,29)1ine*
390 ENDPROC

400 :

410 DEF FNmenu

420 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;
430 *FX 4,1
440 VDU 28,0,Y7.+2,79,Y7., 12,26
450 COLOUR 129:COLOUR 0

460 PRINT TAB(73,Y7.+2)" MENU "
470 COLOUR 128:COLOUR 1

480 :

490 VDU 31,X7.,Y7.
500 FOR J7.= l TO N7.

510 PRINT menu*(J7.)" : ";
520 NEXT-

530 :

540 PRINT TAB(X7.,Y7.+1) sub*(l)
550 :

560 COLOUR 129iCOLOUR 0

570 PRINT TAB(X7.,Y7.) menu* (1)
5B0 COLOUR 128:COLOUR 1

590 :

600 init*=""

610 FOR J7.= l TO N7.

620 init*=init*+LEFT*(menu*(J7.) ,1)
630 NEXT

640 :

650 pos7.=X7.
660 FOR J7.= l TO N7.

670 pi ace7. (J7.) =pos7.
680 pos7.=pos7.+LEN (menu* (J7.)) +3
690 NEXT

700 :

710 item7.=l

720 escape7.=FALSE
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730 *FX 229,1
740 :

750 REPEAT

760 rem7.=item%

770 REPEAT

780 *FX 15

790 G7.=GET

800 I7.=INSTR(init*,CHR*(G7.)>
810 UNTIL G7.=13 OR G7.=136 OR G7.=137 OR

G7.=27 OR I7.>0

820 :

830 IF G7.= 13 OR G7.=27 THEN 990

840 IF 17.>0 item7.=I7.:G0T0 880

850 IF G7.= 137 i tem7.=i tem7.+ l: IF item7.>N

7. item7.=l

860 IF G7.=136 item7.=i tem7.-l: IF item7.<l
item7.=N7.

870 :

880 VDU 31, pi ace7. (rem7.) ,Y7.
890 COLOUR 128:COLOUR 1

900 PRINT menu*(rem7.)

910 :

920 VDU 31,place7.(item7.),Y7.
930 COLOUR 129:COLOUR 0

940 PRINT menu*(item7.)
950 :

960 COLOUR 128:COLOUR 1

970 PRINT TAB(0,Y7.+1)SPC(79) TAB(X7.,Y/C
+ I)sub*(item7.)

980 -:

990 UNTIL G7.= 13 OR G7.=27 OR I7.>0

1000 IF G7.=27 escape7.=TRUE ELSE G7.=item
7.

1010 *FX 229

1020 VDU 23,1,1;0;0;0;
1030 *FX 4

1040 =G7.

1050 :

1060 DEF PROCmainmenu

1070 N7.=7

1080 RESTORE 1140

1090 FOR J7.= l TO N7.

1100 READ n*,d*
1110 menu*(J7.)=n*

1120 sub*(J7.)=d*

1130 NEXT

1140 DATA Chart,Enter window on family
tree

1150 DATA File,Save or Load database
1160 DATA Edit,Create or Edit data
1170 DATA Link,Link individual by marri

age or parentage
1180 DATA Report,Reports and Enquiries

menu

1190 DATA Printer,Configure and enable
printer
1200 DATA Quit,Leave program and return
to BASIC

1210 sel7.=FNmenu

1220 IF escape7. VDU 28,0, Y7.+2,79, Y7., 12,
26:ENDPROC

1230 IF sel7.=7 qui t7.=TRUEs ENDPROC
1240 IF sel7.=5 PROCreportsmenu ELSE PRO

Cacti on

1250 ENDPROC

1260 :

1270 DEF PROCreportsmenu
1280 N7.=5

1290 RESTORE 1350

1300 FOR J7.= l TO N7.

1310 READ n*,d*
1320 menu*(J7.)=n*

1330 sub*(J7.)=d*
Continued •
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1340 NEXT

1350 DATA Anscestors,Print ancestor cha
rt

1360 DATA Descendants,Print descendant
chart

1370 DATA Search,Menu of search options
1380 DATA Table,Produce printed table o

f all members by name and number
1390 DATA Relative,Search for specified
relatives

1400 sel%=FNmenu

1410 IF escape"/. PROCmainmenu: ENDPROC
1420 IF sel7.=3 PROCsearchmenu ELSE PROC

action

1430 ENDPROC

1440 :

1450 DEF PROCsearchmenu

1460 N*/.=2

1470 RESTORE 1530

1480 FOR J7.=l TO N7.

1490 READ n*,d*
1500 menu*(J%)=n*

1510 sub*(J7.)=d*

1520 NEXT

1530 DATA Name,Search according to name
(or partial name)
1540 DATA Condition,Search according to
condition

1550 sel7.=FNmenu

1560 IF escape/. PROCreportsmenu ELSE PR
OCaction

1570 ENDPROC

1580 :

1590 DEF PROCprog

Listing2. Music sheet printer

10 REM Manuscript printer
20 REM by Terry Blunt
30 REM for B/B+/E/M/C/A & Epson print

er

40 REM (c) Acorn User June 1988
50 :

60 ON ERROR PROCerror
70 MODE 7

80 PRINT TAB(2,4) "This program print
s plain musical"

90 PRINT "stave lines on standard 'A4
paper."

100 PRINT TAB(2,7) "The program wi11 o
perate with any"

110 PRINT "EPSON compatible printer."
120 REPEAT

130 PRINT TAB(2,11) SPC(38) CHR*11;
140 INPUT "Number of sheets to print?

" sheets/.

150 UNTIL sheets/.>0
160 empty%=FNspace
170 :

180 FOR count/.=l TO sheets/.
190 VDU 2

200 FOR test/.= l TO 3
210 VDU 1,0
220 NEXT

230 VDU 3

240 PRINT TAB(5,13) CHR*(136) "Printer
is off line" CHR*13;
250 REPEAT

260 UNTIL FNspace=empty/.
270 *FX 15,1

280 PRINT "Insert sheet "; count-/. " an
d hit a key";
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1600 VDU 28,0,28,79,10,12,26
1610 COLOUR 129:COLOUR 0

1620 PRINT TAB(70,Y7.+2) " PROGRAM "
1630 COLOUR 128:COLOUR 1

1640 PRINT TAB(3,10)"APPLICATION PROGRA
M"TAB(3, 11) " »
1650 PRINT TAB(3,13)"To invoke the stru

ctured menu system, press /"
1660 PRINT TAB(3,15)"WHEN IN THE MENUS,
THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS APPLY:"
1670 PRINT TAB(3,17)"Left & right arrow

s move highlighted bar"
1680 PRINT TAB(3,18)"Selection is by RE

TURN or initial letter"

1690 PRINT TAB(3,19)"ESCAPE takes you b
ack to next higher level"
1700 PRINT TAB(3,20)"The lower line des

cribes the highlighted item"
1710 PRINT TAB(3,22)"PRESS / TO CALL UP
THE MAIN MENU ";
1720 REPEAT UNTIL GET=47
1730 PROCmainmenu
1740 ENDPROC

1750 :

1760 DEF PROCaction
1770 COLOUR 129:COLOUR 0
1780 PRINT TAB(70,YX+2)" PROGRAM "
1790 COLOUR 128:COLOUR 1
1800 PRINT TAB (X7.,Y7.+2) "CARRY OUT APPRO

PRIATE ACTION";
1810 PRINT " - Press space bar ";
1820 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

1830 VDU 28,0,Y51+2,79,YX,12,26
1840 ENDPROC

290 IF GET PRINT

300 VDU 2

310 VDU 1,27,1,65,1,7
320 :

330 FOR stave/.=l TO 12

340 FOR line%=l TO 5

350 FOR char7.=1 TO 80

360 VDU 1,95
370 NEXT char/.

380 NEXT line*

390 FOR blank/.=l TO 5
400 VDU 1,10
410 NEXT blank/.

420 NEXT stave/.

430 :

440 VDU 1,12
450 VDU 3

460 NEXT count/.

470 PRINT CHR*(11) "Finished printing.
SPC22

480 END

490 :

500 DEF PROCerror

510 VDU 3

520 REPORT

530 PRINT " at line "; ERL
540 END

550 ENDPROC

560 :

570 DEF FNspace
580 A7.=&80

590 xy.=&Fc

600 Y'/.=8<FF

610 =(USR &FFF4 AND &FFFFFF) DIV &100
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Listing 3. Mode 7 compressor

10 REM Mode 7 Screen Compressor

20 REM by V J Spanner
30 REM for B/B+/M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User June 1988

50 I

60 MODE 7

70 INPUT "Screen to compress : " fl*
80 INPUT "Save compressed file as : "

f2*

90 MODE 7

100 PROCosc1i("LOAD "+f1*+" FFFF7C00")

110 X=0PEN0UT(f2*>

120 times*/.=0: valueX=?&7C00: bytes7.=0
130 FOR screen"/.=8t7COO TO &7FFF

140 IF ?screen/.<>value/. OR timesX=255
THEN BPUT* X,value/.:BPUT* X,timesy.:times
X=0 ELSE timesy.=timesy.+ l

150 valuey.=?screen"/.

160 NEXT

170 bytes/.=EXT* X
180 CLOSE* X

190 CLS

200 PRINT "Screen saved as " f2*

210 PRINT 1023-bytesX;" bytes saved"
220 END

230 :

240 DEF PROCoscli (*Sc700)

250 LOCAL XX,YX:YX=7
260 CALL &FFF7

270 ENDPROC

Listing 4. Mode 7 expander

f*

10 REM Mode 7 Screen Decompressor
20 REM by V J Spanner
30 REM for B/B+/M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User June 1988

50 :

60 MODE 7

70 INPUT "Filename to decompress :

80 MODE 7

90 X=0PENIN(f»)

100 start7.=8e7BFF

110 REPEAT

120 valueX=BGET* X

130 times/.=BGET* X

140 FOR DX=startX TO startX+timesX

150 ?DX=valueX

160 NEXT

170 startX=startX+times/.+l

180 UNTIL EOF* X
190 CLOSE* X

200 A=BET

210 END

Listing 5. Case converter

1 REM Upper to lower
2 REM by Roger Stark
3 REM for B/B+/E/M/C

4 REM (c) Acorn User June 1988
5 FOR t=PAGE TO LOMEM

6 v=?t

7 IF v=&0D THEN PRINT?(t+2)+(?(t+l)«
256):t=t+3:GOTO 14

8 IF v=34 THEN REPEAT t=t+l:UNTIL ?t
=34 OR ?(t+l)=8c0D:G0T0 14

9 IF v=««DC OR v=&F4 THEN REPEAT t=t+
1:UNTIL ?(t+l)=»&0D:G0T0 14

Continued >
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10 IF v=&8D THEN t=t+3:G0T0 14

11 IF v=38 THEN REPEAT t=t+liUNTIL ?t

<47 OR (?t>57 AND ?t<65) OR ?t>92:t=t-l:

GOTO 14

12 IF v>64 AND v<92 AND ?(t+l)<>37 TH

EN ?t=v+32

13 IF v=37 AND (?(t-2)>96 AND ?(t-2)<
123) AND (?(t-l)>64 AND ?(t-l)<96> THEN

?(t-l)=?(t-l)+32

14 NEXT

15 END

Listing 6. Datestamper

10 REM Program Datestamper
20 REM by G K Davis
30 REM for Master or B/B+/E/C with RT

C

40 REM (c) Acorn User June 19BB
50 :

60 PROCclearmem

70 PROCassemble

80 PROCchecksum

90 PROCsavecode

100 END

110 :

120 DEF PROCclearmem

130 FOR I/.=&AOO TO &A2F

140 ?IX=0

150 NEXT IX

160 ENDPROC

170 :

ISO DEF PROCassemble

190 codeX«8<A00

200 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3
210 PX=codeX

220 COPT pass
230 LDA *0

240 STA buffer

250 LDA *14

260 LDX *buffer MOD 256

270 LDY *buffer DIV 256

280 JSR &FFF1

290 LDX *255

300 .insert

310 INX

320 LDA rematring,X
330 PHA

340 STX store

350 TAY

360 LDX *0

370 LDA #138

380 JSR &FFF4

390 LDX store

400 PLA

410 CMP #&D

420 BNE insert

430 RTS

440 .remstring
450 OPT FNequsC'OREM ")
460 .store

470 OPT FNequb(O)
480 .buffer

490 1

500 NEXT

510 ENDPROC

520 e

530 DEF PROCchecksum

540 C=0

550 FOR IX«=8eA00 TO &A2F

560 C=C+?(IX)

Continued •
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570 NEXT IX 4B0 JSR osbyte
5B0 IF C05176 THEN PRINT "Check listi 490 DEX

ng."iEND 500 STX oldig
590 ENDPROC 510 STX oldig+1
600 i 520 RTS

610 DEF PROCsavecode 530 :

620 PRINT "Press SPACE to save code" 540 .newvec

630 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32 550 STA chr

640 »SAVE STAMP FFFF0A00+2B 560 PHP

650 ENDPROC 570 PHA

660 I 580 TXA

670 DEF FNequb(bX) 590 PHA

680 ?PX-bX 600 TYA

690 PX-PX+1 610 PHA
700 apass 620 :
710 I 630 LDA *&75
720 DEF FNequs(b») 640 JSR osbyte
730 *PX»b* 650 TXA
740 PX-PX+LEN(b*) 660 AND #1
750 =pass 670 BEQ output

680 :

690 LDX chr

700 LDA ignflag

Listing 7. Ignore printer codes 710 BEQ setignore
720 CMP #2

10 REM Printer Ignore Control 730 BNE stdignore
20 REM by Robin Burton 740 :
30 REM for B/B+/E/M/C 750 DEX
40 REM (c) Acorn User June 1988 760 CPX oldig
50 : 770 BEQ force
60 osbyte=&FFF4 780 INX
70 wrchv=&20E 790 JMP setignore
80 oldvec=&ACB BOO :
90 SX=8c900 810 .force
100 i 820 LDA *3
110 PROCclearmem 830 JSR oswr
120 PROCassemble 840 LDA chr
130 PROCchecksum 850 JSR oswr
140 PROCsavecode 860 LDA *2
150 PRINT'"On/off flag is at St'^ignfl 870 JSR oswr

ag 880 PLA
160 END 890 TAY
170 i 900 PLA
180 DEF PROCclearmem 910 TAX
190 FOR IX=&900 TO &9BA 920 PLA
200 ?IX=0 930 PLP
210 NEXT IX 940 RTS
220 ENDPROC 950 :
230 : 960 .stdignore
240 DEF PROCassemble 970 LDX oldig
250 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3 980 .setignore
260 PX=SX 990 LDA *6
270 COPT pass 1000 INX
280 .vecset 1010 JSR osbyte
290 LDA wrchv 1020 i
300 STA oldvec 1030 .output
310 LDA wrchv+1 1040 PLA
320 STA oldvec+1 1050 TAY
330 LDA *newvec MOD 256 1060 PLA
340 LDX *newvec DIV 256 1070 TAX
350 SEI 1080 PLA
360 STA wrchv 1090 PLP
370 STX wrchv+1 1100 .oswr
380 CLI 1110 JMP (oldvec)
390 LDA oldig+1 1120 i
400 BEQ newig 1130 .oldvec
410 STA oldig 1140 BRK
420 RTS 1150 BRK
430 : 1160 :
440 .newig

1170 .chr
450 LDA *&F6

1180 BRK
460 LDX *0

1190 I
470 LDY *&FF 1200 .ignflag

Continued • Continued •
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1210 OPT FNequb(O) 1400 LX=PX-SX
122<> •• 1410 L*=STR*-ULX
1230 .oldig 1420 A*="*SAVE IGNSWCH "+S*+"+"+L*+" "+

1240 BRK S*
1250 OPT FNequb(9) 1430 PRINT "Press SPACE to save code"
1260 1 1440 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
1270 NEXT 1450 PROCoscli(A*)
1280 ENDPROC 1460 ENDPROC
1290 : 1470 :

1300 DEF PROCchecksum 1480 DEF FNequb(bX)
1310 T7.=0 1490 ?P/.=bX
1320 FOR C/.=SX TO chr 1500 P/.=PX+1
1330 T/.=T/.+?CX 1510 =pass
1340 NEXT 1520 :
1350 IF T/.<> 14058 PRINT "Code has erro 1530 DEF PROCoscl i (string*)

rs":END 1540 DIM XX &FF
1360 ENDPROC 1550 Y/.=XX DIV 256
1370 : 1560 *X/.=string*
1380 DEF PROCsavecode 1570 CALL &FFF7
1390 S*=STR*~SX 1580 ENDPROC

See ArcAgora, page 34

listing 1. In-betweening < ArcAgoralisting 1 continued

10 REM Arc Agora - listing 1 450 type=0
20 REM In-betweening 460 REPEAT

30 REM by Dave Lawrence 470 MOUSE x,y,but
40 REM for Archimedes only 480 IF type=l AND type(t)=5 THEN
50 REM (c> Acorn User June 198B 490 GCOL 3,c7.
60 : 500 MOVE xX,yX
70 MODE 8 510 DRAW x,y
80 OFF 520 DRAW x/.,yX
90 DIM start(100,1),end(100,1),step(1 530 ENDIF

00,l),type(100) 540 IF but=2 OR but=4 THEN

100 type()=5 550 a(t,0)=x
110 ^POINTER 1 560 a(t,l)=y
120 MOUSE ON 1 570 type2=type(t)

130 PROCinput(start(),100,1,n) 580 IF c/.= l THEN

140 PROCinput(end(),n,2,fred) 590 IF (but=2 OR type=0) THEN
150 MOUSE OFF 600 type(t)=4

160 INPUT "How many stages ";n/. 610 ELSE

170 step()=end()-start():step()=step() 620 type(t)=5
/n7. 630 ENDIF

180 bank/.=l 640 ENDIF

190 REPEAT 650 t+=l

200 FOR move/.=0 TO nX 660 IF type=l AND but=4 AND type2=5 TH

210 WAIT EN

220 SYS "OS_Byte", 112,bank/. 670 GCOL 0,cX
230 SYS "0S_Byte",113,3-bankZ. 680 PLOT type(t) ,x/.,yX
240 bank/.=3-bank/. 690 DRAW x,y
250 PROCshape(moveX) 700 ENDIF

260 NEXT 710 xX=x

270 FOR move/.=n/.-l TO 1 STEP -1 720 y/.=y
280 WAIT 730 type=l
290 SYS "OS Byte", 112,bank/. 740 REPEAT

300 SYS "0S_Byte",113,3-bankZ. 750 MOUSE x,y,b
310 bank/.=3-bank/. 760 UNTIL bObut

320 PROCshape (move/.) 770 ENDIF

330 NEXT 780 UNTIL (but=l AND c/.= l) OR (t=m/. AN

340 UNTIL FALSE D c/.=2)

350 : 790 ENDPROC

360 DEF PROCshape(mA)
370 CLS

380 FOR p/.=0 TO n-1 Listing2. Sprite animation
390 PLOT type (p/.) , start (p/., 0) +m/.*step (

pX,0),start(pX,1)+mX*step(pX,1) 10 REM Arc Agora - listing 2
400 NEXT 20 REM Sprite Animation
410 ENDPROC 30 REM by Dave Acton
420 : 40 REM for Archimedes only
430 DEF PROCinput (RETURN a () , m/., c/.,RET 50 REM (c) Acorn User June 1988

URN t)
60 :

440 t=0

Continued • Continued •
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70 MODE 0 770 FOR d/.=0 TO 3

80 VDU 29,640;512; 780 temp (d/.) =p (pX, d/.)

90 DIM v(250,1),p(500,3),temp (3) 790 NEXT

100 DIM rotatex(3,3),persp(3,3) 800 temp ()=m(). temp ()

110 PROCwineglass 810 FOR d/.=0 TO 3

120 scale=100 820 p(py.,d/.)=temp(dX)

130 PROCunitmatrix(persp()) 830 NEXT

140 persp(2,3)=l/8 840 NEXT

150 stagesX=50 850 ENDPROC

160 FOR step/.=0 TO stages/.-1 860 :

170 CLS 870 DEF PROCunitmatrix(RETURN m())

ISO PRINT"Frame ";step7. 880 FOR x/.=0 TO 3

190 RECTANGLE -150,-312,299,623 890 FOR yX=0 TO 3

200 FOR v/.=0 TO vector/.-1 900 m(x X,yX)=-(x X=yX)

210 PROCperspective(v(v/.,0) ,4) 910 NEXT

220 PROCperspective(v(v/.,l) ,5) 920 NEXT

230 NEXT 930 ENDPROC

240 PROCrotatex (360/stages/.) 940 :

250 MOVE -150,-312 950 DEF PROCwineglass

260 MOVE 149,311 960 pointX=0

270 VDU 23,27,l,stepXI 970 vectorX=0

280 NEXT 980 sX=10

290 CLS 990 PRINT"Please wait..."

300 REPEAT 1000 FOR a=0 TO 355 STEP sX

310 FOR step/.=0 TO stages/.-l 1010 PROCaddv(SINRAD(a),2,COSRAD(a),SIN

320 VDU 23,27,0, step/.! RAD(a+sX>,2,COSRAD(a+sX))

330 WAIT 1020 PROCaddv(0.5*SINRAD(a),0.5,0.5*C0S

340 PLOT &ED,-150,-312 RAD (a) ,0. 5*SINRAD(a+sX) ,0. 5, 0. 5*C0SRAD (a

350 NEXT +sX) )

360 UNTIL FALSE 1030 PROCaddv(SINRAD(a),2,COSRAD(a),0.5
370 : ♦SINRAD(a) ,0.5,0.5*C0SRAD(a))
380 DEF PR0Caddv(xl,yl,zl,x2,y2,z2) 1040 PROCaddv(0.5*SINRAD(a),0.5,0.5*C0S
390 v(vectarX,0)=FNpnum(xl,yl,zl,1) RAD(a),0.1*SINRAD(a),0.2,0.1*COSRAD(a))
400 v (vector/., 1)=FNpnum(x2,y2,z2, 1) 1050 PROCaddv(0.l*SINRAD(a),0.2,0.1*C0S

410 vectorX=vectorX+l RAD(a),0.l*SINRAD(a),-l,0.1*C0SRAD(a)>
420 ENDPROC 1060 PROCaddv(0.7*SINRAD(a),-l,0.7*C0SR

430 : AD(a),0.7*SINRAD(a+sX),-1,0.7*C0SRAD(a+s
440 DEF FNpnum(x,y,z,w) 7.))

450 pX=0 1070 NEXT

460 WHILE p/.<point/. AND NOT(p(pX,0)=x
AND p(pX, l)=y AND p(p/.,2)=z AND p(p/.,3) =
w)

470 pX+=l

1080 ENDPROC

Listing 3. Print dumpmodule
480 ENDWHILE

490 IF p/.=point/. THEN 10 REM Arc Agora - listing 3

500 p(pointX,0)=x 20 REM PrintMod

510 p (pointX,l)=y 30 REM by Ian Macfarlane

520 p (point/., 2) =z 40 REM for Archimedes only

530 p (point/., 3) =w 50 REM (c) Acorn User June 1988

540 point/.+=l 60 :

550 ENDIF 70 MODE 3

560 =pX
570 :

80 DIM code/. &2000

90 eventv=8clO

580 DEF PR0Cperspective(p7.,tZ.) 100 0S_WriteI=&100

590 FOR d/.=0 TO 3 110 :

600 temp(d/.)=p(p/.,dZ.) 120 FOR passX=4 TO 7 STEP 3

610 NEXT 130 P7.=0

620 temp()=temp().persp() 140 oy.=codey.

630 PLOT tX,seale*temp(0)/temp(3),seal 150 COPT passX

e*temp(l)/temp(3) 160 EQUD printinit

640 ENDPROC 170 EQUD 0

650 : 180 EQUD fin

660 DEF PROCrotatex(theta) 190 EQUD 0

670 PROCunitmatrix(rotatex()) 200 EQUD title

680 rotatex(1,1)=COSRAD(theta) 210 EQUD help

690 rotatex(1,2)=SINRAD(theta) 220 EQUD command

700 rotatex(2,1)=-SINRAD(theta) 230 :

710 rotatex(2,2)=COSRAD(theta) 240 .title

720 PROCapply(rotatexO) 250 EQUS "ScreenPrint"

730 ENDPROC 260 EQUB 0

740 : 270 .help

750 DEF PROCapply(mO) 280 EQUS "ScreenPrint"

760 FOR p/.=0 TO pointX-1 290 EQUB 9

Continued • Continued •
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300 EQUS "0.15 (12 Mar 1988)"

310 EQUB 0

320 .command

330 EQUS "Printlnit"

340 EQUB 0

350 ALIGN

360 EQUD printinit
370 EQUD 0

380 EQUD syntaxtext
390 EQUD helptext
400 EQUD 0

410 :

420 .syntaxtext
430 EQUS "Syntax: *PrintInit"
440 EQUB 0

450 .helptext
460 EQUS "Printlnit sets up the 'Print

470 EQUS "button to perform a *HardCop
y."

480 EQUB 13

490 EQUB 10

500 EQUS "Syntax: *PrintInit"
510 EQUB 0

520 :

530 .printinit
540 MOV RO,#eventv
550 ADR Rl,keyevent
560 MOV R2,R12
570 SWI "OS_Claim"
5B0 MOV R0,#14
590 MOV Rl,*ll
600 SWI "OS_Byte"
610 .exit

620 ADR RO,errormain
630 SWI "OS_Exit"
640 :

650 .errormain

660 EQUS "Error in main program"
670 EQUB 0

680 ALIGN

690 :

700 .keyevent
710 TEQ R0,#11
720 BNE exitevent

730 TEQ R2,#&D
740 BNE exitevent

750 TEQ Rl,#l
760 BNE exitevent

770 STMFD R13!,CRO,Rl,R14>

See Joe's Jottings, page49

Listing 1. Simple percussion machine

88

10 REM Percussion Machine

20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM -for B/B+/M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User June 1988

50 I

60 MODE 7

70 PRINT """PERCUSSION MACHINE 1"

BO PRINT '''

90 PRINT "This program is intended fo
r free "

100 PRINT '"use, creating pseudo-sound
effects"

110 PRINT '"of a number of percussion
instruments"

120 PRINT "'"Press SPACE to go on."
130 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

140 CLS

780 ADR RO,saveblock
790 ADR Rl,callbackhandler
800 SWI "OS_CallBack"
810 SWI "OS_SetCallBack"
820 LDMFD R13!,tRO,Rl,R15>
830 :

840 .saveblock

850 EQUS STRING*(100,CHR*0)
860 ALIGN

870 :

880 .callbackhandler

890 STMFD R13!,tR14>
900 ADR RO,hardcopystring
910 SWI "OS_CLI"
920 LDMFD R13!,<R14>
930 ADR R14,saveblock
940 LDMIA R14,<R0-R14>"
950 LDR R14,CR14,*15*43
960 MOVS R15,R14
970 .exitevent

980 SUBS R15,R14,*4
990 .fin

1000 STMFD R13!,{R7-R11,R14>
1010 TEQ R10,*0
1020 BEQ endo-ffin

1030 .disablekeyevent
1040 MOV R0,#13
1050 MOV Rl,#ll
1060 SWI "0S_Byte"
1070 TEQ R1,*0
1080 MOVNE RO,*eventv
1090 ADRNE Rl,keyevent
1100 MOVNE R2,R12
1110 SWINE "OS_Release"
1120 .endof-fin

1130 LDMFD R13!,CR7-R11,R15>
1140 ALIGN

1150 :

1160 .hardcopystring
1170 EQUS "HARDCOPYFX"

1180 EQUB 0

1190 1

1200 NEXT passX
1210 save*="SAVE SPcode "+STR*-vcodey.+'

+ "+STR*'vPy.

1220 PRINT"*"save*

1230 OSCLI(save*)

1240 *SETTYPE SPcode FFA

1250 END

150 PRINT ' "

160 PRINT '"

170 PRINT '"

180 PRINT '"

m"

190 PRINT

200 PRINT

T Triangle

C Cymbal "
H High Dru

M Mid Drum

L Low Drum

210 PRINT

220 PRINT "You can create the rhythms
by tapping"

230 PRINT "the dif-ferent keys."
240 PRINT '"Try now!"
250 PROCenvelope
260 PROCplay
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270 END

280 :

290 DEF PROCplay
300 REPEAT

310 instrument*=GET*

320 IF instrument*="L" SOUND 0,1,6,1
330 IF instrument*="M" SOUND 0,1,5,1
340 IF instrument*="H" SOUND 0,1,4,1
350 IF instrument*="C" PROCcymbal
360 IF instrument*="T" SOUND 1,1,190,1
370 UNTIL FALSE

380 ENDPROC

390 :

400 DEF PROCenvelope

Listing 2. Programmable rhythm machine

10 REM One Track Rythm Machine v.1
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for B/B+/M/C
40 REM (c) Acorn User June 1988

50 :

60 MODE 1

70 DIM buf*(120)

80 *FX 226,140
90 *FX 227,150
100 PROCenvelopes
110 PROCkeys
120 PROCreset

130 PROCscreen

140 ON ERROR PROCerr

150 colX=0

160 rowX=0

170 PROCdc

180 REPEAT

190 AX=FNmove

200 IF AX>=140 PROCstore(AX,colX,rowX)
210 IF AX=127 PROCstore(127,colX,rowX)
220 IF AX=ASC">" THEN PROCinctempo
230 IF AX=ASC"<" THEN PROCdectempo
240 A*=CHR*(AX AND 223)

250 IF A*="S" THEN PROCsave:PROCworkin
gs:PROCdc

260 IF A*="L" THEN PROCload:PROCworkin

gs:PROCdc
270 IF A*="D" THEN PROCdel:PROCworking

s:PROCdc

280 IF A*="C" THEN PROCcat:PROCworking

s:PROCdc

290 IF A*="N" THEN PROCdc:PROCreset:PR

OCshowbuf:PROCdc
300 IF A*="P" THEN PROCdc:PROCplay:PRO

Cdc

310 UNTIL A*="X"

320 CLS

330 END

340 :

350 DEF PROCdel

360 REPEAT

370 VDU 26,28,0,28,39,6,12
380 erf*="C"

,390 PROCmess("RETURN for CAT...ESCAPE
aborts")

400 CLS

410 PRINT ""Please type the name of t
he file"

420 PRINT '"on disc, which you want to
delete"

430 PRINT '"Then press RETURN"
440 INPUT '"Filename: "i*

450 IF f*="" THEN PROCcat

410 ENVELOPE 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,126,-10,0
,-1,126,100

420 ENVELOPE 2, 1,0,0,0,0,0, 0, 126, -5,0,
-1,126,100

430 ENDPROC

440 :

450 DEF PROCcymbal
460 SOUND 0,2,4, 1
470 SOUND 1,2,180,1
480 TIME=0

490 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>7

500 SOUND 2,2,182,1
510 ENDPROC

460 erf*="C"

470 UNTIL f*<>""

480 chX=OPENIN(f*)

490 CLOSE* chX

500 IF chX=0 THEN COLOUR 2:PRINT '"The
re isn't a file of that name.":COLOUR 3s

PROCmess("PLEASE PRESS SPACE")iREPEAT UN

TIL GET=32:PROCjj:CLS:VDU 26:erf*=""iEND
PROC

510 PROCmess("DELETING Please wait"

)

520 PROCoscli("DELETE "+f*)

530 PROCjj

540 CLS

550 VDU 26

560 erf*=""

570 ENDPROC

580 :

590 DEF PROCload

600 REPEAT

610 VDU 26,28,0,28,39,6,12
620 erf*="C"

630 PROCmessCRETURN for CAT... ESCAPE

aborts")

640 CLS

650 PRINT ""Please type the filename
that you"
660 PRINT '"want to load into this rhy

thm track"

670 PRINT '"Then press RETURN"
680 INPUT '"Filename: "f*

690 IF f*="" THEN PROCcat

700 erf*="C"

710 UNTIL f*<>""

720 ch/.=OPENIN(f*)

730 CLOSE* chX

740 IF ch/.=0 THEN COLOUR 2: PRINT '"The

re isn't a file of that name.":COLOUR 3:

PROCmess("PLEASE PRESS SPACE"):REPEAT UN

TIL GET=32:PROCjj:CLS:VDU 26:erf*="":END
PROC

750 PROCmess("LOADING... Please wait!"

)
760 ch7.=0PENIN(f*)

770 INPUT* chX,tempo
780 FOR loop/.=0 TO 120
790 INPUT* chX, buf* (loop/.)
800 NEXT

810 CLOSE* chX

820 PROCjj
830 CLS

840 VDU 26

850 erf*=""

860 ENDPROC
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870 :

880 DEF PROCsave

890 REPEAT

900 VDU 26,28,0,28,39,6,12
910 erf*="C"

920 PROCmess("RETURN for CAT...ESCAPE
aborts")

930 CLS

940 PRINT ""Please type the filename"
950 PRINT '"for this rhythm track"
960 PRINT '"Then press RETURN"
970 INPUT '"Filename: "f*
980 IF f*="" THEN PROCcat
990 erf*="C"

1000 UNTIL f*<>""

1010 chX=OPENIN(f*)
1020 CLOSE* chX

1030 IF chXOO THEN COLOUR 2:PRINT '"A
file of that name already exists":COLOUR
3:PROCmess("PLEASE PRESS SPACE"):REPEAT
UNTIL GET=32:PROCjj:CLS:VDU 26:erf*="":
ENDPROC

1040 PROCmess("SAVING... Please wait!")
1050 chX=OPENOUT(f*)

1060 PRINT* chX,tempo
1070 FOR loopX=0 TO 120
1080 PRINT* chX,buf*(loopX)
1090 NEXT

1100 CLOSE* chX

1110 PROCjj
1120 CLS

1130 VDU 26

1140 erf*=""

1150 ENDPROC

1160 :

1170 DEF PROCjj

1180 PROCmess("Another one of Joe's Jot
tings!")
1190 ENDPROC

1200 i

1210 DEF PROCmess(t*)

1220 GCOL 0,2
1230 PROCR(0,0,1279,96,1)
1240 VDU 5

1250 GCOL 0,1
1260 MOVE 640-((LENt*)/2)#32,80
1270 PROCdbh(t*)

1280 VDU 4

1290 ENDPROC

1300 :

1310 DEF PROCcat

1320 VDU 26,28,0,28,39,6,12
1330 erf*="C"

1340 *CAT

1350 PROCmess("PRESS SPACE WHEN READY")

1360 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

1370 PROCjj
1380 CLS

1390 VDU 26

1400 er-f*=""

1410 ENDPROC

1420 :

1430 DEF PROCdectempo
1440 tempo=tempo-10
1450 IF tempo=0 tempo=30:VDU 7
1460 PROCtempo
1470 ENDPROC

1480 :

1490 DEF PROCinctempo
1500 tempo=tempo+10
1510 IF tempo>960 tempo=960:VDU 7
1520 PROCtempo
1530 ENDPROC

1540 :

90

1550 DEF PROCplay
1560 erf*="P"

1570 temp=100/(tempo/60)-2
1580 TIME=0

1590 REPEAT

1600 FOR s7.=0 TO 119

1610 char*=buf*(s/.)

1620 IF char*="R" THEN sX=0:GQTO 1610

1630 PRINT TAB((sX MOD 12)*2+8.5,(sX Dl
V 12)*2+8.5)"*";
1640 IF INSTR("LMHTCWD",char*)>0 THEN P

ROCplayloud
1650 IF INSTR("lmhtcwd",char*)>0 THEN P

ROCplayquiet
1660 IF char*="-" THEN PROCskip
1670 VDU 8

1680 PRINT char*;
1690 NEXT

1700 UNTIL 0

1710 ENDPROC

1720 :

1730 DEF PROCplayloud
1740 IF char*="L" SOUND 0,1,6,1
1750 IF char*="M" SOUND 0,1,5,1
1760 IF char*="H" SOUND 0,1,4,1
1770 IF char*="D" SOUND 1,3,255,1:SOUND
0,1,7,1
1780 IF char*="W" SOUND 1,4,150,1:SOUND
0,1,7,1
1790 IF char*="C" SOUND 0,2,4,1:SOUND 2

,1,255,1
1800 IF char*="T" SOUND 3,1,245,1
1810 T=TIME+temp-l
1B20 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>=T

1830 ENDPROC

1840 :

1850 DEF PROCplayquiet
I860 IF char*="l" SOUND 0,2,6,1
1870 IF char*="m" SOUND 0,2,5,1
1880 IF char*="h" SOUND 0,2,4,1
1890 IF char*="d" SOUND 1,3,255,1:SOUND
0,2,7,1
1900 IF char*="w" SOUND 1,4,150,1:SOUND
0,2,7,1
1910 IF char*="c" SOUND 0,2,4, l-.SOUND 2
,2,255,1
1920 IF char*="t" SOUND 3,2,245,1
1930 T=TIME+temp-l
1940 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>=T

1950 ENDPROC

1960 :

1970 DEF PROCskip
1980 T=TIME+temp
1990 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>=T

2000 ENDPROC

2010 :

2020 DEF PROCenvelopes
2030 ENVELOPE 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,126,-10,0

,-1,126,100
2040 ENVELOPE 2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,126,-20,0
,-1,126,60
2050 ENVELOPE 3,1,-2,0,0,255,0,0,0,0,0,

0,0,0
2060 ENVELOPE 4,1,2,0,0,255,0,0,0,0,0,0
,0,0
2070 ENDPROC

2080 :

2090 DEF PROCstore (a/.,cX,rX)
2100 IF aX=127 THEN buf*(c/.+rX*12) •"-•

2110 IF a/.>139 AND aX<148 THEN buf*(c/.+

rX*12)=MID*("hmlctwdR",aX-139,1)
2120 IF aX>149 THEN buf*(cX+rX*12)=MID*

("HMLCTWDR",aX-149, 1)
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2130 PRINT TAB(c/.*2+8,rX*2+8) ;buf*(cX+r

X*12)

2140 ENDPROC

2150 J

2160 DEF PROCkeys
2170 *KEY 0 P

<

>

N

C

L

S

D

X

2180 *KEY 1

2190 *KEY 2

2200 *KEY

2210 *KEY

2220 *KEY

2230 *KEY

2240 *KEY

2250 *KEY 8

2260 ENDPROC

2270 :

2280 DEF FNmove

2290 *FX 4,1
2300 REPEAT

2310 AX=GET

2320 PROCdc

2330 IF A7.=139 PROCup
2340 IF AX=13B PROCdown

2350 IF AX=136 PROCleft

2360 IF AX=137 PROCright
2370 PROCdc

2380 UNTIL AX>139 OR A/.<136

2390 =AX

2400 :

2410 DEF PROCup
2420 row/.=row/.-l

2430 IF row/.<0 THEN row/.=9

2440 ENDPROC

2450 :

2460 DEF PROCdown

2470 row/.=row/.+l

2480 IF row/.>9 THEN row/.=0

2490 ENDPROC

2500 :

2510 DEF PROCright
2520 col/.=col/.+ l

2530 IF colXMl THEN colX=0: PROCdown
2540 ENDPROC

2550 :

2560 DEF PROCleft

2570 colX=col/.-l

2580 IF col/.<0 THEN colZ.=l1:PROCup
2590 ENDPROC

2600 :

2610 DEF PROCdc

2620 GCOL 4,0

2630 PR0CR((colX*2+7.5)*32,1024-(rowX*2
+9.5)*32,64,64,0)
2640 ENDPROC

2650 :

2660 DEF PROCerr

2670 IF ERR=17 AND erf*="C" THEN PROCjj
:CLS:VDU 26:erf*="":PROCworkings:ENDPROC
2680 IF ERR=17 AND erf*="W" THEN PROCjj

:erf*="":PROCworkings:ENDPROC
2690 IF ERR=17 AND erf*="P" THEN PROCsh

owbuf:erf*="":ENDPROC

2700 IF ERR=17 THEN PROCdc:PROCshowbuf:
ENDPROC

2710 REPORT:PRINT ERR;" @ ";ERL
2720 END

2730 :

2740 DEF PROCscreen
2750 GCOL 0,2
2760 PROCR(0,928,1279,96,1)
2770 GCOL 0,1
2780 VDU 5

2790 MOVE 128,1000

2800 PROCdbhC'The Acorn User Rhythm Mac
hine v.1")

2810 VDU 4

2820 GCOL 0,2
2830 PROCR(0,0,1279,96,1)
2840 GCOL 0,1
2850 VDU 5

2860 MOVE 160,80
2870 PROCjj
2880 VDU 4

2B90 PROCworkings
2900 ENDPROC

2910 8

2920 DEF PROCR(x,y,l,w,f)
2930 MOVE x,y
2940 DRAW x+l,y
2950 IF f=0 DRAW x+l,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x

,y+w

2960 IF f=0 DRAW x,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x+l
,y+w
2970 MOVE x,y+w
2980 IF f=0 DRAW x,y ELSE MOVE x,y
2990 ENDPROC

3000 :

3010 DEF PROCdbh(x*)

3020 LOCAL char/.,cX
3030 c/.=8(70

3040 FOR char/.=l TO LEN(x*)

3050 ?c/.=ASC (MID* (x*, char/., 1) )
3060 A/.= 10

3070 X/.= (cX MOD &100)

3080 Y/.= (cX DIV MOO)

3090 CALL &FFF1

3100 VDU 23, 141,c/.?l,cX?l,cy.?2,cX?2,cX?
3,c/.?3,cX?4,cX?4
3110 VDU 141,10,8
3120 VDU 23, 141,cX?5,cy.?5,cX?6,cy.?6,cX?

7,cy.?7,cX?B,cy.?B
3130 VDU 141,11
3140 NEXT charX

3150 ENDPROC

3160 I

3170 DEF PROCshowbuf
3180 FOR col=0 TO 11
3190 FOR row=0 TO 9
3200 PRINT TAB(col*2+8,row*2+B);buf*(co

l+row*12)

3210 NEXT

3220 NEXT

3230 ENDPROC

3240 :

3250 DEF PROCreset

3260 LOCAL loopX
3270 FOR loop7.=0 TO 120
3280 buf*(loopX)="-"
3290 NEXT

3300 tempo=480
3310 ENDPROC

3320 :

3330 DEF PROCworkings
3340 er-f*="W"

3350 GCOL 0,1
3360 PROCrows

3370 PROCbuffer

33B0 PROCtempo
3390 PROCshowbuf

3400 PROCboxes

3410 erf*=""

3420 ENDPROC

3430 8

3440 DEF PROCboxes

3450 GCOL 0,1
3460 FOR col=0 TO 11
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3470 FOR row«0 TO 9

3480 PROCR((col*2+7.5)*32,1024-(row*2+9
.5X32,64,64,0)
3490 NEXT

3500 NEXT

3510 ENDPROC

3520 8

3530 DEF PROCrows

3540 LOCAL loopX
3550 FOR loopX-0 TO 9
3560 PRINT TAB(2,loopX*2+B);loopX*12+l
3570 P%R0CR(0,1024-(loopX*2+9.5X32,6.5*
32,64,0)
3580 PRINT TAB(35,loopX*2+B);loopX*12+l

2

3590 PROCR(33*32,1024-(loopX*2+9.5)*32,
7*32-4,64,0)
3600 NEXT

3610 ENDPROC

3620 :

Listing 3. Masterrhythm machine

10 REM Acorn User Rythm Machine v.2
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for M/C

40 REM (c) Acorn User 1988

50 :

60 MODE 129

70 DIM buf*(5,120),tempo(5)
80 *FX 226,140
90 *FX 227,150
100 PROCenvelopes
110 PROCkeys
120 PROCinitialise

130 PROCscreen

140 ON ERROR PROCerr

150 colX=0

160 rowX=0

170 PROCdc

180 REPEAT

190 AX=FNmove

200 IF AX>=140 PROCstore (AX, colX, row/.,
bufno)

210 IF AX=127 PROCstore(127,colX,rowX,
bufno)

220 IF AX>=48 AND AX<=53 THEN bufno»AX

-48:PROCdc:PROCshowbuf(bufno):PROCbuffer

(bufno):PROCtempo(bufno):PROCdc
230 IF A/.=ASC">" THEN PROCinctempo(buf

no)

240 IF AX=ASC"<" THEN PROCdectempo(buf
no)

250 A*=CHR*(AX AND 223)

260 IF A*="S" THEN PROCsave(bufno):PRO

Cworkings(bufno):PROCdc
270 IF A*="L" THEN PROCload(bufno):PRO

Cworkings(bufno)sPROCdc
280 IF A*="D" THEN PROCdelaPROCworking

s(bufno):PROCdc

290 IF A*»"C" THEN PROCcat:PROCworking
s(bufno):PROCdc

300 IF A*="N" THEN PROCdc:PROCreset(bu

fno):PROCshowbuf(bufno)IPROCdc

310 IF A*="P" THEN PROCdc:PROCplay(buf
no):PROCdc

320 UNTIL A*="X"

330 CLS

340 END

350 :

360 DEF PROCdel

370 REPEAT

3630 DEF PROCbuffer

3640 PRINT TAB(2,4);"Percussion Tr^cki
0"

3650 GCOL 0, 1
3660 PROCR(32,848,21*32,64,0)
3670 ENDPROC

3680 :

3690 DEF PROCtempo
3700 GCOL 0,1
3710 PROCR(26*32,848,12*32,64,0)
3720 PRINT TAB(27,4);"TEMPO:
3730 PRINT TAB(27,4);"TEMPO: ";tempo
3740 ENDPROC
3750 8

3760 DEF PROCoscli(string*)
3770 DIM XX &FF

3780 YX=XX DIV 256
3790 *XX=string*
3800 CALL &FFF7

3810 ENDPROC

380 VDU 26,28,0,28,39,6,12
390 erf*="C"

400 PROCmess("RETURN for CAT...ESCAPE

aborts")

410 CLS

420 PRINT

he file"

430 PRINT

delete"

440 PRINT '"Then press RETURN"
450 INPUT '"Filename: "f*

460 IF f*="" THEN PROCcat

470 erf*-"C"

480 UNTIL f*<>""

490 chX=OPENUP(f*)

500 CLOSE* chX

510 IF chX=0 THEN COLOUR 2s PRINT '"The

re isn't a file of that name."sCOLOUR 3a

PROCmess("PLEASE PRESS SPACE")a REPEAT UN

TIL GET=32:PROCjj:CLSaVDU 26s erf*= END
PROC

520 PROCmess("DELETING....PI ease wait"

)

530 OSCLI("DELETE "+f*)

540 PROCjj

550 CLS

560 VDU 26

570 erf*=""

580 ENDPROC

590 :

600 DEF PROCload(b)

610 REPEAT

620 VDU 26,28,0,28,39,6,12
630 er-f*="C"

640 PROCmess("RETURN for CAT...ESCAPE

aborts")

650 CLS

660 PRINT

that you"
670 PRINT

thm track"

680 PRINT

690 INPUT

700 IF f*=""

710 erf*»"C"

720 UNTIL f*<>""

730 chX=OPENUP(f*)

740 CLOSE* chX

""Please type the name of t

'"on disc, which you want to

""Please type the filename

'"want to load into this rhy

'"Then press RETURN"
'"Filename: "f*

"" THEN PROCcat
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750 IF ch/.=0 THEN COLOUR 2s PRINT '"The

re isn't a file of that name."aCOLOUR 3a

PROCmess("PLEASE PRESS SPACE")8REPEAT UN
TIL GET=32:PROCjjaCLS:VDU 26serf*=""aEND
PROC

760 PROCmess("LOADING... Please wait!"

)

770 chX=OPENUP(f*)

780 INPUT* chX,tempo(b)
790 FOR loopX=0 TO 120
800 INPUT* chX,buf*(b,loopX)
810 NEXT

820 CLOSE* chX

830 PROCjj

840 CLS

B50 VDU 26

860 erf*»""

B70 ENDPROC

880 a

890 DEF PROCsave(b)

900 REPEAT

910 VDU 26,28,0,28,39,6,12
920 erf*="C"

930 PROCmess("RETURN for CAT...ESCAPE

aborts")

940 CLS

950 PRINT ""Please type the filename"
960 PRINT '"for this rhythm track"
970 PRINT '"Then press RETURN"
980 INPUT '"Filename8 "f*

990 IF f*="" THEN PROCcat

1000 erf*="C"

1010 UNTIL f*<>""

1020 chX-OPENUP(f»)

1030 CLOSE* chX

1040 IF chXOO THEN COLOUR 2:PRINT '"A

file of that name already exists"aCOLOUR
3aPROCmess("PLEASE PRESS SPACE")a REPEAT

UNTIL GET»32aPR0CjjaCLSaVDU 26a erf*"""a
ENDPROC

1050 PROCmess("SAVING... Please wait!")

1060 chX-OPENOUT(f»)

1070 PRINT* chX,tempo(b)
10B0 FOR loopX-0 TO 120
1090 PRINT* chX,buf*(b,loopX)
1100 NEXT

1110 CLOSE* chX

1120 PROCjj
1130 CLS

1140 VDU 26

1150 erf*-""

1160 ENDPROC

1170 I

1180 DEF PROCjj

1190 PROCmess("Another one of Joe's Jot

tings!")
1200 ENDPROC

1210 a

1220 DEF PROCmess(t*)

1230 GCOL 0,2
1240 PROCR(0,0,1279,96,1)
1250 VDU 5

1260 GCOL 0,1
1270 MOVE 640-(<LENt*)/2)*32,80
1280 PROCdbh(t«)

1290 VDU 4

1300 ENDPROC

1310 a

1320 DEF PROCcat

1330 VDU 26,28,0,28,39,6,12
1340 erf*»"C"

1350 *CAT

1360 PROCmess("PRESS SPACE WHEN READY")

1370 REPEAT UNTIL GET-32

1380 PROCjj
1390 CLS

1400 VDU 26

1410 erf*«""

1420 ENDPROC

1430 t

1440 DEF PROCdectempo(b)
1450 tempo(b)"tempo(b)-10
1460 IF tempo(b)=0 tempo(b)=30:VDU 7
1470 PROCtempo(b)
1480 ENDPROC

1490 a

1500 DEF PROCinctempo(b)
1510 tempo(b)"tempo(b)+10
1520 IF tempo(b)>960 tempo(b)=960:VDU 7
1530 PROCtempo(b)
1540 ENDPROC

1550 a
1560 DEF PROCplay(b)
1570 erf*""P"

1580 temp=100/(tempo(b)/60)-2
1590 TIME»0

1600 REPEAT

1610 FOR sX=0 TO 119

1620 char*=buf*(b,sX)
1630 IF char*="R" THEN sX»08G0T0 1620

1640 PRINT TAB((sX MOD 12X2+8.5, (sX Dl
V 12X2+8.5) "*"j
1650 IF INSTR("LMHTCWD",char*)>0 THEN P

ROCplayloud
1660 IF INSTR("lmhtcwd",char*)>0 THEN P

ROCplayquiet .
1670 IF char*""-" THEN PROCskip
1680 VDU BsPRINT char*;
1690 NEXT

1700 UNTIL 0

1710 ENDPROC

1720 8

1730 DEF PROCplayloud
1740 IF char*="L" SOUND 0,1,6,1
1750 IF char*="M" SOUND 0,1,5,1
1760 IF char*»"H" SOUND 0,1,4,1
1770 IF char*="D" SOUND 1,3,255,1:SOUND
0,1,7,1
1780 IF char*="W" SOUND 1,4,150,1:SOUND
0,1,7,1
1790 IF char*="C" SOUND 0,2,4,1:SOUND 2

,1,255,1
1800 IF char*»"T" SOUND 3,1,245,1
1810 T=TIME+temp-l
1820 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>=T

1830 ENDPROC

1840 :

1850 DEF PROCplayquiet
I860 IF char*="l" SOUND 0,2,6,1
1870 IF char*="m" SOUND 0,2,5,1
1880 IF char*="h" SOUND 0,2,4,1
1890 IF char*-"d" SOUND 1,3,255,1sSOUND
0,2,7,1
1900 IF char*="w" SOUND 1,4,150,1:SOUND
0,2,7,1
1910 IF char*»"c" SOUND 0,2,4,1:SOUND 2
,2,255,1
1920 IF char*»"t" SOUND 3,2,245,1
1930 T=TIME+temp-l
1940 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>=T

1950 ENDPROC

1960 a

1970 DEF PROCskip
1980 T=TIME+temp
1990 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>=T

2000 ENDPROC

Continued •
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•4 Joe's Jottings listing 3 continued

2010 :

2020 DEF PROCenvelopes
2030 ENVELOPE 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,126,-10,0

,-1,126,100
2040 ENVELOPE 2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,126,-20,0
,-1,126,60
2050 ENVELOPE 3,1,-2,0,0,255,0,0,0,0,0,
0,0,0
2060 ENVELOPE 4,1,2,0,0,255,0,0,0,0,0,0
,0,0
2070.ENDPROC

2080 8

2090 DEF PROCstore(aX,cX,rX,b)
2100 IF aX=127 THEN buf*(b,cX+rX*12)="-

2110 IF aX>139 AND aX<148 THEN buf*(b,c
X+rX*12)=MID*("hmlctwdR",aX-139,1)
2120 IF aX>149 THEN buf*(b,cX+rX*12)=MI

D*("HMLCTWDR",aX-149,1)
2130 PRINT TAB(cX*2+8,rX*2+8);buf*(b,cX
+rX*12)

2140 ENDPROC

2150 :

2160 DEF PROCkeys
2170 *KEY 0 P

2180 *KEY 1 <

2190 *KEY 2 >

2200 *KEY 3 N

2210 *KEY 4 C

2220 *KEY 5 L

2230 *KEY 6 S

2240 *KEY 7 D

2250 *KEY 8 X

2260 ENDPROC

2270 :

2280 DEF FNmove

2290 *FX 4,1
2300 REPEAT

2310 AX=GET

2320 PROCdc

2330 IF AX=139 PROCup
2340 IF AX"138 PROCdown

2350 IF AX= 136 PROCle-ft

2360 IF AX=137 PROCright
2370 PROCdc

2380 UNTIL AX>139 OR AX<136

2390 =AX

2400 :

2410 DEF PROCup
2420 rowX=rowX-lsIF rowX<0 THEN rowX=9

2430 ENDPROC

2440 :

2450 DEF PROCdown

2460 rowX=rowX+l:IF rowX>9 THEN rowX=0

2470 ENDPROC

2480 :

2490 DEF PROCright
2500 coiy.=colX+l:IF colXMl THEN colX=0

:PROCdown

2510 ENDPROC

2520 :

2530 DEF PROCleft

2540 colX=colX-l:IF colX<0 THEN colX=U

:PROCup
2550 ENDPROC

2560 s

2570 DEF PROCdc

2580 GCOL 4,0
2590 PROCR ((colX*2+7.5X32, 1024-(rowX*2
+9.5X32,64,64,0)
2600 ENDPROC

2610 :

2620 DEF PROCerr
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2630 IF ERR=17 AND erf*="C" THEN PROCjj
:CLS: VDU 26:erf*="":PROCworkings(bufno) :
ENDPROC

2640 IF ERR=17 AND erf*="W" THEN PROCjj
:er-f *=" ":PROCworkings (bufno) :ENDPROC
2650 IF ERR=17 AND erf*="P" THEN PROCsh

owbuf(bufno)a erf*="":ENDPROC

2660 IF ERR"17 THEN PROCdc:PROCshowbuf(
bufno):ENDPROC

2670 REPORT

2680 PRINT ERR;" @ ";ERL
2690 END

2700 a

2710 DEF PROCscreen

2720 GCOL 0,2
2730 PROCR(0,928,1279,96,1)
2740 GCOL 0,1
2750 VDU 5

2760 MOVE 128,1000
2770 PROCdbhC'The Acorn User Rhythm Mac
hine v.2")

2780 VDU 4

2790 GCOL 0,2
2B00 PROCR(0,0,1279,96,1)
2810 GCOL 0,1
2820 VDU 5
2830 MOVE 160,80

2840 PROCjj

2850 VDU 4

2860 PROCworkings(0)
2870 ENDPROC

2880 :

2890 DEF PROCR(x,y,l,w,f)
2900 MOVE x,y

2910 DRAW x+l,y
2920 IF f=0 DRAW x+l,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x

,y+w
2930 IF f=0 DRAW x,y+w ELSE PLOT 85,x+l
,y+w

2940 MOVE x,y+w
2950 IF f=0 DRAW x,y ELSE MOVE x,y
2960 ENDPROC

2970 :

2980 DEF PROCdbh(x*)

2990 LOCAL charX,cX
3000 cX=&70

3010 FOR charX=l TO LENx*
3020 ?cX=ASC(MID*(x*,chary., 1) )
3030 AX=10

3040 XX"(cX MOD &100)

3050 YX=(cX DIV &100)
3060 CALL &FFF1

3070 VDU 23,141,cX?l,cX?l,cX?2,cX?2,cX?
3,cX?3,cX?4,cX?4
3080 VDU 141,10,8
3090 VDU 23,141,cX?5,cX?5,cX?6,cX?6,cX?

7,c/.?7,cy.?8,cX?8
3100 VDU 141,11
3110 NEXT charX

3120 ENDPROC

3130 :

3140 DEF PROCshowbuf(bufno)

3150 FOR col=0 TO 11

3160 FOR row=0 TO 9
3170 PRINT TAB(col*2+8,row*2+B);buf*(bu

fno,col+row*12)
3180 NEXT

3190 NEXT

3200 ENDPROC

3210 :

3220 DEF PROCr.eset (bufno)

3230 LOCAL loopX
3240 FOR loopX=0 TO 120

Continued •
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-4 Joe's Jottings listing 3 continued
3250 buf*(bufno,loopX)="-"
3260 NEXT

3270 tempo(bufno)=480
3280 ENDPROC

3290 :

3300 DEF PROCinitialise

3310 LOCAL loopX
3320 FOR loopX=0 TO 5
3330 PROCreset(loopX)
3340 NEXT

3350 ENDPROC

3360 :

3370 DEF PROCworkings(bufno)
3380 erf*="W"

3390 GCOL 0,1
3400 PROCrows

3410 PROCbuffer(bufno)
3420 PROCtempo(bufno)
3430 PROCshowbuf(bufno)

3440 PROCboxes

3450 erf*=""

3460 ENDPROC

3470 8

3480 DEF PROCboxes

3490 GCOL 0,1
3500 FOR col=0 TO 11
3510 FOR row=0 TO 9
3520 PROCR((col*2+7.5)*32,1024-(row*2+9
.5X32,64,64,0)
3530 NEXT

See Know the Score, page 55

Listing I.Spanish Tummy

"RUN" CD "bassl" CD

"cat" CD "els" CD

"guitar" CD "info" CD
"leadl" CD "lead2" CD

- "lrest" CD "menu" CD

"organ 1" CD "organ2" CD
"pan2" CD "parti" CD
"part3" CD "part4" CD
"part6" CD "pianol" CD
"runup" CD "stringl" CD "string2" CD
"RUN" CX RUN word for

X Spanish Tummy by Ian Waugh
"123456" PLAY

menu

D

"bassl" C96, -2:
3 FOR( CCCC bbbb aaaa gggg )FOR
D

. "bass2" C96.-2: CCCC EEEE dddd gggf GGGG
AAgg AAgg
D

"cat" C"CAT"OSCLI press
D

"els" C26 #OUT X Restores windows

12 #OUT X Clears text area

D

"elstring" C2 CHANS
1 CHAN

1 SHIFT ON RM

2 CHAN

-1 SHIFT 128 AMP

EVERY CHAN

Hollow Slowvib Swell

D

"guitar" C2 CHANS
1 CHAN

ON RM 300 OFFSET
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"bass2" CD

"elstring" CD
"key" CD
"lead3" CD

"mix" CD

"panl" CD
"part2" CD
"part5" CD
"press" CD

3540 NEXT

3550 ENDPROC

3560 :

3570 DEF PROCrows

3580 LOCAL loopX
3590 FOR loopX=0 TO 9
3600 PRINT TAB(2,loopX*2+8);loop/*12+1
3610 PROCR (0, 1024-(loopX*2+9.5X32,6.5*

32,64,0)
3620 PRINT TAB(35,loopX*2+8);loopX*12+l

2

3630 PRDCR(33*32,1024-(loopX*2+9.5)*32,
7*32-4,64,0)
3640 NEXT

3650 ENDPROC

3660 :

3670 DEF PROCbuffer(bufno)

3680 PRINT TAB(2,4);"Percussion Track:
";bufno
3690 GCOL 0,1
3700 PROCR(32,848,21*32,64,0)
3710 ENDPROC

3720 :

3730 DEF PROCtempo(b)
3740 GCOL 0,1
3750 PROCR(26*32,848,12*32,64,0)
3760 PRINT TAB(27,4);"TEMPO:
3770 PRINT TAB(27,4);"TEMPO: ";tempo(b)
3780 ENDPROC

2 CHAN

128 AMP

EVERY CHAN

Hard Delvib Long

D

"info" Ccls NL NL NL 130 *OUT DISPLAY
'/. Spanish Tummy
X One of the nice things about AMPLE
Xis the way you only need to enter
Xrepeating lines once. The whole tune
Xis built around a very simple bass
Xline which gives you lots of music for
Xrelatively little work.
X The manic Spanish Guitarist plays
Xbasically the same riff twice but the
Xsecond time it is offset a little in
Xrelation to the bass line. This is easy

Xto do in AMPLE.

X Finally, look at the "menu" word
Xwhich shows how easy it is to write
Xuser-interactive menus.

D.
"key" CK(-B-E-A)K
D

"leadl" C12, //// l:DEdc
D/// /Edc D/// ////

//// //// //// ////

12, ~DB,Edcl2,D EFGA 8,Bagl2,fed EF//
///8,Gfe 12,F/// ////

8, -Y/ ABa gAg fGf eFe dEd cDc bCb
aBa gAf GAf GAf GAf GAf GAf GAf
G// /// /// /// Agf G// /// ///
/// Agf

D

"lead2" C24, d//c c/// ////
*V// //// ////

D

Continued •
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"lead3" C12, //// laDEdc
D/// //Gf G/// ////
*//•/ //// //// ////
D

"lrest" C96, A/// //// //// ///
D

"menu" Ccls MENUDISP
X Spanish Tummy
X by Ian Waugh

96

XSee info

XSHOW words
Xinfo press
XSHOW press

XWRITE words to screen XWRITE press
X*CAT Disc Xcat

XIncrease Tempo X16 0 +T menu
XDecrease Tempo X16 0 -T menu
XOriginal Tempo X125 =T menu
XGET "menu" into NOTEPAD X"menu"GET
X Use Cursor keys to Highlight
X RETURN to Select
%

MENU

D

"mix" CM5MIX 48,125=T
1 SHARE 1 VOICES Organ
1 VOICE 120 VOL -2 PAN

2 SHARE 1 VOICES Slapbass
1 VOICE 120 VOL 2 PAN

3 SHARE 1 VOICES Panflute
1 VOICE 128 VOL 0 PAN

4 SHARE 2 VOICES elstring
1 VOICE 104 VOL -1 PAN

2 VOICE 104 VOL 1 PAN
5 SHARE 1 VOICES Upright
1 VOICE 128 VOL 0 PAN

6 SHARE 1 VOICES guitar
. 1 VOICE 128 VOL 0 PAN
PNUM SHARE

D

"organ1" C96, -2:
3 FOR( C/// b/// a/// g/// )FOR
D

"organ2"C96,-2: C/// E/// d/// g//f G///
A/g/ A/g/

"panl" C48, D/// /E
48, f/// /// 24, Ge
48, F/// //GA

g/// ////
D

"pan2" CI a

24, ~/// ///12,GA B/gABCba g///////
24, ^/// ///12,=AB C/=aBCDcb =a///////
24, ~/// //g=A B/// =a///
BCD/ D/// //// ////

a/// //// g/// ////
f/// //// G/// ////
D

"parti" CSCORE
key
organ1
organ2
organ1
64 6 -T

C/// //

D

"part2"
key
bassl

bass2

bassl

CCCC C\
D

"part3" CSCORE

32, deg

XRitardando

CSCORE

key
la panl
la panl
2a panl
runup

pan2
1: panl
1: panl
2: panl
32, 3: edc agf edc agf
24, c/// *•
D

"part4" CSCORE
key
1: stringl
1: stringl
2s stringl
runup

Is string2
Is stringl
Is stringl
2s stringl
c(!c)/// //// //// A(A)

D

"part5" CSCORE
key
6 FOR( 192, A/// )FOR
runup

pianol
D

"part6" CSCORE
key
lrest

leadl G// /// /// /// /// ///

leadl G/ 12, /f/e /
lead2

lrest lrest

lead3

leadl G// /// /// /// /// ///

leadl G/ 12, //// G/// A///
=B/// D/// ///"

D

"pianol" C24, efG/ G/// //// ////
+fG=A/ =A/// //// //=A/

BCD/ D/// //DE F/ed

12,dc 24,D// //// //// ////
AcbC DEdc 12,=b=a 24,=B/ //// /
~agA BCba 12, gf 24,G/ //// ">
D

"press" CNL 132 #OUT 157 #OUT 135 *OUT
X New Blue background

10 FOR( SP )FOR X Spaces to center text
"Press RETURN" *OUT

*IN *2 X Wait for keypress
menu

D

"runup" C0s 24, //////// 12,
C(c)D(d)E(e)F(f )G(g)A(a)
B(b)C(c)D(d)E(e)F(f )G(g) A (a)B (b)C(c)
D(d)

D

"stringl" C48,
e(G)/// //*•{*)/

b(D)/// //~(~)/

a(C)/// //^(~)/

g(D)/// //^C")/
D

"string2" C48, E(b)/// //~(A)/
=A(d)/// //A(A)/

g(d)/// //=A(e)/
g(d)/// //~(~)/
A(E)/A(A)/ g(d)/A(A)/
A(E)/^(^)/ g(d)/^(A)/
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OFFERS
THIS MONTH'S LISTINGS

Turn your BBC into a drum kit with Joe
Telford's drum machine program. For
inspiration there is a rhythm
demonstration program. Once inspired,
save money by printing your own music
paper using Hints &Tips' music paper
program. For Music 5000 owners there is
an Ample listing of guitar music.

Catalogue all your programs with our
date stamp routine. Businessmen
programmers will find our Lotus 123

style menu demonstration a must for their
accounts programs while programmers
can change variable names using the
upper to lower case converter.

For Archimedes owners there is a

module to activate a screen dumping
program from within any program.

June's listings come on 5.25-inch 40/
80-track disc or on cassette for Electron

users. For 3.5-inch discs at £7.95 please
see page 19.

Get into music with this
month's listings

DISC SUBSCRIPTIONS

Guarantee the priority delivery of your
monthly listings by subscribing. Each
month our discs contain the very best
quality graphics, utilities and routines.
Asubscription to the monthly discs will
save you hours of typing and de-bugging
leaving you time to enjoy the programs.

Asubscription to the Acorn User
monthly listings discs will only cost you
£40. This small investment will give you
12 discs of listings.

Why not take advantage of our special
joint disc and magazine subscription
offer? For £50, a saving of £7.50, you
will receive 12 issues of Acorn User

magazine and the accompanying monthly
discs. Offers open to UK readers only.

Save pounds by
subscribing

MAGAZINE BINDERS

Keep your Acorn Usermagazine
collection in style with our smart red
binder; no more misplaced or dog-eared
copies. The binder features a wide spine
to hold 12 issues of 200 pages.

£4.95 ensures that your valued guide
to the BBC, Electron and Archimedes will
always be kept in pristine condition.

Haveyou missed any issues of Acorn
Usermagazine, discs or cassettes? Acorn
User has been publishing the essential

guide to Acorn computing for five years.
Think what you might have missed! Take
this opportunity to make up your
collection. Remember that all pre-1987
discs and cassettes are still at the sale

price of £3.95 and £2.95. Most issues
are still available but stocks are getting
very low. For a complete list of back issue
contents write to: Seran Haddick,
Redwood Publishing Ltd, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ.

Keep your magazines
as good as new

ORDER BY TELEPHONE 0672 40825
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OFFERS
SOFTWARE & GRAPHICS

Acorn User has put all your favourite
programs, routines and utilities from
1987 on one disc. Whether you use your
micro for graphics, business, word
processing or playing games, the Acorn
User '87 Compilation disc has something
for you at only £6.95.

Featured are; Kiddie Art, the program
that makes drawing a joyfor children.
And it's fun for the rest of us too!

Tapestry presents an introduction to
computer aided design via the craft of
embroiderywhile PCB by CAD takes
things a step further helping you to build
your own electronic circuits. Theme and
Autumn, our music programs from April
'87, have been included for the budding
musicians among you.

Also on the '87 Compilation disc is Joe
Telford's GEM-like front-end for the

Master. This package lets you control
your ADFS files using icons rather than
star commands. The package also
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New from
Acorn User

's/ Compilation
disc

Micro masterpieces on
Portfolio for £9.95

includes the desktop calendar and year
planner that Joe added in August '87.
You can keep your floppy discs organised
using John Weller's useful indexing and
cataloguing programs and explore the
geometric world of Pythagoras' Pines by
Albert Koelman.

Other useful utilities on the compilation
disc are proportional screen dumps, a
View printer driver generator, a monitor
testing routine and a routine for printing
spreadsheets sideways.

The second half of the disc is devoted

to graphics, with a video image enhancer
and six of the best Graphics Bonuses
from 1987, including a Lowry
masterpiece, Whaam!, Monster, Coke
Can and Planet Earth.

The Acorn User '87 Compilation disc
comes in 5.25-inch 80-track format, with
a comprehensive manual which included
all function key strips and instructions
needed for the programs.

Jonathan Inglis, freelance illustrator, has
assembled a Portfolio of his best work
exclusively for Acorn User.

The disc contains screens that have been

used by national and regional publications.
Included are Seurat's Bathers, a Time Out
cover from August 1985, and two familiar
Acorn £/sercovers, Willow, (Nov '86) and
Magician (Jan '86), as well as several
pictures commissioned by The Times.

Three of Jonathan's favourite
masterpieces are on the disc: Seurat's
Riverside, Vermeer's Lady at the Virginals
and a copy of a famous lithograph by
Matisse. Sade fans will probably by more
interested in the two stunning protraits of
the singer included on the disc.

You can createyour own piece de
resistance using the Pixel Editor and Super
Painterprograms. Pixel Editor allows you to
draw inand alterminute detail, while Super
Painter enables you to draw lines, texture
yourscreen and shade by mixing the eight
standard colours.

Portfolio comes in 80-track 5.25-inch

format witha comprehensive instruction
sheet telling you about the pictures and how
the artist created them. This disc can be

yours for only £9.95.

TO ORDER USE THE FORM ON PAGE 102
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OFFERS
USERDUMP ROM

The UserDump ROM will allow
you to dump any screen image

inany display mode by entering a single
command - either as a line of your
program or by typing it directly from the
keyboard. Aperfect dump can also be
obtained while a machine code program
is running.

UserDump can dump a graphics
window, make a distortion-free dump of
mode 0 screens using plotter graphics,

translate a teletext screen into mode 1,
and shift any area of memory.

UserDump will work with any Epson-
compatible printer which has single-
density and double-density bit-image
graphics including the Star Gemini, Delta
SG, SD and SR, Canon and Kaga NLQ.

Details of further commands and

printer compatibility are available from
Seran at Redwood Publishing Ltd, 20-
26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ.

Trouble free screen dumps for £19.95
with UserDump

VIEWCHART DISC

12,5'/.

25,0*

Jan Feb Kir

.5-

J*

12
o-tr

j i i i i i
'81'82'63'84'85'86

ViewChart features a suite of

programs which can be used to
produce high-resolution graphics in pie
chart, bar chart or line graph form. Data
can be entered manually, or read from
ViewSheet, Viewstore or Viewfiles.

Present figures
with ViewChart

The charts can be labelled and shaded

to give a really professional appearance.
Epson-compatible screen dumps are

included, one of which will produce a
printout to the full width of an A4 sheet.
Screen dumps for other printers can be
painlessly installed.

The software is provided on a 5.25-
inch 40-track disc (with 80-track
converter). And the price of this
professional package? Just £12.95.

CALLIGRAPHY DISC

Now you can produce
professional tickets,

letterheads and posters with the
Calligraphy disc.

Desalet is a font creator which
produces customised letters to your
personal design and saves you using
repetitive data statements and error-prone
calculations. All font sets can be up to 94
characters long.

Modical allows the use of disc-based

font sets created with Desalet. Modical

incorporates a modified file creation
program, which allows files to be printed
out immediately or saved for later.

An enhanced font ROM, in the form of
a sideways RAM image, allows you to
design your own fonts for use on-screen.
Any output to the printer will be in the
new font - thus giving true WYSIWYG.

This superb disc comes on 40/80-track
5.25-inch disc and is only £9.95.

Design your own fonts
with Calligraphy

ORDER WITH THE FORM ON PAGE 102
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OFFERS
SOFTWARE GRAPHICS

Utility commands
on a chip

Plug in UserROM, our exceptional utility command ROM, and
19 ofyour favourite Acorn User routines are instantly
accessible using star commands, eg, 'BORDER; *CHECK;
*Colfill; *Dotfill; 'compress; *circle; *scroll. These are only a
few of the many useful routines for just £19.95. Full details are
available from Seran, Redwood Publishing Ltd, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ.

OH r>9F •••M0B9r~.W ..&**•*?&•. ..'**««

Acorn User

Pa4
Start

Memo to all Network Users.

Th» (j.m.! ia just ons of many useful
utilities on the Acorn User

Sideways RAM
made simple

The Acorn Usersideways RAM disc includes: RAMpad-your
computer's answer to the pad and pen; six different on-screen
fonts available in all modes; a 15k printer buffer; Screen Swap
- store and recall mode 4 or 5 screens; *R0MHEAD -
standard service ROM header; *RL00K - allows you to
examine sideways RAM or ROM. There are many more utilities
on this 40/80-track 5.25-inch disc - a snip at £9.95.

flcorn User Graphics Utility Disc
The 40-track 5.25-inch Graphics Utilities
disc features 16 stand-alone machine

code utilities and much more - all for

only £7.95.
The 16 machine code routines enable

you to manipulate blocks of graphics.
Rotation and reflection utilities are

included, together with a screen
compressor/expander, a colour flood-fill
routine and three screen-mode

conversion commands. Parts of any
graphics screen can be saved, copied,
moved, have their colour changed or two
of their colours swapped.

The Basic procedure library includes
routines to produce multi-height,
proportional and justified text as well as a
procedure for 'drop shadow' boxes. All
the procedures in the library can be used
in your own programs.

An advanced teletext screen editor

allows you to create colourful mode 7
screens which can be saved to disc. This

routine gives you point plotting and line
drawing, rubber-banding, and even a
flood-fill. In addition, full text facilities
including all the mode 7 control codes are
available on this disc.

100
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Graphics Utilities disc -
a bargain at £7.95

TO ORDER USE THE FORM ON PAGE 102
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DISCSUBSCRIPTIONS SUBSCRIPTIONS

Yes! Please startmy disc subscription from the issue. Subscribe now to Acorn User magazine and monthly listings disc for
UK subscribers please see page 36. only £50.

Please start my subscription to Acorn User magazine and

discs with the issue.

01 UK O £40.00
02 EUROPE (Airmail) • £76.00 01 UK • £50.00

03 OVERSEAS (Surface) O £76.00
04 OVERSEAS (Airmail) • £84.00 This offer is only open to UK readers.

TOTAL VALUE £ TOTAL VALUE £

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS ACORNUSERMONTHLY DISCS

Yes! Please start my subscription to Acorn User magazine from the 1987 1988

OJAN 0216-X OJUL 0222-4 D JAN 0228-3

issue (UK subscribers see page 36 before completing). OFEB 0217-8 O AUG 0223-2 O FEB 0229-1

DMAR 0218-6 • SEP 0224-0 OMAR 0230-5

12 Issues 27 Issues OAPR 0219-4 OOCT 0225-9 O APR 0231-3

01 UK O £17.50 O £35.00 OMAY 0220-8 ONOV 0226-7 OMAY 0232-1

02 EUROPE • £25.00 • £50.00 OJUN 0221-6 ODEC 0227-5 OJUN 0233-X

03 MIDDLE EAST O £30.00 O £60.00
04 THE AMERICAS & AFRICA O £50.00 • £70.00
05 REST OF THE WORLD O £40.00 O £80.00

These discs are 5.25-inch only. UK = £5.95

Europe = £6.95

TOTAL VALUE £ TOTAL VALUE £ Overseas = £7.95

ACORN USER MONTHLY CASSETTES ACORN USERMAGAZINE BACKISSUES

1987 1988 1986 1987 1988

DFEB 0434-0 O JUL 0439-1 O JAN 0445-6 OJAN 0032-9 OJAN 0044-2 O JAN 0056-6

OMAR 0435-9 • AUG 0440-5 O FEB 0446-4 OFEB 0033-7 OMAR 0046-9 D FEB 0057-4

OAPR 0436-7 O SEP 0441-3 OMAR 0447-2 OMAR 0034-5 OAPR 0047-7 OMAR 0058-2

OMAY 0437-5 O OCT 0442-1 • APR 0449-9 OAPR 0035-3 OMAY 0048-5 O APR 0059-0

OJUN 0438-3 ONOV 0443-X OMAY 0450-2 OMAY 0036-1 OJUN 0049-3 OMAY 0060-4

ODEC 0444-8 OJUN 0451-0 OJUN 0037-X DJUL 0050-7
OJUL 0038-8 OAUG 0051-5
OAUG 0039-6 O SEP 0052-3

OSEP 0040-X OOCT 0053-1

O OCT 0041-8 O NOV 0054-X

ONOV 0042-6 ODEC 0055-8

OJUN 0061-2

Monthly cassettes arc suitable for BBC micro and Electron users UK = £3.95 O DEC 0043-4
UK = £1.95

Europe = £4.95 Europe = £2.95
TOTAL VALUE £ Overseas = £5.95 TOTAL VALUE £ Overseas = £3.95

BINDERS

UK EUROPE OVERSEAS

TOTAI VAITJF.9 MAGAZINE BINDER 1201-7 O £4.95 O £7.95 O £14.95

HI 24-HOUR TELEPHONE SERVICE (0672) 40825 ||
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ORDER FORM
ACORNUSERROMS ACORN USER SPECIAL CASSETTES

O USER DUMP 1001-4

O USER ROM 1002-2

O AXR ROM 1003-0

TOTAL VALUE £.

GRAPHICS UTILITIES DISC
40-track 0830-3 O

EDUCATION DISC
40-track 0815-X D

VIEWCHART DISC

40-track 0920-2 O

1987 COMPILATION DISC
80-track 0990-3 O

TOTAL VALUE £.

UK = £19.95

Europe = £20.95
Overseas = £21.95

O ACORN USER GRAPHICS

O BEST OF ACORN USER
O FINEST FAVOURITES

O GAMES COMPENDIUM

TOTAL VALUE £.

ACORN USER SPECIAL DISCS

UK = £7.95

Europe = £8.95
Overseas = £9.95

UK = £12.95
Europe = £13.95
Overseas = £14.95

UK = £6.95

Europe = £7.95
Overseas = £8.95

SIDEWAYS RAM

UTILITIES DISC
40-track 0825-7 O

CALLIGRAPHY

40/80 track 0950-4 O

PORTFOLIO DISC
80-track 0970-9 O

NETWORK UTILITIES
DISC

80-track 0809-5 O

0601-7 UK = £2.95

0602-5 Europe = £4.95
0604-1 Overseas = £5.95
0603-3

UK = £9.95
Europe = £10.95
Overseas = £11.95

UK = £19.95

Europe = £20.95
Overseas = £21.95

O I enclose a cheque/postal order for a total of £ made payable to Redwood Publishing Ltd

O Please debit my O Visa (Barclaycard) O Access (Mastercard)

Credit card number Expiry date

SIGNED DATE

MR/MRS/MISS/MS INITIALS SURNAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE TELEPHONE

Please return your order to: Redwood Publishing Ltd,Acorn User Mail Order, Marlborough Rd, Aldbourne, Wilts SN8 2DD.

For Office Use Only 0 0 •
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o
ne of the most successful

products ever on the BBC

machine, this is now avail

able on a single chip, for the Archimedes

and soon for the Z88.

All versions of SPELLMASTER offer

instant spelling and typing checking - as

you type. The single chip contains almost

60,000 English words and user created

dictionaries can extend this number.

A range of dictionary search utilities are

provided, in all versions, that rapidly

search the entire dictionary and

enable any of the following to be found;

1) Words that sound like the one
specified.

2) Words that are spelt approximately
like the one specified. This is ideal for

correcting typing errors where words

have a pair of letters transposed, one

letter wrong, missing, or one too many.

3) Words where only a few characters
are specified, (solves crosswords).

4) Words that have the correct letters,
but are mixed up, (solves anagrams).

All these search facilities are accessible

from any program that can issue star (*)

commands.

In addition there are facilities to check text

directly within a variety of text editors or

word processors, to check the word at the

cursor, to check all text from a specified

point, or to just browse through the

dictionary.

The BBC SPELLMASTER can check-as-

you-type in INTER-WORD, WORDWISE,

and VIEW, in all versions of the BBC

Micro. The Archimedes version can

check-as-you-type in INTER-WORD, is

compatible with ArcWriter files and

requires a ROM expansion board.

SPELLMASTER for the Z88 is compatible

with Pipedream files and contains its own

powerful text editor.

Full details on request.

£51.30 +VAT (£59.00 incl.)

Available now for the

ARCHIMEDES
THE 128k ROM BASED

SPELLING CHECKER
Compatible with Wordwise,Inter-Word 8.V icy*.

24 hour despatch service available.
Access & Barclaycard accepted.

CnrnpuUn- Bcti

<e
Computer Concepts Ltd

Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 6EX.
Telephone 0442 63933



TELETEXT ADAPTER
Would you likeaccess to free high quality software
and over a thousand pages of information, but
Prestel access charges and phone bills too
expensive? Then read on!
The answer is Teletext. Yes the same system
everyone has seen incorporated into television sets,
butwith a difference. WhenTeletextis read bya
computer you can actually use the data.
The MORLEY TELETEXT ADAPTER introduces you
to the world of Teletext at a price that won't break the
bank. Inside it you will find the latest in second
generation Teletext chip technology, which unlike our
rivalswho are still using chips designed more than
ten years ago, willbe fully compatible with any future
advances in the Teletext system.
With the Morley adapter you will get a state of the art
unit that automatically tunes itself into the required
station (no more messing around with screwdrivers
or twiddling little knobs in the back of the case), a
user friendly menu driven program, easy to follow
instructions and a 12 month warranty. Add to this the
free downloadable telesoftware and we are sure that
you will agree that we are offering you one of the
best bargains on the market today.

FEATURES:

*Advanced design uses the latest technology,will
handle ANY future enhancements to the Teletext

system e.g.: full field; 8 bit data transfer; 2k pages
etc.

*Simply plugs into the user port.
* Low power consumption, less than 200ma.
Optional power supply available.
' User friendly menu driven software including
extended OSCLI and OSWord commands for access
from BASIC programs.
' Supplied with 16k ATS (Advanced Teletext
Software)and 16k support ROM software inc. printer
dumps, page
spoolers etc.
*FREE Telesoftware, no access charges (updated
weekly).
*Save selected pages to disc/tape for later retrieval.
* Full access to all Teletext services and channels
e.g.: CEEFAX, ORACLE. 4-TEL.
*Gives yoJ a real-time clockat your disposal
(•TIME).
*Software upgrades to allow for any enhancements
to the Teletext service, e.g.: extra channels, full field
data on cable &satellite systems etc. (onlythe media
charge).
* Easy to follow comprehensive user guides.
' No hardware limitations, it can for example receive
virtually unlimited numbers of channels.
*Utilsdisc available includingprinter drivers allows
pages to be selected and dumped direct to a printer

(no more TV or Radio Times to buy).

WHATTHE REVIEWERS SAID:
". . .In terms of price, performance, future expansion
possibilities and those little touches that show
thought for the end user I would recommend the
Morley unit."—^com User, January, 1986).
". . .The Morley unit has been designed to ensure
that its operation is simple and smooth. It is the ideal
Teletextadapter for school use.~-(A&B Compuiing,
June, 1986).
".. .Using it over a number of months in different
schools, it has proved utterly reliable, and may
confidently be recommended."-rT/7e Times
Educational Supplement, September, 1986).
THISISTHEBIGGESTSELLINGTELETEXT
ADAPTERCURRENTLYIN PRODUCTION
WORLDWIDE, ANDCOMES WITH AFULL
MONEY BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE.

Now available!
The first true

MEGA capacity
RAMdisc lor the
BBC. BBC B+
and MASTER
computers.
This fully
compatible unit,
currently
available in
either 1 or 2

megabyte versions comes complete with operating software on ROM, power
supply, and a comprehensive user guide.

FEATURES:

Onemegabyte of RAM connected to the 1mHz bus.Usedwith the supplied ROM
software programs and files may be saved and loaded from the RAMdiscin the
same manner as from a floppy disc witha large increase of speed, forexample, a
20k mode 0 screen takes about 3-4 seconds to load from disc and about 0.2-0.3
seconds to load from the RAMdisc. The RAMdisc ROM operatesas a utility ROM

EPROM
PROGRAMMERV2

The MORLEY EPROM PROGRAM
MER V2 is a small self contained
unit that plugs into the BBC or
MASTER user port. It comes with a
high quality ZIF (zero insertion force
socket) and contrasting plastic case.
Also included in the package is ifs
own user friendly menu driven
software on ROM or disc.
This state of the art unit, allows
programming ol 2764 (8k), 27128
(16k). and 27256 (32k) EPROMS.
Not only does the hardware allow

programming of the usual NMOS devices, butwill handle the newgeneration
CMOS equallyas well,and with the average time taken to program a 16k at less
than 30 seconds we believe it to be one of the fastest programmers
available today.
THEHARDWARE

The Unit is completely under software control, there are no knobs or switches to
baffle the novice, and the extendedfeatures provided shouldexcitethe pro's.
THE SOFTWARE
The comprehensive user friendly software included in the package has twomain
parts, the first allows EPROMS to be read, programmed, verifiedand edited, also
allowing a ROM image to be loaded or saved to disc. The second is a full ROM
management system in its own right, which has a host of useful features and
routines, such as KILL and RESURRECT ROM to disable or enable a sideways
ROM, dump ROM image to bufferor disc, move ROM image in bufferto sideways
RAM, and VIEW-SEARCH any sideways ROM.
The whole system is available now for less than the price of one WORDWISE
chip. So get yourself the all newMORLEY EPROM PROGRAMMER V2 today
and start using those expansion boards for what they were made for! ROMS.
Immediate delivery no quibble 12 month guarantor

RAMDISC
working with the current filing system rather than as a separate filing system.
Therefore ensures compatibility with any Acorn compatible DFS (not ADFS). The
RAMdisc can be selected bya *commandto take the place of any drivenumber
from 0 to9. If the RAMdisc replaces a floppy driveas 0 forexample,all
commands addressed to drive 0 will be intercepted by the RAMdisc. The default
drive number is 4. Any'Dangerous' 'commands such as 'COMPACT, 'COPY,
•BACKUP etc can be intercepted and the BBC's RAM from page 2 to &7FFF
saved to RAMdisc workspace, and may be recovered using a 'command. This
prevents accidental corruption of any programs/data in RAM you may have been
usingat the time. The filing system wedge ROM suppliedsupports load/save,
byte file access, all relevant OSFSC commands, and contains a formatter verifier
and 'sector' editorforuse with the RAMdisc. Catalogue structureallows up to
2,688 files.
Well that's the spec, add to thisour usual 12 month no quibble guarantee and
we're sure you'll agree the Morley RAMdisc is the sensible alternative if increased
storage capacity and speed is your requirement.

MASTERCARTRIDGE
Designed and manufactured by Care Electronics to Acorn specifications.
These high quality Master expansion cartridges will take two 16k sideways
ROM's, and will, unlike similar cartridges available from other manufacturers,
accept the new second generation programs, such as Computer Concepts
Interword and Spellmaster ROM's.
These Cartridges come in a high quality, robust, formed-plastic case, that fits
neatlv into either one of the Master's cartridge slots.
QUADS also available quad cartridges specifications as duels but
taking 4x16k roms.

MASTER SMART
CARTRIDGE
This device was designed and manufactured jointly by Moriey and Care
Electronics.

The Smart cartridge will at the press ofa button halt any program running in
memory and execute any one of a host of useful built in. or user defined
procedures, and once completed will return to the program and continue where it
left off.The only limiting factor with this device is the programmers imagination.
The Smart cartndge will prive useful to the novice, allowing him to do the simple
things likedump any screen to printer, and make backups of protected tape or
disc based software, but has an open ended specification for the advanced
'HACKER' allowing advanced programming techniques to be incorporated into
almost any program at the touch of a button.
BUILT IN FEATURES (at the press of a button)
Autosaves computer's entire memory.
Freeze program at any point.
Screen dump (any mode) to printer or disc.
Allowsany OSCLI command without disturbing memory.
Copies 90% of protected software.
Tape to disc, disc to tape.
User friendly menu.
SoundOn/Off. ALL CARTRIDGES COME WITH A

12 MONTH NO QUIBBLE WARRANTY



MORLEY MASTER
MSRLEy
ELECT R 0 N I C S

BOARD'AA'
At long last the add-on all MASTER users have been
waiting for, an internal ROM board.

No more need to turn the computer off to insert the
cartridge containing the ROM you need to debug the
program in memory.

ThenewMORLEY MASTER BOARD"AA" allows

you to have up to 8x16k and 4x32k extra Roms
installed inside your MASTER and still leaves the
cartridge slots free. This in effect allows your MASTER
to support as many as 24, 16k ROMs installed
permanently, whilst retaining the standard 4 x
sideways ram banks and four banks by using car
tridges

Astaggering32ROM images installed and
accessible at any time
Included in the package is a utility ROM which has many useful features such as 'FICOPY', a clever file transfer program that transfers files
between DFS and ADFS formats or vice versa.

So for less than the price of four external cartridges you get a MASTER BOARD "AA" which with twice the capacity has got to be THE ROM
expansion for the serious MASTER user.

The unit comes with the usual Morley, full no-quibble twelve months warranty, and our usual after sales service
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THECOMPLETERANGEOFTELETEXT
SOFTWAREfromM/B SOFTWARE

*NEW . . . DESIGN 7 PLUS-now 'the best' is even better. Heldinhighregard by reviewers and hundreds of satisfied owners, DESIGN 7 has
been further improved, with revised keystrip & even more features. Design/load/save and MODE 7 screen with ease, up to full CEEFAX/Oracle
standard. Will convert ANY MODE 7 screen to a BASIC procedure, for inclusion in your own programs. ROM version includes a file copier, printer
dumps useable from BASIC etc. B/MASTER/COMPACT.

TELETEXT EMULATORS/SCREEN DISPLAYS/INFORMATION SYSTEMS-Acompleteranqeofteletextproaramstocaterfoiall
needs, with full teletext adapter interfacing.

*NEW . . . DESFAX - totally new version - streets ahead of the competition - run yourown information/display system. Stores hundreds ol
screens on dual 80 track drives (96 screens on single-sided 40 track), with access to any screen with a SINGLE KEYPRESS. Lots of special
effects - screens can scroll, slide, overwrite etc. Animation, loops, subroutines - send for details - not enough space here to even begin to
describe the advanced features!! B/MASTER/COMPACT

'NEW . . . MASTERFAX - 84 MODE 7 screens in memoryat once. 148screens possible withcartridge RAM. Anadvanced teletext/carousel
program featuring SINGLE KEYPRESS or 3-digit page selection. Runs entirely from memory - no disc accesses after pages are loaded. Superb
animation and other effects. MASTER/COMPACT only.

*NEW . . . VU-FAX - 1000screens and no disc accesses! Screens stored on MORLEY 1MByte RAM DISC. SINGLE KEYPRESS gives instant
access to any screen (or emulate teletext). This is the ultimate MODE 7 screen management system - there is nothing else like it. MODEL B/
MASTER 128.

'ALSO . . . MASTERcopv - DFS/DFS, DFS/ADFS. ADFS/DFS, ADFS/ADFS file copier. Uses the MASTER 128's memory to the full to permit
fast disc copying. 31 DFS files to ADFS disc in less than 2 minutes. Creates directories automatically. You will wonder how you ever managed
without this program. Described by reviewers as 'unexcelled'. MASTER 128 and COMPACT'S fitted with DFS ROMS.

ORDERFORM

Toordersimplycompleteand return bypostenclo3ingyour Morley Electronics, Unit 3 Maurice Road Industrial Estate, Wallsend, Tyne
cheque/P.O.madepayabletoMorleyElectronic3,orbyphone & Wear NE28 6BY Telephone Tyneside (091) 2627507
duringofficehours.quotlngyourACCESSorVISAnumber. Telex: 265871 A/B MONREF G (Quoting Mag 70211)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT@ 15%

Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty

P&P Rate

Morley Teletext Adapters 119.83 (a)
.Optional Power Supply 10.12 (b)
.Teletext Utilities on disc 5.98 (c)
.1 Megabyte RAMdisc 199.87 (a)
.2 Megabyte RAMisc 349.60 (a)
.Eprom programmer V2 34.50 (b)
.Master ROM boards "AA" 46.00 (b)
. Master Quad Cartridge 14.95 (b)
.Care Master ROM cartridges 8.97 (b)
Master Smart cartridge 39.79 (b)

Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty

P&P Rate

.M/B Software Design 7+ 9.89 (c)
M/B Software Desfax 20.01 (c)

.M/B Software DesROM 12.88 (c)
M/B Software Mastercopy Disc 12.88 (c)
M/B Software Mastercopy ROM 14.95 (c)

.M/B Software Masterfax 29.90 (c)

.M/B Software VU-Fax System inc RAMdisc 249.78 (a)

.5.25" Floppy discs x 10 8.05 (c)

.27128 16k CMOS EPROM 4.83 (c)
Info Pack + Demo Disc of all Software FREE (c)

Note Teletext Adaptors for Master Compact 138.00 (a)
Please delete: Adaptersoftwareon ROM/Sideways RAM format/Softwareon 40/80 trackdisc

Name Phone no.

Address A
Post Code

Cheque No. Access/Visa No Amount £

Please add Postage and Packing @ a=£3.00 b=£2.00c=£1.00d=£0.65(when ordering more than one item, add P&P. on highestrate item only)
GOVERNMENT, LOCAL AUTHORITY, AND TRADE ORDERS .WELCOME. Please allow28days fordelivery
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SUPERIOR'S BEST COMPILATION YET
forthe BBC Micro and Acorn Electron

Sam, an ardent fan of Superior Software'sgames, has been
| absolutely delighted by the success of his first selection of
• chart-topping Superior Software games. Now here's four more

gamesthat willkeepyouenthralled day after day —on that you
can rely!

Repton 3 is probably the best-loved of all of Superior's games.
Our endearing lizard, Repton, is trapped in a netherworld
amidst falling rocks, fearsome monsters and haunting spirits.
A superb strategic game which includes character and screen
designers enabling you to create your own scenarios. A & B
Computing reported: "This is top quality; arcade action at its
very best!'

BBC Micro Dual Cassette £9.95 Acorn Electron Dual Cassette £9.95
BBC Micro5'/4"Disc £11.95 BBC MasterCompact 3Va" Dlsc.£14.95

(Compatible with the BBC B,B+ and Master Series computers).

ACORNSeFT
7

Dept. 2PS10, Regent House.SkinnerLane,Leeds LS71AX. Telephone: 0532459453.

Crazee Rider, a fascinating motorcycle-racing game, features
seveninternational racetracks. "It's fast, challenging and there's
plenty to keep you entertained. Thoroughly recommended"
remarked The Micro User.

Galaforce is the thinking-man's alien-zapping game; fast and
furious, yet full of strategy. Oracle enthused: "You haven't lived
until you've played this game. Buy it! — it's the ultimate in
shoot-em-up. RATING: 20 (out of 20)!'

Codename: Droid is a challenging arcade-adventure.
The quality of the graphics and animation must be seen to be
appreciated. Electron User summed the game up by saying
"CODENAME: DROID is brilliant... it's worth every penny!'

THE
ORIGINAL. Play It Again, Sam'

Our original selection of 4 of Superior's biggest hits for the BBC Micro and
Acorn Electron is still available.

Please make
all cheques
payable to
"Superior

Software Ltd".

CITADEL
THRUST

STRYKER'S RUN
RAVENSKULL

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
All mail orders are despatched
within 24 hours by first-class post.
Postage and packing isfree
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately.
(Thisdoes not altect your statutory rights)



AMAZING OFFERSI
20% DISCOUNT FROM ALL BBC PUBLICATIONS EDUCATION SOFTWARE Send 18p stamp for catalogue.
SCOOP PURCHASE

ELECTRON
COMPUTERS IN

STOCK NOW
3 months warranty

£59.95
Includes power supply, aerial

lead, user free game and 90 day
warranty

FOR THE ELECTRON
VIEW ROM £29t9S
WordProcessor £14.95
VIEW SHEET ROM £293*
(Spreadsheet) £14:
BUY BOTH £22.00

"FOR THE BBC"
VIEW 3.0 ROM *5fc*0- £44.95!
VIEWSHEET ROM ~£5fc*0- £44.95!
VIEWSTORE ROM t59^5-£44.95!

VOLTMACE:
NEW!
Lloytron

DATA RECORDERS
SUITABLE FOR THE

ELECTRON

ONLY t I VIVV

ELECTRON JOYSTICK

Electron Joystick Interface &Software £14.95

Quickshot II Turbo Joystick £13.95

BUYBOTHFOR ONLY£25.00!

ACORNSOFTOVERVIEW

Asophisticated combination ofViewspell&
Viewstoreon Rom Cartridge and

Viewplot, View indexand PrinterDriver
Generator on Disc

BBC Disc & Rom R.R.P.£9&r96-

OFFER PRICE £78.45

ACORNSOFT VIEW
PROFESSIONAL

Combines the functions of a wordprocessor
spreadsheetand database inone program.

BBCB, & all Master Series Micros
R R P £&9~&i~

OFFER PRICE ONLY £79.45

PRIMARY EDUCATION
ASK SOFTWARE-7-11 yrs

THEBEST FOURLANGUAGE PROGRAMS (SET)
THE BEST FOUR MATHS PROGRAMS (SET)

BBCDISC £17.95 perset
BBCCOMPACT £18.35 per set
BBC/Elecass £17.95perset

SPECIAL OFFER — ACORNSOFT
BBC Cassette and Disc

EDUCATION COMPENDIUM
Workshop (3 + years)
ABC (7+ years)
SPOOKYMANOR (7+years) , , >.
TALKBACK (10+years) SET 111.30

ELECTRON POWER SUPPLIES £9.95 [
LOGO(Electron) £59.95 £29.95 |

ARCHIMEDES !
CONQUEROR -424*5- 419.25

ZARCH -449=95- 417.96

MINOTAUR -4+4*5" 413.46

ANSIC AJ+&65- £102.47

ISO PASCAL £4+3^85" £102.47

FORTRAN 77 -44+3:85- £102.47

COMAL .44*65- £44.95

DELTABASE X39*5- £26.96

TWIN -43W5- £30.00

ARTISAN -4*9*5- £35.95

TOOLKIT MODULE -439*5- £35.95

(For use with Plus 1 orBBC)

m&only £17.95!
ELECTRON AND BBC

HOME INTEREST
Snapper JJEv99-
Bqxer .£&r99-
*Watch your

Weight S&S9-
Theatre Quiz£&r99-

*Desk DiaryX&r99-
*Business Games

X6r9e-
*Graphsand

Charts S&S9-
Complete Cocktail Maker £J*S*r

SELECT ANY FIVE FOR ONLY £7.95
(or £1.65 each)

BBC PUBLICATIONS
ModemMaster BBC D -£+2t95- £9.99
Picture Craft BBC D -£43r95- £15.35
Advanced Teletex ROM -gfrSS" £7.65

EDUCATION SPECIALS
Linkword Spanish

Linkword Italian

Talkback

Workshop

-£44:95-

.«*95-

mm-

Maths'0'Level I

Biology

English

.£42*5-

.£02*5-

ANY TWO FOR £3.95

RECENT RELEASES
AT SPECIAL PRICES

Superior Collection 1 or
Superior Collection 3
Codename Droid

Strykers Run
Play ItAgain Sam
Spellbinder
Play ItAgain Sam 2
Skirmish

Spy Cat

2 BBC only
Electron only
Crazee Rider

Palace of Magic
Elixir

Bonecruncher

Quest
Kourtyard

Icarus

IMOGEN BBC Cass £7.95

BBC 40 or 80t £8.95
Master Compact £10.95

REMEMBER! - NEW TITLES ARE BEING
RELEASED EVERY WEEK

'PHONE FOR BARGAIN PRICES!!

MICROPOWER AND OTHER GAMES

Classic Adventures
Giroscope
Bandits at 3 O'clock
Escape from Moon Base Alpha
Ghouls
Stock Car
KillerGorilla

16,95- Rubble Trouble -£7t95-
^95- Swoop -£W5-
I&95- Croaker -£7t95-
X7t95- Bumble Bee £V£r
SZ&r Positron -£7t95-
42r95- Felix &the FruitMonsters -££95"
SJJgr Cybertron Mission &2Fr

Moonraider
Felix &the Evil Weevils
Frenzy
Microcosm
FatmanSam
Star Drifter

BBC & ELECTRON ANY FIVE FOR ONLY £7.95

£V£r

<&&r
£&&•

-St95-*
-££95-*

-££95-*

vBBCONLY

MICROPOWER MAGIC COMPILATIONS I& II
10 ORIGINAL HITS ON EACH

FANTASTIC VALUE

BBC B/B +/MASTER CASSETTE J&&S £5.95
BBC B/B +/MASTER 80T DISC X7t95" £5.95
BBC B/B + /MASTER 40T DISC £7t95- £5.95
BBC COMPACT DISC £3*95- £7.75
ELECTRON CASSETTE ZVfr £5.75

MASTER COMPACT I
• VIEW 3 ££9tt £45.00

• VIEWSHEET £&9ree- £45.00

VIEWSPELL .£39t95- £31.96

• VIEWSTORE iS9r80- £45.00

• VIEW INDEX -£44r95- £11.99
• ARCHIMEDES COMPATIBLE

BRAND NEW
FERGUSON

12" GREEN SCREEN MONITORS (MM02)

ONLY £59.95!
Electron or BBC lead supplied FREE!

Name _

Address

Tel. AU6
Iclaim my mystery gift

^BBC COMPATIBLE

SAE for comprehensive price lists
Please state for which machine

SOFTWARE BARGAINS
Dept AU68/8A Regent St., Chapel Allerton. Leeds LS7 4PE

Tel: (0532) 687735
Out of Hours Answer Phone

PLEASE ADD 95p P&P
and make cheques

payable to Software Bargains
Goods despatched within 48 Hours

Subject to availability



OFFERS
HANDBOOK OFFER

DABS
PRESS

The ultimate guide
to using ViewSheet

and ViewStore
This latest Dabhand Guide is the ultimate tutorial and reference work
for users of ViewSheet and ViewStore.

Written by Acorn User's editor Graham Bell to appeal to beginner
and experienced useralike.it describes in detail how to set up, use
and maintain spreadsheets and databases, providing comprehensive
and practical examples throughout.

Applicable to all Acorn machines and filing systems, the book
covers in detail: building an invoice system, sheet design, absolute
and relative replication, SELECT and REPORT, using printers, Over
View, ViewPlot, hints and tips and much more.

Don't delay, send us your order today!

Please send me

copies of ViewSheet/ViewStore: A Dabhand Guide at £12.95
copies of ViewSheet/ViewStore and 5.25-inch disc at £16.95
copies of ViewSheet/ViewStore and 3.5-inch disc at £17.95

Ienclosea cheque/postal order made payable to DabsPress for
£ (outside the UK add £2 p&p)
Please charge myAccess/Visa£

ACCOUNT NUMBER

n

NAME.

ADDRESS_

.POSTCODE,

SIGNED

Please sendthiscoupon with yourremittance to ViewSheet Otter, Acorn UserMerchandising,
20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ.
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Nostalgia
Remember "Countdown toDoom"? PeterKllworth's
classic scl-lladventure maywellhave beenthefirst
Dameyou ever fought. Well, RETURN TODOOM -
Part2 olhis Doom trilogy - Isnow available Irom
Topologlka:

You are Hying through the universe, minting your
own business, when a distress call comes in.
"Mayday! The Galapoxl, taking theAmbassador ol
Reglna on an Important mission to Flaxo. has just
crashed on Doom, Rescue needed! Heading lor
Clett. . . ' Astheonlyperson evertohave survived
Doom you steer once more lor that dangerous

planet.This couldbeyourlinesthour.

Or maybe evenlonger. ....
As lough as Countdown - but a ditterent sort ot
challenge - RETURN TO DOOM Issure tobring back
memories. £12.95inc.disc,manual, VAT and PSP.

Tel:(24hoursACCESS) 0733 244682
FREEPOSTPO BOX 39, Stilton

PETERBOROUGH

Archimedes Macro Assembler

Features:

* Full ARM Instruction Set Supported
* Powerful Macro Facility
* Conditional Assembly
* Free Upgrade

£34.50 (inc. VAT)
The Wingpass Assembler is designed to be used in con
junction with the ANSI 'C Compiler. No linker is supplied.

Wingpass Ltd,

2 Milestone Rd, Knebworth, HERTS SG3 6DA

ROM/RAM EXPANSION BOARD 2 for the ELECTRON PLUS 1
Will hold 7 ROMS or 6 ROMS plus 16k of sideways RAM (2x6264)
Fits inside the PLUS 1 Only five leads to solder on.
Very easy to fit yourself Clear instructions given.
Ours working with 64k Electron + dual disc drive.
4 options:

1. Bare PCB plus building instructions
2. Fully assembled board less roms and rams
3. As option 2 but including 16k of static ram
4. Send us your PLUS 1 (registered post) and we will fit it

for you and post it back to you within 7 days of receipt-
add £6.50

£17.50

£30.95

£37.50

1MHz BUS and ROM BOARD

Plugs into any cartridge slot, 2 rom sockets, gold plated contacts,
standard idc bus connector (as BBC). £17.95

All prices incl. no more to pay (UK)
RODH Designs, 36 Sarum Road, Eastleigh, Hants, S05 2AN.
Tel. 0703 260900 (best after 3.30pm)

S.P. ELECTRONICS
'ARCHIMEDES _ From £801

MASTER COMPACT _._ F,om E359 00
BBC MASTER 128 ."IZI".I. ..Z. £425.00
Disc Operating System 8271 ..__ '_, tJSM
Disc Operating System 1770 _ .,__., £49 95
G3WH0 Rlty Program (Tape) __ '..!!.'„. £7.'so
G3WH0 Rtty Program (Eprom Version) __ £20 00
Circuit Board lor Rtty decoder (inc. instructions) Rrtty PCB „._ £1 o!oo
Printer Cable(Centronics) _ ___._.__ _.._._ .£12.90
Citizen 120D 120cps 1....."..™. £199^00
~"ata Recorder Acorn ALF03 £30 00

/ORDWISE Word Processor 633.00
Wordwrse PlusWordProcessor £49.00
Slow Scan TV Circuit Board &Program (inc. instructions) £17.50
ADFS . £29.90
Opus580240/80TrackDisc Drrve ExPSU £126.50
Opus5802SD 40/80TrackDiscDrive «PSU Ei60.95

0% linance available on all Archimedes models.

Wide selection olsoftware, books, leads, plugs, etc. All prices only while
stocks last. All available Mail Order

2 High Street, Hucknall,
Notts. NG15 7HG

Tel: 0602 640377

Educational &

inilitulional

orden welcome

(all prices include VAT)
Carriage

Extra
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REVIEWS
ABOARD THE ARC

At last, a few brave souls are setting out on adventures with Archimedes. Carol Atack bids them
welcome and checks in some other arrivals

With typical timing the sun comes out, the
evenings are long and warm and the games
companies go into overdrive to keep me
indoors testing their floods of new pro
ducts. Well in the case of the Archimedes,
it'smore of a dribble, although it's good to.
see others following in Superior's brave
and lonely footsteps and putting out some
product for the Arc.

Two of the Arc games are adventures,
one from the well established Robico and
another from the less well-known Heyley.
Robico's Enthar 7 opens with you hurtling
to an unpleasant end with your hi-tech
space podule completely out of control.
Sadly the parser was also beyond my
control and understanding. However, since
this was a review copy I just leapt from
scene to scene admiring the lustrous
graphics which illuminate each puzzle. I
am assured thatRobico regulars will find it
easier than I did to grapple with the
required vocabulary.

The collective brains of Acorn User's
technical department came to the eventual
and correct conclusion that this was a
demo version which didn't feature any
thing as boring as the actual game.

Heyley promises to 'strain your brain'
and indeed Stranded did as I spent half an
hour trying to load the disc into a Com
pact. Hint: it works better on the Arc.

The scenario is the usual space age thing
and there's plenty to do. A Compact
version is promised, hence my confusion.

The first standard shoot-em-up, Quaser,
arrived not from a software house but from
a group of friends in Shrewsbury.
Although more care seems to have been
lavished on their title-page credits than in
thinking up an original game play, Quaser
proves that the Arc could well outshine all
other machines in the mundane business of
fast and violent blasting.

Various objects assail your spacecraft as
you glide along a vertically scrolling and
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Exile: expected soon from Superior

very detailed landscape, looking for the
scattered ground based targets. At one
point your opponents are Arc logos and
mouse pointers, as well as the more tradi
tional colourful blobs and bullets.

If only more software companies would
turn from showing off state of the art
graphics demos and get on with some good
conversions. How many times do they
have to be told?

If you want to see what can be done,
send £8.95 to Julian Rockey at Brecklands,
Broad Oak, Shrewsbury, Shropshire. Any
one else working on the Arc at home, let.
us know.

On the subject of conversions, Super
ior's latest is a version of last year's hit
from Palace Software, Barbarian. The
game caused heaps of controversy with its
controversial (what else?) contents and
packaging. The game is a well-written
extension of the sword fight genre. If
you're into that sort of thing and don't
mind the bloodstains on your monitor, it's
all very exciting: probably just the reason
why loads of people with other computers
bought loads of copies and made it a
number one best seller.

Opinions on this kind of game vary and
it would be true to say that the sharper-
pixelled versions for machines like the
Atari ST attracted negative comments for

the blood and guts scenes plugged on the
box. The decapitation scene was found
particularly distasteful.

The basic premise of the plot — that the
macho, male and muscle-bound protagon
ist goes out, kills lots of people and is
rewarded with a woman — is a little bit
dubious. This probably isn't the place to
go into the sexual politics of it all, but
many people felt Barbarian went too far
with its packaging.

What was simply an extension of tradi
tional fairy tales in cartoon form took on a
new aspect as the box showed bodybuilder
Michael Vanwigk and topless tabloid mod
el Maria Whittaker 'dressed' as the game's
characters. This photograph was widely
used to promote the game and did its job
very well, with endless debate and dis
agreement ensuring maximum publicity.

A year later Superior has a BBC version
to promote, but the photograph in ques
tion isn't reappearing, not in Acorn User at
least. Our thanks to Richard Hanson at
Superior for understanding that our readers
don't want to see page three-type photos
featuring on our pages.

Who could object to a life-size version
of the lovable lizard Repton? Soon to star
in another big 40-screen sequel, Repton
Through the Ages, Superior's most success
ful character is now available as a cuddly
toy. A five-foot version will be on offer in
an Acorn User prize competition later this
year when they've got enough stuffing, but
15-inch versions look set to go on sale.
One can only hope that the makers don't
get round to Maria Whittaker!

Next month Zarch ace Sam Greenhill
will be parking his hoverplane long enough
to report back to earth-bound readers on
happenings in the games world. And
thanks to Dave Lawrence for his long
stewardship of the page. His innovative
programs and zappy one-liners will con-j
tinue to be a feature of Acorn User. I
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Sciways for Scientists

* Over 350 definedcharacters accessiblewith simple 2-key codes
* All charactersprintable on bothscreen and printer
' Userdefined characters can be stored on disc
* All facilities can be used with word processors orwith BASIC
* Tested with BASIC I&II, Wordwise, Wordwise Plus, View 2.1, View 3.0,
onthe Master128, B+ 8c Model B, and with Epson/compatible printers

GREEK ALPHABET: Upper and lower case, upright and italic

ABr6EZH®lUnHSOHF[Tr«XTQ

SCIENTIFIC CHARACTERS: Mainly mathematical bufalso chemical
symbols

H H 0

1 1 / c xldation

H H

1 1

H-C-C-C

1 1
H H

1 1 \

H H H

3= n} r\. us

See ReviewinApril Acorn User:
"first classproduct -nobody should be without it"

Orders accepted from schools, colleges,establishments, etc.
Private orders- cheque with order,please

PRICE £39.95inc.VAT,p&p
16k ROM, 40/80 disc & manual

(notcompatible with Inter-Word)

Mayhew Telonics,
376a Ringwood Road,
Poole, Dorset BH12 3LT

TEI: (0202) 747 695

BBD
o DUST o
COVERS

PROFESSIONAL
COVERS FOR THE

BBC MICRO RANGE

BBD
o DUST o
COVERS

DIRECT FROM THE LEADING MANUFACTURER
Tailored from the best quality ivory coloured nylon that has been
coated with polyurathane to which an anti-static inhibitor has been
added. These fabric covers are tastefully finished with brown piping
and have the model name hot foil printed over the keyboard. They
are washable and can be ironed with a cool iron.

fl9 ARCHIMEDES: £9.00
BBC COMPACT SET £9.00

(Please state whether colour or monochrome monitor).
BBC MASTER £5.00
BBCB/B+ £5.00

MATCHING COVERS FOR PRINTERS,
MONITORS AND DISC DRIVERS

A large range of covers for printers, monitors and disc drives are
available to match the computer covers.

PRINTERS COVERS FROM £5 00
MONITOR COVERS FROM pfi'nn
DISC DRIVE COVERS FROM ......JZ'ZZZZZZZ"^^
If you have a specific requirement please do not hesitate to
contact us as we will be delighted to help
™clud,f VAT and First Class Postage. All our covers are
unconditionally guaranteed. Please make cheques out to:

BBD Computer Dustcovers
The Standish Centre »»»»

Cross Street KT ^
Standish, Wlgan r * J

Callers and Dealer inquiries welcome

TEL: 0257 422968 FAX: 0257 4239091

c & F=;vssc><0\AiTE:S
Quality Service at
Competitive Prices

CASS DISC C0MP

ADDICTIVE

Football Manager

ROBICO Crazy Rider 7.75 10.9b 12.9b

2.99
-

ELITE

Paper Boy 7.35 12.95 -

The Hunt

Pick Hanson

7.95

7.95

10.95

10.95
Codename Droid

Aroundthe World

7.75

5.95

10.9b 12.9b

6.9b 7.7b
ALTERNATIVE IMAGINE Project Thesius 7.95 10.95 inForty Screens
AllTitles i.yy - Arkanoid 7.20 _

Myorem 7.95 10.95 Superior Collection 1 7.75 10.9b 12.9b

ASL
Pedro 1.99 _

Rick Hanson Trilogy 18.95 19.95 Superior Collection 2 7.75 10.9b 12.9b

Impact

Ransack

7.95

775

11.95 -

10.95 -

INCENTIVE

1995 22.95 -

IslandofXan 7.95

Village ofLost souls 7.95
10.9b

10.95

Grand PrixConstruction

Speech
7.75

7.50

10.9b 12.9b

10.9b 12.95

Despatch Rider 720 9.95 - 775 10.95 -
Banjax <:.yD 4.95 AcornsoftHits1 7.75 10.9b 12.9b

Ziggy 7.20 9.95 -
LARS0FT

Beeline

Enthar7

2.95 4.95

14.95

Acornsoft Hits 2

Elite

7.75

10.95

10.9b 12.95

12.95 17.50

CDS Puppet Man 395 _
SUPERIOR Revs 10.95 12.9b 17.50

ColossusChess 4 7.75 12.95 - 395 _

Spellbinder 7.95 10.95 12.95 Spycat 7.9b 10.9b 12.9b

395 _

Elixir 7.95 10.95 12.95 Quest 7.9b 10.9b 12.9b
DATABASE

4.95
Bone Cruncher 7.95 10.9b 12.95 Play It Again Sam 2 7.9b 10.9b 12.9b

MiniOffice2 12.4b 14.95 19.50
Hex 3.95

Life ofRepton 5.95 6.95 7.95 Play ItAgain Sam 7.9b 10.9b 12.9b
Mini Office 2 (MASTER 80T) - 17.50 - Palace ofMagic 7.75 10.95 12.95

French OnThe Run

DESIGNPEOPLE

7.75
-

LEISUREGENIUS

Scrabble 10.95 12.95 - ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND

9.95 -
Monopoly 10.95 12.95 - POSTAGE & PACKING

Tanks! _ 10.95 - MANDARIN
(Overseas Orders add E1.00 per order or Airmail E2.00 per Item)

Battle of Britain 7.75 10.95 - Icarus 7.95 10.95 -
Cheques/PO payable to:

Midway
-

11.95 -
MIRR0RS0FT Fl C & F ASSOCIATES n

D0MARK Strike Force Harrier 3.9b - and send to

Star Wars 7.95 11.95 - Spitfire 40 775 10.95 - C & F ASSOCIATES (AU) CRANFORD HOUSE,
WOOLSERY, BIDEFORD, N. DEVON EX39 5QW

DR.SOFT MOSIAC Telephone: (023 73) 619

Phantom Combat 2.99 4.99 - Yes Prime Minister 12.95 17.50 - Orders normally despatched within 24 hours of receipt but allow maximurr of 7 days
For our comprehensive range of BBC and Electron Programmes please send for list
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CONQUED

Conqueror; Superior Software; Archi
medes; £24.95 (disc)
Conqueror features David Braben's 3-D
plotting routines as used in Zarch, a selec
tion of real tanks, a handful of digitised
sounds and quite honestly very little else.

There are three ways to play the game;
you can either get some shooting practice
in arcade mode, some tactical practice in
attrition mode or play the real game in
strategy mode. I found arcade mode was
useful to get used to the keys but very dull
in game play. I got nowhere in attrition
and ended up almost straight away in
strategy mode. I tired of the game very
quickly and play it much less than Zarch.

Theidea behind strategy mode is to take
control of the objective, a white circle on
the map, for at least 60 seconds. Extra
points are awarded if you do well and you
progress to the next level. In between levels
you are permitted to increase your batta
lion by buying more tanks - the higher
your score the more you can buy. Your
enemy, the computer, also battles for con
trol of the objective and if it manages to
maintain a foothold for that vital minute

then you lose.
There are a number of serious bugs in

the program, all of which greatly detract
from a good game. Your tankcan get stuck
on debris, making it impossible to move,
your bullets quite often appear in the
wrong place, and you can even fire through
solid objects.

The plotting routines, although fast, fre
quently get very confused as to which
surface to plot. Objects get too bright
when in the foreground, the edges of the
displayed area curl up, objects disappear
too suddenly at the edges and seeing view
under the landscape is common.
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REVIEWS

GAMES

The game is slow and the animation
jerky - bigger steps are used to make it
appear faster. The keys are awkward to use
and not redefinable, while the mouse con
trol is useless. My biggest complaint is that
there is only one viewing angle. You can
often be fighting a battle behind a hill or a
house and not be able to see your tank.
The addition of east, west and north views
would improve things or better still, an
out-of-tank view.

Every cloud does have a silver lining and
Conqueror's main plus point is the digi
tised sound. It sounds brilliant through my
hi-fi: tanks rolling along, firing and explo
sions are all perfectly reproduced. The map
display is also nice. The random layout of
roads and houses makes each game diffe
rent and the representation of the tank
tracks is very good.

Overall Conqueror is not up to the
standards of many BBC games. It would
be nice to see a game the Archimedes can
do with its hands tied behind its back

rather than some spruced-up graphic de
mos that it can only just manage. I can't
recommend Conqueror, especially at 25
quid a throw.

David Lawrence

CURSE OF

THE PHARAOH
Tutankhamun's Revenge; Bug-Byte;
BBC; £7.95 (disc)
Remember the fashion for poor Manic
Miner clones for the BBC micro? Games

where the animation was jerky, the
graphics were dull, and the controls were
unresponsive? Bug-Byte has revived the
genre with Tutankhamun's Revenge.

It's an arcade adventure - a pretty famil
iar format. Yet the game is difficult to play
- or rather, just plain awkward. The odd
bugs sprinkled through the game don't
help.

The only vaguely unusual thing is the
inclusion of a game designer, but this too is
sub-standard. The games it allows you to
design are even more limited than the main
game. I've never even managed to finish
designing a game - it always crashed losing
hours of work. The whole thing is poorly
done.

Ken Stewart

BUZZING
BUZZARDS

Skirmish; Go-Dax; BBC, Master, Elec
tron; £9.95 (tape), £11.95 (5.25-inch disc),
£14.95 (3.5-inch disc).
Most Beeb conversions from arcade games
are disappointing. The BBC doesn't have
the power to reproduce accurately most of
your paid-for favourites. Skirmish is the
exception which proves the rule.

Skirmish is Delos Harriman's version of
the unique Joust. You are a knight
mounted on a giant buzzard; equipped
with your lance you must fly around the
rocky landscape dismounting your rivals.
If you strike a competitor from above then
you win - if you lose the height advantage
then you fall to your death. The only
controls are left, right and flap.

When toppled, your opponent becomes
an egg. You can collect eggs for points, and
you should do so quickly as they soon
hatch into considerably more energetic
competitors. When you have collected all
the eggs, you move to the next level. If you
take too long, an almost invulnerable pter
odactyl appears to speed your departure.

The best feature is the two-player mode.
Playing with a friend, you can attack each
other: and there are times when you get a
bonus for co-operating, and others for
killing your fellow player.

This conversion is accurate right down
to the hand which pulls you into the lava
pool. And you can kill the vicious pter
odactyl by hitting it square on the beak
with the lance - but it usually kills me first!
Movement is smooth and the graphics are
clear, although you really need a colour
monitor for the two-player game.

Skirmish requires the fast reactions of a
shoot-em-up, and is much more interesting
than an arcade adventure. Recommended.

Stuart Anderton
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REVIEWS

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
First Word Plus is a fully-featured wordprocessor

for the Arc. Graham Bell tries it out

GST's First Word Plus wordprocessor is
already successful on the IBM PC and its
clones, and also on Atari ST machines. It is
the first major Arc application produced
by a software house new to the Acorn
market. If the Arc is to succeed, companies
like GST must be encouraged.

The First Word Plus screen display is
particularly attractive, as can beseen in the
picture. Your text is presented in a window
that usually covers most of the screen, in
tasteful shades ofblue, red and grey. At the
foot of the screen is a row of boxes that
duplicate the keyboard's function keys. All
the usual window tools work on your text;
scrolling up or down via the scroll bars,
reshaping the window with the resize icon,
and finishing with a document using the

lose icon.

The standard eight-by-eight system fonts
are used on screen for clarity and are much
quicker to display than the graphics fonts,
speeding up the scrolling rate greatly.

The major functions of the word-
processor, loading and saving text, defining
the page layout, searching and replacing
and so on, are accomplished via menus and
'dialogue boxes'. These are simply little
pop-up control panels that often have but
tons to 'press' with the mouse and boxes
into which to type text (like filenames).
Figure 2 shows the page layout dialogue
box. In common with most word-
processors running on the Macintosh, or
under GEM or Windows on the PC, First
Word Plus makes extensive use of such text
layout boxes.

The boxes are brought up via a menu. At
any time, you can press the mouse Menu
button to make an eight-item main menu
appear. Each item leads on to a different
subsidiary menu covering the options for
filing, spelling or page layout for example.
Figure 1 shows the menus linked to 'Style'
in use, where the options give access to the
reformatting commands.

Sensibly, there are are keyboard short
cuts to the most common commands and

dialogue boxes. For example, to reformat a
paragraph you just need to press function
key fl2; there's a reminder of this on the
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The First Word Plus screen display, is part icul it 1;
jftractiwe, as can be seen. The tent is present*!
in a window that usually covers nearly all the
screen, with shades of pale blue, grey and red.
fit the foot of the screen is a row of boxes that
duplicate the keyboard's function keys, fill the
usual window tools uork on the text window -
scrolling up or down with the scroll bars, re"
shaping the window with the Resize icon and even
finishing with a docunent with the Close icon.

The First Hord Plus screen display doesn't use the
Arc's anti-aliased graphical font systen. In ny
view, using the standard eight by eight font in
preference to the graphic fonts is a wise
decision, Word processing denands clarity of
display, and the standard Arc colour nonitor just
doesn't have the resolution to nake the graphic
fonts clear. They are at their best with a nulti-
scan nonitor in node 28. where the vertical
resolution is doubled. The standard node 12
display nakes then indistinct and hard to read.
The eight by eight .font is also quicker to
display, and this speeds up the scrolling rate
•ireatl'j.

1 Bold F2 Under F3 Italic |F4 Light |F5 Super |F6 Sub
n Del Lm F9 Indent |H8 Fixed Fll Centre Reformat

General screen layoutshowing a singletext window

menu too. The menus are simpler to use,
but, with experience, using the keyboard is
quicker for many operations.

Typing in your text is just like View or
Wordwise. The cursor keys can be used to
move around the document, with Shift and
CTRL speeding this up. In addition, the
Page up and Page down keys can be used
to movea screenful at a time, and of course
the scroll bars are quickest for bigger
movements. You can control the style of
the text either via the Style menu, or by
pressing the 'on screen' function keys, or
with the function keys themselves. Bold,
underline, italic, superscript and subscript
text are all available, and with some prin
ters you can have a 'light' style too. With
NLQ printers for example, this makes the
printer revert back to draft quality.

The different styles are shown on the
screen in a reasonably realistic way. Page
breaks are shown in the grey left margin
area, and they are easy to alter with the
mouse. Normal text is displayed dark grey.
Italic characters are shown italicised, super
script and subscripts are small. Embolden-

•

IMMIl.j

[ii; ;
•

IWM! «••
< hU fl

IMttliM f!
:uiic »

*(It < lift! H •
S«MMcr(pt IS •' "

•
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Figure 1:Style menu leading to reformat

ing is shown in black and light text in a
paler grey. Of course, using all these effects
depends on the capabilities of your printer
and the right printer driver.

Some printers allow you to incorporate a
number of accented characters into the
text. You can't type them directly into the
keyboard, but under the text window is a
panel showing the selection available from
your printer, and clicking on any character
puts it into the text. The panel is shown in
Figure 3. If your printer can produce the
characters, then First Word Plus can be
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used for foreign language text, but picking
characters from the panel is slow- it's best
reserved for very short passages and quota
tions. Sadly, scientific use is out, because it
has no way of producing the necessary
Greek characters.

The correct printer driver is loaded from
thecharacter panel too - clicking on 'Prin
ter installed' brings up a dialogue box with
thedriver files listed. Double-click on your

Figure 2: Page layout dialogue box

Figure 3:Close-upof FX80 printer panel

selection to load it. There is a utility
program to customise a new driver, but
this is only for the dedicated. Most needs
are catered for as standard; the Epson LQ
series and the GQ laser printer, Brother,
Juki and Qume daisywheels and the nor
mal FX and LX printers.

As with View and InterWord, the width
of your text is controlled by a ruler which
is usually shown at the top of the text
window. This is easy to modify; Tab stops
can be put in or deleted with the mouse,
and either margin can be moved. There's
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also a 'Modify ruler' dialogue box (double
click on the ruler icon) which can be used
to change the line spacing, justification and
character pitch. New rulers can be inserted
into the text at any point.

When you start up First Word Plus, the
'Open file' dialogue box springs up im
mediately. You can use this to load an
existing document or start a new one. One
particularly useful feature is that if you

start a new piece of text, First Word Plus
automatically looks for a file called 'For
mat'. The 'Format' file can store your
preferred page layout, ruler and any start
ing text that you commonly use so that
they arealways there when you need them.

Like most BBC micro wordprocessors,
headers and footers can be included on the

page, and the 'Page layout' dialogue box
gives you a chance to define what text and
page numbering should be incorporated in
the left aligned, centred or right aligned
elements. But unlike View, the headers and
footers take their ruler from the beginning
of the document, not the current ruler.
This is good, because it prevents the head
ersand footers changing positions on pages
with different rulers.

One really good new feature is the
ability to add footnotes into the text. The
references to these appear as superscript
numbers in the main text, each consecu
tively numbered automatically. The foot
note text can be added in a little window of
its own, and it gets printed at the bottom
of the page. Where the reference changes

pages, the location of the footnote moves
automatically with the reference. There's a
separate ruler for footnotes, so they could
be formatted on a narrower measure than

the main text, and you can define how
much space should separate them from the
main text.

I like the fact that the mouse pointer
disappears while you are typing to prevent
any possible distractions from the screen
display. It reappears in its former position
as soon as you move the mouse or press a
button, so it's always available.

One area where the use of the mouse

really helps is in marking blocks of text, to
move or delete them using the Block menu,
or change their text style using the Style
menu or the function keys. Italicising a
word is a matter of dragging the mouse
pointer over the word to highlight it in
black, then pressing f3. Figure 4 illustrates
the process of picking out a .whole para
graph in bold.

The extra memory of the Archimedes is
used to good effect. You can hold up to
four documents in memory at once, and
best of all, you can cut text out of one and
copy it intoanother simply by highlighting
the text block. Cutting it moves it on to
the 'clipboard'. Then you can make the
other document active by clicking the
mouse in its window, and retrieve the text
from the clipboard with the 'Paste block'
command. There's room for a total of
about 40,000-50,000 words in memory on
an Archimedes 310, which would be
enough for a small book.

Another thing the Arc's speed allows the
program to do is check the spelling of each
word you type, as you type it. This doesn't
seem to affect the speed of response ofFirst
Word Plus at all, it merely beeps when you
make a mistake. The dictionary has 40,000
words and it uses about 90k of memory
when you load it in, but there are a few
unexpected omissions, 'Archimedes' and
'wordprocessor' for example, and no
words with apostrophes, like 'doesn't'.
However, you can add new words to a
supplementary dictionary that is loaded
and merged with the main set. In fact, you
can build several extra dictionaries, perhaps
one for each subject you write about - one
a group of technical terms, another a group
of names, and so on. But you can have
only one extra dictionary loaded at once,
and there's no way to check more than one
except by ending the spelling check, and
reloading the main dictionary and the
second extra file. To make up for this,
there is a utility program to add your own
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UNBEATABLE DEALS
fonnect Cards Welcome fc*]SMB COMPUTER ELECTRONICS

All Computers listed beloware inclusive of VAT but carriage is £10 exc. via Securicor
Items are only available via MailOrder and are covered by our
Unique1year full guarantee at no extracost. Youcan. however,
obtain our extended guarantee, backed by an Enormous
InsuranceGroup, on our behalf, at a nominalpayment fee fora
maximumof 5 years guarantee. Please phone or write to us for
further details, conditions and an application form.
BBC COMPUTERS
BBC Master 128K '. E399
BBC with Turbo Board £486
(512K Processor Board £217.35
Universal 2nd Processor £86.25
BBC MASTER COMPACT RANGE
We have a large selection for you to choose from,as follows
ENTRY SYSTEM
BBC 128K, 640K Disc Drive and Software £360.00
TV SYSTEM
BBC 128K, 640K Drive UHF Modulator and
Software £375.00
MONO SYSTEM
BBC 128K. 640K Drive, Software 12" HI res mono
monitor £410.00

COLOUR SYSTEM
BBC 128K, 640K Drive, Software 14" med. res colour
monitor _ £565.00
2nd Drive Kit £113.00

COMPACT ACCESSORIES
2nd 3.5 drive _ £103.00
Compact RS232 Interface £29.00
PAL TV Adaptor „ „ £29.00
Compact 5.25" Disc Lead £12.00
Compact Printer Lead £10.00

ARCHIMEDES at special price*
300 Series
305SeriM
Basic £790.00
Mono (Green) £850.00
Colour £1110.00

310 Series
Baste .„ £865.00
Mono (Green) £925.00
Colour „. £1100.00
NEW 310 Series
Baste _ £935.00
Mono(Green) £1015.00
Colour „...'. £1175.00

400 Series
410
Baste £1595.00
Mono (Green) £1650.00
Colour £1823.00

440 Series
Baste - £2615.00
Mono (Green) .„ £2680.00
Colour £2850.00
Archlmedes information and Booklets available on request.
Archlmedes games are available nowl For all machines. Please
ask for list.

PRINTERS
Amstrad
DMP 2000 „ £P.0.A
DMP 3000 £P.O.A
DMP 4000 £P.0.A
New LQ 3500 £P.O.A
Epson
FX80 £P.0.A
LX80 EP.O.A
EXBOO £399.00
EX1000 _ £545.00
FX80 „ _ £315.00
FX1000 £439.00
LQ800 £429.00
LQ1000 „ £585.00
LQ2500 £790.00
LX800 „ £199.00
SO2500 £899.00
EPSON Paper Roll Holder „ £17.00
EX80C/1000 Colour Option £55.00
EX800/1000 Colour Rbbon £18.00
FX80/86 Tractor Feed Unit £35.00
FX/LO/LX800 Single Sheet Feeder £135.00
FX/LQ1000Single Sheet Feeder £149.00
HI-80Refills-Set of 4 pens £7.00
LX800 Tractor Feed Unit £39.00
LX800 Cut Sheet Feeder „ „ £75.00
Panasonic . (Excludes VAT)•
DotMatrix IBM/EpsonCompatible
KX-P1081 Special Price £140.00
KX-P1082 Special Price _ £170.00
Dasywrteel
KX-P3131 Special Price £240.00
KXP1083 Special Price (T40 cps) £280.00

ALSO AVAILABLE
SingleSheet Feeder £190.00
Tractor Feed £85.00
Spare Ribbon -.» £3.00

ACORN-OLIVETTI PRINTERS
JP101 Ink Jet Printer £49.00
(Onlyavailable while stocks last)
BROTHER DAISYWHEELS
Special Prices
HR15 'RS23Z Daisywheel £270.00
HR20 Daisywheel £329.00
JUKI DAISYWHEELS
Juki 6100 Daisywheel - £250.00
Juki 6200 Daisywheel £390.00
Juki 6300 Daisywheel £630.00
Juki 6400 Daisywheel £890.00
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PLOTTERS
Hitachi
Hitachi 672 Colour Plotter

(£20 offour usual price)

RIBBONS

Amstrad
8512/8256 £3.71
Coloured £4.82
Longlife £4.76
Coloured £6.27

Shinwa
CP80 £3.70
Coloured £4.20

Canon
PW1156/1080 £2.85

Epson
MX/FX/RX1000/105 £3.10
Coloured £4.20
LQ/LP1500 £2.90
LQ2500 £4.80
Coloured £3.80

.£475.00

Star
Gemini 10/15 £1.20
Coloured £1.75
NL10 £4.55
Coloured £5.70
Radix 15 £2.50
Coloured £4.25

Epson
FX/MXS/FT/RX/80/85 .. £2.70
Coloured £2.50
LX80 £2.50
Coloured £3.50

Brother
M1009/GLP £3.10
Coloured £3.95
HR15/25/35 £3.00
Coloured £3.80

Plain Listing Paper (ex VAT)
1000 9.5" x 11.5" Fanfold £6.00

2000 9.5" x 11.5" Fanfold £11.00
1000 15" x 11" Fanfold £10.00
1000 Sheets Full A4 Fanfold £12.00

2000 Sheets Full A4 Fanfold £20.00
Teleprinter Roll (Econo Paper) £3.50

(No carr. on less than 5 rolls)
Allfanfold has micro perforated feed strips and leaves a smooth
dean edge when detached from printer.

Carriage on 1000 sheets £1.50
2000 sheets £2.50

Printer Labels
(Mounted on continuous fanfold sheet)

1000 90 x 36mm (Single Row) £4.50
1000 90 x 36mm (TwinRow) £4.70
1000 90 x49mm (Twin Row) £7.00
1000 102 x36mm (Twin Row) £6.00

Carriage on 1000 sheets £1.00

II Lowest Prices Ever II
Discs 5.25" and 3.5" (Supplied in plastic boxes of 10)
Fully 100%errorfree guaranteed

48tpl5.25" 96tpi5.25" SS/DD 3.5" DS/DD 3.5"
10 £6.50 £8.75 £8.50 £10.45
20 £8.50 £11.00 £16.00 £19.75
30 £12.75 £14.25 £28.50 £29.50
40 £15.80 £18.00 £31.00 £38.60
50 £18.50 £20.00 £40.00 £47.50
100 £35.00 £37.50 £87.00 £93.00
200 £70.00 £72.00 £155.00 £175.00
500 £170.00 £185.00 £280.00 £427.50
500 + Discs call for prices

Disc Boxes available on request
100 Disc Box £10.00
50 Disc Box £8.00
Plastic Boxes for 10 discs £1.05 only

Monitors - Mono
Philips
Philips BM750212"Hi-resCVBS Input,AudioInput,20 MHxBand
Width, 2000 CHRS Display, Adjustable ViewingAngle, Green
Display £79.00
Philips BM7522 Amber Screen £95.00
Philips BM7542 Dedicated WD Phosphor Screen
Monitor £95.00
Philips BM7513 12" IBMcompatible £120.00

Taxan
New Taxan KX117 12" Screen P31 £89.00
Taxan KX118 12" Screen P39 £99.00
Taxan KX119 12" PUL Amber Screen „ £99.00

Colour Monitors

Microvitec
Mterovitec 1431 STD Res £201.35
Mterovitec 1457 Med Res £255.00
Microvitec 1441 Hi-Res £391.00
Mterovitec 2030 CS2- Std Res £425.00
Mfcrovftec 1431 AP £224.25
Mterovrtec 1451 AP Med Res £293.25

Philips
New Philips CM8853 14" CVBX and RGB Med Res colour
monitor. IBM PC compatible. Fast Blankup to enable Superim
posing. Stereo AudioSound. Ear phone socket. 600 x 285 lines
vertical £259.00

(£10 off usual price)

Philips CM8852 14"Professional Med Res Colour.
700 dots x 285 lines £279.00

(£10 off usual price)

PhilipsCM887314"RGB High Res Colourmonitor.
Res 850 x 480 £540.00

(£10 off usual price)

Tsxan Super Vision 620
High Res.Monitorwithseveralunique features,at a priceyoucan
afford

Supervision 620
12"RGBHighRes. monitor, IBM, BBC. Appleand most PC's. 635
x312 lines.Positiveornegativesyncinput.Textcolourswitchable
to green, amber, white or blue or inversewhite. Super high
contrast tube. Optionalswivelbase withClock/Calendar availablo
Special Introductoryoffer £289.00

(£10 off)

(UK) Access/Connect Cards Welcome
within 24 hours in UK on each item.

New Supervision 625
12" High resolution Colour Monltbr
681 Dots x 312 Lines £359.00

(£10 off usual price)

Monitor to TV converter
Well built AV7300 colour tuner module. Push button control. 12
preset channels. Built In Aerial. Compact design. Composite
video only £65.00

(£10 off usual price)
Allprices Inc. of VATCarriage on Monitors £10 exc via

Securicor 24 Hours Service.

AllDrivosare covered by our special 2 year guarantee. All 40/80
Drives have switch at the front of the drives.

Disc Drives
5.25" and 3.5" Drives
40 track single psu EP.O.A
40 track single EP.O.A
80 track single psu £135.00
80 track single £113.00
40/80 track dual vertical psu C2A9.0Q
40/80 track dual vertical £235.00
40/80 track dual plinth £265.00
3.5" single drive £85.00
3.5" Dual Drive £149.00
3.5" Single Drive psu £135.00
3.5" Dual Drive psu £199.00
5.25" & 3.5" Combo
40/80 track/3.5"psu £189.00lnc

Winchester Drives
Large range of Winchester Drives available. Please enquire for
details.
Accessories
TwinEprom Cartridges £10.00
Teletext/Prestel Receivers
MorleyTeletext Adaptor £95.00
Acorn Teletext Adaptor _ EP.O.A
Acorn Prestel Adaptor EP.O.A
Eprom Programmera
Eprom Programmer with software £30.00
Roms/Eproms (Excludes VAT)
2764 £2.10
27128 £3.50
27256 £4.80
6264 (8K) £2.80
Computer Concepts i
Inter-Word £41.50
Inter-Sheet £37.00
Inter-Base - £55.00
Inter-Chart £26.00
Spell Master £49.50
Graphics ROM £23.00
Wordwise Plus £40.00
Wordwise £24.00
Disc Doctor £28.00
Caretaker £25.00
Term! £25.00
Speech ROM £24.00
Printmaster £24.00
Accelerator £48.00
MEGA-3 „ £80.00
Acorn
View 2.1 £35.00
View 3.0 £48.00
View Professional > £79.00
Hl-Vlew £36.00
View P.O. Generator £9.00
Viewsheet £37.00
ViewStore > £37.00
ViewSpell & 80 track £29.00
VlewPtot „ £22.00
(Master/Compact specify)
Vlewlndex £12.00
Over View „ £81.00 inc. P&P
(Packs 1&2 Master)
Advanced Computer Products
Adv. Disc Toolkit £29.00
Adv. 1770 for M/C £29.00
Adv. 1770 BBC/B+ £29.00
Adv. Disc Investigator £24.00
Adv. Control Panel £29.00
Adv. Rom Manager £13.00

Other ACP products are available, please ask.

SEND ORDERS TO:
Purchasing Department (Mall.Order)
SMB Computer Electronics (UK)
Dept (AU), 16 Pangbourne Drive,
Stanmore, Middlesex HA7 4QT

Tel: 01 958 4476 (24 hour answering service)

VAT Reg. No. 495500632

New Showroom and office
Now Open:
7 Sedley Place
Bond St. London W1
Tel: 01 629 4317

Allprices inc. of VAT in this column. We also have
a ROM/EPROM PROGRAMMING SERVICE @ C5
Inc. ROM/EPROM. Just send disc/tape with
machine specification BBC/MASTER/ELECTRON.

Full range of Pace equipment and software available, please
phone for details, authorised dealer and stockist. Trade and
education orders welcome.
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words permanently to the main dictionary.
Another good feature of First Word Plus

is that graphics can be incorporated into
the text. Picture files can be imported from
any graphics program that saves the picture
in the usual ••SCREENSAVE or sprite
format - Artisan for example. The palette is
imported too; even though the colours
may notbe true on screen, they are printed
correctly, if you have a colour printer. It is
easy to format the text around a picture,
because the picture appears in the text
window. Some printers distort graphics
(they print circles as ellipses) and so a box
appears around the graphic showing its
true extent when printed - the size of the
bounding box depends on the printer driv
er, so you can always get it right. Sadly,
the printer drivers available don't include
the Integrex Colourjet, one of the more
popular colour printers.

When you decide to print out the docu
ment, you soon find you can't. At least,
not without saving it to disc first. This is
because First Word Plus does all its printing
'in the background', taking the text from
the disc. Meanwhile you can be working
on another document in memory.

I did find a few niggles with First Word
Plus, and a couple of serious problems.
There isn't any way ofworking in multiple
columns and, if you need to do this, you'll
find that First Word Plus definitely isn't the
package for you.

It is certainly an annoyance to be unable
to cutand paste a ruler easily. Quite often,
you need to alternate between, say, a
narrow ruler and a wider one. Forexample
when you are incorporating lengthy quota
tions into a document, they are normally
slighty narrower than the rest of the text.
The only way I could avoid having to
recreate a ruler every time was to save the
two in separate files and read them in at
appropriate points in the text.

Rulers also control the line spacing, so to
change a document from single to double
line spacing, you have to alter each and
every ruler. Very tedious, particularly for
such acommon operation. I frequently use
single spacing while I'm writing, and do a
printout to check spelling and pick little
errors in the text; reading from the paper is
easier than reading from the screen. But
then I change to double spacing for the

Ifinal printout, sometimes leaving some sec-
ACORN USER JUNE 1988
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Figure4: Picking out a paragraph in bold

MAIL MERGING
First Word Plus comes with First Mail, a
program for sending out mailshots. This
is much more comprehensive than the
'macro' facility in View, more in line with
the programming language built into
Wordwise Plus. You can write a letter,
include patterns in it, and replace these
patterns with lists of data from another
file. Usually this would be a series of
names and addresses.

But because you can include com
mands like 'Justify' in the standard letter
file, you can be more ambitious. The text
is reformatted after the data has been
merged with the standard letter, so re
placements can be done within the body
of the letter without destroying the neat
layout. The only problem at the present
is that First Mail can't be easily linked to
any existing database.

tions (quotes, chunks of program or what
ever) single.

There are a couple of bugs in the version
I reviewed. First, the text windows can be
moved so they are almost impossible to
retrieve. There should be a limit on the
movement of each window, but this isn't
really a problem. Secondly, and more im
portantly, hyphenation can sometimes get
confused. When reformatting text, First
Word Plus sometimes picks out a long
word for possible hyphenation. A box
appears showing where First Word thinks
the hyphen should go - it's reasonably
intelligent about it, putting it between
double letters where possible, for example,
and not allowing the hyphen too near the
beginning or end of the word when you
try to adjust the hyphen's position. These
hyphens are soft - if the line is changed

later, they disappear automatically. But the
hyphenation box sometimes contains a
word that isn't in the text - it appears to
pick up remnants of edited words as well
as the real text. These bugs should have
been eliminated in the release version.

There is a real problem concerned with
hanging indents. Normal indentation is
easy - just press Indent when you start a
paragraph. But hanging indents, where the
first line is longer than the rest of the
paragraph, can be done only by typing the
paragraph, returning to the second line,
then pressing Indent and Reformat. Yes,
this works, but reformatting, as you tend
to just before printing, destroys the hang
ing indent completely. Each paragraph
takes its cue from the first line, so if the
first line is at the left margin, all the others
will be too. If you use hanging indents, for
example in legal or report work, then don't
use First Word Plus.

Global reformatting causes another se
rious problem too. Centred or right-
aligned text is easy to incorporate in the
document, with fll or CTRL-fll. This
formats the line according to the current
ruler. But ifthe width ofthe ruler changes,
if you perhaps decide to increase the width
of the text, these sections don't move, so
centered text is off-centre and right-aligned
text doesn't move to the new right margin.
Any centred or right-aligned text has to be
completely rebuilt if you change the ruler.

It would be nicer to have control over
the palette from within the program, but
there is a standard palette file within the
Resources directory on the disc, and this
can be altered by loading it into the Arc
Desktop in the usual way. There are too
many colours on the screen for my liking,
and modifying it in this way is a boon.

In general, I like First Word Plus very
much, and there's no doubt that it will be
the standard that future Arc word-
processors will have to beat. It is the first
'real' Arc wordprocessor and offers several
important features not available on BBC B
wordprocessors such as graphics, foot
notes, multiple documents and fast spelling
checkers. At just over £100, twice or three
times the price of InterWord, View or
Graphic Writer, I'd still say it's good value.
First Word Plus, £92 from Acorn, Ful-
bourne Road, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge,
Tel. (0223) 245200.
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i
800 St. ALBANS ROAD, GARSTON, WATFORD,

HERTS. WD26NL TEL: 0923 672102
THECARE MASTER ROM CARTRIDGE RANGE

DESIGNED BYCAREELECTRONICS TOACORNS SPECIFICATIONS HIGH
QUALITY. ROBUST CARTRIDGES THAT FIT NEATLY INTO EITHER OFTHE
MASTER CARTRIDGE SLOTS.SUITABLE FORANY ROM inc DOUBLE
HEIGHT ROMSi.e. INTERWORD SPELLMASTER etc.

PRICE EX VAT INC VAT
CARESTANDARD MASTERCARTRIDGE «, £9.00 C10.35C
CAREUZIF + IxSTDSKTCARTRIDGE (a£13.40 £15.41c
CARE2xZIFSOCKETCARTRIDGE («£17.60 £20 24c
CAREQUAD (4xS0CKETS) CARTRIDGE In£14.00 £16 10c
• NEW•CARE2x32kSKTCARTRIDGE (,,£12.00 E13.80C
MASTERROMEXTENDER forBBCBCARTS (a£13.00 £14.95c

32K BATTERY RAM or PLUG INSPELL MASTER AND HAVE A
16KBATTERY BACKED USER DICTIONARY WITH AWRITE PROTECT
SWITCH. BATTERY LIFE APPROXIOyrs («£33.00 £37.95c

CARE BBC LOW PROFILE ROM SYSTEM (a>£12.00 £13.80c
CARE BBC ROM CARTRIDGE (n £3.00 £3.45c
CARE BBC ZIF ROM CARTRIDGE (ii.E8.00 £9.20c
CARE BBC ROM CART LIBRARYRACK @£1.60 £1.84c

GRAPHIC SCREEN DUMPS (EPSON COMPATIBLE), PAUSE PROGRAMMERS,
INBUILT OR USER ^COMMANDS, SCREEN DUMPS, ENTIRE MEMORY SAVE,
SAVETAPESTO DISC, AND MUCH MORE <S>£26.00 £29.90c

"NEW THE CARE CONTROL - 57INTERFACE/CONTROL PCB

THE CONTROL - 57INCLUDES 48PROGRAMMABLE INPUTS OR OUTPUTS
AND AN 8 CHANNEL 8 BIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER THE KIT
INCLUDES APCB &FULL INSTRUCTIONS (EXCLUDING COMPONENTS)
SINGLE orDOUBLE EUROCARD PROTOTYPING BOARDS, IDEAL FOR
INDUSTRY &EDUCATION, SUITABLE FOR THE BBC 'B'MASTER &
ARCHIMEDE. PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS (</£34.80

THE CARE READY MADE LEAD RANGE

BBC/MASTER RGB - 7 PIN HITACHIRGB (ii£6.20
BBC/MASTER RGB -7PIN FERGUSON RGB rf£6.20
BBC/MASTER RGB- EURO(SCART) (a£8.20
ARCHIMEDES -EURO(SCART)(NOTSONY) («£12.00
BBC-CENTRONICSPRINTERLEAD 1,5m @E9.00
ARCHIMEDES PRINTER LEAD f« £12.00

KSSS91 RM NIMBUS PRINTER LEAD (,, £12.00
CENTRONICS - CENTRONICS PRINTER LEAD £11 .OU
USER PORT EXTENSION LEAD 0.5m (tf£9.00
PRINTER PORT EXTENSION LEAD 1,0m fyiEl 0.20
IMHz BUS PORT EXTENSION LEAD 0.3m (« £10.40
BBC'MASTER RS423 - RS232C (<i£12.00
BBC/MASTER RS423 - ARCHIMEDES RS423 Or £12.00
DISC DRIVE DATA(SINGLE) ("£6.00
DISC DRIVE DATA (DUAL) (« £8.00

E36.33D

£7.13c
£7.13c
£9.43c

£13.80c
£10.35c
£13.80c

£13.80c

LI 2.65c

£10.35c
£11.73c
£11.96c
£13.80c

£13.80c
£6.90c
£9.20c

SOFTWARE RANGE (Please Specify Disc Format Required)
LABELMASTERComprehensive label print (» £15.00
CARE PRINTER BUFFER User definable (ii £14.00
INTERWORD Word processor (a £47.80
SPELLMASTER Spellchecker Or £50.00
MASTERCOPY DFS - ADFS ADFS - DFS (<•£11.26
DESFAX Teletext emulator (g£20.87

MORLEY ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS

TELETEXT ADAPTOR SATS ROM Ca£10.00
1Mb RAM DISC -IMfltfHrji|l]aaj;¥ "' C140.00
MASTER'AA- ROMBOARD..* .•?..""™..".'7"" <W £40.00
EPROM PROGRAMMER (" £30.00
PSU for TELETEXT ADAPTOR (a £12.00

SWITCHING UNITS

BBC/MASTER 6 to 1 Printer Switcher (.'£71.00
CENTRONICS 2 to 1 (inc Lead) (« £30.00
CENTRONICS 4 to 1 (inc Lead) (« £70.00
CENTRONICS 2 to 2 'X' Switcher (« £70.00
CENTRONICS 4 to 1 Automatic Switcher (<•£102.000
CENTRONICS 8 to 1Automatic Switcher @E128.00
USER PORT 2Way &Ofl Position (Lead) (3£33.00
USER PORT 6Way &Off Position (Lead) C«'£72.00
BBC/MASTER RGB 2 to 1 Switch <<• £20.20
BBC/MASTER RS423 to 1 Switch (<> £20.20

PHILIPS MONITORS & TV/MONITORS inc Lead

Suitable for ARCHIMEDES, MASTER & BBC computers
PHILIPS 8833 COLOUR MONITOR (« £252.00
PHILIPS AV7300 TV TUNER for the 8833 (« £65.00
PHILIPS 1010 TV/MONITOR PUSH BUTTON <ii£228.00
PHILIPS 1210 TV/MONITOR REMOTE (<i>£250.00

£17.25d
£16.10d
£54.97d
£57.50d
£12.95c
£24.00c

£115.00d
£161.00b
£46.00d
£34.50d
£13.80d

£81.65d
£34.50d
£80.50d
£80.50d

£117.30d

£147.00d
£37.95d

£82.80d
E23.23d
£23.23d

£290.03a

£74.75b

£262.20a
£287.50a
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GOVERNMENT & EDUCATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME
HOWTOORDER: ENCLOSE YOUR CHEQUE or P/ORDERMADE PAYABLE TOCARE
Electronics. ACCESS OR VISACREDITCARDS WELCOME. •*=• nam
PLEASE ALLOW 7 DAYS FOR DELIVERY. CiJ _
PLEASEADD CARRIAGE: A=£10.35 B=£5.75 c=£1.15 D=£2.30

SPECIAL OFFER

27128-250 21VPP £4.50
27128-250 12.5volt £3.90
2M 256-250 £4.30

TTL/CMOSS chips (Exc DFS ROM) for 8271 £250
27128c-250N/S one time programmable £320

2764-250 N/S £295
2716-250 N/S £250
2732-250 N/S £350
6264-1508k RAM chip £250
4164-150 N/S £130

41256-150 N/S £3.05
41254-150 N/S £2.50

TC511001 (nos version (1 meg) £26.12

SPECIAL OFFER

3.5 D/SD/D 135 TPI disc £1.25each

3" D/SD/D CF2 £2.85 each

5.25 D/S D/D 96 TPI complete with
envelope 55p each

8271 £42.00 WD-1772 £13.50

20 meg hard disc drive adapted to use with BBC computers
compatible with P.S.U. controller board casing and also with
operating manuel £452
We also have in stock Hard disc drive up to 85 meg Price on
application.

Please Phone
24 hrs Service 01-5506514 24 Hrs Service

.1 & .1 Microchips Limited
POBox IS, Essex IG8 ORB

Co. Rrj. No: 1»*57M

USE OUR READY MADE GRAPHICS
AS A BASIS FOR YOUR ARTWORK
LOOK - ARCHIMEDES USERS

Special Offer
ARCHIMEDES 310 with free software E839.50p
40/80 ds drive with Archimedes Interface £129.95p

NEW

ARCHIMEDES GRAPHICS LIBRARY

For use with BASICprograms. CLARESARTISAN,
GRAPHICWRITER AND FIRST WORD PLUS.
More than 2000k of sprite graphics in full colour
comprising over 100 pictures on 3 disks for £19.95
BBC/MASTER SOFTWARE

STOP PRESS/PAGEMAKER USERS

PAGEMAKER GRAPHICS LIBRARY

\7

•u

mm

150 cutouts (pack 1) £12.95
Utilities £9.95
30 new fonts £7.95
Cutout Previewer £9.95
FSE-AMX Converter £9.95
AMX-FSE Converter £9.95

New

Instant Minipics - font picture files containing
ready made symbols and icons £7.95

FLEET STREET EDITOR USERS

FLEET STREET GRAPHICS LIBRARY
200k (disd) £12.95

GRAPHICS FOR THE BASIC BBC MICRO

VIDEPACK-150 screen pictureshow £13.00

All prices include VAT and p&p UK.
Europe add £3.00. Outside Europe add £5.00.

State DFSformat (40/80/ss/ds)
Educational orders welcome.

W~% Access and Visa Welcome. :=gsp
"' Dept 2a,Micro Studio, 83Clay Street, ^™

Soham, Nr Ely, Cambs CB75HL(0353) 721736.
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SPECIAL OFFER bbc Disc Pack £20 inc. vat

a

note

A/07£; THE MUSIC SYSTEM

/ Is the mostadvancedmicrobasedmusic
programforthe3BC microcomputer

/ Is sophisticated, yetsimple to use
•A Features unparalleled create, edit, plan

andprinttunes facilities

/ Has a Song and Sound Library getting
everyone offon the right note

/ Even the Instruction Manualhas been
applauded

/ ITIS MOKE- THAN JldST WORTH
NOTING I

•A Bl4f THE MldSIC SYSTEM
TODAi

DISC PACK: EDITOR • SYNTHESISER • KEYBOARD • LINKER • PRINTOUT • SONG ANDSOUND
LIBRARY • WAS£29.95 SPECIAL OFFER £20.00 INC VAT. PLEASE ADD£1.25 P&P PERORDER.

ADDITIONAL SONG LIBRARY DISC: 2 TOCCATA ANDCAROLS • 3 400 YEARS OFMUSIC • 4 MAINLY
BACH • 5 IAN WAUGH ORIGINALS • 6 OLD FAVOURITES • £4 EACH INC VAT • POSTAGE FREE.

NOW WORKS ON BBC MASTER. B+ AND ALL DFS AND DDFS (INC. SOLIDISK' AND WATFORD)
NEW UTILITIESDISC:KEYBOARD—MUSIC FILE CONVERTER • PLAY FROM BASIC UTILITY • TMS
MUSIC FILE CONVERTER • MUSIC EDITOR FILE CONVERTER • £6 INC VAT • POSTAGE FREE.

ECONET VERSION: £89.70 INC VAT PLUS £1.25 POSTAGE. AMSTRAD AND COMMODORE 64
VERSIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.

PLEASE NOTE: Cassette systems are no longer being supported. Upgrades to disc available.

ORDERS TO:SYSTEM APPLIED TECHNOLOGY LTD, DEPTA FIFTH FLOOR.
SHEAF HOUSE, SHEAF STREET, SHEFFIELD S1 2BP

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.Z±S, (0742)768682

I. ISLAND'LOGIC
SYSTEM

APPLIED TECHNOLOGY

SOFTWARE Suitable for standard, Master Series and Archimedes Computers
Inc VAT

Business CASHBOOK Double Entry bookkeeping inmemory lorclubs £13.74
CASHBOOK Double Entry random access discbookkeeping lorschools £22 95

*** ACCOUNT Double Enlry random access bookkeeping with credil
control, statements, ledgersand analysis lor businesses £34.45
ACCOUNT PLUS as above with data sort, auto statement generator, invoice, order, quotations
etc mail shotmerge elc £57.44
MICRO-TRADER The complete BBC accounts system. (Dcmodisc£25) £230.00
MICRO-STOCK 4000itemssuitablelorusewithMicro-Trader £8625

*** RANDOM MAILING mail merge, 5sorts,1.2,or3acrosslabels £34.45
*•• EXTENDED PAYROLL "impressive package - Micro User"

1. 2, 4 weekly & monthly, contracted in & out, 3 overtime,
personnel file. 2 payslip (ormats. plu.plus £5744

*** SPECIALTHREESTAROFFER-ALLTHREESTARPROGRAMS £89.95
Genealogy FAMILY TREE 340/750 people 100/250 marriages Ancestral, dependants &family

tracingwithlulltreeprintout,sortedlist.Review in Feb '87 issue £19.95
**NEW** FAMILYTREE3500/6000peoplcl500/2000marriagesArchimedcs £2495
Statistics STATPACK theslats package lorstudents, 30results £1374

DFS/ADFS Weconvert your DFS discstoADFS Master orArchimedes D/L format

ROMS INTER-BASE The latest ROM Irom Computer Concepts
INTER-CHART data display Quite clever - well, very clever"
INTER-SHEET spreadsheet"Notbad!- It'sthebest"
INTER-WORD "The WYSIWYG superwordproccssor Iuse&leach"
SPELL-MASTER The fastest, largest spelling checker anywhere
WORDWISE PLUS "Programming facilities that others haven't got"
SYSTEM DELTA "The cleverer than clever program language dalabase"
SYSTEM DELTA extended programming language manual

EPROMMERS UVIPAC Eprom Programmer 32kProgrammer
UVIPAC EpromEraser
Toolkit EpromBlower Software on ROM

COMPUTERS

♦ ♦NEW**

CAMBRIDGE Z88128KLap-lop computer
AMSTRAD PC1512Dual Disc Drive Mono complete with £300software
AMSTRAD PC1512Dual Disc drive Colour complelcwilh" software
AMSTRAD PPC640 Lab lopIBM PC compatible portable
AMSTRAD CPC664 Green Screen monitor andWordprocessor ROM
ADLER ALPHATRONIC C/PM computer with Fl DiscDrive
Description ofhowto senddatabetween thetwomachines
CITIZEN LSP-10120cpsNLQ 38cps Many features. Save£111.00
DYNEER DW20 15"Daisy wheel serial printer High quality machine
RIBBONS, FX. RX, LX-80,120D. GLP, Amstrad, Shinwa Irom
PRINTER CABLE Suitable for BBC/Electron loparallel printers
DISCDRIVE 800kOpusor similartwindoublesidedcased
DISCS 5.25"10Double sided/density 40/80tracks coloursboxed
DISCS 3.5"10branded double sided highest quality, boxed

LISTING PAPERBox 2000 lanlold perforated IVx 95"COgsrn (None cheaper?)
Box 2000 lanlold micro-perforated A4 80gsm (None better?)

LABELS For Mailing 2000 2across 3.5" x 1.4375
ForMailing 10003across2.75x1.4375
ForDisc labelling 5001across5" x 15/16"

Ask for detailed brochure for more software and other ilems.
Prices include VAT. Add 57p for p/p. Printers add £9.95

BBC/IBM/BBC
PRINTERS

DISCS

£4.50

£4995
£2999
£44 99
£47 00
£4995
£44 99
£6295
£1995
£20.95
£2095

£7 95

£289.00
£55500
£73500
£449.00
£199.00
£17500

£4.95
£19900
£22500

£3.50
£7.50

£225.00
£10.95
£17 95
£13.45
£23.45
£1145
£6.50
£295

micro-Aid
(AU), 25 Fore Street, Praze,
Camborne, Cornwall TR14 OJX
or telephone 0209-831274 with ACCESS
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LIMITED

Business Programs
Payroll and Wages

Now in itsseventh year. The only BBC program for wages, tax ano"flational Insurance for
up to 400 employees covering Weekly, Fortnightly. Four weekly or Monthly paywhether
contracted in or out. Accepts up to 46 items ofdata peremployee intwo parts Pay and
personnel, prints outP35data, personal information per employee for P45and P60forms
The Payroll accepts standard, regular pay or compilation of pay from hourly, three
overtime rates, pension funds, sick-pay, SMP. SSP. holiday pay, bonuses, pre and
post-tax adjustments and even no pay. Threesummaries, twodifferent typesof paysliDs
and optional coin analysis. Annual contract
which keeps you up to date
with the budget changes. ^ _ _,
Twin NCR payslips. CAQ QC _L WAT
Send for demo disk. Z-HrJ/.i/O \ V A\ I

Bookkeeping
1) Double entry bookkeeping for home or club use. All data
kept in memory. Threecharacteranalysis code enablesyou
to know where the money comesfrom and whereitgoes. 48
transactions per A4 page. Analysis summary of up to 30
categories.
2) As 1) + Random Access giving2000 items. CASH/BANK
or VAT/BANK headings. Password controlled. String sear
ches. For schools, clubs, churches, non credit business.
3) As 2) + Credit facility and statements. Forsmall working
on credit businesses.
4)As 3) + Invoicing, Orders, Quotations, etc. Full sorting of
data by 5 options. Automated statements, mailing labels.
Multiple automatic nominalledgers. For inoependent schools
and VAT businesses who wish to cut the effort.
5) Micro-Trader is a full accountancy package with features
right through to final Balance Sheet. Stock Control at £75 +
VAT extra. Forshops/firms wanting full accounting facilities.
Payroll can be integrated.

£11

£19

£29

£49

£200

.95+VAT

.95+VAT

.95+VAT

.94+VAT

.00+VAT

218 to 1875 addresses on disc
Multiplelabels, mail merge and sorts.

Mailing
£11.95 or £29.95 + VAT

Family History £19.95 inc
Archimedes Version £24.95 inc

As taraswe know the only genealogical program for the BBC wrUten and sold by
genealogists lor genealogical enthusiasts.

Send for full brochure of these & other items.

Demo payroll disk £2.50. Postage add 57p.
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NEXT MONTH

THE PUBLISHER

ARRIVES!

ANO-NONSENSE, NO-GIMMICK DESKTOP PUBLISHING SYSTEM

*INTEGRATES WITH YOUR EXISTING WORDPROCESSOR

*SIMPLE BUT POWERFUL PAGE DESCRIPTION COMMANDS

*ON-SCREEN PREVIEW FROM WORDWISE, VIEW &INTER-WORD

THE PUBLISHER is a single, massive 64K ROM which holds
the controlling softwareand 16FONTS. BeingROM based,
THE PUBLISHER is instantly available, no disc access
required. PREPARE, PREVIEW andPRINTall from
WITHIN your wordprocessor.

ANOTHER QUALITYPRODUCT FROM PMS

ONLY £39™
CONTACT PMS FORFULLDETAILS, SCREEN-SHOT ANDSAMPLEPRINTOUT

A 6502 SECOND PROCESSOR
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!
PMS B2P-6502
THE SUB-E100 SECOND PROCESSOR

BANISH "Bad Mode" MESSAGES

* 30K BASIC—all MODES
* 44K in HiBASIC—Irom PMS

WIDEN WORD PROCESSING STORAGE SWELL SPREAD SHEET SIZES
* 30K VIEW 2-80 column display * 30K VIEWSHEET-MODE 0
* 47K VIEW 3 and HiVIEW * 44K ULTRACALC 2
* 42K HiWORDWlSE PLUS-lrom PMS * 42K HilNTERSHEET

The B2P is fitted with a CMOS65C02 processor and works with both SINGLE and
DOUBLE density DFS's. The "BOS" ROM. supplied with the B2P. contains the B2P
Operating System + TUBE Toolkit - 65C02 disassembler. B2P memory editor, memory
shifters, printer buffer.

The B2P runs software obeying the ACORN TUBE protocols, this includes BASIC, the
whole VIEW family. PASCAL. COMAL. LISP. BITSTIK etc
The B2P is only 5.5" x 4" - external tothe BBC - can be fitted internally ifdesired.

"/ have no hesitation in giving it a firm thumbs up —high power at low
cost. " Acorn User (March 87)

YOU CAN ADD SECOND PROCESSOR POWER FOR ONLY

3£9&&5l £89.95 (including VAT) + £2 carriage
HiBASIC (disk or ROM) £5. HiWORDWlSE PLUS £6.
ALSO AVAILABLE the E2P-6502 - ELECTRON version of the 6502 Second Processor -
only E79 including VAT (Overseas orders no VAT required).
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Permanent Memory Systems
38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVE
EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES
SCOTLAND

03552-32796 w houd

ECOflET EflHfinCEmEnr H/JftDU/FIREmm DSL

ECONET \
TAPE STREAMER

Back up your entire Econet Level 3 Winchester in 2 minutes!

The Digistore 600 is the latest addition to our range of Econet
enhancement products. It provides Acorn hard disc users with the first
professional tapestreamer for Econet and ADFS, and at 5.2 megabytes per
minute, a security backup can be made several times a day with almost no
effort.

The Digistore uses industry standard data cartridges giving exceptional
reliability and data security.

159 HAVANT ROAD, DRAYTON, PORTSMOUTH, HANTS P06 2AA
TELEPHONE (0705) 324934

Ldiotfol-sftRHcas I
SCIENTIFIC WORD PROCESSING

Developed at Edinburgh University, VUE-SCIENTIFIC
is the first scientific word processing package for the
BBC micro.

VUE-SCIENTIFIC is a simple to understand, and simple to use
self-contained, what you see is what you get, menu-driven,
software package for B, B+ and Master machines. We current
ly offer 2 versions of the software, both of which include a full
Greek character set and a large range of scientific symbols, of
single, double and treble height.

24-pin version including 2 Eproms and user manual, for Epsom
LQ800 and compatibles.

£65.00
9-pin version including one Eprom and user manual for Epsom
FX80 and compatibles.

£47,50
When ordering please state which Acorn machine you have.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS DIVISION (AU6)
Intelligent Machines Ltd,

66 Browning Road,
Bushwood Estate,
London E11 3AR

Phone 01-989 5807
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FURTHER INTO DATARASES
Continuing oursurvey of databases, Roger Carus considers several

which can be of valueto secondary schools

If you work in business or education, the
chances are thatyou use a database - even if
you have never touched acomputer!

Everyone keeps information that they
expect to need again, and traditional ways
like writing family records onthe fly sheet of
die family Bible have long ago been replaced
bymore efficient methods.

As most readers will know, the micro has
opened upconvenient ways ofstoring infor
mation, whether it is text or numbers, or
even in the form of graphs and charts. A
single floppy disc holding 200k on each side
can store as much as 50,000 words, a typical
paperback book on twodiscs.

Database packages are no more than
mechanisms for storing, sorting and present
ing information you have put aside in the
past. The problem is that when you begin to
store data you must decide how to store it,
and stick with your decision, even when
better ideas about how to keep it become
available. Many libraries use two or more
cataloguing systems, subsequent ones im
proving onthe first butnever replacing it.

Let's take some practical examples of what
this means: first, from business. Ifyou are in
retail trade you need to know your stock,
what items, how many you bought, and
what they cost. Also your suppliers'
names, addresses and telephone numbers,
and your regular customers.

Working in education you need to know
who yourpupils are,withinformation about
them, their addresses, performance records,
and so on. Plus the staff, the stock list, and
even details of the rooms which are available
with theirspace and facilities.

Because data processing plays such a large
part in the curriculum today, you also need
to teach pupils to have at least some idea of
what a database is and how to use it. Some of
the database managers aimed at education
were covered lastmonth in Acorn User, but
at the secondary level more business-
oriented packages arealso usable.

Even at home, most people keep an
address book, but the changes which take
place make it look a mess almost from the
start. How much easier to keep it on disc
with all the information you need, ready to

ACORN USER JUNE 1988

System
No File Open

Simple Card Index

Esc. Browse Cards
A. Add Card
B. Basic

Close File
Default Card

Find Card
G. Get Format

1 . Link Format
Maths

Open File
R. Reformat Card

eloa
Update Cards

*. Command Line

mem 18115-31744

Minerva'sSystem Delta is a comprehensive and powerful tool

print out anew, in a convenient and correct
form, every few months. Thesame can also
be done with cookery recipies, plants in the
garden, or records you own. Each of ushas
our own unique uses fora database.

It is not easy to get reliable information
about different database packages - availa
bility changes very rapidly. About three
years ago I reviewed a book, now out of
print, on the business uses of computer
software. The chapter on databases listed
four good examples, not one of which is
available today. Software dealers are of
limited value too. Of 10 recent advertisers,
only six replied toasimple inquiry about the
suitability oftheir wares foraparticular job-
and most replies were too general to judge.

Reading Acorn User regularly can help
with the reviews: a list is shown on page
121. I usually use three databases myself,
although I have tried most of the popular
ones at one time or other. The first is the
old Gemini database which is a nice intro
duction and might still have aschool use, but
it is now almost an historic document.

The other two are Beebugsoft's Master/He

II, which I like for small domestic jobs, and
the Mertec Datascribe which is no longer
advertised but could be very good if it were
not so complicated. I keep going back to it
mainly because I like to use its related
statistical package.

One of the biggest problems in changing
to a newer system is that once you have
learned to use one properly, it takes a great
deal of mental energy to adapt to another,
however simple it may be.

One way to avoid problems is obviously
to try tochoose a database system which can
easily change with the times and yourneeds,
but these tend to bethe most complicated to
learn to use well. One such isSystem Delta.
This Minerva software attempts todofor the
BBC micros what dBase III does for the
IBM PC - provide a comprehensive tool
designed to meet all database needs. The
latest specification is so detailed that any
summary is impossible.

There are versions of the basic package
available for all models at a cost of about
£70, but to design your own application
from scratch you'll probably also need the
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COLOURJET 132
HIGH PERFORMANCE COLOUR INK JET PRINTER

(compatible with IBM pc, BBC micro, Nimbus etc.)
• PRINTS ALL 64 SCREEN COLOURS FROM CGA AND EGA*
• EMULATES OTHER PRINTERS (A1210, PJ1080A and QUADJET)
• OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY PRINTING

• 80+ 132 COLUMN OPERATION, A4 WIDTH
• UPTO 1280 DOTS/LINE ADDRESSABLE

• FULL VIDEOTEX CAPABILITY

• OPTIONAL BUFFERED RS232 (INTERNAL)
• HIGHLY VERSATILE

ULTRA

LOW

NOISE

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

LIST PRICE

£569+VAT

g optional Integrex software.

INTEGREX LTD church gresley, burton on trent,
STAFFS DE11 9PT

Tel (0283) 215432
Telex 341727 INTEGX

*Picturegenerated using VCN CONCORDE © Visual Communications Network Inc.



full manual which costs about £30.
Much has happened since we last looked at

System Delta: at that time the conclusion
was very favourable because of the high
quality of the technical information and the
'extension to Basic' approach which made it
so flexible. On the other hand, it was limited
to mode 7 screens to allow reasonable
mei&ory storage. It was said to be the best
programmable database management system
for the BBCmicro on the market and as such
was clearly recommended.

How has it fared with time? Firstly, it has
been adapted and developed to an extent
which speaks well of the company and the
product: not only does it cover the whole
range of current hardware, but it has also
greatly expanded its powers of storage and
speed, while now offering mode 3 presenta
tion. Even better, the top of the range-
version can prepare data for, and accept it
from, dBase, Lotus 123, ViewStore, Master-
fde, InterBase files and many more. But
there is aprice topay for this flexibility, and
that is complexity. Iam not saying you could
not master all these things, but it does take a
long time.

However, Minerva have themselves tail
ored a large number of special applications
packages to go with the main system,
although they are mainly intended for the
Archimedes with its extra speed and power.
Some of the packages already available are
foraccounting and school administration; a
larger number for such fields as libraries,
newsagents and hotels are nearly ready.

Ifyou want atopclass system, the Delta is
probably the right one for you. It would not
be right for teaching purposes, but the
Administrator package would be very useful
to aschool, and the profiling and timetabling
modules too when they become available.

Starting today and without the problem of
transferring existing data, I would certainly
choose to use one, and only one, of the
slightly simpler systems such as InterBase or
ViewStore because of their ease of use and
theextent ofintegration with othersoftware.
It I mainly needed a high-powered database
then System Delta or Clares' Alpha or Beta
Base seem right.

Beta Base is well up to the high quality of
Clares' software. It has a large and popular
following as a flexible database package. It
comes on 5.25 or 3.5-inch disc andcostsjust
over £25 for the basic BBC micro version.

The same system has now been developed
ACORN USER JUNE 1988
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DAIrA ABOUT 5 EVEN DAW

Acornsoft

BASES

Publisher Beebugsoft Clares Clares C. Concept Minerva Minerva
Title MasterfileII BetaBase Alpha Base ViewStore InterBase Delta Delta Plus
Price ill £25 £49.95 £59.80 £69 £29.95 £69.95
Manual Included Included Included Included Included Included Extra
Supplied as Disc Disc Disc ROM ROM ROM & Disc ROM 8cDisc
BBC Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
B/Master

Archimedes Coming No Yes Emulator Emulator Yes Yes
No. of fields 18 200 40C Almost Almost Almost Almost

unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited
Linkage to
W/P Yes Limited Limited Good Good Limited Limited
Extras No No No Other View Other Inter Many Many

family family available available

CLARES B-BASE

I - Load Fit*
1 - Enter Data
2 - Work File
3 - Calculate
4 - Search

Name «
Total - 0
Full - 0

Deleted - 0
Free - -

5 - Options
6 - Printout
7 - Transfer
8 - Redefine
9 - New File

BetaBase: a popular package

into Alpha Base for the Archimedes at £50.
This can accept files from theearlier version
but offers far more power. Alpha and Beta
Base should be seen as a less complicated
competitor toSystem Delta, and ifyou don't
want the specially tailored modules, then
thiscould beyourchoice.

At the same time you may not need
enormous storage capability, but prefer the
ability to transfer data between database,
spreadsheet and wordprocessor. That is
probably a more typical use for most of us,
so you may well prefer the integrated
packages such as ViewStore or OverView -
from Acornsoft, or InterBase from Com
puter Concepts. Bothof thesecomein ROM
form, and offer very similar facilities.
However, ViewStore has the better manual,
and is simpler to set up for your own 'card
index' applications. InterBase has themajor
advantage of a good built-in programming
language and potentially easier transfer of
data to the companion spreadsheet and
wordprocessor, but for most people these
will be unnecessary or rendered impossible

DATABASE : BOOKS
<C> Computer Concepts 190?

1> Close database
2> Disable Index CfiUTHORJ
3> Sat condition

4> Edit fields
S> Option menu
6> Print records
7) Build index
8> Create new database
SO Program menu

ESC Edit current record

Enter choice

InterBase: easy transfer to a wordprocessor

by the lack ofexamples in the manual.
Like me, you may want something

simpler and cheaper forhome or even school
use. Abasic menu driven disc system is often
quite sufficient, and will easily cope with
domestic lists and selective searches. The
Masterfile general purpose database must
give Beebugsoft a great deal of satisfaction,
since after over four years it still sells well
and still deserves todo so. I like itvery much
and use it for a wide range of simple jobs.
This is a disc-based suite of programs for
under £20, which can store a great deal of
information provided you limit each record
to a singlescreen.

The Flexibility of the screen display and
the ability to sort, search, print with simple
commands, produce labels, spool to a
wordprocessor, plus a simple mailmerge
facility, makes it ideal for anyone who does
not want too much hard work but does need

apractical database. Itdoes notpretend tobe
fast: one file of 930 records can take two
hours to sort, butitgets there in the end!

Aword ofadvice: youdo need thecurrent
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A rchimede
NEW ACORN APPROVED LONDON DEALER

Basic Mono Colour
Archimedes 305 699.00 749.00 899.00

Archimedes 310 777.00 825.00 975.00
Archimedes 310m 835.00 885.00 1035.00

FREE with Archimedes Sa es the excell snt new De ta Base
from Minerva.

Compact 309.00 349.95 479.95

Master 375.95
Master Turbo 99.00
Master 512K 189.00

Master ET 303.95
Master Econet Module 40.00
Master Eprom Cartridge
3.5 Disc Dr 400K

13.00

86.95
5.25 Drive 400K single 99.00

5.25 Drive 400K 99.00
,5.25 Duel 400K P/S 119.00
5.25 Drive 800K Duel 185.00
5.25 Drive 800K Duel P/S 205.00

On demonstration for Archimedes the following:
From Clares:
Artisan, Alpha base, Image, Writer and tool kit
From Minerva:
Deltabase, system Delta Plus
From nineapple software:
Program II
Stock a lange of Printer cables and Disc drive leads.

VAT at 15% Access/Visa accepted
Postage & Packing charge extra

AUTOMATIC SERVICES, 217 WOOD STREET,
WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E17 3NT 01-521 1784

RAM MODULES
TAPE, DISC & NETWORK systems
* Complete with software and write switch
* Easy-fit, 35x18x14mm fully encased, no soldering
* 32K dual socket version is ideal for ROM boards
* ATPL versions adds extra 16/32k. 3-position switch
* 32K single socket version for standard BBC 'B'
* Software includes full Load/Save/List ROMs, 16K £16 95

15K Printer buffer, Network easy-loader, View WPn.,.1 eftPi,0i 091/ CORDR
driver generator. Full Documentation. UUdl uOLRcl Otl\ ttO.SD

Single Socket 32K £19.95

PRINTER SWITCH BOXES
* Complete with all cables & connectors
* Robust plastic case. 100x50x20mm
* Selection by colour indicator button
* Printed circuit board construction
* Ready to use just plug in

PS1 2 BBC'S TO 1 PRINTER £31.50
PS2 1 BBC TO 2 PRINTERS £31.50

will* switch

- Quality modern style plastic case in beige/brown, size 205x145x40mm
* Selection by push switches fitted

with colour change indicator buttons
* Data buffers fitted to the 3.7m

cables for reliable data transfer.
The cables on the PS3 box are
1x3.7m+2x1.7m

* Complete and ready to use - just plug in

PS3 3 BBC'S TO 1 PRINTER £59.50
PS4 4 BBC's TO 1 PRINTER £69.50
(Please add £2 for each BBCCompact)

Please add 15% VAT Free P&P Send Cheques/PO/Official Orders to:
TERRELL ELECTRONICS, 7B Essex GardensL
Hornchurch, Essex RM11 3EH. Tel: (04624) 71426

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS

QUEST64-An Advanced Information Handling (database) package

What is QUEST64?
Quest64 is a sophisticated Information Handling (database) system
for use with the BBC Master 128 and compact microcomputers.

What can I do with QUEST64?
As with all versions of QUEST, you can manipulate, question and
display data in a variety of ways.

What facilities does QUEST64 have?
It enables you to handle larger datafiles (up to 64K) extremely quickly. Alongsideother
enhanced commands for searching, sorting and displaying data, QUEST64 also has a
video-disk 'driver' to control the actions of an Interactive video disc player.

Can I Use QUEST data with QUEST64?
Data created using both QUEST and QUEST-D can be used with QUEST64. There are
data files in Home Economics, Geography and History which are available separately.

When will QUEST64 be available?
QUEST64 is available now and costs £30. To order QUEST64 or to request a catalogue of
our software, contact:

The Advisory Unit for Microtechnology in Education,
Endymion Road, Hatfield, Herts AL10 8AU

Tel: (07072) 65443
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version 1.17, and issue 2 of the additional
notes and hints is very useful. It could be
used as a teaching aid, to introduce second
ary pupils to databases and their uses in
preference to some of the demonstration
programs discussed lastmonth.

Choosing a database is one of the most
serious decisions you can make once you
have purchased your micro. First, because
you have to learn to operate it, and second
because once information is stored achange
is very difficult. This may seem obvious, but
it isso important thatitneeds explanation to
help you understand how big the problem
can become. Obviously the cost of the
software is aconsideration for most people,'
but that really must not be the deciding one
with a database.

Most reasonably flexible database systems
are quite complicated to use fully, so it takes
some time toacquire the techniques you will
eventually want to use. You mustlearn how
to set up a new database, to input data, and
mostimportant of all to retrieve it in a form
you want and can use, before you know how
easy it is to use.

That sounds easy, but even the Masterfile
manual, which is well written, runs to 49
pages and takes some time to understand.
You need to have created two or three
different databases with a reasonable quant
ity of real data before you have any idea
whether it is suitable. By that time the
investment of time easily outweighs the
money spenton thesoftware,and theanswer
could still bethatyoufind it unsuitable.

Letme give an example ofthis:when I first
used Masterfile, it was to hold the family
address book complete with telephone
numbers, and there were 125entries. It took
three abortive attempts to get the choice of
fields right, then two afternoons toputinthe
information. On reaching record 87, a small
mistake meant I needed to delete an earlier
record. I misunderstood the instructions on
compacting a file, and ended by un-
formatting the disc- back tosquare one!

The implications of the second problem
are even greater. You have a database you
like and use itfor ayear or two, building up
several valuable files. Then there are new
developments in database software, which
has certainly been the picture over the past
five years.

So, you decide you will move up to the
new system. But what about all the data in
your old files? You can be almost certain
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BCEBUC nMSIfcKFIUE II

3 GREEN LANE, «UOFL*T, ANYTOWN, ANll
SfiB

Modem flat, built in 1967 with 1 recep
tion and 1 beds.
Small kitchen and Small bathroom; Under
floor central heating.
No for car. No garden
Rateable value # 247 it 40.Sp in I so I
100.03 payable each year.

For sale at • 24000 Leasehold with
47 years
To view Appointment with agents

List No.O Ref:3432

Rateable value Ratio: 97

PRESS TO CONTINUE

MasterfileII: a simple system, ideal for domestic uses

thesystems will beincompatible. That leaves
youwith the difficult choice ofusing the two
systems in parallel, losing all the ability of
your new system to process the data, or
keying in the data again.

Sometimes the most you can hope for is
to design an output from the old system
which is in a convenient sequence to read
as you type it in again. The import facility
of each of the datases is thus very impor
tant, and ViewStore and System Delta Plus
both score here. InterBase is good too, but it
does mean delving into the manual.

Another illustration from experience:
among myfiles isonewithabout750 entries,
each filling a complete screen, with both
words and accurate, carefully checked
numbers which matter.

I like the system they are held on, but I
really need an ambiguous search facility to
find all the records with a word containing
the letters 'mph' appearing anywhere in the
title for example. (Ifyou are confused, it isa
list ofpaintings and I might want to identify
one with a defaced title which could be cither
'triumph' or'nymph'.) The current system is
good for most purposes, butit just cannot do
that one thing unless I know whether it is
recorded in upper or lower case type. The
thought of transferring the records to a
different system is just too much, but I had
no idea that would become so important.

It is not very difficult to give general
advice to anyone about databases, and the
range ofcosts is roughly £20 to £100. Ifyou
are concerned with using or teaching simple
data processing, you should choose either a
demonstration program from last month's
selection, orone ofthe very simple domestic
systems suchas Masterfile.

If you need to have several thousand
records, with more than one screenful of
information on each item, as well as frequent
sorting andsearching, thenyou must have a
dedicated system like System Delta,
especially if there is a ready application
package. That is probably true for many
administrative processes.

Finally, if your needs are between these,
and you need a tool to help you sort data
and display it with text then you are likely
to be best off with whichever database is
designed to link to your chosen word-
processor; there is very little to choose
between the View and Inter families.
Some Acorn User articles on databases:

Databases for Schools Use, February 1986
and May 1987; Acornsoft's ViewStore, May
1986; Minerva's System Delta, November
1986; Addison-Wesley's Dataprobe for
schools, February 1987; Choosing and Us
ing a Database, March 1987; Computer
Concepts' Interbase, November 1987;
Acornsoft's OverView, March 1988
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OFFERS
DOT-MATRIX PRINTER

Get into print with Acorn User's
wide-carriage printer

We are able to offer Acorn User readers this high quality
136-column Sakata wide-carriage printer for an all-inclusive
price of £259, a saving of over £100 on the recommended
retail price, less than some comparable 80-column printers!

The Sakata 5500 printer is Epson FX-compatible. It offers
the following features: pica, elite and NLQ fonts plus a
downloadable character set; a 3k printer buffer; friction and
tractor feed for paper up to 16 inches wide; graphics modes
compatible with Acorn User's UserDump; super and sub
scripts; bold and italics.

The printer is both fast and quiet. It will print at a rate of
180 cps (draft mode) or 40 cps (NLQ mode) with a noise level
of less than 55 decibels.

Each printer comes with a free 1.5 metre BBC printer cable
and plug. A special 220 volt machine is available for our
European readers. Replacement ribbons are easily obtainable.
The printer comes with a 12-month guarantee and a manual
for the BBC micro.

Please send me Sakata 5500 printers at £259.
I enclose my cheque/postal order for £ made payable to
Redwood Publishing Ltd
Please charge myAccess/Barclaycard £

ACCOUNT NO.

NAME

ADDRESS

SIGNED

m

POSTCODE

DATED

EXPIRY DATE

IIIII

Send this coupon with your remittance to Printer Oiler, Acorn User Merchandising,
20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ.

EXCLUSIVE ACORN USER OFFER
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REVIEWS

MIND YOUR LANGUAGE
Acomputer and good softwarecan make lightwork

of language learning, says Dave Futcher

Both BBC radio and television have been
strong on language learning for some 60
years, and now three first-stage language
series have their own integral software
components: A Vous La France!, Espana
Viva and Deutsch Direkt!

These series are designed for people at
home, but the software is worth consider
ing for use in school. Many teachers have
realised that the microcan be an instructor,
animator, facilitator and stimulator, yet
there is little good dedicated software.

The French and Spanish packages can be
treated as a pair because they are very
similar, having been written by Dr Marie-
Madeline Kenning of the University of
East Anglia and Dr Michael Kenning of
Essex. La France! comprises 45 programs
on three discs divided into 15 equal units.
Three of these are for revision. Viva also
has three discs, with 15 units of two
programs each, only one of which is a
revision unit. A booklet describes each
program and explains how to use them.

Both La France! and Viva introduce
everyday situations and develop language
themes in meaningful contexts. They pro
vide practice in the sort of language re
quired for such needs as booking accom
modation, finding your way around or
shopping. 'Where' covers giving as well as
understanding directions, based on a sim
ple map. 'Newtown' lets you ask and
answer questions about where to stay or
eat, where to visit and so on.

There are also a number of programs
based on text reconstruction. 'Rebuild' is
about filling in gaps based on meaning, and
'Blankit' helps to make sense of something
when some of the words are missing.
Added to these are basic grammar exercises-
such as the use of pronouns, adjectives and
their relative gender agreement.

Deutsch Direkt! was developed by Paul
Meara and Roger Mitton at London Uni
versity's Birkbeck College. It is intended to
complement the BBC's first-stage German
course, in the same way as the first two
packages, but does so in a totally different
way. It aims to help the user acquire a
basic German vocabulary, and so the soft-
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ware contains a dictionary of over 1000
words and a set of programs based around
the words.

The package uses a set ofsix programs to
do this. 'Words' teaches vocabulary in 69
blocks of 15 words each. 'Review' follows
on from 'Words', but you can use 'Review'
independently to go over any block. It
gives the German and the English for each
word, plus the plural form for nouns and
the past tense for verbs.

'Square' hides words in a square of
letters and gets you to search for them. If
you've been learning a set of words,
'Square' gives you the chance to continue
working with the same block.

'Links' is a practice exercise that uses the
dictionary like a maze. You must find your
way from one word to another along a
chain of connections. 'Clock' lets you test
yourself against the clock to see how
quickly you can recognise the words you
have learnt.

Finally, the 'Topics' program lets you
use all the other programs with groups of
words that relate to 36 different topics:
shopping, travel, the body, job, weather,
colours, for instance.

Vocabulary rehearsal programs are often
among the worst pieces of educational

software around. They are tedious and
uninspiring, and yet sales of this kind of
software are high. Under all the frills,
Deutsch Direkt! is drill and practice, but
it's done better than most, and helps over
come the daunting prospect of the sheer
volume of words needed to be learnt.

In a number of the exercises in the three
packages, the user is required to type in
accented letters. The BBC micro has never
been the best machine to do this on, so
BBC Soft resorts to providing function
keys to type in these letters.

These packages are in the best tradition
of BBC software: good quality, value-for-
money and robust. They fit in well with
the ideas behind the TV and radio series.
One drawback is that they lack the spark
shown by the leading language packages.
Those which come to mind are the out
standing Quelle Fete and Hopfjager de
veloped at Homerton College in Cam
bridge, and Granville, which must be the
best piece of language software around.

The Homerton pair take an unusual
approach in that they ask pupils to build
up an 'identikit' face by selecting facial
features from lists of words. Granville
simulates planning a holiday in French.
None covers the vocabulary range of the
BBC trio, but they are great motivators.

Language software in general needs to
borrow ideas from the very best of avail
able simulation resource packages. Gran
ville takes this approach and succeeds in
stimulating discussions and comprehension
in French. And for teachers considering a
more open-ended approach to foreign lan
guage learning, an excellent example would
be using a wordprocessor, such as Tedi-
men's Folio which has European versions
aimed at the school sector.

A Vous la France, £24.95; Espana Viva,
£22.95; Deutsch Direkt! £22.95 from BBC
Soft, 80 Wood Lane, London W12 OTT.
Quelle Tete, £19.50, Hopfjager, £19.50,
Granville, £27.50; all from Cambridge
Micro Software, Edinburgh Building, Shaf
tesbury Rd, Cambridge CB2 2RU. Folio,
£25 from Tedimen Software, PO Box 23,
Southampton S09 7BD.
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ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE & VAT
HSV COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED (AU)
23,Hampstead House,Town Centre,Basingstoke,RG21 1LG.

DISKETTES
3'/2 SS/DD

DS/DD
51/4 DS/DD

DS/QD

QUANTITY
135TPI
135TP1

48TPI
96TPI

1White,either in boxes
—S™^^

DISKETTE STOJR^;

gea*-'d Lockable

BOXEs

40x3¥2»
80x3V2»

.Vac,

C\eatver
lAouserjAat-

fAouse-lAat-

.ttard

.Foam

tedOpeta1

£5.95
£5.95

£S-95
£6.95
£5.95

Credit Card Hotline (0256) 463507 Faxline (0256) 841018
cnHEHna
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31/2
100%
CERTIFIED

LIFETIME
GUARANTEED

JJ
BENCHMARK BRANDED

DS/DD 135TP: 100% CERTIFIED

10 £10 20 £18

50 £42 100 £82

200 £156 500 £382

31/2 DISK BOXES

10 CAPACITY LIBRARY CASE
40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX
80 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX

£0.95

£5.25

£7.25

31/2" BOX AND DISKS OFFER

20 31/2" DB/DD DISKS PLUS 40 CAP BOX £22
40 31/2" DS/DD DISKS PLUS 40 CAP BOX £38
50 31/2" DS/DD DISKS PLUS 80 CAP BOX £48

ALL BOXES HAVE LOCK AND 2 KEYS

31/2 HEAD CLEANER + FLUID £3.50
PRICE ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS OR BOXES

CHQSORP.O.ONLYTO:-

51/455
SS/DD

25 £9

50 £16

100 £30

200£53

500£120

1000£229

DS48TA

£10

£18

£34

£63

£140

£269

DS967TPI

£11

£20

£38

£69

£160

£309

100%
CERTIFIED
LIFETIME

GUARANTEED
ALL INC UB RINGS, ENV 7 LABEL SETS

51/4 DISK BOXES

10 CAPACITY LIBRARY CASE

50 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX
100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX

£0.75

£5.25

£7.25

51A" BOX AND DISK OFFER

25 5W DS 48TPL DISKS + 100 CAP BOX
50 51/4" DS 48TP1 DISKS + 100 CAP BOX
100 51/4" DS 48TP1 DISKS + 100 CAP BOX

ALL BOXES HAVE LOCK AND 2 KEYS

£16

£24

£40

51/4 HEAD CLEANER + FLUID £2.50
PRICES ONLY IF BOUGHT WITH DISKS OR BOXES

Manor Court Supplies Ltd Tei : 0597 87 792

DEPT AU6GLEN CELYY HOUSE, PENYBONT, LLANDRINDOD WELLS, POWYS LD1 5SY fe

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND DELIVERY
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BUSINESS
WHY DIDN'T I THINK OF THAT?

RogerCarus presents more good ideas
that you've sent in for using micros

The arrival of the Archimedes has brought
a new kind of response to the open invita
tion to tell others what you are doing with
your equipment: many are finding ways of
adapting old programs and large databases
to the enormous potential of the new,
faster and much more powerful hardware.

Several readers have asked about trans
ferring the material they have built up into
new formats, while still gaining from the
extra applications available. So far there are
more questions than answers, but I will
pass tVicm on as they come.

What is pleasing is the clear evidence
that those with older equipment and soft
ware are still able to find new and in

genious ways of making their efforts pro
ductive. Among the most impressive mate
rial I have seen in recent months is that
sent by C G Roberts of the Halesowen
Climatological Station, who collects data
for the Meteorological Office and assem
bles it using the micro into a form ready
for passing on to them.

He collects the raw weather data and
enters it into a ViewSheet model. Most of

his data is ofa numerical type - barometer
readings, temperature and so on - but
some is textual, such as cloud types and
wind directions. In all there are 58 columns

of data together with a 50-character
'Weather Diary' giving a general impress
ion of each day.

Each month's data is collated using a
Master 128 Turbo and its built-in View-
Sheet spreadsheet application. This is ideal
for working out the averages and statistics
that the Met Office requires. Then a dot
matrix printer is used to print it in various
formats, while both ViewPlot and View-
Chart convert selected parts of the data to
graphic form.

The finished product is both impressive
and useful, and is a profitable source of
income in Mr Roberts' retirement.

By way of contrast, some mathemati
cians have come out of their ivory towers,
using modern technology to solve old
classroom problems in an efficient and
labour-saving way.

One such is Francis Usherwood of Pur-
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Watchingthe weatherwith ViewSheet

ley, who has written to me twice recently
with neat little solutions to such problems
in the classroom. The first was a simple
nine-line program to solve polynomial
equations which are increasingly to be
found in A-level mathematics examina
tions. It is quick and more convenient than
the traditional classroom use of the
Newton-Raphson successive approxima
tion method - although I suspect the
examiners might have doubts about using
this approach!

He went on from this to try the method
on a much more complex form of the
equation, and once again it succeeded,
saving over a page of working. If anyone
wants a copy of the program I will gladly
put them in touch with him.

From the theoretical to the very practic
al: occasionally a reader will ask me for
advice, and, when I can, I do try to help.

One such question left me stumped. It
came from P Mullans of Bognor Regis who
wanted to know whether there is any
software to assist with boat design which
might be capable of producing the neces
sary co-ordinates for smooth curves in
three dimensions. So far as I can calculate,
that would require more memory than a
micro can offer, but if I am wrong he will
be most grateful for a reader's solution.

Dr A Refsum of the Queen's University,
Belfast described his concern - that of
firing samples of new superconducting
ceramic materials. His kiln must be careful
ly temperature-controlled, and he had a

BBC micro to hand. So with the addition
ofa thermocouple to measure the tempera
ture, and a series of relays to control the
electrical kiln heaters, the micro monitors
and adjusts the temperature and ensures
the samples are correctly fired.

The last one for this month is a practical,
commercial application which might well
help others too. It comes from D E Ketter-
ingham of Harrow Weald in Middlesex,
who has developed a typesetting program
for small printing machines which use
handset type, such as the Adana eight-inch
by five-inch letterpress. Even today these
are still in use by schools, clubs and a few
small businesses.

The program is disc based, written in
Basic, and has capacity for data on 150
typefaces held in 15 files. Every letter in a
particular typeface is a different width, and
setting up type is a very skilled and time-
consuming job, because spacers need to be
added to justify each line. It is a job which
lends itself to the micro, especially when
word-wrap and justification is taken into
account, as the computer can add up the
widths of the letters in a line, and calculate
the spacer widths required.

Just to complete the job he has also
added a stock control program for type
faces which allows the most efficient use to
be made of expensive type. This is not the
kind of software for which there is a

commercial demand, but anyone who does
this job would certainly welcome the help
that Mr Ketteringham's programs can give
to typesetters.

Reading letters like these is a great
pleasure and very encouraging. Keep them
coming in, readers.

IDEAS WANTED

If you have written a piece of useful
software making use of your micro for
business or pleasure and would like to
share your knowledge and experience,
write to Roger Carus, c/o Acorn User,
Redwood Publishing, 20-26 Brunswick
Place, London Nl 6DJ. Or use British
Telecom Gold: 81:RED001.
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SATELLITE PICTURES ON YOUR BEEB!
With one our high performance weather satellite
receiving stations you can receive and display

up-to-the-minute weather satellite pictures from
American, European, or Russian satellites!

The systems are suitable for
BBC models B, B+ & Master

WXSAT

A complete hardware and software package comprising MSA20 aerial, MSR20 receiver, and
MSS20 decoder/interface with WXSAT software package. In a recent review by Radio &
Electronics World Magazine they concluded "... have reviewed fourdifferentweather satellite
receiving stations in the past twoyears, varyinginprice from£400 to around £800, but this one
must surely beat the lot."

E182.04 + VAT

^gS

PRICE LIST

NET CARR & INS
MSR20 Receiver 106.12 6.00
MSA20 X-Dipole Aerial 21.70 5.00
WXSAT Basic Station 182.04 7.20
MSS20 Interface 74.95 1.50
MSG20 Graphstore 347.75 6.00
MSD20 Dish Aerial 121.50 15.00
MSC20 Down Converter 138.65 1.50

ADD 15% VAT TO ALL ORDERS

MSG20 GRAPHSTORE ^

Ahigh resolution (512 pixelx 512 linex 128greyscale) digital framestore/graphics processor
of unparalleled performance. Coupled to the BBC Micro and MSR20, satellite receiver is
capable of viewing weather satellite pictures as never before. Powerful features include
zooming, scrolling, film mode, text overlay, picture enhancements.

Complete with software package £347.75 + VAT

&0L MM^1?@D@(g Remote Sensing
^ 108 Queen's Road, Farnborough, Hants GUI4 6JR Tel. (0252)515666 Telex: 859489 (MARTLC G)

/\rchive
The Original Subscription Magazine for Archimedes Users

•Archivewas the very first magazine written specifically for the
Archimedes range of computers.

•Archive is a professionally produced magazine (A5 laser-printed)
writtenby enthusiasts (i.e. people like you!) for enthusiasts.

•Archive contains news, views, reviews of software and hardware,
programming ideas, as well as more general articles but above
all, it contains reams of hints and tips.

•Archive started in October 1987 on a limited circulation but the

earlier issues have now been re-printed so that all issues from
Volume 1 NQ 1 onwards are still available.

•Archive has 12 issues a year and 50 pages per issue for just £12.50!

Archive UK annual subscription: £12.50
Send cheques to: "Norwich Computer Services",
(Sorry, no Credit Cards)

18, Mile End Road, Norwich, NR4 7QY.
For more details ring Paul Beverley on 0603-507057.

COMPUTER CAMP!
For 14 to 17 year olds.

Run by Inter-School Christian Fellowship.

For details ring Roger Evans on 0226-203784.
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Price List — Education January 1988

Whittle Systems
For APPROVED

YOUR NIMBUS PC gjUMAMA distributor
Expansion

!• STOP PRESS • CALL FOR NEW PRICES

HARDWARE

R10 1Megabyte memory upgrade for Nimbus PC £115.00
full height card for TN, PC, PCNI
(includes Silicon Disk d Disk Cache drivers)

CSR200 5.25" DSDD External floppy drive forNimbus £124.00

CRM20 20Megabyte external Winchester forNimbus PC £575.00

CRM30 30Megabyte external Winchester forNimbus PC £599.00

CRM40H 40 Megabyte, high speed external Winchester £899.00
CRM60H 60Megabyte, high speed external Winchester £1095.00

SOFTWARE

DISK CACHE 511 kbyte diskcaching software for 1.5 Mb
Nimbus PC186 £35.00

NIMBUS VIEWDATA Complete local Viewdata package £95.00
(includes NVDEDITOR. NVD-D1SPLA Y. NVDTUTOR. Modem cable)

TRAPDOOR Theultimate debugging aid £49.95
(also available for IBM PC. APRICOT PC. XI. XEN)

ZEM Z80 CP/M Emulator £49.95

Network pric« of software

Up w I ww*ni O > • umwJaIgm r-..<
Up to 16 uaiiont O * • uandaJanc pcuc

upto n union, a 6* umjajom pii« A Uprices exclude P&P and Vat.

53, Besselsjeigli Road, Tel 08(15 736488
WoottOII, Fax 0865 736835
Abingdon, Oxford OX 13 6DX.
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DID YOU SEE THAT?

NO

well, you probably won't see
SlgmaSheet calculate either!

It's the FASTEST spreadsheet in the world.

it's the largest spreadsheet in the world.

It's as powerful as the most famous

spreadsheet in the world (Lotus 123™),

yet it's only one-sixth of the cost!

AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE

EXAMPLE COMPARISONS

C/>

>

70

-n

O

TO

m

>

o

</>ViewSheet | Intersheet | Logistix SigmaSheet
Time to calculate SIN(PI)

A1 to Z50 (1300 cells)
48.00 6.49 5.84 0.03

Memory free with above sheet
(A310)

j 9272 12600 I
(estimated) [

153000 533916

Speed factor of SigmaSheet
above others

I 1600 | 216.3 194.6

Note: SigmaSheetcalculates a spreadsheet of cashflow A1 to AL219 (year 1988to 2020) in less than
25seconds. No other spreadsheet can handlea cashflowthissize, yet SigmaSheetstill has298,952 bytes
free!

Lotus 123 is a trade mark of Lotus

••
&

Vff-

E W /•/y-'^r "v ..:::-:5£j\
SOFTWARE

69 SIDWELL STREET, EXETER, DEVON EX4 6PH TEL: 0392 37756



MAKE YOUR MICRO EARN!

Yes making money becomes incidental when you know how. Your
micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is
irrelevant. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own

HOME BASED BUSINESS.
This may be the most important move you willever make!

REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's
"ditch". Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich
in a relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's
more rewarding than playing games. The benefits are many and
varied. Full or part time. For FREE details send S.A.E. to:

MQbWM BMSIMM

31 Pilton Place (AU14)
King and Queen Street
Walworth, London SE171DR

BeebDOS version 2.01 (new) from MicroBoss

Software for BBC and IBM file interchange
Runson IBM PC-XT-ATor compatibles end supports DOS2.0 or luer
Supplied on 360K IBM diskette with minus] and plastic wallet the software includes:

BCOPY Copy files BBC - IBM. IBM - BBC. BBC - BBC (wild cards allowed)
BCONV FlexibleIBM Tile translate facilityenabling text to oe passed between VIEW.

WORDSTARand Displaywrile3 amongst other uses.
BGRAPH Display BBC mode 0.1,43 screen formal (AMX Art included) files onIBM standard

colour (CGA), enhanced colour (EGA) or Hercules screens for use in IBM PC
presentation. DTP, drawing and other graphic applications.

BeebDOS is almost a complete BBC DFS/ADFS for the IBM PC with utilities to catalogue, format,
backup,delete, lock, unlock, compact rename, alter title A options, map free space, change and create
directories of BBC diskette/Tiles.

InfectBeebDOS is probably the fastest and most powerful
BBC/IBM PC file transfer method available and no cables or
serial connectionsare required.

£46.00
inc. VAT

BBC doubledensity diskette formats supported are Acorn ADFS, Watford, Solidisk. OPUS DDOS and
UDM. Acorn single density DFS is only supported when running BeebDOS on an IBM AT or XT286
with a 360k disk drive. Please send or phone for an information sheet

CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TRADE/EDUCATION ENQUIRIES WELCOME ape—
MICROBOSS LTD 3 HADLEIGH RD FRINTON ESSEX COl 3 9HG 'TEL (0255) 671095 tXJ

Minimum of £150.00 trade in for any working
BBC Model Bagainst any of the products listed

below. (With Acorn DFS add £40.00)
Archimedes 300 series from £699.00
Acorn Master 128 £395.00

Amstrad PC1512 fullrange (incsoftware) from £399.00
Amstrad PC1640 full range from £499.00

Atari 520 STFM £300.00

SECOND USER BBC's AND PERIPHERALS
BBC Model Bin stock from £200.00

Disc Drives from £50.00
Monochrome Monitors from £50.00

Full range of peripherals and software availablefor all the above micros.
All the above prices exclude VAT but include carriage.

Retail shop open 9.30am to 5.30pm Monday— Saturday.

Portobello Trading Company phone0316572988
300-302 Portobello High Street, Edinburgh EH15 2AS

ROMPLUS-144

For THE ELECTRON
INTELLIGENT SIDEWAYS ROM UNIT

with BUILT IN RAM FILING SYSTEM AND PRINTER BUFFER.

Fits into a Plus One ROMbox Plus slot and holds 7 ROMs plus a 32k RAM.
ROMssoftware selectable via integral OS.ROM. Compatible withNTOlonts. Wordwise. VIEWVotc.

Price only £39 + £15 for RAM

ENQUIRE A60UT
MASTER

COMPATIBILITY

ELECTRON MODE T ADAPTOR
"Hera at laat ia a true Mode 7 adaptor... and very impreaaive It ia too" • Electron Uaer, Aug, '07

"A quality product well made... buy It" • A&BComputing, Feb. '88.
"Go on, apoil your jolf" • Acom Uaer, May.' 68.

Prices: FullUnit-£89, Kit(Baropcb, ROM >Parts list • layout)-C25 t £10for case

Original E32F* Second F»ro<5e3ssor Kit
"An excellent add-on" - ASB Computing, April '86

Price (Bare peb, construction notes) with software on cassette - El5, on 3.5" disc or ROM- £20

ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE, ETC

Ploase allow 28 days dollvory

JAFA SYSTEMS *3
9. Lon-y-Garwa, Caerprtilly, Mld-Glamorgai

T€sl«3F>i-ior-i<» <Q222> 8872Q3
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EPROMS, 8271
Ex VAT Inc VAT

1-9 27128 250nS 21V 3.57 4.10
10+27128 250nS 21V 3 26 3.75
1-9 27128 250nS 12.5V 3 04 3.50
10+27128 250nS 1? 5V 2 75 3.16
1-9 2764 250nS 2 60 2.99
101 2764250nS 2 39 2.75
1-9 27256 250nS _ 4 22 4.85
10+27256 250ns 3 83 4.40
1-9TTL/Cmossi;t 3 91 4.50
1-9 8271 controller _ 39 13 45,00
1-9 6264LP150nS ... 7 56 2.95
Acorn 8271 DFS 43.48 50.00

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty)

Ex VAT
10 Banana Reversible 8.65
10 3.5" D/S 135tpi 1.65
10 96tpi D/S D/D + case 13.90
10 96tpi D/S D/D + case 7.39
10 96tpi D/S D/D in box 6.52
50 96tpi D/S D/D in boxes 21.70
100 96tpi D/S D/D in boxes 39.13
50 Disc Box hinged + lock 6.52
100 Disc Box hinged + lock 7.83
Black Library Case 1.21

Inc VAT
9.95
1.90

15.99
8.50

7,50
24.95
45.00

7.50
9.00
1.39

ROMS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Inter-Word 37.39 43.00
Intor-Shoet 36.52 42,00
Inter-Base 48.70 56,00
Wordwiso Plus 37.39 43.00
Mega 3 71.30 82.00
Spoil Master 40.87 47.00
ACP Disc Investigator 22.61 26.00
ACP Disc toolkit 26.96 31.00
View2.1 38.26 44.00
ViewStoie 38.26 44,00
OverView I & II 68.70 79.00
View Professional 68.70 79.00

51/4 DISC DRIVES
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Cumana CSX100 91.30 105.00
Cumana CSX400 124.35 143.00
Cumana CD800S 260.00 299.00
MD400A 400k No PSU 88,70 102.00
MD400B 400k 81 PSU 103.48 119.00
MD802C 800k No PSU 173.91 200.00
MD802E 800k & PSU 191.30 220,00
MD802D 800k & stand 216.52 249.00

Phone for Viglen & Torch Winchesters

PANASONIC KXP 1081
with BBC cable & paper

£165.00 (£143.48 + VAT)
above with Screen Dump & 2m cable
£171.00 (£148.70 + VAT)

Exc VAT Inc VAT
KXP 1080 Fabric ink ribbon 4.26 4.90
KXP 1080 View Printer driver ...7.83 9.00
KXP 1080 Control Dump rom 13.00 14.95

PANASONIC KXP1082
(as 1081 but 160cps)

with BBC cable & paper
£195.00 (£169.57+VAT)

CANON PW1080A
with BBC cable & paper

£239.00 (E207.83 + VAT)

STAR LC10 COLOUR
with BBC cable and paper

£229.00 (£199.13 + VAT)

CITIZEN 120D
with BBC cable & paper

£165.00 (£143.48 +VAT)

JUKI 6100
with BBC cable & paper

£299JpJ^£260;00^AT)
Amstrad LQ3500 (24)

with BBC cable & paper
£320.00 (£278.26 + VAT)

PRINTER ADD ONS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

LX800 Sheet Feeder 67 61 72.00
LX/FX 800 Print Ribbon .... 3 00 3.45
NL-10 Print Ribbon 4 80 5.52
120D Print Ribbon 4 00 4.00
KP/PW Print Ribbon 3 39 3.90
Printer Dust Covers 4 80 4.80

MONITORS
Ex VAT

Philips CM8533 230.43
PhiicpsCMB852 251 30
PhilipsBM7S02Green 6B 70
PhilipsBM7522Ar<£»' 73 91
PhilipsBM7542 73 91
Philips BMTilt stand 7 78
Taxan KX P31 G-een 68 70
Taxan KX1202 E 39 Groan 73 91
Taxan KX Amber 82 61
Taxan Super Vision 62S 313 04
Microvitec 1451 22" 74
Microvitec 1451 Ac 260 00
14"TilvSwlvelSi.ind >3 87
(Prices inc. BBC Cable)

Inc VAT
265.00

289.00

79 00

85.00

85.00

8.95

79 00

85 00

95 00
360.00

255 00

299 00

15.95

KAGA/TAXAN KP810
with BBC cable & paper

£239.00 (£207.83+VAT)

KAGA/TAXAN KP815
with BBC cable & paper

£269.00 (£233.91+VAT)

STAR LC10
with BBC cable & paper

£199.00 (£173.04+VAT)

EPSON LX800
with BBC cable & paper

£229.00 (£199.13+VAT)

MP 165

with BBC cable & paper
£195.00 (£169.57 + VAT)

MP 480 (480 cps)
with BBC cable & paper

£339.00 (£249.78 + VAT)

PRINTERS/CABLES
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Panasonic KXP3131 Daisy 233.91 299.00
Kaga/Taxan KP910/15 350.00 402.00
1.5m (4 foot) BBC cable 5.70 6.50
2.0m (6 foot) BBC cablo 7.74 8.90
Compact printer cablo 7,74 8.90
IBM/Archimedes cablo 7.74 8.90

MASTER/COMPACT
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Master 128k Micro 365.22 420.00
512 Co-processor 185.00 212.75
Turbo Upgrade 98.78 113.50
Acorn Z80 2nd P 317.39 365.00
Acorn Cartridge 10.87 12.50
Peartree Cartridge from 8.65 9.95
Care Cartridges from 7.65 8.80
ARM Assembler Book 12.00 12.00
Understanding Interword 6.50 6.50
Reference Manuals 14.00 14.00
View 3/View Sheet Guides 9.00 9.00
Master 8i B Dust Covors 3.00 3.45
Monochrome Compact 360.87 415.00
Socond User BBC Bs available

Phone for our best price before placing your order
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 12 month no quibble guarantee
Prices subject to variation without prior notification

We are closed some Saturday afternoons
Carriage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

Acorn Dept.

UleServe
Larger items

delivered

by SecuricorES

128 West Street,
Portchester,
Hants.

P016 9XE.

Tel: 0705 325354
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A DABHAND GUIDE
ACORN USER OFFER

View by Bruce Smith

This is the most comprehensive tutorial
and reference guide written about the View
wordprocessor. Beginner and advanced
user alike will find it an invaluable and ever

ready companion.
Bruce Smith has left no stone unturned

and all aspects of wordprocessing are
covered. In addition a suite of View utility
programs are provided including View
Manager, an extendable and very friendly
file management program. Macros, page
layout and printer drivers are revealed in
Bruce's well-known relaxed style.

Covered in the 240-page book are:

Command and Edit mode, rulers and mar
gins, saving and loading text, !Boot files,
markers, formatting and justification,
search and replace, stored commands, prin
ter drivers, handling long documents, hints
and tips, View Manager, machine code
utilities, ViewSpell, Viewlndex and Over
View, utility programs, View version
changes, quick reference guides, getting
more memory, printer control codes, tech
nical notes

All features in the book are applicable to
View on the BBC B/B+, Master 128 and
Compact, and Electron.

Please send me: copies of 'View: A Dabhand Guide' at £12.95 (including p&p)
copies of book and 5.25in disc at £16.95 (£1.00 discount)
copies of book and 3.5in disc at £17.95 (£2.00 discount)

I enclose a sterling cheque/PO payable to DABS PRESS for £ (Outside UK
add £2 p&p. Free p&p in UK)

ADDRKSS

POSTCODE

SIGNKD DATK 106-7

Send thiscoupon with yourremittance to AcornUser
Ltd, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.

Merchandise Department, Redwood Publishing
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MID SUSSEX SOFTWARE

MUSIC PRINTING
* The music processor from Mid Sussex Software produces printed

music to professional standards.
* Easy music entry for single parts or scores, editing, transposition,

extraction of parts from scores, playback.
* Price £54.95 - State 40/80 Track BBC B or Master.

NEW MUSIC PROGRAMS
* Three new programs foruse in music education to developauraland sight
reading skills

• Pitch Trainer £12.50 each
• Rhythm Tutor State 40/80 Track

These programmes area must forallteachers. I can't think how1managed
without them"- Music Teacher
sena lor more details to:- Mid Sussex Software, 11 Bridle Way,
Pound Hill, Crawley, West Sussex RH10 4HP or telephone
HORSHAM (0403) 54922.

ROOM 7 SOFTWARE

SUPER! BOOT
The most extensive disc automenu/management

system available. Loads or runs any program from any
drive to any address, download, autolist, types, exec
etc. Also includes comprehensive file identification
routines (hexdump etc), disc labcllcr/card indcxer.
3-Icvel disc information routines etc. Printout options.
Two versions, creator program, sector editor, 13 page
manual, B/B+/MASTER (5.25" DFS only)

Fully bound
software catalogue

50p P&P
Refundable with

order
Also covered by our catalogue - Soccer Boss, Pools Cheque, Investment Analyser 2, Matrix,

Central Heating Calculator, Electrical Cable Selector, Structural Beam Calculator
Introduction toStatistics, Easy Banker.

Letters Cheques to: W.L. COMPUTER SERVICES. Dept. 2,
First Floor. H.S.L. Building. 437 Warrington Road. Rainhill.
Mersey-side. L35 4LL. Tel: 051-426 9660.

USE A PERSONAL ORGANISER?
You need the

FAX*FILE ORGANISER
Combine the powerof your BBC with the flexibility and convenience of a personalorganiser
(Filofax. I.efaxetc) to create a personalised data base. Usingspecial sizedcomputer paper or
single sheets to print:

' Diaries including you data (on disc)
' Address book pages, up to 48 entries sorted by name.

* Custom designed forms.

The program is menu driven with plenty of on-screen help, The graphics are superb and the
printed pages willmatch (he high quality of your personal organiser.
TheOrganiserwillrun on a BBC Bor a Master 128. It requiresa fullyEpson fX/80 compatible
printer..1-xtra computer paper (tractor feed, pre-punched) is available.

"Excellent on-screen designer"
"A simple but effectiveproduct that isvery easy toI
"Isuggestyou. . . buy Fax I'ile"

ACORN USKR l-HIl XX

£12.95 INC P4P

disc. 40/80 track (state which)
manual

sample pack ol paper.
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MEWsoft

11 Cressy Road
London
NW3 2NB

(01 267 2542)

UNIQUE
SOLUTION
Have to share a printer? But sick of
manual switchers then look no further:

Auto-switchers at a price you can afford.
Select on a first come first serve basis

and auto-formed to differentiate be

tween each selected user.

APS2 2 computer to 1 printer incl.

lead and P+P £55.00

APS3 3 computer to 1 printer incl.
lead and P+P £75.00

Future buffer updates available!

Orders from Education establishments

are welcomed. For further details write

to:

UNIQUE SOLUTION (Dept AU)

64 Lower Addiscombe Rd.

East Croydon,

Surrey.

CR0 6AB.

RAM modules
"IFBL'Sproduct comes top" — Acorn User

* Clip on Leads — no soldering
* Compatible with most ROM boards
* Use low power CMOS RAM
* Comprehensive documentation
* Supplied with utility disc
' 15K Printer buffer
* Available without software

— phone for details

" Money back guarantee

PRINTER boxes
* Connects 1 computer to 2 printers
* High quality circuit board
* Single switch operation
* Supplied with all cables
* No extras — just plug in

Mail order
only

16K - £18.50
32K - £19.50

PI IP

t t
I—o—•

LfiLl
Printer box £31.50

ARCHIMEDES corner
Archimedes 305 Basic
Archimedes 305 + Mono monitor
Archimedes 305 + Colour monitor
Archimedes 310 Basic
Archimedes 310 + Mono monitor

Archimedes 310 + Colour monitor £1093.20
Backplane
Serial data cable
File translor kit

Printer cable
Computor Concopts ROM Podulo
As above with battery backup
Acorn ROM Podule
1 Mogabyto RAM upgrade (305 only) £88.00

Phone for latest prices — Prices Include VAT.

CHIPS
2764 8K EPROM £3.00
27128 16K EPROM £3.50
27256 32K EPROM £4.80
6264 8K RAM £3.00
62256 32K RAM £12.00

Phone tor quantity discounts

£41.50
£9.95

£19.50
£9.50

£53.00

£62.00
£64.00

BACKPLANE £41.50

N.B. THE BACKPLANE MUST
BE INSTALLED BEFORE
YOU CAN FIT A ROM
PODULE.

IFEL
36 UPLAND DRIVE
DERRIF0RD
PLYMOUTH
PL6 6BD

07555 7286

KS
Order with Access

on 07555 7286

ACORN USERJUNE 1988



BBC MASTER

Master 128

Master Turbo upgrade
Master 512 upgrade
Master Econet Module

MASTER^ CO
(3W DRIVE)

Master Compact Entry System
Master Compact Mono System
Master Compact Colour System
RS232 Upgrade Kit
3Vi to 5V2 Ext Drive Lead

Compact Printer Lead

DISC DRIVES

5Va". Akhter 2 Year Warranty
MD400A D/S 40/80 no PSU

MD400B D/S 40/80 with PSU
MD802C Dual D/S 40/80 no PSU
MD802DM Dual D/S 40/80

with PSU in Plinth

3W Akhter 2 Year Warranty
MD400F Single 400K no PSU
MD400G Single 400K with PSU
5W NEC 1 Year Warranty
DN400A D/S 40/80 no PSU

DN400B D/S 40/80 no PSU

DN802C Dual D/S 40/80 no PSU
DN802E Dual D/S 40/80 no PSU

MONITORS

1431 Microvitec Std Res Colour

1451 Microvitec Med Res Colour

7502 Phillips High Res Green
7522 Phillips High Res Amber

359.00
99.00

199.00

37.60

299.00

349.00

499.00
27.50

12.50

10.00

109.00

121.00

209.00

254.00

98.00

108.00

99.00

116.00
199.00

249.00

169.00
209.00

69.00

74.00

PRINTERS (incl. Master Compact Lead)

Matrix

Citizen 120D 120cps 25NLQ 80Col
Star LC10 lOOcps25NLQ 80Col
Epson LX800 inc Tractor Unit
Citizen MSR15E 60cps 40NLQ 136Col
Star NX 15 20cps 30NLQ 136Col
Epson FX1000 inc Tractor 136Col
Daisywheel
Panasonic Kx P3131 17cps
Brother HR20 22cps
Laser

Citizen CI10 Overture

HP Laserjet RS232

SPECIAL OFFER

Amstrad LQ3500 24 pin high quality ..
While stocks last

159.00

209.00

229.00

329.00

329.00

455.00

299.00

439.00

1799.00

2664.00

£249.00

ALL PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

BEFORE YOU PLACE YOUR
NEXT ORDER, TALK TO US!

Carriage outside Rotherhatn £6.00

Rotherham
Computer

Centre
135 Wellgate Rotherham S60 2NN

Tel: 0709 369912

ACORN USERJUNE 1988

HALF HEIGHT

WINCHESTERS

Amcom have simplified Winchester design.

The result is a range ofhalf-height Winchester drives,
packing a lotofdata into a little space.

Amcom have also made Winchesters simplerto use.

Amcom Winchesters are supplied ready formatted:
just plug into the 1 MHz bus and switch on.

Amcom Winchesters use the Acorn ADFS to ensure
software compatibility. And to make full use of'this,
Amcom include powerful utilities software to man
age the megabytes of storage space.

And Amcom have also simplified the price:
20 MByte Unit £430

40 MByte Unit £599

ADFS tapestreamer £599

As official Acorn dealers Amcom also retail the full
range of Acorn products.

(All prices exclude VAT and carriage)

$M?Mm

To order, or request further details, about Winches
ters, tapestreamers and networking, contact:

Amcom Software Ltd
35, Carters Lane

Kiln Farm

Milton Keynes
MK113HL

Tel: (0908)569212

(Major credit cards accepted)
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Technomatic
305 Edgware Road, London VV2 Tel: 01-723 0233

TECHNOCAD
Technomatic will belaunching their Technocad computer aided
drafting and designpackage at the end of June.
The package has been written specially for the Master 128 computer
and makes full use ofits 128kRAM. The Technocad package
comprises an eprom cartridge withtwo32KROMs, and a 5.25"
utility disc.
Technocad offers everything you need for quick and easy creation of
complex drawings. Complete cursor control by amouse or a tracker
ball or only three keys from the keyboard, and use of pop up menus
at each stage ofthedrawing greatly simplify theoperation of
Technocad for both the experienced user or novice.
Technocad lets you create adrawing ofalmost unlimited size, andto
pan across the drawing or zoominto a particular section to enter
finer details. The lines can bedrawn with avariety ofthicknesses
and modified atany stage ofthe drawing. Arcs ofany angle and
complete circles can be drawn with equal ease, and again inany
thickness.

When aline is drawn, itslength and angle ofdisplacement are
displayed on the screen, for an arc its radius and angle are displaced.
The unitsof length canbe specified bythe customer.

The unique feature ofTechnocad will be its facility toallow Icons
ofany complexity to be created an saved to alibrary. Any Icon can
be brought back to the diagram.
Technocad includes the facility to create multi layered drawings.
Once created drawing can be output to your Epson FX80 compatible
printer orany BBC compatible plotter. You can add your own
printer driver to output to any other printer. The printer output can
be in light or heavy print. The plotter program which allows scaling
of the drawing is configurable to suit most makes.
Theprice ofTechnocad has been setat£149 + VAT, though
quantity discounts will be offered to Educational Authorities.
Technomatic will supply evaluation disc free ofcharge to any
educational institution. Private orcommercial users will have topay
a handlingchargeof£3.00 incVAT, to try out the software.
Detailsfrom:

Technomatic Ltd
17 Burnley Road London NW101GD

Tel 01-2081177 FAX 01-4251500 T/X 922800
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ODD
TIMING

Short on software

Sir, I would like to ask how
Acorn can produce such an
outstanding machine as the
Archimedes while still failing to
sort out their marketing. One
example is the release of the
400 series. The delay with re
spect to the 300 series is under
standable, but the delay of the
410 relative to the 440 is not. It

is difficult to predict which
would attract more sales if they
were released at the same time

but, given that the 410 can be
upgraded, it would attract
many 440 buyers if available
first. Thus the initial sales

volume is likely to be less by
the current approach. Surely
the future of the machine lies in

creating a viable software base
as soon as possible.

Richard Francis

Holland

There arc several reasons for

the apparently premature re
lease of the 440. First Acorn
have tried to get their
'flagship' out into the public
view as soon as possible. Also,
the 400 series is aimed at pro
fessional users and any 'pro-

ACORN USERJUNE 1988

ETTERS
Write to Letters, Acorn User, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ

fessional' software would need

4 megabytes (or certainly
more than the 1 megabyte
available on the 410) on which
to be developed. This is often
the case with other computer
systems, where one-off
machines with very large
memories are built, purely for
the purpose of software de
velopment. The internal 'de
velopment' machine made by
Acorn did in fact have 4

megabytes.

PUSHING
FOR PCS

Sir, I heartily endorse the opin
ion expressed by your corres
pondent J Alexander in the
April issue of Acorn User. In
my place of employment we
use several programs which run
on BBCcomputers. These have
been developed by virtue of the
fact that the writer could work

at home on privately owned
equipment, identical to that at
the office. Now the workload

has increased, the company is
buying PCs and that facility is
lost, apart from the use of BBC
Basic 86 by M-TEC which we
have found very satisfactory.
To make the most of all the

proprietory programs now
available, those of us who are
interested need the MS-DOS
facility. I have tried the 512k
second processor with the Mas
ter 128, and have found it to be
wanting - as, I suspect, I would
find the current PC emulator
with the Archimedes.

For the enthusiast to remain
faithful to the BBC, to be at the
forefront of technology and to
keep in step with the business

world, the Archimedes, in con
junction with the PC podule
and suitable 5.25-inch disc
drive, must be more than simp
ly 'very good', it has to be
excellent. Otherwise it remains

a highly desirable and expen
sive toy that I too, will have
reluctantly to sacrifice for an
Amstrad PC1640.

A Wigand
Andover

Although Acorn still has no
plans to release the PC
podule, it has brought out a
second version of the PC

emulator which runs slightly
faster and gives almost double
the workspace - 540k - as the
original.

COMPACT
MUSIC

Not Companionable

Sir, I own a Master Compact
and operate with a second 5.25-
inch drive. I have recently
purchased a Music 5000 synth
esiser from Hybrid Technology
and intended operating this
with a Mertec Compact Com
panion as the Compact has no
1MHz bus.

I cannot however obtain any
sound although the system
seems, at least visually, to be
operating satisfactorily. The

reason for this, I have been
told, is that the Mertec equip
ment uses a 2MHz bus rather

than 1MHz. I would beobliged
if you could inform me
whether any adaptor or other
device could help me out of
this problem, or direct me to
someone who could assist me.

James MacDowall
Glasgow

Chris Jordan of Hybrid Tech
nology replies:

'The Hybrid Music system
is not guaranteed to work on
a Compact, but if the soft
ware is transferred from the

5.25-inch DFS discs supplied,
there is no reason why it
should not work with a 1MHz

bus adapter.'
At present there are no

1MHz bus adapters for the
Compact.

SWAPPING
DISCS

Sir, A friend of mine has some
double density, dual disc drives
which arecurrently working on
his BBC B micro. Can they
operate on my Electron and if
so, which interface do I need to
connect them?

T Shields

London

Double density, dual drives
will work perfectly well on an
Electron provided you have
the appropriate interface.
Such an interface is available

from Advanced Computer
Products, 6 Ava House, High
Street, Chobham, Surrey
GU24 8LZ.
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S.D.C.
309 Goldhawk Road, Shepherds Bush London W12 8ET

Inquiries
tiT* 01 748 3595

l I PRICE PROMISE I 7-7—r:

PRICE

ACORNSOFT HITS 1D2 9.95

ACORNSOFT HITS 2 D2 9.95

AROUND THE WORLDS

IN40SCREENS D1 6.95

ARKANOID 8.95

BOULDERDASHD4 9.95

BIGK.O.D3 7.95

BONECRUNCHER D2 9.95

BRIAN CLOUGHS FOOTBALL
FORTUNESD5 14.95

CHOLO (DISC ONLY) 17.95

COLOSSUS CHESS 4.0.D4 9.95

COMPUTER HITS VOL 1 9.95

COMPUTER HITS VOL2 9.95

COMPUTER HITS VOL2 9.95

DESPATCH RIDER D2 9.95

COMMONWEALTH GAMES D3 7.95

ELIXIR D2 9.95

ELITE D4 12.95

EVENING STAR D4 9.95

EUROPEAN GAMES 7.95

FOOTBALLER OF THE
YEARD4 9.95

FOOTBALL MANAGER 8.95

FLEET STREET EDITOR
40OR80TRACK 39.95

ADMINXTRA40OR
80TRACK 14.94

FONTS AND GRAPHICS 14.94

GRAND PRIX CONSTRUCTION D2 9.95

GRAHAM GOOCH CRICKET D3 9.95

GOAL 7.95

IMPACTD3 9.95

ICARUSD2 9.95

INDOOR SPORTS D4 9.95

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION D4 9.95

JET SET WILLY II 7.95

LIFE OF REPTON D2 9.95

LIVING DAYLIGHTS D3 9.95

MINIOFFFICEIID5 14.95

MICRO POWER MAGIC 1 D1 7.95

MICRO POWER MAGIC 2 D1 7.95

MONOPOLY D4 12.95

PAPERBOY D4 9.95

PALACE OF MAGIC D2 9.95

RAID OVER MOSCOW 9.95

REVS+4D4 11.95

QUESTD2 9.95

SAIGON D4 9.95

SPYCAT D2 9.95

SPY HUNTER D4 9.95

SPYVSSPYD4 9.95

SPELLBINDER D2 9.95

STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER 9.95

STAR WARS D3 9.95

SCRABBLE D4 12.95

TETRISD3 8.95

TRIVIAL PURSUIT D5 14.95

URIDIUMD4 9.95

U.S. DRAG RACING 7.95

WINTER OLYMPIAD 88 D4 9.95

WINTER OLYMPICS 7.95

XORD4 9.95

7.25

7.25

5.50

6.75

7.25

5.95

7.25

11.251
13.50 |
7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

5.90

7.25

9.95

7.25

5.90

7.25

2.99

29.951

11.25

11.25

7.25

7.25

5.95

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

5.95

7.25

7.25

11.25

5.95

5.95

9.95

7.25

7.25

7.25

9.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

1.99

7.25

6.75

9.95

11.251
7.25

5.95

7.25

5.95

7.25

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 1

BBC OR ELECTRON

ONLY £7.23 DISC £9.25

CITADEL
THRUST

STRYKER'S RUN

RAVENSKULL

SUPERC0R COLLECTION VOL1
BBC ONLY

CASS £7.25 DISC £9.25

SYCR0N KARATE COMBAT
REPTON STAR STRIKER

AIRLIFTBMXON THE MOON

WALLERBY SMASH ANDGRAB

ACORNSOFT HITS VOL 1

BBC OR ELECTRON

ONLY £7.25 DISC £9.25
MAGIC MUSHROOMS

PLANETOID
MAZE

ROCKET RAID

FIVE STAR VOL III
BBC OR ELECTRON

CASS ONLY £7.25

WAYOF EXPLODING FIST

STRIKE FORCE HARRIER
THUNDERSTRUCK

CAVEMANCAPERS
FRAK

PROJECT THESIUS

SOUTHERN BELLE

KONAMICOIN OPS
BBC ONLY

CASS £7.25
GREEN BERET

HYPERSPORTS

PING PONG

YIEARKUNGFU

NIKIE

If you wish to purchase any product from our list
and find that you can buy the same product
cheaper from another mail order company, simply
enclose the lower amount, stating the name of the
other company and where you saw the advert. (It
must be a current issue). Price Promise does not
apply to other companies "Special Offers".

PLAY ITAGAIN SAM 2
BBC OR ELECTRON

ONLY £7.25 DISC £9.25
REPTON3

CRAZEE RIDER

GALAFORCE
CODFNAMFnRnm

SUPERIOR COLLECTION VOL 2
BBC ONLY

CASS £7.25 DISC £9.25
KIX

MISSILE STRIKE

REPTON 2 BATTLETANK

DEATHSTAR CRAZY TRACER

OVERDRIVE SPACE PILOT

ACORNSOFT HITS VOL 2
BBCOR ELECTRON

ONLY £7.25

STARSHIP COMMAND

ARCADIANS

METEORS
LABRYNTH

COMPUTER HITS VOL 4
BBC OR ELECTRON

CASS ONLY £7.25

DEATHSTAR THE MINE
KILLER GORILLA REPTON
KARATECOMBAT BUG EYES II

GALAFORCE GHOULS

PSYCASTRIA BUGGER
ZALAGA THRUST

SUPERIOR COLLECTION VOL3
ELECTRON ONLY

CASS £7.25

SYNCRON
REPTON

REPTON2

KARATE COMBAT

DEATHSTAR

SMASH AND GRAB

REC OUR

PRICE PRICE

ACORNSOFT HITS 1 14,95 11.25

ACORNSOFTHITS2 14.95 11.25

AROUND THE WORLD IN

40SCREENS 9.95 7.25

BONECRUNCHER 14.95 11.25

CRAZEE RIDER 14.95 11.25

CODENAMEDROID 14.95 11.25

BIGK.O. 12.95 9.95

ELITE 19.95 14.50

ELIXIR 14.95 11.25

GRAND PRIX

CONSTRUCTION 14.95 11.25

LIFE OF REPTON 14.95 11.25

PALACE OF MAGIC 14.95 11.25

ICARUS 11.95 9.25

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 14.95 11.25

PLAYITAGAINSAM2 14.95 11.25

QUEST 14.95 11.25

REPTON3 14.95 11.25

REVS 19.95 14.50

SPELLBINDER 14.95 11.25

SUPERIOR

COLLECTION VOL 1 14.95 , 11.25

SUPERIOR
COLLECTION VOL 2 14.95 11.25

SPITFIRE 40 14.95 11.25

WINTER OLYMPICS 12.95 9.95

MINIOFFICE 21.95 17.50

ELECTRON

ACORN SOFT HITS 1 9.95 7.25

ACORN SOFT HITS 2 9.95 7.25

AROUND THE WORLD IN

40 SCREENS 6.95 5.50

BONECRUNCHER 9.95 7.25

BOULDERDASH 9.95 7.25

BIGK.O. 7.95 5.95

COLOSSUS CHESS 4.0 9.95 7.25

COMMONWEALTH GAMES 7.95 5.95

GRAHAMGOOCH CRICKET 9.95 7.25

DESPATCH RIDER 9.95 7.25

ELIXIR 9.95 7.25

EVENING STAR 9.95 7.25

EUROPEAN GAMES 7.95 5.95

FOOTBALLER OF THE

YEAR 9.95 7.25

FOOTBALL MANAGER 8.95 2.99

FOOTBALL FORTUNES 14.95 11.25

ELITE 12.95 9.95

GOAL 7.95 5.95

ICARUS 9.95 7.25

IMPACT 9.95 7.25

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 9.95 7.25

INDOOR SPORTS 9.95 7.25

JET SET WILLY 7.95 5.95

LIFEOF REPTON 9.95 7.25

PAPERBOY 9.95 7.25

QUEST 9.95 7.25

SAIGON 9.95 7.25

SPYCAT 9.95 7.25

SNOOKER 7.95 1.50

SPELLBINDER 9.95 7.25

STAR WARS 9.95 7.25

U.S. DRAG RACING 7.95 5.95

WINTER OLYMPICS 7.95 5.95

WINTER OLYMPIAD 88 9.95 7.25

nAcorn User

S.D.C. ORDER FORM
Please send me the following titles. BLOCK capitals please!
Typfinf mmpnter

Amount

Total Enclosed £

Date

Name ....

Address

Tel. No.

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to S.D.C.

Prices include P&P within the UK: Europe please add £1 per tape:

Elsewhere please add £1.50 extra per tape

Open to public 10am-8pm 7 days a week
.J



SEARCHING
FOR SCANNERS

Pauseon pixels

Sir, While reading a friend's
Computing with the Amstrad
magazine, I noticed a review of
a device which attaches to a
printer to scan sheets and digi
tise the pictures, photographs
etc. Am I right in assuming that
no-one has yet developed a
scanner for the BBC? Surely it
is not beyond the witof desig
ners to invent and market

something of this type for the
BBC micro?

P Spall
Welling

As far as we know, there are
no digitisers of the type you
describe for the BBC micro.
However, there is a possibility
that one may appear in the
form of a simple hand-held
scanner, for the Archimedes.

ITCHING FOR
INDICES

Sir, I have kept every copy of
Acorn User since issue one. It

provides an unparalleled his
tory of the development of
BBC computers, and a very
useful work of reference on

operating these machines.
Most of the magazine con

tent is of lasting interest and
use, but unfortunately over the
past two years, it has become
increasingly difficult to find
items half-remembered from

previous issues.
The reason for this? You

have discontinued an essential
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part of the magazine - the
annual index.

D Smith

Northants

An index similar to the above

takes a lot of work and so the

excuse has to be yet again 'not
enough time'. A disc-based
bibliography is by far the
easiest way of locating 'lost'
articles. Such an index is sup
plied by McHugh Enterprises.
The program allows you to
step through a database of
past contents or search for a
specific word. Output can be
dumped to a printer at any
time to provide a hard copy.
McHugh Enterprises can be
contacted at 43 Hookstone

Oval, Harrogate HG2 8QE.

COMMS
QUERIES

Sir, I would welcome an article
about modems and com

munications in general. I would
like to move into this field, but
there seem to be so many dif
fering standards that it is all
rather bewildering. A guide for
beginners would be very much
appreciated. I have heard that
the Encyclopedia Britannica is
available as an on-line database

for modem owners. Is this

true? If not, is it likely ever to
happen?

Patrick Nethercot

Sunderland

Like most computer related
topics, communications can
be rather daunting at first,
with new terms that are off-

putting to the beginner. The
subject has been covered in
some detail in June 86 and
July 87. We are also planning
a communications special for
July 88. Prestel runs a series of
on-line databases, one of
which may suit your require
ments. They can be contacted
on 01-822 1100.

Prestel T11
microcomputing ltL

New Prestel Custawr Guidline p 33

Prestel on-line

ART
VERSIONS

Sir, I am writing to you con
cerning your Super Art utilities
programs 'Art Comes Un
done'. The programs will work
only on earlier versions of the
package, namely versions 3.41
and 3.51. The menus on version

3.61 are slightly different. In
stead of Undo at the top of the
options menu, there is a 'Def.
patterns' option, and there are
only two user options at the
bottom. Undo is at the bottom

of the Goodies menu.

Is there any way to change
the programs so that they will
work on my version of Super
Art}

M Roberts

St Albans

With so many different ver
sions of Super Art (we also
know of version 3.31), it was
inevitable that the 'Art
Comes Undone' programs
would not always work. A list
of program changes for ver
sions other than 3.41 and 3.51

should be appearing in a fu
ture issue.

SCRIPTED
SOLUTION

Sir, I am writing with reference
to the letter 'Not in the Script'
in the April '88 issue of Acorn
User. G2 Systems offer a word-
processor called Masterscript
which has been specifically
written for producing television
and film scripts on any model
of BBC micro. It allows inde

pendent editing and movement
of two columns, soft keys for
camera directions and various

special printout options which
are often needed in television

applications.
Masterscript is one of a large

range of software and hardware
packages produced by G2 Sys
tems for TV and film applica
tions.

Glyn Powell-Evans
G2 Systems

G2 Systems can be contacted
at 5 Mead Lane, Farnham,
Surrey GU9 7DY.

DOESN'T
ADD UP

Sir, Looking through some
back issues of Acorn User, I
came across A Valentine's disc

backup utility in Acorn Forum
(November '87). The program
appeared to be just what I was
looking for, but unfortunately
there was no checksum. Could

you possibly publish the mis
sing checksum?

J Mclver
Leeds

We try to include checksums
whenever possible but some
times the odd checksumless

program manages to slip
through! The following lines
should be added to the

program:

145 PROCclearmem

155 PROCchecksum

2380 :

2390 DEF PROCclearmem

2400 FOR I7.=8c900 TO it

B60

2410 ?I7.=0

2420 NEXT 17.

2430 ENDPROC

2440 :

2450 DEF PROCchecksum

2460 C=0

2470 FOR I7.=&900 TO &

B60

2480 C=C+?(I7.)

2490 NEXT 17.

2500 IF C059649 THEN

PRINT "Check listing.
": END

2510 ENDPROC
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The Account Book
If you have been thinking of computerising your business or have been disillusioned by the complex manuals and screens of
codes most accounting programs offer then you are in for a pleasant surprise. You do not need to know anything about
accounting to use The Account Book, and no matter how small your business, you will be amazed at how easy your
book-keeping will become. There are no strange monthly 'rituals' or data sorting (which is completely automatic), butmore
importantly, there is no limit to the number ofentries youcan make. You can see your bank and cash balances, immediately, at
any time together with a break-down of all your entries including profit/loss figures and any discrepancies between your
receipts and payments which allows you to balance your books with your bank statements with the minimum of fuss. Your
entries can be analysed for reports in over 50 different ways. One example of this is listing unpaid invoices from a particular
customer, for an individual month, from a certain month to date or for all months. Another is to find out not only how much your
motor expenses were, but also how much of it was for, say, petrol. Ifyou are VAT registered, the Account Book will produce
your VATlists and returns for any period, automatically.
The number of key presses has been optimised for rapid entry of data and by using the labeling facility a single key press will
enter all the details of a standing order etc. Help messages are always displayed on screen, but the system is so easy to use,
you probably won't need them.

To get you going, a comprehensive and easy to read manual is supplied withthe system, and a free telephone help-line service
for any technical queries or advice is also provided. The Account Book was launched six months ago, and our customers
range from self-employed people to retail shops and limited companies. The following are two quotes from the many letters of
praise we have received:

"/ have brought my accounts up to date from the
beginning of my year, which starts 1st May, without
any trouble at all. All nine months are printed out in
the neatestpossible way.
I have to congratulate you on a very good piece of
work. Far, far better than anything I have previously
tried for the BBC Master and at a very much lower
cost. In fact I have abandoned two rather expensive
programs because they are too complicated for the
needs of a small business, difficult if not impossible
to use, and do not produce print-outs which are
helpful. How right you were to design your layout on
a normal ledger. It was just what I was looking for. I
only wish I had the time and knowledge to write a
review of it for the BBC magazines. Someone
should."

RECEIPTS lev

PftYHEKTS HEHU

"Thank you for the Accounts program which is
working welland is, without doubt, the solution to my
book keeping problems it is incredible value
for money and its operation is simplicity itself."

Many thanks to Mr Ronald Whitehouse of
Maldon, Essex and Mr Geoffrey Allcock of
Southampton for allowing us to quote
from their letters.

The Account Book runs on all models of BBC computer from the BBC B to the Master and requires a
minimum of 1 double sided 80 track drive, dot matrix printer and mono or colour monitor. We are at present
working on a second module to complement The Account Book which will include invoicing, statements
and stock control. There is only one thing left to mention the price: Just £27.95 inclusive.

*£
Please send me a copy of The Account Book
I enclose Cheque/P.O. for €27.95 made out to APRICOTE STUDIOS.
All Orders/enquiries to:

APRICOTE STUDIOS
2 PURLS BRIDGE FARM
MANEA
CAMBSPE15 0ND
TEL: 035 478 432

Please allow 14 days for delivery.
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SOFT
SELL

Sir, Looking at the advertise
ment for the Archimedes in the

national press, I wonder
whether Acorn is actually
trying to sell its new micro?
There is no mention whatsoev

er of its capabilities or why it is
so special - it could even be
just another IBM PC clone -
and an expensive one at that!, I
for one, appreciate that the
Archimedes is an excellent mic

ro but does the general public?
Unless Acorn improves its
advertising, it is certain to loss
sales.

Having owned a Model B
and subsequently a Master, I
am aware of the sophistication
and facilities offered by the
Acorn micro. There is nothing
in Acorn's current advertising,
however, to encourage the
general public to find out the
potential of the Arc. The stan
dard of advertising falls far
short of Acorn's competitors
such as Amstrad.

Still on the subject of
Archimedes, I was appalled by
the letter of J Alexander in AU
April 88, in which he says that
without an MS-DOS podule he
cannot even consider an Arc. It

seems pointless to buy an Arc,
and then degrade it to a PC
clone. There are far cheaper
ways to run MS-DOS software.
Few people would contemplate
going shopping in a Grand Prix
racing car!

Although MS-DOS is the
current standard, it isn't a par
ticularly versatile or sophisti
cated operating system and as
IBM and Microsoft are de
veloping the new OS/2 operat
ing system, it is likely that the
standard will soon change.

S Reading
Gravesend

There are arguments both for
and against running MS-DOS
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on the Archimedes. Most peo
ple who wish to run PC soft
ware do so because they are
used to it, or because there is
nothing betterwritten specifi
cally for the Arc. Acorn cer
tainly has no intention of
turning the Archimedes into
another PC clone; its 'Spring
board' card has been de

veloped to cater for PC users.
The PC emulator (see
'Pushing for PCs') is intended
to provide a stop gap until
more software becomes avail

able for the Arc.

BUT IS
IT ART?

Quest the fullest feature list

Sir, I own a Master 128 and am
very interested in producing
graphics. I have been using
Clares', 'Artroom' but have
found it lacking in some areas:
no ellipses for example. I have
also noticed that this is the case

with other are packages; Tim-
paint - no square, Artisan - no
spray can.

Are there any are packages
that you can recommend that
have everything?

Ben Byrne
Essex

Watford Electronics' Quest
Paint has just about the ful
lest list of features available

on any current art package
for the BBC range of micros.

Adding Watfords's Con
quest ROM also allows access
to the ellipse and arc features
of the Master's MOS. Quest
itself was reviewed in October

1987's Acorn User, and a re
view of the Conquest ROM
will be appearing in next
month's issue. Watford is at

Jessa House, 250 Lower High
Street, Watford, WD1 2AN,
Tel (0923) 37774

PRESS FOR
ACTION

Sir, In the preparation of work
sheets and workbooks for my
pupils, I frequently require a
'newspaper' type format to
allow the introduction of dia

grams, sketches etc. However, I
hae not seen an ADFS-based

desktop publishing package
that claims compatibility with
the Electron. I would be grate
ful if you could advise on a
suitable system. I have seen
advertisements for AMS'S Stop
Press and so on, but these are
non-Electron.

Michael Howe

Basingstoke

*MZM-M/rirWtik-i&.3_

AVP plan Electron DTP

Although it is only currently
available in DFS format, AVP
is planning an ADFS version
of its Pixel Perfect software.

The new format will be

available for Master Compact
and Electron computers on
3.5 inch disc.

This program allows you to
import text from View or
other wordprocessors, to cre
ate multiple columns, and in
sert graphics in position.
There are three standard fonts

but extra 'headline' fonts are

available to lend style to your
layouts.

GOOD
NEWS

Sir, I sometimes read com
plaints from readers about the
lack of service from certain

advertisers. I thought you
might find it a pleasant change
to report a work of praise.

I recently managed to per
suade my son-in-law to buy a
Master Compact. His worst
fears were confirmed when it

gave trouble after less than a
week. In this case though, a
visit to the computer's sup
pliers, Watford Electronics,
cleared up the problem in less
than half an hour.

In any business, mistakes
will occur; what matters is the
way they're dealt with. Con
trary to the ecperience of some
readers with other suppliers,
my own requests to Watford
Electronics have always been
handled with courtesy. I sus
pect that this may beoneof the
reasons for that company's
growth. I hope you can find
space to report one customer's
satisfaction.

W Stanton

Worcester

NO
RISC

Sir, When I bought my Master
eithteen months ago, I was told
by the dealer that transputer
and RISC add-on boards

would be available. Is this true?

Could you also recommend a
beginner's guide for assembly
programming?

Craig Dyke
Solihull

There are no plans for a
transputer add-on, although a
RISC second processor was
built for development work. A
used guide is Assembly Lan
guages Programming on the
BBC Micro by Ian Birnbaum.
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IMAGE

PROCESSING

140

For the BBC Micro

IMAGE III - FRAME STORE

* Real time picture capture from camera or video

tape recorder.

• Max. resolution 512 x 512 x 64 Grey levels.

* 3 Resolution options.

* Storage of multiple pictures.

• Economical price £1495.00 + V.A.T.

RAMASES IMAGE

PROCESSING SOFTWARE

* Menu driven.

* Contrast stretching

* Linear and area measurement.

* Image enhancement * Edge detection.

* Image storage and retrieval from disk.

• Economical price £250.00 + V.A.T.

For fall specification consult the

IMAGE PROCESSING SPECIALIST

ELTIME VISION SYSTEMS.

10/14 HALL ROAD,

HEYBRIDGE,MALDON,

ESSEX, CM97LA.

TEL:MALDON

(0621) 59500/50231

TELEX: 995548

?) INSTAT

INSTAT is available for PC's and BBC Microcomputers
INSTAT is a general purpose statistics package for interactive
data analysis. It is useful for statistics teaching and for any
research requiring statistical analysis of data.
Facilities include:

* easy data entry and editing
* descriptive statistics
* multiple regression
* multiway tables
* probability distributions
* extensive help facilities

calculations
powerful plotting
ANOVA
random sample generation
macros

and much more...

"... where extensive use is made of statistics and a BBC micro
can be devoted to the purpose, INSTAT is quite simply the best".
Acorn User can be devoted to the purpose, Acorn User January
1987

"... the authors of INSTAT clearly believe that they have
produced something rather special. I,for one, would agree with
them", lain Currie, THES, June 1987

Prices (educational and multiple copy discounts available):

INSTAT BBC £85 + VAT
(disc, EPROM, Introductory, Reference and Supplementary
Guides)

INSTATPC £100+VAT
(disc, Introductory and Reference Guides) '
BBC Basic(86) isessentialtorun INSTAT PC £95+VAT

For further details: Alison Ansell, Statistical Services Centre,
Department of Applied Statistics, University of Reading, Reading. RG6
2ANTel: 0734 875123 x 460 and 0734 861239 (24hr)

P00LSWINNEB
THE ULTIMATE PCOLSPREDICTIONPROGRAM
• MASSIVE DATABASE PooLawinner is a sophisticated Poob

prediction aid. It cornea complete with the largest database
available - 22000 matches over 10years.

• PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS, but AWAYS, HOMES
and NO SCORES.

• SUCCESSFUL SELECguarantee that Poolawinnerperforms
significantly better than chance.

• ADAPTABLE Probabilities are given on every fixture -
choose as many selections as you need (or your bet. The
precise prediction formula can be set by the user - you can
develop and test your own unigue method.

• SIMPLE DATA ENTKT Allteam names are inthe program.Simply type in the reference
numbers from the screen. Or use FDCGEN to produce fixture list automatically (see below).

• LEAGUEAND NON-LEAGUE All Englishand ScottishLeague teams are supported,
and also the non-league sides often used on pools coupons.

• nUNTEK SUPPORT Fullhard copy printoutof data if you have a printer.

PRICE £18.00 (all inclusive)

"•«>*•

AT LAST: No more struggling for hours to get the
PTYnPW rY] r\ toure H* ^° *»computer. FTXGEN h«s been
IlAvliul UJL/U programmed withallEnglish andScottishLeague
fixtures for 1967/8. Simply typo in tho d»to,and tho full fixture list ia generated
in seconds. Fully compatible with Poolswinner. Yearly updates available.

POOLSWINNER with FTJCGEN £19.50 (for both)

COURSEWINNERvs
NOT JUST A TIPSTER
PROGRAM, Coursewinner
V3 can be used by experts

THE PUNTERS COMPUTER PROGRAM andoccasionalpuntersalike
You can develop and test your own unique winning system by adjusting the
analysis formula, or use the program in simple mods. Coursewinner V3 uses
statistical analysis ot major factors including part form, spaed ratings, course
statistics, prise money, weight, going, trainer and jockey form etc, eta It
outputs most likely winners, good long odds bets, forecasts, tricasta etc. The
database includes vitalcourse statistics for all British courses. You can update
the databaae - never goes out of date. FULL PRINTER SUPPORT.

PRICE £18.00 (all inclusive) tncludaa FlatANDNational Hunt vsrsioas.

uupplisd on taps -
automatic conversion (o diac

AMSTRADCPCs
BBC*
COMMODORE 6V12B
SPECTRUM

Send Cheques/POs for
return of post service to...

AMSTRAD PCW
-,,, IBM Format
UU COMMODORE AMIGA

ATARI ST

SOFTWARE phone 24hrs
62ALTRINCHAM RD,GATLEY, CHEADLE, CHESHIRESK8 4DP.S 061-4287425

(Send lor lull list of our software)
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USER GROUPS
LONDON

East London. SOBAT Computer Club:
Mr. T A Kayani, 12Calderon Road,
London El 1 4EU Tel: 01-556 5423
London Association of London

Computer Clubs: RobinBradbeer,
Poly techic of North London, Holloway,
London N7 8DB

London. Association of Computer
Clubs: Rupert Steele, 12 Philbeach Gds,
London SW5 9DY
London. Radio Amateur Micro User
Group: Contact by bullcting board
No. 8630198

North London. BBC Micro Users
Group: Ric Keyworth, 4b Kilburn High
Road, London NW6 5UL.
Tel: 01-734 9235
North London. North London BBC
Micro Users Group, 82 Hornsey Lane,
London N6 5LU.
Tel: 01-263 6760 (eves)
Wandsworth. Wandsworth Computer
Club: C Kendrick Earlsfield Library,
MagdalenRoad, London SW16
West London. PersonalComputer
Club: Chris, Tel: 01-743 1579;
Steve, Tel: 01-540 6271;
Blue, Tel: 01-579 5415

SOUTH-EAST

Aylesbury. BBC Micro User Group:
Aston Clinton County Combined
School, Twitchell Lane, Aston Clinton,
Aylesbury, BucksHP22 5JJ
Tel: (0296) 630276
Bognor Regis. Bognor Computer
Group:
E R Piper, 2 Ely Gdns, Aldwick Park,
Bognor Regis, Sussex P021 3RY
Bracknell: Bracknell Primary Schools
ComputerUsersGroup: D Donaldson, .
Wildridings CountyJunior School,
Netherton Bracknell, Berks RG12 4DX
Brighton. Brighton,Hove and District
Computer Club: J Smith, 30 Leicester
Villas, Hove, EastSussex BN3 5SQ
Bucks. South Bucks Acorn Users Club:
D Park, 160 White Hill, Chcsham,
Bucks HP5 1AZTel: Chesham 783097
Camberley. Cambcrley Computer User
Group: D Crosby-Clarke,
Tel: Crowthorne 771590,
Prestel Mailbox 344771590
Caterham. Computer Club: Caterham
Leisure Centre, Godstone Road,
Caterham, SurreyCR3 6RE
Dartford. CP/M User Group: Diana
Fordred, 72Mill Road, Hawlcy,
Dartford, Kent Tel: (0322) 22669
Guildford. West Surrey Computer
Club: Jan Spencer. 52 Lindfield Gdns,
Guildford, Surrey GUI ITS
Tel: (0483) 63512
Harpenden. Harpenden Microcomputer
Group: P Cowley, 36 Southdown Road,
Harpenden, Herts AL5 1PG
Harrow. Harrow Computer Group:
BazylcButcher, 16St Peter's Close,
Bushcy Heath, Watford WD2 3LG
Tel: 01-950 7068
Ilford. 1LBUG: Peter Jones, 1 DeVere
Gdns, Cranbrook, Ilford Essex IGl 3EB
Iver. Ivcr Computer Society: John
Haigh, 11 Collision Walk, Ford Farm.
Calcot, Reading, Berks RG3 5ZJ
Tel: (0734)417534
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North and Mid Essex. NAMEBUG
(User Group): Andy Purkiss, 12 Palm
Close, Witham, Essex
Tel: (0376) 515609. Prestel 376515609
Reading. ReadingUserGroup (RUG):
Tel: Richard Rowlands, 28 Anstey Rd,
Reading Berkshire, RGl 7JR
Tel: Reading 596825(eves)
South East Essex.BBCUserGroup
(SEEBUG): Mr A P Jordan, 97
Oakhurst Drive, Wickford, Essex SS12
ONW Tel: Rayleigh 771428
Sutton. Sutton Library Computer
Group: The Secretary, 21 VillageRow,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 6JZ
Tel: 01-642 3102

Welling. Computer Users Club: Tony
Latham, 69 Hadlow Road, Welling,
KentDA16 1AX

JP101 User Group: c/o 8 Cherry Gdns,
Billericay, EssexCM 12OHA
St Albans. RISC User (for Arc Users):
c/o Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill, St
Albans, Herts, All 1EX
Tel: (0727) 40303

SOUTH & SOUTH-WEST

Farcham. Porchestcr & Fareham

Computer Club: MichaelArcher, 113
Deerhurst Crescent, Paulsgrove,
Portsmouth, Hampshire P06 4EJ
Tel: (0705) 325647

MIDLANDS & ANGLIA

Birmingham. The Midland Amateur
Radio Society BBC User Group: M
Nyman, Unit 16,60Regent Place,Off
Caroline St, Birmingham 1
Tel: 021-382 3606

Boston. Boston Acorn Computer Users
Group: J C Goodwin, 245Church
Green Road, Fishloft, Boston,
Lines PE21 ORP
Burton-on-Trent. Beeb Users Group
(BugClub): MrsLinda Yeomans, 13
Regent St, Church Grcsley,
Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DEI 1 9PL
Tel: (0283) 216445 (eves)
Cambridge. Bottisham Acorn User
Group: GeraldWilcockson, 19Gallows
Hill, Saffron Walden, Essex CBI 1 4DA
Tel: Saffron Walden 23793
Derby. Derby Microcomputer Society:
Mrs Beverley Bowman, 6 Shady Grove,
Hilton, Derbyshire DE6 5FX
Dudley. Kingswinford BBC Micro
Club: Kingswinford Community
Centre, High Street, Kingswinford,
Dudley, WestMidlands
Glossop. Glossop Computer Club
(Derbyshire): T S Fox, 4 Park Lane,
Little Hayfield, Stockport, Cheshire
SKI2 5NW Tel: (0663) 44260
Huntingdon. RAF Personal Computer
Association: Sgn Ldr J A Upham, Man S
(ADP), HQ RAFSC, RAF Brampton,
Huntingdon PE18 8QL
Norwich. Amateur Computer Club:
Andy Leeder, Church Farm, Stratton St
Michael, Norwich NR15 2QB
Norwich. Norwich and District BBC
Microcomputer User Group: Roy
Street, Church Farmhouse,
Temelthorpe, Dareham,
Norfolk NR15 2QB Tel: Foulsham 579
Nottingham. Micro Club: John Day,
8 Warkton Close, Chilwell,

Notts NG9 5FR Tel: (0602) 225660,
Prestel 602225660
Redditch. Redditch Computer Club:
Anthony Green, 14 Radway Close,
Redditch, Worcs B98 8RZ
Tel: (0527) 61434
Stoke. POTBUG BBC User Group: J
Forest, 50 Cliff St, Smallthorne,
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs Tel: 818430
Stratford. Stratford Computer Club:
E Sheppard, 35 Sidelands Rd,
Stratford-on-Avon,
Warwickshire CV37 9DT
Suffolk. West Suffolk BBC Micro Users
Club: Mike Holland, 14 Plovers Way,
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk AP33 2NJ
Tel: (0284)4853
Suffolk. Gateway Computer Club: Phil
Herberer, 164d Radcliffe Road,
Lakenheath, Suffolk Tel: Eriswell 2363

NORTH-WEST

Blackburn. Blackburn Acorn User
Domain: c/o Yuticks Nest, Pringle St,
Blackburn, LanesTel: (0254)55578
Cheshire. Mid-Cheshire Computer
Club: Michael Christie, 496 The High
St, Winsford, Cheshire
Cumbria. West Cumbria User Group:
PMajid Tel: (0946)62732,
or K Purkiss, Tel: (0946) 66586
Liverpool. Mersey BBC User Group:
Nik Kelly, 56 Queens Drive,
Liverpool L46SH
Rochdale. Rochdale's Beeb Owners
Group: P Halliwcll 81 Mornington
Road, Kirkholt, Rochdale,
Lanes OLl 1 20J
St Helens. SNUG (SpecialNeeds User
Group): J Hughes, 39 Eccleston
Gardens, St Helens WA10 3BJ
Tel: (0744) 24608
Wirral. Wirral Micro Users Group:
David Walsh, 23The Pines, SpiralRoad,
Bebington, Wirral L63 9PH

NORTH-EAST

Huddersfield. Huddcrsfield BBC Micro
User Group: S Gill, 21 Mayfair Ave,
Sowood, Halifax, West Yorkshire
Tel: (0422) 73058
Hull. Forum 80: 421 Endikc Lane,
Hull HU6 8AG
Hull. MUSE (for teachers): PO Box
43,231/2 Friary Chambers,
Whitefriargatc, Hull HUl 2HD
Tel: (0428) 20268
Leeds. Garforth BBC User Group
(Garbug): Mr D G Bell, 84 Park Lane,
Rothwell, Leeds LS26 OEY
Keighley. Keighley Computer Club:
Colin Price,"AppleGarth", The Hobb
Hill, Chapel Road, Steeton, Keighley,
West Yorkshire Tel: (0535) 54738
Newcastle. Newcastle & Washington
BBC User Group (NEWBUG): Multi
Purpose Centre, Oxclose Village,
Washington, Tyne & Wear
Tel: 091-4166407
Newcastle. BIAC (BBC IBM Amstrad
and Compatibles user group): N Kidd,
MultiPurpose Centre, OxcloseVillage,
Washington, Tyne & Wear
Tel: 091-4166407
Northumbria. Northumbria Electronics

and BBC Micro Users Group
(NEBUG): Ian Douglas Chapman, 13
Pont St, Ashington,

Northumberland NE63 OHH

Sheffield. Parsons Cross BBC User
Group:
Andrew Grant, 28 Rokcby Road,
Sheffield S5 9FU
Tel (0742) 461203
Sheffield. Acorn andBBC User Group
(ABUG): Mick Cattell (Sec)128
Greenhill Avenue, Sheffield S8 7TF
Tel: (0742) 745209
South Yorkshire. South Yorkshire
Personal Computer Group: Bob Hindle,
139 Penrhyn Road, SheffieldSI 1 8UP
Wakefield. Wakefield BBC Micro User
Group: PO Box 65 Wakefield, West
Yorks WF2 6YZ

SCOTLAND

Central Scotland. BBC User Group: D
Davidson, 2 Akarit Road, Larbert,
StirlingshireFK5 4BY
(Tel (0324)558692
Central Scotland. Archimedes User
Group (ScotArc): D Davidson, 2 Akarit
Road, Larbert, Stirlingshire FK5 4BY
Econet User Group (Scotland): c/o
Michael Ryan, Balkecric Cottage, Eassie
by Forfar, Angus, Scotland.
Inverclyde. Inverclyde BBC Micro
Users Club: Robert Watt, 38 Wellyard
Way, Greenock,
Renfrewshire PA16 OXG
Tel: Gourock 39967

WALES

Cardiff. Cardiff BBCComputer Club:
Geoffrey Barker,2 Whitecliffe Drive,
Penarth CF6 2RYTel: (0222) 701023

N. IRELAND

Belfast. BelfastComputer Club:
Andrew White, 19Grecnpark Drive,
Markethill, Co. Armagh BT60 IPX

OVERSEAS

Australia. BBC Users Group of
Canberra: PO BoxE58,Queen Victoria
Terrace, ACT 2600
Australia. Beebnet: PO Box 262,
Kingswood, South Australia 5062
Australia. Ozbceb Sydney(meetings
North Ryde): PO Box 1030,
Parramatta2150

Tel: 635 4868 (day) or 868 4455(eve)
Australia. Dapto BBC User Group:
PO Box 447, Dapto, NSW 2530
Australia. QACUG: S. Dick, PO Box
343, Bulimba, Queensland,
Australia 4171
Canada. Atom Users Group of Canada:
John Wood, 812 Cabot Trail, Milton,
Ontario L9T 3M8

Canary Islands (Spain). BBC Micro
Club Tenerife: PO Box 560,38000 Santa
Cruz de Tenerife
Eire. Irish Amateur Computer Club:
Austin Vaughan, 35 Monastery Drive,
Clondalkin, Dublin 12
Tel: 01-593112 (eves)
Finland. Arjen Raateland, Hopeatie
10a21,00440 Helsinki 44 Tel: 90 5625027
France. Club Informatique Assevent:
Claude Laurent, 1 Rue du Marechal
Lcclerc, Assevent 59600 Tel: 27 652294
Greece. Microclub: C Mantzavinatos, 17
Stournara Str, 106 82 Athens
Tel: 013640 675 6
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VERSATILE CAD/CAM
For the BBC Micro

A sophisticated, menu driven, user friendly CAD/CAM package with
many facilities for very accurate drawing construction and data
extraction for Numeric Control (NC) post processing. As used in

Education and Industry.
CAD System (EDUCAD) - £80 (ex. vat)
* geometric/schematic drawings ' construction/modification
*zoom, scale and units control * text/symbol font editor
* text/symbols, any size and angle * intersects and tangents
* mirror and duplicate * rubber banding
*generalised x-y plotter output *graphics screen dump
*area properties *revision/material info, editor
CAM System (EDUCNC) - £35 (ex. vat)
* part geometry from EDUCAD * part profile definition
* tool path animation * generalised NC post processor

Econet Network versions available.
Both packages have explicit Input prompts and error messages. This together with over 80

pages ofonlineHELP datamakesthese systemseasytouse andeasy to leam- an Idealwayof
introducing this new technology.

TOORDER simplyspecify dlskformat requirements or to obtain further details contact:
EDUSOFT.

CAD CAM systems for IBM PCcompatable available
LodgeHill, Sevens Road, CannockWood, Rugeley,

Staffs WS154RX
S 05436 76939

signwriter/
instant display lettering £29.95
from a dot-matrix printer <bbc version)
* Signs printed across or down the page
* Sharp characters any size - the bigger the better
* Design logos, symbols on screen
* Extra fonts £5.75 each:

Fair

a*
Ass

etc.

Also available:

LABELWRITER
for multiple bods

PAPERBASE
for bibliographies

Available from the publisher

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC
♦4 Roan Street. London SElO VJT

(Ol) 858 2699
This advertisement printed A4-slze with 16-blt SIGNWRfTER

^COMPUTER SERVICING JB

L

(established since 1979)

WE REPAIR - ON THE PREMISES - QUICK TURNROUND

* AMSTRAD PC PCW/CPC
A BBC & ELECTRON COMMODORE
•k APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE
•k DISC DRIVES, PRINTERS, MONITORS
•fr HARDWARE HIRE - MINIMUM 10 DAYS

MAIL ORDERS by phoneAccess and VisaAccepted
A Range of Hardware, Software, Joysticks, Leads, Interfaces

Chips etc, and Computer Paperalways in stock
CROYDON COMPUTER CENTRE

25a BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH,
SURREY CR4 7 J J. Tel 01-683 2646

THIS NOTICE WORTH _E5
AGAINST ANY PURCHASE OF HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE OVER £50

PANASONIC 3V2" DISK DRIVES

u I

'/aheightModelJU-363 1megabyte lowcomponent DoubleSided, DoubleDensity 80
track drives withShugart compatible interlace using 34 way IDCconnector. Uncased, with
power connector. £59.50 + VAT
Please Note:
•Data cable lor BBC available at C7.50 + VAT
•Carnage £3.00 + VAT
•Quantitydiscount of 20% lor 10+
'We still have a small quantity ol Hitachi
3' 40 track drives available at C24.95 + VAT

PLESSEY Model T24 V28/V22bis MODEMS
Compact 1200/2400 Baud modem featuring auto call &auto answer &auto bit rate
recognition. With manual&connection details lor highspeed PRESTEL,
lor BBC.Originallypriced at over C700. r*-t cc\ r\r\
Please Note: E169,°°
'Carriage C5.00 + VAT nc
•Acoustic couplersavailable newIrom £1 4.95 + VAT

MATMOS LTD, COMPUTER APPRECIATION,
1 Church Street. Cuckfield, W. Sussex, RH17 5JZ. 30/31 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent.CTl 1BL.
Tel:(0444) 414484/454377 Tel: (0227) 470512
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BBC B Penpal wanted with disc drive to
swop hints, ideas, etc. Aged 12-14.
Louise Turner, 49 Cledan, Treowen,
Newtown, Powys SY16 1NB.
MASTER 128, £300. Turbo
co-processor, £80. 80186 co-processor,
£150. 80T drives, £50 each, plus many
extras. Tel: Cambridge (0223) 323971.
ELECTRON owners! Slogger SEDFS.
Only £40. Sloggcr ROM Box Plus with
View, ADT, 8k SWR. Only £30. Tel:
(0934) 833494.
TECHNOMATIC 40/80T
plinth-mounted dual disc drive, own
PSU. £145. Tel: 01-286 0489.
TORCH Z80DP comprises: Z80 second
processor, twin SOT disc drive, MCP
ROM plus Perfect Writer Calc Filer +
manuals. £220. Tel: Preston (0772)
21704.

ELECTRON Turbo 64k, Plus 1, Plus 3,
Pascal, Lisp, View, ViewSheet, DBase,
ADFS/DFS, games, books, mags, £240.
5'/4 inch disc. £50. Tel: Ruislip
636193.

ADE Plus for BBC model B, hardly
used, cost £55, yours for £35. Tel: David,
Cardiff (0222) 752143 eves.
ELECTRON, Plus 1, boxed, data
recorder, joysticks, leads, books,
magazines, 10 games. £90. Tel: (0227)
368287.

FOR SALE Acorn DNFS 1.2 ROM,
£12. Computer Concepts Disc Doctor,
£18. Tel: (0462) 814745 eves.
TEXAS teletype silent 700 incl. acoustic
300/1200 baud modem, can be used for
any dial-up service. 100per cent reliable
(as-new). Tel: (0224) 868788.
PRO 5000 Digital joystick,£50.Solidisk
32k SWR, £10. Acorn Electron, £20. Six
Electron games including Elite, £10.
Tel: (0970) 820023.
ELECTRON and ROM Box Plus,
cassette, user port, ROMs, manuals, all
under 18 months old. £90 the lot. Tel:
Lydd 20812.
MASTER 128, disc drive, Citizen 120D
printer, paper, monitor lead, joysticks,
manuals, loads of software, immaculate.
£650 ono. Tel: Byfleet 48846.
ARCHIMEDES 310, two months old,
some software. £600. Tel: Bedford
56139.

EMR Midi interface for BBC B, plus
Performer, Composer and Editor
software (80T). £55. Tel: Neil (0273)
725178.

ORIGINAL BBC disc software
including Elite, Trivial Pursuits,
Dunjunz and more. £5 each. Tel: Mike
(0742) 690675.
FOR SALE 16k SW RAM module for
BBC computer. £12 ono. Tel: Norwich
743645 eves.

BBC B, Acorn DFS, Teletext adapter,
40T 100k, SOT 200k drives, 16k SW
RAM, 65C10Z second processor,
software. £600 ono or split. Tel: Paul
(0283) 65635.
BBC B Watford solderless SW ROM
board R + W switches, Watford ZIF,
MCP-40 printer/plotter, Cumana touch
pad, cheap! Tel: Ralph (0483) 63301.
BBC B Acorn DFS, books and software.
£210ono. Tel: Bradford on Avon (02216)
4868.

WATFORD Word Aid, boxed, unused,
£15. 5'A in disc cases, metal Cumana and
Pace £5 each. Twelve unused discs.
Maxell/Memorex. Tel: 051-722 5799.
BBC keyboard. Only £15. Also BBC B,
40T. dual SD SS + PSU, £350. Tel: Alex
01-504 4680 eves.

MUSIC 500, as new including 15
excellent composition discs, £45 ono.
128kSolidiskSWR, £50 ono. Tel: (0905)
429967 after 7pm.
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FREE ADS

JUKI 5510 printer, not working due to
printhead failure but useful for sparesor
possible repair. Offers? Tel: (0455)
635587.

ACORN disc drive SV* in (40T). £35.
Tel: (0272) 774642.
BBC B, £1300 worth of equipment. £600.
For details tel: (0287) 33036. Includes
disc drive, printer, SW/RAM etc.
ELECTRON Plus, 1 64k Master RAM
board, ADFS disc drive, View,
ViewShcet, Starstore, printer ROM
DBase, £250 ono. Tel: Basingstoke
(0256) 781439.
BBC B Issue 7, Acorn DFS 1.2, Acorn
speech upgrade, £255. Solidisk DFDC
with ADFS 2.1, £30. Watford 32k
Shadow RAM card. £40. Tel:
Cheltenham (0242) 36992.
TEN blank discs DS/DD/80T, includes
labels, w/protect tabs, hub rings. Tel:
Bratton 830818 before 6 pm only.
ELECTRON, Acorn Plus 3, ROM Box
Plus, View, ViewSheet, 1770 DFS,
expansion ROM, manuals + extras. £250
ono. Tel: (0706) 65370.
ELECTRON 32k, plus data recorder.
Both in good condition. Tel: (0272)
774642.

ACORN User, Becbug,Micro User,full
sets from issue one. Offers? Tel: Nick,
Bookham (0372) 58655.
MASTER 128, IM6 drive, manuals,
books, discs, etc, £460ono. Tatung TP80
printer, £100 ono. Wordwise, £10.
Deliver 100 km. Tel: Windermere 2758
6-8 pm.
ELECTRON, Plus 3, Plus 1, PMS
second processor, HiBasic, View,
ViewShcet, ViewStore, ViewSpell, discs,
manuals, books. £200. Tel: Lcatherhead
(0372) 372010.
ROM Box Plus, for Electron, hardly
used, £30. Also Electron Users, £10. Tel:
(0509) 213123.
BBC B, good condition, colour monitor,
RGB, optional to green, joystick, lots of
games. £375 ono. Tel: Nick 01-346
1473.

BBC B Viglen console, twin drives,
Watford ROM/RAM board, green
monitor, IntcrWord, Spell Master, etc,
EPROM programmer, £700. Tel:
Southampton 769643 eves, weekends.
BEEBUG Spellcheck 3 ROM 4-
dictionary disc. £15. Tel: 01-445
3000.

TWO BOOKS: 'Z80, Assembly
Language Programming', Leventhal, £7.
'Programming the Z80', Zaks, £7. Exmon
ROM, £10. Tel: Langport 250130.
BBC B, Watford 32k S RAM and 128k
SW RAM, twin 40/80T drives, Opus

DDOS, in Viglen unit, hi-res monitor,
software. £450. Tel: (0332) 704710.
ACORN Plus 1, F-Bytc joystick
interface, Quickshot Two, Turbo driver
(kit). £70 ono. Tel: 061-442 4046.
SOLIDISK 2MEG128, £25. 3-in drive,
£25. ADI, £15. 30 3-in discs, £30. Tel:
(0324) 37040.
ROMS: ViewStore £30, ViewSpell£20,
BCPL £15, Dabs Press MOs 4-
fingerprint £10, boxed, manuals, vgc.
Tel: Cambridge (0223) 323971.
ACORN Electron Plus 1, Solidisk
interface, disc drive, printer, tape deck,
joysticks, games. £200 ono. Tel: (0273)
772503.

ATPL SW ROM board for BBC B

computer, £15. Brother HR-5 thermal
transfer printer with PSU, £25. Tel:
01-204 5035.

FIRST offer gets:- WE DDFS + manual,
Advanced user guide, Shinwa CP80-T1
printer, AMX Mouse 4- SuperArt
(Master 128 version), Wordwise. Tel:
(0229) 62566.
EPSON DX 100 daisywheel printer, as
new. Cost £420, accept £200 ono. Full
width carriage plus 5 spare ribbons. Tel:
(0324) 558692.
BBC B OS 1.2 Issue 7, Kenda DNFS,
80T disc drive, handbooks, all as new.
£375. Tel: Richard 01-350 2061 eves.
BBC B, Epson FX80, colour monitor,
dual disc drive, plus books, software,
host of extras, will split, or sell complete.
£650. Tel: (0704) 37821.
BBC B Issue 7, 80T disc drive, 1770
DDFS, 16k SW RAM loads of ROMs on
disc. £300. Tel: (0493) 780909 eves.
MASTER 128,£300. LX80 printer, £150.
Philips g/screen, £55. Pace series 4
modem 2123S, £200 ono. Tel: Braintree
(0376) 28201.
PRISM 2000 modem and Viewdata
software new, £35. Acorn data recorder,
hardly used, £35. Tel: (0494) 71183.
ELECTRON Plus 1, Plus 3, recorder,
manuals, books, hundreds of tapes and
discs, £250. Centronics GLP, £70. Tel:
(0325) 58176.
MODEM for sale, Pace Linnet 4-
Commstar 2, £150. Only four months
old. Will swop for printer. Tel: (0254)
812177.

BBC B, disc drive, SW RAM, Inter
series, NLQ printer, Music 500,
joysticks, all manuals, hundreds of
books, software, immaculate. £580 ono.
Tel: 01-223 1070 eves.
BBC Master 128 with 40/80T Cumana,
£480, also brand new software, genuine
reason for sale. Tel: (06333) 64468
eves.

MASTER, switchable DS drive, tracker
ball, cursor ROM, .cartridge, both
manuals, MOS guide, Elite, £575. Tel:
Bradford (0274) 590021 eves.
ACORN USER, every issue from No. 1
to Dec" 87 - offers? Amber 2400, 24
char/line, dot matrix printer, £15 ono.
Tel: (0344) 776674.
REPLAY, plus much original software
(recent), also loads of magazines, AU's
and MU's. For prices contact: B
Sparrow, 10 Falconers Field, Harpenden,
Herts.

BBC B+ 128k, £240. Cumana dual 40T
drives, £99. Mini Office II, £10.
Complete with manuals, covers, £330.
Tel: Ian (04023) 47149.
CUMANA 80T dual disc drive, own
PSU, £100. Tel: 01-692 3432.
BBC B, Watford DFS, 40/80T DS/DD
drive, InterWord, AMX Mouse with
SuperArt, Kaga KX-118B high-res
monitor, £365. Tel: Tring (044282)
4600.

BRAND NEW bargains. Printmastcr
ROM, £15. Termi ROM, £12. Wet-type
disc-head cleaner pack, £4.50. Tel: Jeff,
Hopwood (0924) 263503.
ELECTRON. Too much hardware and

software to list, many books and
magazines. Worth over £600. Offers?
Tel: (0634) 575841 eves.
BBC MASTER 128k plus mannuals,
Pace twin 40/80T disc drive, small
amount of software. Both in excellent
condition, £375. David Owen Pennant,
19 Stamford Road, Birchfield B20 3PJ.
Tel: 021-523 7506.
WANTED UHF pack for Electron
teletext adapter (Morley). Tel: Karl
01-892 5102 eves.

WANTED Demon modem + lead for

BBC B. Tel: (0252) 710113 eves.
WANTED Master 128 or 512, good
condition, fairly new. Also interested in
any extras. Tel: (0538) 752547.
WANTED Spellmaster. Write to
Ravinder Sahota, 15 Springfield Cres.,
West Bromwich, West Midlands B70
6LL.

WANTED Chalice Software Vector 1
tape to disc utility, also Vector 2 disc to
disc utility, Acorn DFS for BBC B. Tel:
01-570 6933.

WANTED by privatecash buyer BBCB
dual disc drive, printer monitor WHY.
Fair price paid. Tel: Gardner (0932)
224122 day, (0486) 825214 eves.
WANTED Lord Of The Rings for BBC
B on disc. Tel: Hasler (0533) 871481 ext
34, keen Tolkienist.
WANTED Plus 3 Welcome disc or a

copy. Tel: Leeds (0532) 483563.

FREE PERSONAL AD SERVICE
Fillin the form belowto a maximum of20words (one in each box)and send it to AcornUserFree Ads,20-26
BrunswickPlace, London Nl 6DJ. Please usecapital letters, write clearly,and remember your name,
address and telephone number.Withoutthis full information,supplied on aseparatesheetofpaper,we
regret we cannot carry your Free Ad. We cannot accept entries selling or swapping software. This is a
service to readers-nocompanies please. Oneentryperformonly.FreeAds arecarriedinthemagazine as
space permits, and any Free Ads not used within a month of receipt will be disposed of.
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ACOR
DIARY

Flying Z88s from junkie
Micronitter Ian Burley, identi
fied as a Z88-junkie in last
month's Abuser, has decided to
junk his Z88. Cuddly 5ft 2in
Ian threw it across the Hotel

California lobby in exaspera
tion when the batteries ran out,
leading to him being christened
with the nickname 'Hurley'.

Poor old Hurley had leant
on the bag disguising his Z88
and accidently switched the
machine on.

That tale reminded our ace

reporter Orson of an earlier
Sinclair gadget, the Black
Watch. Remember them? With

the red LED display which was

only lit when a button on the
thing was pressed?

An old mate of Orson's

taped down the button to see
the display change from 11.59
to 00.00. Unfortunately, he fell
asleep; the batteries ran out;
and the watch never lived to

tell the time again.

A case of hidden identity
Crown Computer Products of Burscough in Lancashire has
latched on to a big market with this carry case for Amstrad
PCWs — people who don't want to be seen carrying them!
(Fashion-unconscious Obergruppenfuhrer Quinn carts Mas
ters around in a Sam Fisher bag from Covent Garden.)

Seconds out
Andrew Fedonczuk's Mandel

brot program from March
attracted the attention of The

Guardian last month. But if
they found Andrew's remark
able for its speed, we hope they
caught the monthly 3.5in disc
for April which carried Stephen
Streater's version. This pulled it
off in three seconds!

Tricky View
We obviously don't look at
back issues enough. Orson
caught out everyone in the
office by getting them to type
in Field 27 in View command

mode. The result on version 3

is amusing, in earlier machines
it's a pain (try pressing Escape).
But to amuse View 2.1 users,
try typing in Daytona or
wheelchair (subtle one, that).

Down in the
jargon jungle
'Couch potato' is one of the
hottest Loose Ends to come

out of Ned Sherrin's mouth on
Radio 4, and now it's even the
name of NME's TV preview
column. But remember where

you read it first— Abuser back
in July '86.

Now comes the latest catch

phrase from the Orson word
factory: 'clappydoos'.

The Gorbals-bred or fish far

mers among you might recog
nise it, but we leave the incog-
noscenti to think up their own
meanings (we'll find a fiver for
any good ones that we are able
to print).

Gone west
Two departures this month
from the mag. Ad man Gary
Lucas just beat supersub Stuart
Anderton out the door to go
off to shine his light on the
menaces at Dennis Publishing
for Computer Shopper, where
he'll no doubt bump into AU
old favourite Bruce Smith

freelancing on DTP.
Stuart has headed west to

double the population in Wilt
shire and set alight the subs'
desk at the Wiltshire Times.
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Tripping down memory lane
What's the best article ever in

AU} We asked people to
nominate three in May's Read
er Survey (you've still got till
May 27 to reply and try to win
an Arc), and so Orson went
around the office to discover

the Golden Oldies. One re

vered by everyone is Maths in
Motion by Michael St Aubyn
from November 1985. MiM

plots Lissajous figures and

changes their shape using the
cursor keys. It's free on this
month's disc and cassette.

Mandelbrots are Rob Miller
favourite. Arc owners have got
it made, but BBC owners don't
have to be left out if they've
got May 1986.

This was followed up by
more fractal patterns from
David Johnson-Davies using
Newton's equations in the July

issue. Tony Quinn goes back to
October 1983 and Susan Step
ney's article on fractal patterns
for a milestone in computer
magazines.

For Graham Bell, Tony Rud-
kin's View printer driver from
March 1984 was the inspiration
for a trail that led to him writ
ing for AU, working for it,
becoming Editor and writing a
book on the View range.
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STOP PRESS

'Stop Press' puts you right at the heart of the Desktop Publishing

Revolution. Utilising dynamic WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You

Get) facilities, 'Stop Press' makes it simple to create professional

newsletters, leaflets, flyers, forms or in fact anything where text and

graphics are required.

'Stop Press' is the ideal publishing software solution for home

enthusiasts, schools, societies and small businesses.

READ ALL ABOUT IT
Documentsmay be prepared using any ofthe superb selection oftype

faces (12 or more) supplied or alternatively a typeface of your own

design.

Text can be entered from within 'Stop Press' or imported from your

preferred wordprocessor with fully automaticon-screen textformatting

as the file loads.

Centering, ragged right, and literal justification are all available. There

also is full pixel resolution control over character size and spacing.

GRAPHIC DESIGN

As well as the abilityto import digitised images there are outstanding

facilities for drawing, spraying and painting using either the patterns

supplied or your own pattern designs, enabling you to produce graphs,

charts, diagrams and pictures.

These can then be pasted, cropped or re-sized to fit any layout, and for

those finishing touches a fantastic zoom is available.

HOT OFF THE PRESSES

At anytime your pages can be previewed beforebeingoutput toa wide
range of Epson or compatible dot matrixprinters.

AMX MOUSE

'Stop Press' can be used with a joystick or keyboard butthe AMX MK III

Mousegivesyouthecontroland flexibility which youwouldexpect from

the most accurate pointing device available. Produced in Switzerland

the AMX Mouse has a unique patented design which includes high

resolution movement (D.P.I.) and superior ball technology to ensure

that contact between the

Mouse and surface is

constant at all times.

EXTRA! EXTRA!
Complimenting 'Stop Press', Extra! Extra! is a superb collection of

ready made clip art and new typefaces covering a wide variety of

subjects and styles.

STOP PRESS' IS AVAILABLE FOR
SOFTWARE

ONLY

WITH AMX

MK. Ill MOUSE

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

ACORN BBC/B + /MASTER

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/8512

AMSTRADCPC6128

COMMODORE 64/128

C49.99

£49.99

£49.99

£39.99

£79.99

£89.99

£79.99

£69.99

£24.99

£24.99

These superb products are available from allgood computer dealers or

direct by cheque, Access or Visa. All prices include VAT, postage and
packing. Become your own publishing baron with'Stop Press'and start

the presses rolling.

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LIMITED
Imagination at your fingertips —»-

FOR INSTANT ACCESS OR VISA ORDERS TELEPHONE: (0925) 413501. •OrS^
ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LIMITED 166-170 WILDERSPOOL CAUSEWAY. WARRINGTON WA4 6QA

TELEPHONE: (0925) 413501 TELEX: 628672 AMS G FAX: 0925 58039
TUBEI.INK ON MICRONET 800 "TUBELINK f SUPPORTS THE AMX MOUSE AND ALL AMS SOFTWARE



The Ultimate Warrior

*%J BARBARIAN

The Ultimate Warrior

©Palace Software, 1987
MADE UNDER LICENCE

NOW AVAILABLE FOR:

BBC MICRO

ELECTRON

The game was greeted with superb reviews
In me computer magazmes,

..emar^yimpre^
dice fight" •••,;-c£oMMODORE USER.
"A real wmnet-~»Cx^ ,
•Artma,,°nCOMPUTER '̂ VIDEO GAMES
Cn|ir:.f.S^CLAIR USER.

A bout of
Mortal Combat

En rrtWTOiffli

V ."

Nearing the End of
a Ferocious Battle

The Victorious
Gladiator

Under the Gaze of
Drax and Mariana

THElh.iL ATE WARRIOR • THE ULTIMATE GAME
Atlast, BARBARIAN, the most realistic and exciting of
sword-fighting games reaches the BBCMicro and
Electron.

One or two players-fight against the computer or a
friend.

BBC Micro Cassette £9.95 AcornElectronCassette £9.95
BBCMicroS'A" Disc £11.95 BBC MasierCompact 3%" Disc £14.95
(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers)

Please make cheques payable to "Superior Software Ltd".
^

supcnion
soFTUjnn€ ACORNSeFT

Dept. B7. Regent House. Skinner Lane. Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone: 0532

The evil sorcerer Drax has abducted the beautiful
Princess Mariana to satiate his nefarious desires
A powerful warrior issought to vanquish against
Drax's demonic guardians and free the princess?
Youare that warrior: a mighty barbarian wielding
your broadsword with deadly skill.

PRIZE COMPETITION

£100 is the firstprize in our competition, with 20 congratulatory
certificates for runners-up.
Toenter the competition, you must complete the game and write
to us describing the final messages that you receive.
Closing Date: 30th September, 1988.
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